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IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. INTERNATIONAL LEGAL OBLI-

GATIONS OF THE PRESENCE OF THE RHODESIAN IN-

FORMATION OFFICE IN THE UNITED STATES

TUESDAY, MAY 15, 1973

House of Representatives,
Committee on Foreign Affairs,

Subcommittee on Africa,
Washington, D.C.

This subcommittee met at 2 p.m., pursuant to call, in room 2172,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Charles C. Diggs (chairman

of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. Diggs. The subcommittee will come to order.

On November 11, 1965, Ian Smith, representing a minority of less

than 5 percent in the non-self-governing territory of Southern
Rhodesia, instituted a unilateral declaration of independence (UDI)
in violation of the rights of the more than 95-percent African ma-
jority of Zimbabwe to self-determination.

Tlie United Nations, pursuant to the initiative of the United King-
dom, the legitimate authority over the territory, responded to the

extreme gravity of the situation and acting under chapter VII of the

United National Charter, determined that the situation in Southern
Rhodesia to be a threat to international peace and security and decided

that all member states of the United Nations shall prevent certain

activities in their territory and shall prevent certain activities by
their nationals. These decisions were taken under article -11 of the

United Nations Charter and are therefore binding on all members,
including the United States which supported both resolutions. Se-

curity Council Resolution 232, of December 10, 19G6. and Security

Council Resolution 253 of May 29, 1968. The latter, inter alia, imposed
a compreliensive embargo on Southern Rhodesia.

It should be noted that since these resolutions were enacted under
the United Nations Charter they impose solemn treaty obligations

on the United States. Further, the President implemented these res-

olutions in Executive Order 11419, acting pursuant to the authority

granted to him by the Congress in section 5 of the United Nations
Participation Act. These treaty obligations are therefore a x^art of U.S.
law.

The subcommittee today is initiating hearings to examine the facts

bearing on the implications of the presence of the Rhodesian
Information Office in the United States for U.S. adherence to its

international legal obligations.

The purpose of the hearings is: (1) to find the facts: (2) to lay

each of the disparate kinds of activities of the Rhodesian Information
Office beside each relevant pa]"agraph, or paragraphs, of Security

(1)



Council Eesolutions 253 ' as well as the later Security Council Resolu-

tion 277 ' of May 18, 1970 ; and (3) to assist the executive departments

in carrying out their obligations.
,

In this regard, I wish to note the confusion and resultant inability

of the Executive to state the facts as to even the immigration status

of one of the officials of the Rhodesian Information Office correctly.

It is regrettable that I, as chairman of the subcommittee, was con-

strained to point out to the administration the specific relevant pro-

visions of the Immigration and Nationality Act and consequent errors

in their advice that Mr. Hooper is "in indefinite voluntary departure

status." It was necessary to call upon the Executive "to show cause why
it not be considered a blatant circumvention of our immigration laws

to permit a deportable alien to stay in this country indefinitely out of

status as a foreign agent of an illegal i-egime." It was not nntil that

point that the a"dministration focused on the issue from the proper

legal perspective and then advised us

:

Contrary to tlie previous information furnished, lie (Mr. Hooper) has not

heen granted the privilege of voluntary departure.

Thus, a third basic purpose of these hearings is to assist the Ex-

ecutive in examining the implications, both under IT.S. domestic law

and under international law, of the presence in the United States

of the Rliodesian Information Office.

The first and second purposes, as I said, are fact gathering and

examination of the legal meaning of these facts.

For example, all states members of the United Nations are required

under Security Council Resolution 253 to prevent "any activities in

their territories which would promote or are calculated to promote

tlie export of any commodities or products from Southern Rhodesia."

The inquiry on this point would, of course, include : (1) The in-gather-

ing of 'the facts as to the existence of any such activities by the

Rhodesia Information Office; that is, any activities that were calcu-

lated to promote the export of commodities or products fi'om Southern

Rhodesia; (2) laying these facts beside U.S. law to determine their

conformity therewith.

We propose an exhaustive examination of the facts, as well as an

inquiry into the consequences thereof, for the U.S. observance of its

legal obligations in accordance with the mandatory decisions of the

Security Council in Security Council Resolutions 253 and 277, and in

accordance with article 25 of the Charter under which the United

States, as a member of the U.N., agrees to accept and carry out the

decisions of the Security Council.

We will therefore be looking carefully both at the various para-

graphs of the Security Council resolutions and at the specific para-

graphs of the implementing Executive order to determine the

consonance of the presence of the Rhodesian Information Office with

U.S. law.

Accordingly, the first two hearings, today and May 17, will con-

centrate on finding the facts as to the activities of the Rhodesian
Information Office.

We will hold a final hearing at which the subcommittee will have
a distinguished international lawyer lay these facts beside the ap-

1 See appendix, p. 143, for text.
- See appendix, p. 148, for text.



plicable provisions of the Security Council resolutions and the Execu-

tive order to determine whether or not the presence of the Ehodesian
Information Office in the United States adversely affects our ability to

carry out our international legal obligations.^

We think the most beneficial way to proceed today will be to have all

the statements put on the record before questions and discussions.

We will first hear from ]\Ir. Kenneth H. Towsey of the Rhodesian
Information Office. I wish personally to extend to Mr, Towsey ap-

preciation of the subcommittee for his graciousness in accepting the

invitation to testify.

The subcommittee will then hear from Mr. Greene of the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service and then from Mr. O'Shea of the regis-

tration section of the Department of Justice and then from Ms.

Barbara Rogers, a research consultant.

Mr. Towsey, you have a prepared statement. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH H. TOWSEY, DIRECTOR, RHODESIAN
INFORMATION OFFICE

Born. January 9. 1920, at Beeston. Nottinghamshire, England.
Education, High Pavement Secondary School, Nottingham Brasenose College,

Oxford.
War service, Served as a Navy pilot in the British Royal Navy 1939-1945.

Government service, Joined Government of Southern Rhodesia in January 1947.

Holds rank of Deputy Secretary in Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Posted to Washington in March, 1964 as Counsellor for Southern Rhodesian
Affairs.

Lost diplomatic status in U.S.A. in November, 1965 when Rhodesia declared

its independence from Great Britain. Now attached to Rhodesian Information
Office in Washington, D.C.

Titles and awards. LCD. (Independence Commemorative Decoration).

O.B.E. (Officer of the Order of the British Empire for services to the former
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland)

.

Mr. ToAVSEY. Thank you, Mr Chairman, and thank you for your
remarks about my presence here today.

I am Kenneth H. Towsey, a Deputy Secretary in the Rhodesian Min-
istry for Foreign Affairs acting as Director of the Rhodesian Infor-

mation Office in Washington, "D.C. Since February 1966, the Rho-
desian Information Office has been registered under the Foreio-n

Agents Registration Act as an agent of the ISIinistry of Information in

Salisbury, Rhodesia. I submit for the record a copy of our most recent

registration statements.

Mr. DiGGS. Without objection it will be included in the record.*

Mr. Towsey. As set forth in the registration statements the main
purpose of the Rhodesian Information Office is to proniote in the

United States a better understanding of the aims and policies of the

Government of Rhodesia. In^-olved in this promotion are the prepara-

tion and mailing of printed matter, the dissemination of films and a

certain amount of public speaking. We are on record with the Justice

Department as engaging in what the Foreign Agents Registration Act
describes as "political activities"' to the extent of seeking to encourage

the Government and people of the United States to reciprocate the

friendship that is felt for them by the Government and people of Rho-

3 This hearing will be published in part II of this hearing.
* See appendix, p. 92.



desia. You are a people witli a powerful attachment to freedom, jus-

tice, fair play, and the right to be heard. It is within that tradition that

the Rhodesian Information Office raises its small voice in the Ignited

States.

I entered the United States on March 29, 1964, as a diplomatic repre-

sentative of the Government of Southern Rhodesia, a status which ex-

pired on November 11, 1965. Since December 27, 1967, I have had the

status of a resident alien.

I do not wish to make a long presentation but there are one or two
observations that I would like to offer, mainly in regard to statements

by previous witnesses, and I hope these may be helpful to the

sul)committee.
Dr. Walters, who testified on ]March 15,'' appeared to be under the

impression that the Rhodesian Information Office enjoys a specially

privileged position in comparison with protagonists of other Rhodesian
points of view by being permitted to operate in the United States. He
suggested, and I quote him, that "perhaps other meml)ers of political

groups from Africa should be allowed to have bases of operation in-

side this country—such as the African National Council or others."

In fact representatives of the African National Council are propa-
gandizing in the United States. Mr. Eddison Zvogbo. who described

himself as the external affairs re]:)resentative of the African National

Council of Zimbabwe, testified before you on February 21.*^ ]\Ir. Zvogbo
is not registered under the Foreign Agents Registration Act.

I should like, with your indulgence, Mr. Chairman, to offer a few
comments on the United Nations involvement in Rhodesia's affairs

and on the relationship between the United States and Rhodesia. Much
has been said in the extensive debate on the Rhodesia question about

the sanctity of the commitments to mandatory resolutions of the U.S.
Security Council. Your own judicial system has made some deter-

minations on this subject which seem to leave the matter open to a

large element of political discretion. That being so, I think we might
justifiably look at what the United Nations is doing to Rhodesia and
consider if it is being legitimately, reasonably and sensibly done.

You have heard testimony from former Associate Justice and U.N.
representative, Arthur Goldberg," endorsing the legal and moral au-

thority of the United Nations to impose a code of domestic political

behavior on the Rhodesian Government, and to apply sanctions

against it for noncompliance. There are other views.

Former Chief Justice Earl Warren maintains that the United Na-
tions has no authority to impose such a code of behavior. Speaking on
human rights conventions to an audience of international jurists in

Geneva a few years ago Chief Justice Warren said, "The United Na-
tions is not endowed with the authority to enforce these principles.

It is not an international code of laws enforceable as such."
Mr. Ronald Steel, a political scientist of some distinction, believes

that the United Nations exceeded its authority in dealing with Rhode-
sia. He writes as follows in an article in the Commentary magazine in

July 1967

:

After having shown its inability to deal with such real threats to the peace
as the Berlin crisis, Suez, Budapest and Vietnam, the U.N. has now bravely

s Dr. Walters' statement appears on p. 138 of hearing entitled "Future Direction of U.S.
Policy Toward Southern Rhodesia."

8 Mr. Zvogbo's statement appears on p. 34 of hearing titled above.
^ Mr. Goldberg's statement appears on p. 124 of the hearing titled above.
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pnuneed upon Rhodesia and has unleased its vast legal powers to punish her

as a threat to the peace . . . Before we lend our own power to the support

of suc-h actions, we would do well to ask whether they might not be a greater

threat to the peace than the policies of the government they are designed to

punish. Then, too, we ought to ask ourselves whether we would ever be willing

to tolerate this kind of intervention in our own internal affairs.

There is a deal more to :Mr. Steel's arg-ument and I coimnend it to the

subcommittee's consideration. I shall skip now- to his final paragraph.

He writes

:

Today, it is Rhodesia's turn to have the vast legal powers inherent in the

U.N. Charter applied against it by states whose domestic policy is, in many ways,

no better than our own. Tomorrow it could be the turn of other isolated and
weak states such as Portugal—or Israel. ... It may be important to make
the I'.S. powerful. It is even more important to ensure that it does not

use its potential power to enforce a tyranny of the majority.

Mr. Steel raises the question of the double standard, of Rhodesia be-

ing condemned for crimes certainly no greater than those of her ac-

cusers. I was interested to notice recently that Freedom House, a New
York organization concerned with human rights, has made what it

calls a comparative survej' of freedom around the world. Under the

heading of political rights 67 countries—31 of them in Africa—score

as low as or lower than Rhodesia. Under the heading of civil rights 78

countries—31 of them again in Africa—score as low as or lower than

Rhodesia. If the United Nations is going to arrogate to itself the

right to dictate domestic policies, one must surely look for somewhat
more even-handed treatment.

I understand and respect your concern for the legitimate aspira-

tions of black Rhodesians. I share that concern, and so does my Gov-

ermnent. I am sure that as a compassionate man, Mr. Chairman, you

have been troubled by events in Burundi, to name but one example

of an African conflict area, where possibly as many as 200,000. Hutus,

the majority group in the country, have 'been slaughtered by Tutsis,

a governing minority of 15 percent. This is carnage on a scale un-

dreamt of in Rhodesia. It is the ultimate deprivation of human rights.

I am not aware of any concerted action to penalize Burundi for this

performance; to have the United Nations apply sanctions against

her until she introduces majority rule.

The late Dean Acheson thought that U.N. intervention in Rhodesia

was "an act of barefaced aggression, unprovoked and unjustified by a

single legal or moral principle." Charles Burton JNIarshall, wdio is the

Paul Nitze Professor of International Politics at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity School of Advanced International Studies, suggests in a little

book entitled "Crisis over Rhodesia : A Skeptical View" that it is not

good enough to sit back and accept the pervasive view that in its ac-

tions on Rhodesia the U.N. is legimately "developing the charter."

Marshall maintains that "The org-anization deserves the respect of

having its activities subjected to the exacting scrutiny and critical

judgment which in all large undertakings are indispensable to the

preservation of standards." He then proceeds to dismantle the argu-

ment that Rhodesia is a threat to the peace.

In his book "The Discipline of Power" Mr. George Ball, who suc-

ceeded Mr. Goldberg as United States Permanent Representative to the

U.N., describes economic sanctions as "a romantic delusion." Some\vhat
more trenchantly, in a view of a book of Mr. Achesons, Mr. Ball

writes that

:
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As a lawyer who revered his profession, he (Acheson) could not stand to

see the U.N. charter—or any organic document—grotesquely misconstrued for

a political purpose while, as a seasoned practicitioner of diplomacy and foreign

policy, he was repelled by wordy resolutions aimed not at achieving a desired

result but at giving the actors a moral glow.

I do not propose in these remarks to defend, explain or justify the

domestic policies of tlie Ehodesian Government. I am sure you will

agree that would be inappropriate in this forum, just as it would be

inappropriate for an official of the 1".S. Government to discuss his

Government's domestic policies with a pai'liamentary committee in

Rhodesia. I simply want to say a few words that touch on the rela-

tionships between "our countries, and these summarize to some extent

the message that the Rhodesian Information Office has for the people

of America.
We do not claim to have built a new Jerusalem in Rhodesia. This

will take time. Here in the United States you are not unaware of the

problems of organizing a plural society in such a way as to generate

the maximum confidence and contentment amongst its constituent

parts. Over the past several years I have been privileged to observe

this process at firsthand, to listen to the debate, to vritness some of the

discord and the anguish that has accompanied it. And as I observed

all this, I reflected that you had two great advantages over Rhodesia
in handling these problems. First, you were able to handle them on
your own. Second, you are the most affluent society the world has ever

produced, with resources to spare for the betterment of your less ad-

vantaged population groups. You have moreover a situation in which
your different ethnic groups are culturally much more closely assim-

ilated to one another than thev are in Rhodesia. We have a different

and in many ways a more difficult situation. We are a much younger
country—less than a century old as a nation. We are economically

underdeveloped, with few resources to spare for anything but basic

needs.

Most of the national wealth comes from sophisticated enterprises

based on white capital investment, skills and managerial techniques,

and will continue to do so for a long time to come. There are wide
cultural differences between the white and black communities. We are

a long way from the melthig pot. It is a complex and difficult situation

which does not lend itself to satisfactorv solution on the basis of facile

slogans like self-detei'mination and majority rule. We Rhodesians
have a gi'oa ter interest tlian anyone else in working out solutions to our
own piioblems, and nobody has a larger interesit than the minoritv of

white Rhodesians, whose future in the country inevitably depends
upon a fair and reasonable shariuQ- of political power ?nd economic
opportunity with the black maiority. I am quite sure that these ar-

i-angements are best left to find their own level bv the interplay of
domestic political forces. Certninly the classical doctrines of inter-

national law prescrilie that solution. Thus speaks Enmierich de Yattel,

the father of many judgments in international law:

No sovereign state may inquire into the manner in which a sovereign rules nor
set itself np as a .iudge of his conduct nor force him to mal^e any change in his
administration. If he burdens his subjects with taxes or treats them with
severity, it is for the national to take action; no foreign state is called on to

mend his conduct and to force him to follow a wiser and juster course.



I believe that wisdom points in tlie same direction. People livino- in

comniunities work out their own relationships with one anotlier, and

the relationships they work out are likely to be more stable than any

that are imposed upon them, because they are organic and not con-

trived. These may n(^fc always accord with every nation's conception

of political justice but I suggest that allowance should be made for

diversity of approach to these problems, since the problems themselves

are so diverse.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity you have given me
to express these thoughts to you. I hope you may consider that they

fall within the spirit "of your deliberations. I hope also you may con-

sider that the presence of the Rhodesian Information Office in your

coiumunity is not such a bad thing from the point of view of com-

municating ideas in both directions. At least we can do it without

unduly raising our voices over a space gap of 8,000 miles.

Mr.DTCxOS. Thank you, ]Mr. Towsey.
We will next hear'f i-oju Mr. James J. Greene, Acting Commissioner

from the Immigratio)T and iSTaturalization Service.

Without objection, IMr. Greene's background of distinguished career

in law enforcement will be made a part of the record.

Mr. Greene has a prepared statement and you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES F. GEEENE, ACTING COMMISSIONER,

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION

Jame.s F. Greene, a 57-year-olcl career law enforcement officer, lias been Asso-

ciate Commissioner for Operations since 1968. He was named .Voting Commis-
sioner April 5, 1973 until a successor is chosen to replace former Commissioner
Raymond F. Farrell.

Mr. Greene, a native of Springfield. Illinois, and now a resident of Maryland,
began bis INS career with the Border Patrol in 1941.

He served along the Mexican and Canadian borders until 1949 as a patrolman,

immigration inspector and investigator.

He was a supervisory investigator from 1949 to 1955, first in Washington, D.C.,

and later in St. Paul, Minnesota.
He returned to the Central Office of INS in Washington in 1955 as chief of

the general investigations branch and in 1957 became national chief of the Border
Patrol.

In 1961 he became Deputy Associate Commissioner of the Service, super-

vising both the uniformed officers of the Patrol and the large staff of INS
investigators.
He was promoted to Associate Commissioner for Operations on Aiigust S. 3968.

I\Ir. Greene is also a member of the International Association of Chiefs of

Police and the Narcotic Officers Enforcement Association, and has been a mem-
ber of the U.S. Delegation to Interpol the past eight years.

Mi\ Greene. Thank you, Mr, Chairman. Thank you for the opjior-

tunity to appear before your subcommittee and furnish what I believe

is the resquested information.
In accordance with the request of the chairman of this subcommittee,

I have prepared the following statement concerning the immigration
status of Mr. Kenneth H. Towsey and Mr. Henry J. C. Hooper.

]Mr. Towsey, a native of England and a citizen of Rhodesia, entered
the United States on March 29, 1964, in the nonimmigrant classifica-

tion of a foreign government official. He applied for adjustment of
status to that of a permanent resident on May 4, 1967. His application
was approved on December 27, 1967, following receipt of a letter from
the Department of State dated December 8, 1967, advising that it had
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no objoction to tho. adjustment of ]Mr. Towsey's status. A copy of the

letter is attaclied.^

After Mr. Towsey's status was adjusted. United Nations Security

Council Eesolution No. 253 was adopted on May 29, 1968. Article 5(b)

of the resolution requires all member states of the United Nations to

:

Take all possible measures to prevent the enti-y into tlieir territories of persons

whom they have reason to believe to be ordinarily resident in Southern Rhodesia

and whom they have reason to believe to have furthered or encourased tlie un-

lawful actions of the illeg-al regime in Southern Rhodesia or any activities which
are calculated to evade any measure decided upon in this resolution or resolution

232 (1966) of 16 December 1966.

The resolution could not be applied retroactively to Mr. Towsey. Mr.
Hooper, a native of Encrland and citizen of Rhodesia, entered the

T"f^nited States on Se])tember 17, 1965, in the classification of a non-

immigrant foreign o;overnmeiit official. He applied for adjustment of

status to that of a lawful permanent resident on March 5, 1968. "Wliile

his ai^plication was pendino-. United Nations Security Council Resolu-

tion No. 253 was ado])ted. The State Department recommended that

Mr. Hooper's application be denied on the jji-ounds that his activities

have been a source of embarrassment to the U.S. Government, and
that his case clearly comes with the ambit of article 5(b) of Security

Council Resolution 253. A copy of the State Department's letter of

recoiinnendation dated March 13, 1969, is attached.^

Shoi'tly thereafter the Senate Judiciary Committee requested that

no action be taken to deny Mr. Hooper's application and the Visa
Office of the State Department I'equested that no action be taken to

require ^Iv. Hooper's departure. T'ndei- the circumstances, decision on
Mr. Hooper's application was deferred and he was not asked to leave

tho T'nited States.

]Nrr. DiGGS. Will the gentleman yield? You say the Senate Judiciary
Committee. "What do you mean by that? You mean the committee met
and toolv formal action ?

]Mr. Greexe. a representative of the committee conveyed that in-

formation to the Immigration Service and to the Department of State.

jSIr. Drury Blair, of the committee's staff.

INIr. DiGGS. Acting on his behalf ?

Mr. Greene. The chairman's, I presume.
Mr. DiGGS. Did he call you ?

JNIr. (treene. It was conveyed by telephone.
:Mi'. DiGGS. By who?
]Mr. Greene. Drury Blair.

]Mr. DiGGS. He called you on the phone and represented himself as
conveying the wishes and/or the consensus of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, is that correct, and you accej^ted this kind of authority for
taking the action without anything in writing?

INIr. Greene. Yes ; he called our office.

Mv. DiGGS. You may proceed.
Mr. Greene. Because of the length of time Mr. Hooper's case was

pending, the Immigration and Naturalization Service on December 26,

8 See p. 34.
»See p. 34.
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1972, requested current views of the State Department with regaid to

his case. On March 7, 1973, that Department advised

:

We continue to believe that Mr. Hooper's status should not he adjusted he-

cause the granting of such status would lie counter to our obligations under T'.X.

Security Council Resolutions. At the same time we are unable to conclude that

the Resolutions require Mr. Hooper's deportation. Accordingly, we believe that

continued deferment of action on this unique case remains acceptable.

At the present time Mr. Towsey is a Lawful permanent resident

alien. Mr. Hooper's status is that of an applicant for adjustment of

status to permanent resident. As in the case of any such applicant,

jNIr. Hooper is not requiied to leave this country while decision on his

application is pending. Any impression that he was granted indefinite

voluntary departure is erroneous.

Application for adjustment of status under section 245 of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act and the implementing regulations (8

CFE, 24:0 ) may be approved in the exercise of discretion if the statu-

tory provisions are met. Possession of a passport is not required. The
statute provides that the applicant must be admissible to the Ignited

States for permanent residence and an immigrant visa must be im-

mediately available to him. Mr. Towsey and Mr. Hooper met the statu-

tory provisions. However, a decision has not been made on ]Mr.

Hooper's application for the reasons which I have explained. A blank

application form which is used in adjustment cases is attached for

your information.^"

A check of the records of the Innnigration and Naturalization Serv-

ice fails to disclose any departure from or return to the United States

by Mr. Towsey or ]\Ir. Hooper since their arrivals on March 29, 1964.

and September 17, 19G5, respectively. In this connection, it should be

noted that a records search to locate arrival data concerning return to

the United States of a permanent resident after a temporary absence

abroad, or to locate data concerning his departure, can be made only

if the date and port of arrival or departure are known. In the absence

of such infomation a records search for arrival or departure concern-

ing reentry or departure of a permanent resident is not feasible.

The Service is aware of article 5(a) of Resolution No. 253 which
requires member states to

Prevent the entry into their territories, save on exceptional humanitarian
grounds, of any person traveling on a Southern Rhodesian passport, regardless
of its date of issue, or on a purported passport issued by or on behalf of the

illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia.

As a consequence, the Service <loes not regard a passport issued or

revalidated on or after November 11, 1965, by Southern Rhodesian
uuthoi'ities as meeting the detinition of "passport" in section 101

(a) (30) of the Immigration and Nationality Act. However, it should

be noted that pursuant to section 211(b) of that act and implement-
ing regulations (8 CFR 211.2) an alien returning to an imrelin([uislied

lawful permanent residence in the United States after a temporary
absence abroad is exempt from the passport requirement of the immi-
gration laws.

With respect to visa requirements, a returning lawful permanent
resident alien after a temporary absence abroad may present a reentry
permit or his alien registration receipt card (form 1-151) in lieu of

w See appendix, p. 89.
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Hii iiiimio-rant visa. The alien registration receipt card is acceptable

only if the alien has been abroad for less than 1 year and has not

traveled to, in or through a Connnunist country.

An alien whose application for adjustment of status is pending,

such as Mr. Hooper, may apply to the Service for a travel document
which would enable him to return to the United States after temporary

departure. Such document, known as form 1-512, is an advance parole

authorization. It may be issued only under certain circumstances. An
alien whose application for adjustment of status is pending may be

issued form 1-512 upon a showing of necessity to depart temporarily

for emergent/personal or bona fide business reasons. Such a document
was never issued to Mr. Towsey or Mr. Hooper.
Any alien who is unlawfully in the United States is subject to the

institution of deportation proceedings. However, such proceedings are

not instituted against an alien while he has an application for adjust-

ment of status "pending before the Innnigration and Naturalization

Service for the reason tliat approval of the application would preclude

deportation. If the application is denied, the alien is given a period of

time within which to depart voluntarily; upon failure to depart, de-

])<)rtation proceedings are instituted and a formal hearing is held

befoie an immigration judge. At the hearing the alien may renew his

application for adjustment of status and he may appeal from a denial

order to the Board of Innnigration Appeals in Washington, D.C.
lender the policy of the Immigration and Naturalization Service the

[)rivilege of voluntary departure may be accorded to any alien who is

statutorily eligible if the District Director determines that there are

compelling factors. Aliens who may be deportable on grounds relat-

ing to criminal, immoral, narcotic, or subversive activities are ineligi-

ble. The Service has prescribed standards for the grant of voluntary
dopai-ture in specified situations, such as those involving asylum,
which are not I'elevant to the subjects of your inquiiy.

I hope the foregoing helps to explain the innnigration cases of Mr.
Towsey and Mr. Hooper.
That is the end of my formal statement.

]Mr. DiGGS. Thank you, Mr. Commissioner.
The Cliair now recognizes Justin O'Shea, Chief of the Registration

Unit. Internal Security Section of the Criminal Division of the Depart-
ment of Justice.

If the gentleman has a prepared statement you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF JUSTIN J. O'SHEA, CHIEF, REGISTEATION UNIT,

INTERNAL SECURITY SECTION, CRIMINAL DIVISION, DEPART-
MENT OF JUSTICE

Ml*. Justin J. O'Shea has been an Attorney Avith the Department of Justice
since January. 1955. He was appointed Deputy Chief, Registration Section, Inter-
nal Security Division on May 14, 1971, and became Chief of the Registration
Section on March 17, 1972. He became Chief, Registration Unit, Internal Security
Section, Criminal Division, upon the consolidation of the Internal Security Divi-
sion with the Criminal Division in March, 1973.

Mr. O'Shea. Thank you, Mv. Chairman. I am Justin J. O'Shea,
Chief of the Eegistration Unit of the Internal Security Section of the
Criminal Division of the Department of Justice.
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It mi^ht also be added that I am accompanied by Mr. James C.

Ilise, presently the Chief of the Statutory Unit of the Criminal Divi-

sion who was the previous Chief of the Kegistration Unit.

In response to your request of May 8, 1973, to the Deputy Attorney

General I have been appointed to appear before your subcommittee

to provide information pertaining to the registration of the Ehodesian

I]iformation Office pursuant to the provisions of the Foreign Agents

Registration Act.

The Rhodesian Information Office filed a registration statement

Avith the Attornev General pursuant to the provisions of the Foreign

Agents Kegistration Act on February 3, 1966. It named as its foreign

pnncipal the Department of External Service, Ministry of Informa-

tion, Government of Rhodesia. Its stated purpose was to

:

Disseminate in the United States factual information about Rlioclesia by tlie

distribution of literature and films, by addressing groups and individuals, and

l>y radio and television appearances and presentations.

Such activity is considered political activity under the definition of

that term in the act and registration with the Attorney General is

required.

Henry S. C. Hooper w^as named in this statement as the person m
cliarge of the registrant office; and as such he filed a short-term regis-

tration statement in connection with the registration statement of the

Rhodesian Information Office. His statement was filed on the same

date as that of the Information Office, February 3, 1966. He again filed

another short-form registration statement on May 13, 1973, on the new
form provided following the 1966 amendments to the Foreign Agents

Registration Act.

Kenneth Howard Towsey also filed a short-form registration state-

ment on March 6, 1967, iii connection with the registration of the

Rhodesian Information Office.

A review of the registration file of the Rhodesian Information

Office reveals that this registrant is currently in compliance with its

obligations under the act. Its next supplemental statement is due to

be filed within the 30-day period following June 30, 1973.

This registrant also files proper dissemination reports of its dis-

semination of political propaganda material together with copies of

such material.

I believe that your committee has copies of various filings made
by this registrant under the above act. I shall be happy to respond to

any questions vou may have concerning this material of registration.

Mr. DiGGS. Thank you, Mr. O'Shea.

The Chair now yields to Barbara Rogers.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA ROGERS, RESEARCH CONSULTANT

Graduated from the University of Sussex, England, in Russian and Euro-

pean Studies; entered the British Foreign Office 1969. where she worked in

African departments until June 1970. Has worked for the Africa Bureau,

Loudon; War on Want; and the United Nations Unit on Apartheid. Author
of monographs on South African-British economic relations; on the South

African "Bantustans" and on African incomes in South Africa, as well as a

range of articles in British and American journals and newspapers, on Southern

African issues. Currently a research consultant and writer working in Wash-
ington D.C. on American involvement in Southern Africa, and working on a

book on Congress and Southern Africa.
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Ms. Rogers. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Tlie majority of my state-

ment is based on an examination of the registration statements filed

by the Rhodesian Information Office.

Mr. DiGGS. Do you have a prepared statement?

Ms. Rogers. Yes ; I do.

Mr. DiGGS. You may proceed.

Ms. Rogers. The Rliodesian Information Office occupies the same

building-, employs the same t^YO individuals and apparently performs

the same or very similar functions as the Rhodesian Interests Section

of the British Embassy in Washington before the illegal declaration

of independence. This office was then an annex of the British Em-
bassy, and the United Kinodom, which was responsible for the

external affairs of Southern Rhodesia as its government, was respon-

sible for the Rhodesian section.

The two officials of the Rhodesian annex, Mr. Towsey and Mr.

Hooper, held British passports with their occupation marked as

"diplomat," and enjoyed diplomatic status as officials of the British

Embassy. Immediatelv following the Smith regime's illeo-al declara-

tion of independence on November 11, 1965, the British Government
withdrew the passports of the two officials, and also withdrew their

diplomatic and official status with the Embassy.
However, the two officials have continued to perform their pre-

ITDI functions, and are officially on record as doing the same work
before and after November 11, 19G5. Mr. Hooper, in a recent reoistra-

tion statement, describes himself as a "civil servant"' emjiloyed by the

Ministry of Information, "Government of Rhodesia." JFIe states:

"These services have been rendered by me from September 1965, to

November 1965, and from February' 1966, until the present.'' Mr.

Hooper has also described himself as the "Senior Information At-

tache," title normally used only with reference to diplomatic activity.

Mr. Towsey also rej^orts his occupation as "Government official,"

whose activities "include the ]:)resentation of arguments in favor of

the United States resuming full trading- and diplomatic relationshi]>s

with Rhodesia," and reporting to the Government of Rhodesia on

political, economic, and social conditions in the ITnited States." For

this purpose, he reports to the "^Ministry of Foreign Affairs in

Rhodesia." As he has just informed the subcommittee, he is a Deputy
Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the regime.

A recent newspaper report calls the Rhodesian Information Office

"an embassy in all but name." The most recent registration statement

openly states:

* * * registrant is a permaneut agency of the Ministry of Information of the

Government of Rhodesia. Its fees and' expenses, including the remuneration

of its staff, are allocated hy the Rhodesian Treasury as part of the Rhodesian
Goverment budget which is subject to approval each year by the Rhodesian
Parliament.
The Rhodesian Information OflBce, as an arm of the Government of Rhodesia,

is staffed by members of the Rhodesian Public Service and certain locally recruited

personnel in clerical capacities.

The Rhodesian Information Office openly performs the consular

functions which it formerly exercised on behalf of the British Em-
bassy. At your own press conference in January 1971, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. Towsey interrupted to inform you that the Rhodesian regime
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woukl not allow you to visit Southern Rhodesia. The office's accounts

also show a payment to Mr. Joshua T. Dube for the return of a

passport fee.

In registering the Rhodesian Information Office as an agent of the

'•Rhodesian Government," carrying out certain functions normally

regai'ded as the })roper functions of an Embassy. Two immediate
legal problems arise: hrst, the officers concernecl have made what
might be considered a false and misleading statement to the Depart-

ment of Justice, since in the context of United States law the Govern-
ment of Southern Rhodesia is the United Kingdom ; and second, the

Rhodesian Information Office is challenging the claim which prop-

erly belongs to the British Embassy in Washington, D.C., to repre-

sent the Government of Southern Rhodesia. It is for the Justice

Department to be aware of these and other factors, and to reconsider

the registration of the Rhodesian Information Office in light of the

questionable statements and claims filed.

There is also of course the question of whether it is legitimate to

register the agent of an entity which the U.S. Government regards as

an illegal entity, namely, the Smith regime. An analogy might be the

registration of an agent known to be acting on behalf of organized

illegality.

Probably the most glaring anomaly with regard to the operation of

the Rhodesian Information Office is the legal status of Mr. Hooper and
Mr. Towsey. Bearing in mind that they are openly working for the

illegal Smith regime, and that the Justice Department has records to

that elfect, there is a clear responsibility on the part of this Department
to apply the relevant clauses of U.N. Security Council Resolution 253

relating to officials of the regime, and also to persons traveling on a

Rhodesian passport.

These two individuals have no valid passports, but they are regis-

tered with the Justice Department as Rhodesian citizens. ^Ir. Hooper
has in fact altered his claim to British nationality, made at the begin-

ning of 1966. to "Rhodesian" in more recent statements. As Rhodesians
without passports, it would be illogical to treat these two any better

than Rhodesians with Rhodesian passports, since otherwise such people

could enter the United States by leaving their passports behind.

Paragraph 5(a) of resolution 253 decides that all States members
of the United Nations shall (a) prevent the entry into their territories,

save on exceptional humanitarian grounds, of any persons traveling

on a Southern Rhodesian passport, regardless of its date of issue,

or on a purported passport issued by or on behalf of the illegal regime

in Southern Rhodesia. * * *"

Apart from special considerations arising from sanctions legislation,

it appears that Mr. Hooper has been in the United States without a

passport, and without any kind of visa or any legal right to stay here,

since the end of 1965. A spokesman for the State Department originally

claimed that ]Mr. Hooper was in "indefinite voluntary departure"
status. Of course, U.S. law provides for no such status. When this was
challenged, he declared his original statement to be inoperative, and
stated that Mr. Hooper had not been granted the privilege of "vol-

untary departure." This should mean that he would be subject to de-

portation proceedings. But now we find that INS is refusing to apply
its own regulations, on the grounds that the State Department is not
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advocating this. It is indeed a "unique case," as Mr. Greene has said,

and as one who has personally come in communication with immigra-

tion officials, I can testify to the fact that they are not formerly so toler-

ant in such cases. Section 244 (E) of the Immigration and Nationality

Act provides that where an individual has no right to remain in the

United States, the privilege of voluntary departure may be granted

by the Attorney General, in lieu of deportation. This privilege is never,

in any case, granted for an indefinite period; in fact many genuine

refugees from the Ehodesian regime have been repeatedly threatened

with deportation. The harassment of so many African refugees by
immigration officials is in stark contrast to their willingness to break
their ow^n rules for this representative of the illegal regime.

The case of Mr. Towsey is also somewhat mysterious. A State De-
partment spokesman has explained that Mr. Hooper was not eligible

for permanent residence status "for lack of a visa number." But it

is difficult to see how Mr. Towsey could have had a visa number in

19G7, when he was granted permanent residence, since he did not have
a passport. There would seem to be grounds for a full investigation

into the circumstances surrounding the granting of permanent resi-

dence to Mr. Towsey. There have been so many conflicting statements
on the immigration status of these two individuals that the assumption
may be that some embarrassing facts are being concealed.

It would be interesting to know, for example, the details of Mr.
Towsey's travels outside the United States. Large amounts of money
have been spent on air fares, according to Khodesian Information
Offilce accounts—in the 6 months prior to January 31, 1973, a total of
$5,570—and this presumably indicates extensive travel abroad. Per-
haps Mr. Towsey could be requested to provide details of this travel
for the record. As Mr. Greene has made clear, there are few limits on his

travel resulting from his lack of a passport. But the other countries
which he visits are presumably allowing him to use his American
residence papers in lieu of a passport, although they are presumably
unaware that he was serving what the State Department refers to as
the "illegal Smith regime".
Paragraph 5(b) of Resolution 253

:

Decides that all States Members of the United Nations shall

:

"... (h) Take all possible measures to prevent the entry into their territories
of persons whom they have reason to believe to have furthered or encourage,
or to be likely to further or encourage, the unlawful actions of the illegal regime
in Southern Rhodesia. .

."

Each country that allows Mv. Towsey to enter, therefore, not exclud-
ing the United States, is Imowingly or unknowingly in violation of this
paragraph.

I shall now turn to specific cases where there is evidence of involve-
ment by the Eliodesian Information Office in efforts to break sanctions,
as defined bv the relevant Security Council resolutions and U.S. ex-
ecutive orders.

The first, and most blatant case concerns the encouragement of emi-
gration to Southern Rhodesia, from the United States and Canada.
Security Council Resolution 253, paragraph 8

:

"Calls upon all States Members of the United Nations or of the specialized
agencies to take all possible measures to prevent activities by their nationals and
persons in their territories promoting, assisting or encouraging emigration to
Southern Rhodesia, with a view to stopping such emigration.
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Accordiiii? to the statements filed with the Justice Department, the

Ehodesian Information Office has been distributing a variety of Rho-

desian "Government'' publications clearly designed to encourage im-

mio-ration of people whose skills and capital can be useful to the re-

oime. One of the pamphlets, entitled simply "Rhodesia," is published

by the Department of Immigration Promotion, and states, for

example:
"Rhodesian agriculture offers attractive and rewarding prospects

to those with farming ability, capital, and experience."

iiost of the other pamphlets, including a reprint from a speech by

Ian Smith, are published by the ISIinistry of Information, Inimigra-

tion, and Tourism. They give a very attracti^'e account of life in Rho-

desia, strictly from the point of view of the white minority, with prac-

tical hints relevant to anyone interested in emigrating, or visiting.

The most open example of the promotion of emigration is the leaf-

let. "Employment in Rhodesia." Its wording is so explicit that it is

Avorth quoting substantial portions of it, for example :

Other brochures contain details of many of the attractions of this lovely coun-

try but in this we attempt to show what you may expect to earn, the scope of

Aurious tields of employment and to tell you of working conditions generally.

For the skilled man with recognized qualifications and experience Rhodesia

is without doubt a Land of Opportunity . . . skilled personnel in many different

categories of occupation are in exceptional demand. Salaries and wages offered

are attractive in the context of cost of living and taxation structure and there-

fore ensure a high standard of living and a spacious way of life which fewer

other countries can equal.
. ,.^ ^

"... Rhodesia . . . urgently requires qualified persons m many different

professional, technical, and administrative categories, i.e. in education, health,

agriculture, mining, transport, tourism, commerce, industry, postal services, the

armed forces, police, railways, etc. Such persons are required to produce docu-

mentary evidence of qualifications acceptable to the appropriate professional

or technical institutions in Rhodesia."

There are other excerpts which I should like to have inserted in the

rejjort.

[The information referred to follows :]

ExcEKPTS From Leaflet Entitled Employment in Rhodesia "

"To satisfy employment requirements it is necessary for journeymen to pro-

duce indenture papers and/or certificates or other documentary proof acceptable

to National Industrial Councils to prove the completion of a full and recognized

apprenticeship period or training eiiuivalent to a period of apprenticeship. Jour-

neymen who can meet these requirements are particularly welcome and will

have little difficulty in obtaining well paid employment . . .

". . . Vacancies in the unskilled ^and semi-skilled fields of employment . . .

are, in the main, readily filled from local sources . . . Potential immigrants

seeking such employment are not, as a general rule, encouraged."
".

. ^ The commercial sector provides excellent prospects generally over a wide

field covering clerical, sales, managerial, executive and specialist categories.

Typing and secretarial personnel as well as bookkeepers and accountants are al-

ways in demand. Government service providing an attractive salary structure

offers varied, interesting and well paid careers in the administrative, professional

and technical fields.

Ms. Rogers. I continue at the end of the letter. "Rhodesia offers a

peaceful healthy family environment and excellent prospects both now
and in the future.

"For further details please write to

:

"Department of Immigration Promotion, Private Bag 7711, Cause-

way, Salisbury, Rhodesia."

11 See appendix p. 173 for contents of the brochure.
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From the dissemination, reports which refei- to this leafk^t, it appears
tliat since the beginnino- of 1970, 350 copies were sent out, and out of
10 montlily dissemination reports, 16 inchidino- mailino- to Canada. It

seems obvious, therefore, that the Ehodesian Information Office is

operating as a center for the encouragement of emigration from Can-
ada to Southern Rhodesia, in vioLation of tlie Canadian as well as I^.S.

sanctions legislation. Since immigrants into Southern Rhodesia from
the United States and Canada require visas, and since the Rhodesian
Information Office, as we already know, performs some consular func-
tions, it seems probable that the emigrants obtain their visas from the
Rhodesian Information Office.

We now come to the commercial ti'ansactions involvinn- the Rho-
desian Information Office, and first its own financing. The amount con-
cerned is around $170,000 a year at present, which is double the
amount expended, for virtually the same operation, when the present
administration came to power. According to tlie Rhodesian Informa-
tion Office registration statements, the budget is allocated by the
illegal regime in Salisbury.

I have heard from two qu.ite separate sources that the funds are
cliannelled throutrh the Rliodesian account of the I"n.ion Rank of
Switzerland, in Geneva, to the Rhodesian Information Office account
Math the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York.
However, according to the Treasury and State Department the

RKmey comes from a so-called "free account" in Xew Yorlc. which
contains the dollar equivalent of all funds sent to Rhodesia for humani-
tarian purposes by churches and related organizations in the United
States. It appeal's that these accounts, which are at Barclays Bank
and Standard Bank in New York, are available for "fi-ee use by tlie

Rhodesian regime for matters such as the Rhodesian Information Of-
fice." The Treasury states: "* * * we allow tlie Rhodesian ])ank to
utilize the dollars it thus accrues in the Ignited Statos for purposes
which are not illegal under other U.S. regulations." Presumably,
the Treasury keeps a close watch on the use of the accounts, to insure
that the uses made of them are not illegal—as many of the actions of
or on behalf of the ille.o-al regime, including tliose'of the Rhodesian
Information Office, are likelv to be. It would therefore be i-plevant for
the subcommittee to inquire in detail about the exact uses made of these
accounts.

If it can be verified that tlie funds provided by the churches in the
T'nited States are being used to finance the propaganda activities of
tlie Rhodesian Information Office and other supporters of the regime,
I would suggest that the donors in question should be identified, and
thev be fully informed of the implications of their actions. It appears
in fact that the donors could avoid subsidizing the regime's American
agents by channelling their funds through a third countrv. So far as
I know, money sent out throuah banks in London will not be directly
available to the Rhodesian. Information Office. If necessary, the Treas-
ui-y could be asked to comment on this, in order to present "the churches
with a positive alternative to the present unsatisfactory arrangement.
The other side of this financial question is the extent to which the

Rhodesian Information Office is involved in breaking sanctions di-
rectly, as defined by Executive Order 11419, paragraph (b). which
prohibits

:
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Any activities by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United States

which promote or are calculated to promote the export from Southern Rhodesia

. . . of any commodities or products originating in Southern Rhodesia, and any
dealings by any such person in any such commodities or products.

Mr. Towsey, in his registration statement, has said

:

The activities (of the R.I.O.) . . . include the promotion of Rhodesian Gov-

ernment policies in the U.S. with a view to improving relationships between the

two governments to the ultimate and that there will be full and free diplomatic

and trading ochanges between Rhodesia and the U.S.

His ultimate objective, therefore, is to promote a rehitionship where
all the activities prohibited in the Executive order and the relevant

Security Council resolutions will occur. Even in the detailed activities

of the Office, also, thei'c is much evidence of the Office's involvement

in activities which contravene the sanctions provisions.

An obvious way in which the Ehodesian Information Office promotes

exports from Ehodesia is by disseminatino; copies of the publica-

tion ''Products of Rhodesia," which is described as a classified list of

Rhodesian agricultural and industrial products. I would think the

subconunittee might wish to request the Rhodesia Information Office

for a copy of this. Unfortunately, there did not appear to be any copies

of it in tiie relevant files, as required by law, or of any dissemination

statements.

The Rhodesia Information Office has also subscribed to U.S. Gov-
ernment tariff schedules, which would seem to indicate at least an in-

terest in being informed about importing goods into the United States.

The accounts reveal that the Rhodesia Information Office has paid

refunds to two zoos, suggesting that it was involved in the sale of

animals from Southern Rhodesia to these zoos, in San Diego and
Denver, Colo.

On ^Nlarch 28, 1972, a payment of $187.50 for a sterling money order

was made to the Bank of Washington for the Anglo-Rhodesian So-

ciety, as "payment for publications.'' This was presumably, then, a

channel for the regime to circumvent British sanctions, since in terms

of the Security Council resolution and British sanctions legislation,

this would appear to have been an illegal ti-ansaction.

The Rhodesia Information Office may also be in breach of Canadian
sanctions provisions by placing adveitisements in Canadian news-

papers, for quite substantial amounts (including $630,000 to the Pa-

cific Press Ltd.. $241.90 to the Globe and Mail. Toronto, and $68 to

the ]\Iontreal Star, on January 19, and ]\Iarch 2. 1971. respec-

tively.) $10 was also paid to the Winnipeg Free Press Ltd., for 400 pam-
]:>hle'ts (July 23. 1971) . The RIO also buys publications from the United
States Government and Canadian Government. It subscribes in addi-

tion to a number of I^ited Xations publications, and also the Inter-

national iSIonetary Fmid, International Labor Office and Interna-

tional Civil Aviation Organization.
A strange item, which could well be investigated further, is the

reimbursement of $60.63 to S. F. Rollins of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture. (Sept. 3, 1971.)

The RIO appears to be a channel for those transactions which are

specifically exempted from sanctions, such as medical supplies, pub-
lications of all kinds, and educational materials. It even transmitted

to the regime a donation of $1,064 from the International Zinc Re-
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search to the BLair Eesearch Laboratory, Salisbury, for research on

schistosomiasis. Presumably, these transactions were licensed and

monitored by the Treasury, in which case they would show up in the

New York bank account statements and Treasury licenses. It coidd be

useful to check out each such transaction. In view of these operations,

and the strange references in the accounts to what appear to be other

commercial transactions, there may be grounds for further inquiries

into possible involvement in sanctions breaking.

An obvious starting point for any further investigation is the in-

volvement of the KIO in the special supplement of the Journal of

Commerce on Rhodesia. In a circular mailed to 81)6 recipients, and

filed on June 30, 1972, ]SIr. Towsey appears to identify himself with

those responsible for the supplement

:

Tlie enclosed supplement from the Journal of Commerce of June 19 is to

let you know that Rhodesia is still around and entering a new era of develop-

ment ...
In the meanwhile Rhodesia will be around. We invite you to read al.ont it

through the eyes of Harold Horstmeyer. If you want to ask any (]uestions. we
will do our best to answer them.

I understand that private investigations into the RIO's connec-

tions with the supplement are in progress, and will be published soon.

The text of the supplement is misleading, since it gives the clear

impression of a legitimate area for investment, with no mention of the

illegality of such investment. The effect, of course, is to promote invest-

ment in Southern Rhodesia, and Mr. Towsey's letter encourages

readers to ask him any questions they mav have about such an illegal

venture. One of the articles, for example, states

:

. . . the long-established mining industry is fortunate in having an efficient

labor force, good labor relations and low production costs.

. . . Rhodesia offers a stable and incentive-oriented business climate with long

tenn security of mining investment.

The advertisements are particularly misleading. Xot only do they

promote trade and investment in Southern Rhodesia, but they do so

in terms that, by omitting reference to the illegality of these transac-

tions, can only be described as false and deceptive advertising, such

that the Federal Communications Conunission should be asked to

take appropriate action. Cory IMann George of Salisbury, for example,

is offering to facilitate all kinds of investment and trade with Southern
Rhodesia and—since the context is a supplement on Rhodesia—imply

that they are expert at evading sanctions :

We've been experts for many years in tlie handling of large capital projects

in Mozambique, Malawi, Zambia, and Rhodesia . . . We're also export ex-

perts . . . It's a complete service throughout central and southern Africa, with

world-wide representation. Customs clearance, forwarding, warehousing and
shipping, buying and confirming, insurance, air freight, and stevedoring.

xinother advertisement invites IT.S. readers to break sanctions by
purchasing land in Rhodesia, (\vhich, like other forms of investment

there, is illegal in terms of paragraph (f ) of Executive Order 11419) :

R. L. Swanton & Co., Incorporated Estate Agents, provide personal interest

and helpful attention to inquiries, and ofter their servic-es in conn<'ction with all

types of property purchase . . . management and administration undertaken.

I suggest that, quite apart from the aspect of possil)le involvement

by the RIO, this Journal of (Commerce supplement should be made
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tlie subject of an intensive investigation by the Treasury. This and

other activities of the RIO and others clearly come under the pro-

hibition of activities which are calculated to promote trade and in-

vestment with Southern Rhodesia. Promotion of trade, as normally

understood in the U.S. Government, includes public relations and

advertisin(j, for example through catalog shows abroad arranged by

the U.S. Department of Commerce.
A highly relevant part of Executive Order 11419 is in paragraph

(d) which prohibits

:

Sale of supply by any person ... to any person or body for the purpose of any

business carried on in or operated from Southern Rhodesia of any commodities

or products.

The Rhodesian Information Office would appear likely to fall within

the definition of a business operated from Southern Rhodesia, since

it is agent of the regime there. If so, then all tliose individuals and

companies in the United States which supply commodities or products

to the RIO are in violation of paragra])h (d). This would include,

for example, Reuters Ltd.. who rent a teletype machine to the RIO;
Press Intelligence, Inc., who provides the vital press clipping service

on which much of "Rhodesia Viewpoint" is based; RCA and ITT,
v>-ho provides extensive cable services ; the company that sold the build-

ing at 2852 IMcGill Terrace to the RIO. and all the rest wlio appear

in the accounts.

Even if the RIO does not fall under the definition of a business

operated from Southern Rhodesia, then the clescription certainly fits

the Air Rhodesia Office in Xew York (at 535 Fifth Avenue. New York,

X.Y. 10017), which also represents the Rhodesian Xational Tourist

Board. It is well known that Air Rhodesia is operated by the regime,

while the tourist board is an agency of the regime. The representation

was arranged in Salisbury, as evidenced by the registration statement

of the Air Rhodesia "agent," Mr. Renton Cowley

:

There is an agreement between my head office, Air Rhodesia and the Rhodesia
National Tourist Board which is a Government office. Pursuant to this arrange-

ment the New York office functions as an agent of the Rhodesia National Toux-ist

Board Office.

The tourist board's foreign principal is listed as "Foreign govern-

ment," and another statement states that the office is "Financed by the

Government of Rhodesia to promote tourism." To the questions

whether it is "owned by a foreign government" or "directed, controlled
>:: :i= * financed by a foreign government," the answer is yes. Although
nominally an Air Rhodesia office,^ all expenses are apparently met by
the tourist board.

I have further details about the operation of the Air Rhodesia
office which I would like to submit for the record.

Mr. DiGGS. Without objection, it is so ordered.

[The information referred to follows:]

Additional Information on the Aik Rhodesia/Rhodesia National Tourist
Board Office

In his registration application of March 12, 196S, the agent states :

"I, Renton Cowley, am employed and paid by Air Rhodesia. No monies are
received by this office from the foreign principle (sic). All expenses are taken
care of by Air Rhodesia, on behalf of the foreign principle, and reimbursement
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to Air Rhodesia, from Rhodesia National Tourist Board, for expenses incurred

witliin the U.S.A. is effected in Rhodesia.
.

Tliis office is therefore clearlv a "business operated from Southern Rhodesia .

and ail suppliers (including BOAC. the American Society of Travel Agents,

the New York Postmaster and other suppliers named in the accounts, are

clearly in violation of paragraph (d) of Executive Order 11419.

The regular activities of the office, as registers, are also clearly in violation

of sanctions as understood at the United Nations. Mr. Cowley states his regular

bu^^iness or activity as :
, . -, i.

"To promote business for the airline through contact with the travel industry

in the U.S.A."
"Activities include the promotion of travel and tourism, the serving of

members of the travel industry and assistance to all those interested in the

])romotion of travel to those countries served by the airline" (which, since

this is A : Air Rhodesia, obviously means mainly Southern Rhodesia.)

These activities have been taken place in Canada—Mr. Cowley visited 11

travel agents and airlines in Montreal on 22/24 April 1971, for example—and at

ASTA conventions in Japan. Australia and the Netherlands.

Apart from violation of sanctions, this office also appears to be in violation

of the Foreign Agents Registration Act. since Air Rhodesia is not registered

except as an agent for the Tourist Board, and there are no details on file of its

activities. Exemption from registration, under Rule 304(b) under the Act. is

allowed for

:

"activities of an agent of a foreign principal ... in furtherance of the l^ona

ade trade or commerce of such foreign principal ... so long as the activities do

not directly promote the public or political interests of the foreign government."

Since all of U.S. Rhodesian policy and legislation is based on the assumption

that foreign investment and trade directly promote the interests of the Rho-

desian regime, there is a clear obligation for Air Rhodesia to register, which it

has failed to do since its estnblishment in New York in 196S.

The Tourist Board activities appear to promote emigration as well as tourism.

A bulk order of "Rhodesia in Brief" wis sent to ti^o office from R.I.O. in June
1972. This provided "information detailed about Rhodesia under general cate-

gories", and v/as published by the Ministry of Information, Immigration and
Tourism.

Mr. Cowley's nationality is given as "Rhodesian" so his immigration status

could well be investigated. The prohibition against persons using Rhodesian

passports would probably apply here.

The finances of the office are managed by the Standard Bank in New York
(account No. 0260-0270-1r.00-1420n.159 : signatory "lic-N. RC-12.55"). This ac-

count could perhaps be investigated by Treasury in the same way as the other

Rhodesian accounts.
Finally, there is the question of the applicability of paragraphs (e) and (g)

of Executive Order 11419 to this office. Mr. Cowley has obviously travelled ex-

tensively in the U.S.. Canada and in other continents. Curiously enough the

accounts show very little provision for travel : for example, onlv .'S04.27 was
listed to Mr. Cowley for expenses relating to the ASTA Convention in Tokyo.

Only $78.38 was listed for an agent contact visit to Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco. It would seem likely that there was some kind of arrangements made with
other airlines for Mr. Cowley to travel cheaply or for nothing. I Avas nlso in-

formed, when I called the Air Rhodesia office, that any airline office could book a

ticket, which would includf^ a portion of the iourney on Air Rhodesia. The
relevant prohibitions under Executive Order 11419 are :

(e) "Carriage in vessels or aircraft (of) . . . any person or body for thr«

purposes of any business . . . operated from Southern Rhodesia.
(g) "Operation of any T^.S. air carrier or aircraft ... in coordinntion with

any airline company constituted or aircraft registered in Southern Rhodesia."

Ms. RoGEi^s. I shall refer vpry bi'iefly to tlie political nropa.Q-anfla and
lobbyine: activities of the Ehoclesian Tnformntion Office. These are

obviously the central part of its work, and will require extensive in-

vestigations if no action is taVen pq-^ins^" the KTO and its officers on
the grounds of the nninerons violations of sanctions, immigration and
foreio-n agents registration leo-islation already mentioned.
Those who h.ave conducted detailed studies into the passagje of the

notorious Byrd amendment (section 503 of the Military Procurement
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\ct) have concluded that without the Rhodesian Information Office,

the United States wonkl never have broken sanctions. The operation

Avas planned from Salisbury, Ian Smith was the first person to talk

about the United States supposed need for Rhodesian chrome in a

press conference to mark the establishment of "Republic Day which,

interestingly enough, was planned especially for a group of 41 visiting

newspaper editors, mainly from the Deep South. The visit was pre-

sumably arranged bv the' RIO. The major lobbyists behind the Byrd

amendment. Union Carbide and Foote Mineral Co. and their allies m
the industry, were pressured from Salisbury into working actively lor

this sanctions-breaking attempt. It appears that the regime was threat-

ening a complete takeover of all their Rhodesian assets at the time. A
fervent political ally, the radio commentator Fulton Lewis, III, was

paid $1,000 in travel expenses in connection with a visit to Rhodesia m
^larch wlien he interviewed a number of Rhodesian officials, including

Hon. J. IT. Ilowman, Minister of Foreign Affairs.

After informing the joint hearing of the Subcommittee on Africa

and the Subcommittee on International Organizations and Movements

on February 21, 1973, that all his foreign travels were at his own ex-

pense, Mr. Lewis was confronted w^ith the evidence of this payment.

He was obliged to modify his stand, and explained m mitigation that

the British Government had also paid for his hotel while he was m
London, as well as financing a visit to Belfast.

_

"Rhodesian Viewpoint" (distributed by the RIO), April 2, 19^2.

The tactics used by those lobbying for the Byrd amendment appear

to have been rather 'unethical, for example, I have been given to un-

derstand that one lobbyist informed a Member of Congress that it

he did not vote for the aniendment, he would be denounced on his radio

program. ]\[ass mailings were sent out from the RIO concentrating-

almost exclusively on the so-called "chrome'' issue for months on end

in terms which were "very offensive'' to advocates of observing the

treaty obligations, and perpetuating certain myths wliich have subse-

quently been shown to be incorrect (as demonstrated in ISIr. Edger

Lockwood's testimony to the joint hearing on Rhodesia on Febru-

ary 22, 1973).^^
. „ ^, ^

,,.

The RIO's publication, "Rhodesian Viewpoint' uses the headline

"Unwarranted interference in U.S. Internal Affairs." This is actually

referring to a vote of the U.N. General Assembly. In fact, the whole

lobbying and planning operation behind the IT.S. violation of interna-

tional mandatorv sanctions was directed from Salisbury, largely

through the Rhodesian Information Office in Washington, D.C. I do

not propose to go any further into the details of this lobbying opera-

tion here, but if any'furtlier research is undertaken, I think it would

be found that the RIO's operation constituted unwarranted foreign

interference in the domestic affairs of the United States to an extent

wdiich would be unthinkable for any genuine diplomatic mission, such

as the RIO claims to be. It may be noted here that the introductory

statement to the Foreign Agents Registrants Act published in 1967

by the Justice Department,"commenting on the latest amendments,

states

:

One of the major purposes of the 1966 amendments was to change the focus of

the act so as to place prima i-y emphasis on protection of the integrity of the

decisionmalving process of our Government. . . .

1- Mr. Lockwood's statement appears on p. 67 of hearing entitled "Future Direction

of U.S. Policy Toward Southern Rhodesia."
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The political iiatiire of the RIO's work is indicated by the follow-

ing i-egistration statements

:

Both officers, however, were involved in frequent visits to the Capitol clubs and
private nK^etings where they made themselves available for talks with Congress-
men. Senators, members of the press and officials interested in Rhodesian/U.S.
relationships.

. . . Close contact is kept with members of the U.S. Congress and their staff

when legislation affecting the situation is being debated or considered.
Officers have attended congressional hearings on the Rhodesian situation and

have met at their request with Congressmen, Senators, members of the news
media, officials and diplomats who have expressed interest in the Rhodesian
situation.

Certain Government officials are named in an article by Brnce Oudes
which appeared on Sunday in the London Observer. I should like to

have that article inserted in the record.

Mr. DiGGS. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The article referred to follows :]

[From the Observer, May 13, 1973]

The Strange Story of Ian Smith's Chrome and Mr. Nixon's Friend

(By Bruce Oudes)

The disclosure that the shares in the Union Carbide Corporation formerly
held by tlie American Deputy Secretary of State, Mr. Kenneth Rush, are now
held ]iy trustees in what has been described as a 'blind trust,' has raised ques-
tions whether Mr. Rush retains any interest in the future of the corporation.
Union Carbide has vigorously fought United States adherence to Ignited

Nations sanctions for the past seven years. Mr. Rush's former shareholding is

said to have a book value of over $1 million, including income from a pension
estimated at $53,000 a year.

In testimony in .January before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
?*Ir. Rush said that while the U.S. 'should live up to its international obliga-
tions at all times,' he was adopting a position of per.^onal neutrality on the
Byrd Amendment under which the U.S. has publicly resumed tlie import of
Rhodesian chrome, nickel, asbestos and other 'strategic' commodities.
Rush was president of Union Carbide from April 1966—shortly after UDI

—

until he joined the Nixon Administration in mid-1069 as Ambassador to Bonn.
I'resident Nixon was sworn into office in January 1969. Rush first made the
acquaintance of Richard Nixon, then a third-year law student, in 1936. From
19.''>4 to 1964 he was the Carbide vice-president in charge of all ore questions,
incUuliiiii procurement.

In January, Rush also told the Senate that he had 'at no time done anything
to cause any change with regard to sanctions imposed on Rhodesia.' In a
separate statement he said he had never made any 'recommendations or sug-
gestions' on the importation of chrome from Rhodesia to 'any member' of the
Johnson or Nixon Administrations.
Whatever may have been Rush's personal role, in late 1969 Union Carbide

officials testified before Congress that in April of that year the corporation

—

at a time when Rusli was still president—had applied for an import license for
l.">0.000 tons of Rhodesian chrome.

Union Carbide said in its testimony that it had transferred $2.68 million to
pay for the 150,000 tons of chrome to Rhodesia on 21 December 1966, five days
after the U.S. joined Britain at the Security Council in approving, for the only
time in U.N history, the use of mandatory sanctions for international peace-
keeping.

In September 1970. President Nixon—on the advice of a Justice Department
study by then Deputy Attorney General Richard Kleindienst—modified Ameri-
can adherence to the Rhodesia sanctions to grant Union Carbide the import
licence it had first sought in April 1969. Ironically the Rhodesian authorities
allowed Union Carbide to ship only a symbolic 23,000 tons of chrome to the
U.S. in the 16 months between President Nixon's sanctions—bending ruling
and the Byrd Amendment.
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Rush, who was the Deputy Secretary of Defense in 1972 before rejoining the

State Department, had not been required publicly to state his views on the

Byrd Amendment—which Union Carbide had strongly endorsed—until the

January Senate confirmation hearing for his present State Department post.

At that hearing. Rush said: 'I have very scrupulously refrained from ex-

pressing any opinion with regard to clirome or the importation of chrf)me froni

Rhodesia to anyone, private or public, since I became ambassador to Germany.'

At another point the Deputy Secretary of State said: 'Any position I take

with regard to the importation of chrome ore would be suspect.'

Rusli's predecessor, John Irwin, expressed in writing last year 'Administra-

tion' support for the first, unsuccessful, try for repeal of the Byrd Amendment.

At present Senator Hubert Humphrey and a handful of liberal colleagues are

going tlirough the motions of cranking up a second repeal effort. At tlie time

there are reports that Conservatives will attempt to amend the President's

new trade Bill to stril^e out all remaining bans on U.S. trade with Rhodesia.

Until Irwin left, the State Department had been the only agency within

the Washington bureaucracy that had consistently opposed tlie Byrd Amend-

ment. But its present po.sture is much closer to that of the White House, which

Byrd opponents and supporters alike agree, has been in the final analysis

responsible for the success of the Byrd Bill.

According to Fulton Lewis III, the Conservative radio commentator, who is

a key intermediarv in Washington between Rhodesian officials resident here

and members of Congress, the White House encouraged the State Department

to oppose the Byrd Amendment publicly for purposes of 'foreign consumption,"

in other words, as a cover story.

Lewis says—and others agree—that the White House then neutralized the

State Department effort by privately passing its true feelings to key Senators

through intermediaries such as Senator Robert Dole, who was the Republican

rartv"s national chairman throughout Mr. Nixon's first term.

White House policv on the Byrd Amendment was chiefly influenced by Presi-

dential aides Clark MacGregor and Peter Flanigan. sources suggest. MacGregor

lieaded the Congressional liaison office in the Wliite House until he succeeded

Jolm Mitchell as the President's campaign manager last summer. MacGregor

saw Ian Smith, the Rhodesian Premier, twice during a friendly five-day visit to

Rhodesia made with the President's knowledge in late November.

Flanigan, a kev Nixon adviser on questions involving U.S. multinational

corporations, like Union Carbide, was for a number of years before joining the

Nixon Administration involved in U.S. business activity in southern Africa,

informed sources say. He retains a continuing personal interest in southern

African political questions, they add.

One source, who has made a detailed study of the Byrd Amendment, .said

Flanigan phoned the State Department on several occasions in a partly success-

ful effort to get the Department to tone down its opposition to the Byrd

Amendment.
Another source, a well-placed State Department official, says flatly that

Flanigan telephoned the State Department senior official for economic affairs

in tlie late summer of 1969 to get the ball rolling on what became the 150,000-

ton chrome exception ruling.

Regardless of how White House policy was developed, it was given its clearest

exposition to date during the following exchange a year ago between a White

House spokesman and a reporter.

Spokesman : 'The White House feels it is appropriate for the Senate to seek

conformity between our domestic laws and our international treaty obligations.'

Reporter : 'What does that mean?'
Spokesman: 'That means the Senate has the issue before it, so the Senate

should work it out.' .^ , , , ,

Reporter: 'But does that mean the White House thinks it should be

repealed ':''

Spokesman : '. . . It is up to the Congress.'

In 1969, Union Carbide listed Mr. Rush as owning 43,000 shares in the cor-

poration, more than twice as much as any other member of Carbide's board

at that time. An informed source says the trust contains at present something

less than that amount of shares, although it is not suggested that Mr. Rush
personally retained any of the 43.000.

In addition. Rush's office says that also accumulating in the blind trust is

an undisclosed amount of income which is linked in value to the dividends
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paid on regular shares of stock. A Rush aide said the income 'is not paid directly
to Mr. Rush.'

Union Carbide has three wholly-owned subsidiaries in Rhodesia. Two, mine
the world's most extensive reserves of chrome ore. The third produces ferro-
chrome and other forms of processed chrome ore at a price made all the more
competitive because of cheap black Rhodesian labour.

In a brief interview after his January Senate testimony, Rush said that
except for chrome (inestions he would be participating fully in all other aspects
of U.S. policy on Rliodesia. Some Rhodesia-related questions expected to surface
here in the near future include :

1. A U.S. decision on both bilateral and World Bank aid to Zambia to help
it to implement its attempt to sever residual commercial links with Rhodesia.

2. A Congressional investigation of the Rhodesian Information Office (RIO)
to be launched in two weeks. Key questions involve the legality of the residence
of the Rhodesian officials stationed here and the legality of the nearly $200,000
in Rhodesian funds transferred to Washington annually from Salisbury to
finance the operation. The RIO says it shows its films routinely at U.S. Govern-
ment installations. It showed 'This is Rhodesia' at the Justice Department
in 11K71, five days before the House passed the Byrd Amendment.

3. A civil suit now being contemplated by United Nations sanctions support-
ei's as a means of probing the I'nion Carbide and Rhodesian ofllcials here as
well as other individuals behind the Byrd Amendment.

In that brief interview Rush was asked about an allegation that I'nion
Carbide had transferred funds into Rhodesia in 1966 after the U.S. had joined
the Security Council in making the bans on such transfers mandatory. 'It could
be.' Rush said. 'It's a small matter I'm not familiar with it.'

Earlier the same day Rush had told Senator Fulbright's committee that
except for his neutrality on the Byrd Amendment he had always 'highly
endorsed the sanctions of the United Nations. To me any sort of racial discrimi-
nation is anathema and abhorent.'

Ms. Rogers. I understand that further information bearing on this

nmtter is in tlie course of preparation.
In light of allegations of collusion bv officials of the Government

Avith the agents of the regime, I should like to quote chapter 11 of title

18, United States Code, paragraph 219

:

Whoever, being an officer or employee of the United States in the executive,
legislative, or judicial branch of the Government or in any agency of the United
States, including the District of Columbia, is or acts as an agent of a foreign
principal * * * shall be fined not more than .$10,000 or imprisoned for not more
than 2 years, or both.

I do not M'ish to discuss in any detail the publications disseminated
by the RIO, since this is too wide a subject, and could be taken u])

in detail if the investigation has to be continued. Only a few elements
need to be mentioned.

First, section 2(d) of the Foreio-n Agents Registration Act pro-
vides for proseciition : "for a willful false statement of a material fact
tlierein or the willful omission of a material fact * * * necessary to make
tlie statements made in a registration statement and supplements
thereto, and copies furnished therewith, not misleading." The publica-
tions obviously are misleading, in that they do not refer to the cen-
tral fact of the Rhodesian situation in T".S. law-; namely, that the so-

called Government of Rhodesia is considered by the U.S. Government
to be ail illeo-al regime, and the legal Government of Rhodesia is that of
the United Kingdom. For example, one pamphlet, "Rhodesia in Brief,"
filed on June 16, 1972. states: "In 1965, Rhodesia became an independ-
ent sovereign state and in 1970 a Republic constitution was intro-
duced * * *"

The publications also omit the central fact of the regime being based
on racial discrimination. All the attractions mentioned, and all the
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advaniages are uiose open maini^ ur eAciubixeay lu wiiiies. xn ev

ing the gravity of the deception jjeing practiced, we may note th

monthl.y publication, ''Rhodesian Viewpoint" is sent to 620 G(

advantages are those open mainly or exclusivelv to whites. In evaluat-
"

-
- - . •-

that the

Grovern-

ment officials, presumably those most responsible for Rhoclesian policy,

as well as to legislators. Government agencies, newspapers, editors,

libraries, and educational institutions.

The registration statements are not complete and an examination of

them shows a systematic failure to file dissemination statements within

the stipulated i8 hours, which is the time provided in the act. Also miss-

ing are a number of relevant publications for which dissemination

reports have been filed but the publications are missing. This is also a

violation of the act.

I could give further details on this, although they are somewhat
detailed. I could provide these for the record, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiGGS. Without objection the record will be left open at this

point for those additions to be provided.

[The information referred to follows :]

Statement on Failures To Comply Strictly With Disclosure Requirements

Even the fairly brief exaiuination of tlie registration statements that I made
reveals a sui'prising number of inaccuracies, inconsistencies and failures to ob-

serve the regulations under the Foreign Agents Registration Act. There are

major changes without explanation, such as Mr. Hooper's nationality ; there was
often a failure to submit documents (including the pamphlets '"Red for Danger",

and "Products of Rhodesia", even after a letter from the Justice Department
officials (of June 26, 1972) requesting certain other missing pamphlets; and
the complete absence of Schedule B statements, covering information and political

activities, prior to January 1969, even though the main supplemental statements

indicated exactly the same extent of such activity as for later years, when
Schedule B reports were submitted, (c.f. Towsey's registration statement of July

31, 1967 : "Services rendered . . . will also include . . . preparation of publicity

material and public presentation through speech-making, TV and radio inter-

views, etc.") There are also inaccuracies in the presentation of figures (for

example, one set of accounts labelled August 1, 1970-February 28, 1971 in fact

covers payments only up to January 31, 1971 ; and an amendment to one supple-

mental statement says "The figure of U.S. $86,033.61 was erroneously insert-

ed . .
." when in fact the figure given had been .$83,771.49.) There are many other

spelling typographical and other inaccuracies, and in many cases where film

showings are listed, abbreviations are used which make the list at times diffi-

cult to follow. There is also a consistent failure to file dissemination statements

and copies of publicity material within the 48 hours stipulated in Section 4(a)

of the Foreign Agents Registration Act, and Rule 401(c) of the regulations set

by the Attorney General under the Act. In the case of Rhodesian Viewtwint of

October 12, 1971, the filing was not done until more than a month later, on

November 17.

There is also at least one other employee of the R.I.O. who has not been regis-

tered, although this would seem a violation of the Act. Many of the dissemina-

tion reports (e.g. the report on "Employment in Rhodesia" of June I'o. 1972) are

signed by Eileen A. Fox, using the description of "Information OflScer", which

is the same title as that used by Mr. Towsey. This would indicate that her

functions are not purely clerical or secretarial, and that she should therefore be

subject to registration.

The Attorney General's introductory statement to the Foreign Agents Regis-

tration Act includes the following

:

"The filing of an incomplete or false statement or the failure to file additional

information required may subject persons to criminal prosecution under the

Act to the same extent as if no registration statement had been filed."

The negligence with which the R.I.O. has purported to comply with the Foreign

Agents Registration Act, and the false statements made as to their being the

representatives of the Government of Rhodesia would justify prosecution in

these terms. In addition. Section 8(c) of the Act states :
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"Any alien who shall be convicted of a violation of, or conspiracy to violate

any provisions of this Act or any regulation thereunder shall be subject to

deportation . . ." The whole problem of the Rhodesiau Information Oifice could

therefore be dealt with, if necessary, in terms of the Foreign Agents Registra-

tion Act—although of course the sanctions legislation and normal immigration
procedures should also be applied.

Additional Information on Rhodesian Films Shown in Government Agencies

Rhodesian propaganda films are shown in Government agencies, as well as

large numbers of high schools, community groups, political and professional clubs,

hospitals, and through the medium of television and public film theaters. The film,

"This is Rhodesia", was even shown at the Justice Department five days before
the House of Representatives passed the Byrd Amendment. A wide range of de-

fense installations also appear prominently in the lists of film showings. Vietnam
veterans, who presumably would provide likely recruits for Rhodesian mercenary
forces if they wished to recruit these, are particularly exposed to these films,

through their frequent showings at VA Hospitals.

The following is a partial list of showings in U.S. Government installations

:

List of Rhodesian Films Showings at U.S. Government Installations

Enlisted Men's Service Club, Harrisburg, Pa., 11/25/68
Air Material Area, San Antonio. Tex.. 11/2.5/68
U.S. Navy Reserve Unit, Scotia. N.Y., 10/28/68
81st Strategic, Ellsworth AF Base. S. Dak., 12/27/68
Veterans Administration Hospital. ]\Iurfreesboro. Tenn., 3/31/69
Dept. of the Interior, Moses Lake. Wash.. 9/21/C9
U.S. Forest Service, Yreka, Calif., 8/4/70
U.S. Naval Ordnance Station, Forest Park, 111.. 9/2S/70
VA Hospital, Augusta, Ga., 10/24/71
Justice Department. Washington, D.C., 11/5/71
VA Hospital, Arillicothe, Ohio, 11/7/71
Naval Re.serve Unit 513, Richmond, Va., 11/15/71
U.S. Naval Disciplinary Committee, Portsmouth, N.H., 12/21/71
Dept. of the Army, Fort Myer, Va.. 12/22/71
NASA, Cleveland, Ohio, 2/4/72
VA Administration, Boston. Mass.. 2/8/72
Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, N.H., 2/8/72
VA Hospital, Sheridan, Wis.. 3/15/72
U.S. Naval Disciplinary, Portsmouth. N.H.. 2/29/72
U.S. Forest Service, Yreka. Calif.. 4/19/72
USMC (Marine Corps) . Camp Leiuene. N.C., 5/8/72
Naval Shipyard. Valle.io, Calif., 5/12/72
Armed Services YMCA. El Paso. Tex., 5/13/72
VA Hospital. Waco. Tex., 5/16/72
YA Admin. Hospital, Salt Lake City. Utah, 7/4/72
T^.S. Forest Service. Lufkin, Tex., 6/30/72
Moffett Air Force Base Ho.spital, Omaha. Nebr., S/3/72
Tex. State Dept. of Health. Houston, Tex., 8/2/72
VA Hospital, Gainesville. Fla., 8/16/72
Naval Air Station, Norfolk. Va., 8/28/72
Pacific Missile Range. Pt. Magu. Calif.. 9/29/72
VA Hospital. Lake City, Fla.. 9/23/72
Police Dei)t., Muncle. Ind.. 11/9/72
Armed Services YMCA, El Paso, Tex., 10/14/72
Vet. Admin. Center, Hampton, Va., 12/4/72
Air Force Dept., Mather Air Force Base, Calif., 12/20/72
VA Hospital, Lk. City, Fla., 12/14/72
Open Mess Club. Ft. Devens, Mass., 12/7/72
Atlantic Flight, Cmr. Grp., Norfolk, Va., 12/21/72

IMs. Rogers. I should in conclusion like to add that apart from the
relevance of U.S. Government leo-islation relating to the activities of
the agents of the illegal Smith regime, there is an important interna-
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tional aspect to this issue, and the facts of the case might usefully be

presentecl to the Embassies of the United Kingdom and Canada for

their information and follow-up as well as to the United Nations. I

note that the United States as a permanent member of the Security

Council, has accepted a special responsibility for U.S. enforcement of

sanctions, since Security Council Resolution 253, paragraph 16

:

Galls upon all State Members of the ITnited Nations, and in particular those

with primary responsibility under the Charter for the maintenance of interna-

tional peace and security, to assist effectively in the implementation of the

measures called for by the present resolution . .

.

In paragraph 20(b), the Security Council Sanctions Connnittee is

empowered

:

To seek from any States Meml)ers of the United Nations . . . such further in-

formation . . . regarding any activities by any nationals of the State or in its

territories that may constitute an evasion of the measures decided ui>on in this

resolution . . .

I may add that the Sanctions Committee of the Security Council
has taken up the questions of Rhodesian. representative otTlces abroad
and they have been in touch witli the Australian Go\ernment on this

issue. The U.S. Government is likely to be next on the list of those

required to supply information.

I have some notes. ]Mr. Chairman, on the extent to which the United
Kingdom has a number of issues which may face it in connection with
the information contained in registration statements, vrhich I would
also like to provide for the record. Similar questions miglit be raised

with regard to the activities of these agents in Canada.
[The information referred to follow :]

Statement on the Activities of the RIO Agents Relating to the
United Kingdom

As far as the United Kingdom is concerned, the issues are the following

:

firstly, in light of the withdrawal of the British passports and diplomatic status
of Mr. Hopper and Mr. Towsey, is the British Government concerned that they
are continuing to claim the same position as they enjoyed as employees of the
British Embassy before UDI? Secondly, are they satisfied with a position where
their claim to represent the de jure Government of Southern Rhodesia is in

conflict with the rival claim of the Rhodesian Information Office? Thirdly, would
they wish to investigate the payment of $187.50 to the Anglo-Rhodesian Society,

as payment for publications (March 28, 1972), as a violation of sanctions?
Fourthly, were they aware at the time that they paid expenses for Fulton Lewis
III that he was involved in advocating the cause of the illegal regime ; and if so,

do they normally pay the expense of the envoys of the regime? Fifthly, since there
appears to be a series of sanctions violations involved in the operation of the

oflSce, such as the promotion of emigration, for example, are they prepared to

follow their standard course of notifying the U.N. Sanctions Committee of all

suspected violations? Sixthly, do they approve of the collaboration of British
Airways (BOAC) with Air Rhodesia? Seventhly, is there any record of the files

of the Rhodesian Interests Section at 2852 McGill Terrace being removed and
returned to London, as all Embassy files are required to be after five

years? Since consular work is inherently confidential in character, the files in

question are presumably confidential files. Eighthly, does the British Govern-
ment plan to make representations to the U.S. Government on the continued
presence of the Rhodesian Information Office—which up to 1970 could he re-

garded as a quid pro quo for the American Consulate in Salisbury—along similar
lines to representations made with reference to the withdrawal of that consulate
following the regime's declaration of a "Republic" in Southern Rhodesia? Ninthly,
which of the activities of the R.I.O. would be regarded as subject to prosecu-
tion under British policy regarding the enforcement of sanctions, with particular
reference to activities which "promote or are calculated to promote" trade and
investment? The U.S. Government often uses British policy as the standard of
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iuternretation of sanctions legislation. Tenthly, what is the British attitude

towards the operations of the Air Rhodesia—Rhodesia National Tourist Board

office'' We should bear in mind that "Rhodesia House", which performed similar

functions to those of the R.I.O. and Air Rhodesia offices, was closed down by

the British Government several years ago. And finally, would the British Govern-

ment regard any agency of the illegal regime as being legal or illegal?

Ms. EoGERS. Finally, INIr. Chairman, in recent months spokesmen for

the U.S. Government liave been calling for "o-reater compliance with

existino; sanctions'' and said, "The United States believes that sanc-

tions should be further maintained and tifjhtened * * *" Ambassador

Phillips in the Security Council. The recently issued Special Report

of the Sanctions Committee—S/10920, April 15, 1973—records the

U.S. position as "pleased that a number of the proposals—for

streno-thening sanctions—had eventually been agreed on and hoped

that tliose recommendations would lead to stricter and more wide-

spread observance of sanctions."—Para. 57. In fact, the U.S. delega-

tion itself put forward proposals for strengthening sanctions relating

to the supply of aircraft to Southern Ehodesia, and the insurance of

air flii!:hts to'and from there.

I stress tliis, because in the context of tightening the enforcement of

sanctions internationally, the United Statxjs could niake a natural

contribution bv closing down the Rhodesian Information Office, and

if it did so with the minimum of delay and argument it would gain a

substantial measure of respect for practicing what it so fervently

preaches. The question of Southern Rhodesian representation in other

countries has already lieen raised in the Sanctions Committee, and in

the fourth report the committee indicated that it has requested the

Secretary-General to seek information from governments where there

are offices of the regime. Apart from South Africa and Portugal, the

only offices are in Sydney, Australia and Washington, D.C. The Aus-

tralian Government in a note dated INIay 10, 1971 notified the com-

mittee that printed material imported from Southern Rhodesia for the

Rhodesian Information Center had been seized by the authorities

under sanctions regulations. The Australian Federal Government is

currently engaged in a court case on this issue.

With this action, the attention of the Sanctions Committee is likely

to focus on the remaining office here in Washington, D.C.
This concludes my statement.
Mr. DiGGS. Mr. O'Shea, would you explain in detail to the subcom-

mittee what steps you have taken to evaluate all of the registration

statements of the Rhodesian Information Office in light of sanctions

legislation. Could you give us details of consultations that you have
held with other agencies with respect to that aspect of the subject ?

Mr. O'Shka. First, I think you have to understand that the Foreign
Agents Registration Act is a disclosure statute. It gives us no authority
to limit the activities of anyone registered under it. Registration does
not indicate that the foreign government is recognized. In other
words, a guerrilla force that is exercising authority over a section of
a countrv—if its agent here is registered, that does not mean the
ITnited States recognizes that force. But the Rhodesian Information
Office Registration is processed like anyone else. The statements are
reviewed. We do not have a large staff. We cannot police the activities.

We cannot check everything that is in the statement.
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I cannot respond to this—Ms. Roger's statement—because I don't
have a copy of her statement but I would be very happy if you would
provide a copy.^'^ We can respond to anything pertaining to the For-
eign Agents Act. But they are treated no differently than anyone else.

The propaganda that is filed, we don't evaluate it, whether it is true or
false. We only determine that it is political propaganda within the
definition of the act and if they file it and label it and file dissemina-
tion reports they are in compliance with the act.

We have no authority to prosecute any other violation of law. In
other words, if a registrant violates some otlier Federal statute, he will

have to be prosecuted by another agency. The only authority we have
is for a willful violation of the Foreign Agents Registration Act.
Mr. DiGGS. We will come back to you on that particular point.

Could you give us an opinion on whether the Air Rhodesian Office

should have registered as a foreign agent ?

Mr. O'Stiea. I am not familiar with it right now. If the Air Rho-
desian Office is merely operating as an air travel agency—in other
words they sell tickets and arrange flights and so forth—^they are not
required to register under the act. If, however, they act as a tourist

promotion office, then they would be promoting a public interest of a
foreign government. Providing Air Rhodesia is owned by the govern-
ment, then they would be required to registered for the activities in
promoting tourism.

Mr. DreGS. Could you provide for the subcommittee within the next
week—and remember we want to get this information back within a
week so that we can have everything on the record for purposes of
examination—we are interested in the details of all the foreign travel
undertaken by Mr. Towsey according to the records which the Rhode-
sian Information Office is required to provide under the Foreign Reg-
istration Act. Can you provide that for the subcommittee within the
next week. It should be just a matter of checking your records if the
gentleman has complied with the regulations;
Mr. O'SiiEA. I can't think of any place in the form that require dis-

closure of travel other than under expenditures. I can check that.

}(Ir. DiGGS. Could you examine the books and records of the Rhode-
sian Information Office to provide such information as we are request-
ing?
Mr. O'Shea. Yes.
Mr. DiGGS. Because that ought to turn up information relative to

travel and anythino- else.

Mr. O'Shea. We'can do that.

Mr. DiGGS. You will examine the books and records of the Rhodesian
Information Office and provide such information as the committee
requires ?

M^r. O'Stiea. Yes, we can do that.

I don't think we can do that within a week though.
^Ir. DiGGS. We would like to have details of how the funds for the

operation of that office are received ; the means by which these bank
accounts together with all the bank statements dating back to UDI
have been recorded and constitute some kinds of proof for these
transactions.

w Mr. O'Shea's response appears In appendix at p. 132.

21-353—73 3
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The subcommittee would further like a statement of accounts from
the office for all other incoming funds from all sources, including
those within the United States and other countries.

The subcommittee would like copies of all messages and instructions

received by the Ehodesian Information Office from its foreign prin-

cipals, the so-called Smith regime.

The subcommittee would like copies of all records as specified by
the Foreign Agents Registration Act relating to the lobbying efforts

behind the Byrd amendment, direct and indirect.

I yield to counsel at this point for any questions that she might have
witli respect to the getlemen's interpretation of the law.

Mrs. Butcher. Mr. O'Shea, how do you determine compliance with
the Foreign Agents Eegistration Act? 1 am sure if statements, periodi-

cal statements, or supplemental ones are in on time that is one meas-
ure of compliance, but since the foreign agent is required to file all

political propaganda which he has disseminated what is your stand-

ard ? How do you know whether in fact what 3'ou have received com-
prises all of the messages or memorandums?

Mr. O'SiiEA. We don't, anymore than we know everybody that

should register is registered. A lot of people don't know about the act

and we don't know about them. If a i-egistrant files political propa-
ganda with dissemination reports we accept that. Sometimes we ask
for additional information. If they do not file it and we do not know
it, it might come up through some public source.

Mrs. Butcher. Does that mean Avhen you make this statement at the
concluding paragraph that "The Office is currently in compliance with
its obligation," you mean with its obligations to file the supplemental
statements and so forth.

Mr. O'Shea. As far as we know the supplemental statements and the
propaganda statements are in order and in compliance. We have no
deficiencies that are available on the face of the public statement.
Mrs. Butcher. What I am particularly interested in here, INIr. Chair-

man, is the fact the records do not show copies of political propaganda
which may have been disseminated in connection with the passage of
the Byrd amendment or with efforts to repeal the Byrd amendment
and, of course, we do not know whether any such propaganda existed,

but just on the face of it, it puzzles me as to how the assurance could
be given that there was compliance ?

Mr. O'Shea. Tliey are not required to file propaganda with the dis-

semination reports unless it goes through U.S. mails or interstate
media. If they stand on the corner and hand out propaganda they do
not have to file. If they are handing it out we have no way of knowing
it.

Mrs. Butcher. This raises a question because in the introductory
statement, I guess prepared by the registration section on the act, it

says one of the major purposes was "to place primary emphasis on
protection of tke integrity of the decisionmaking processes of our Gov-
ernment and on the public right to identification of the sources of
foreign political propaganda." But yet from what you have just

stated, any direct effort that might be carried out here on the Hill or in

various meetings to influence the passage of legislation by a foreign
agent is not required to be filed under this act.

Mr. O'Shea. If propaganda goes through the media, interstate

media, this is required by the act. If it is disseminated through inter-
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state media then they have to fill it. If, for instance, a registered agent

would give to Mr. Diggs a copy of propaganda, he would have to tell

him that he is registered under the act, under section 4(e), I believe

it is.

Mrs. Butcher. So this is a way of checking.

Mr. O'SiiEA. I have a note here that a lot of propaganda is issued

through embassies which are not required to file with us. They are not

required to register.

Mrs. Butcher. Mr. O'Shea, in connection with some cases here that

there may be misleading statements carried in some of the information

disseminated by the office, are these statements which do not conform
to the U.S. view of the Smith regime ? I wish to ask the question as to

whether or not your functions are primarily administrative and what
happens when this question does arise as to whether statements are

misleading ?

Mr. O'Shea. As to the correctness of the statements, it says "the

I'nited States"—part of the label
—"registration does not constitute

approval of the contents."' So we do not pass on the contents. There are

all kinds of propaganda coming in from all over the world. There are

jn-obably misstatements, depending on which side is putting them out.

We have no authority to say, this is right or this is wrong.
Mrs. Butcher. But another Agency of the U.S. Government might ?

Mr. O'Shea. That is up to them.

Mrs. Butcher. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiGGS'. Mr. O'Shea, would you comment on what we understand

to be the showing of a film "This is Ehodesia" at the Department in

November of 1071 as re})orted by tlie llhodesian Information Office

in a registration statement?
Mr. O'Shea. I think what happened was that the Rhodesian Infor-

mation Office has a distributor, which is Sterling Films, who is also

registered. And they distributed this film. I think we had a complaint
about it. We had a political analyst at that time which we don't ha^'e

now. She reviewed it and she said what it really amounted to was
while it was not tourism, it was like a travelog in her opinion and prob-
ably under the act it would not constitute political propaganda. Per-
fectly all right for them to show it. They are registered and it would
not be required to be labeled because it did not contain political

propaganda.
Mr. Diggs. In connection with Mr. Hooper and his change in na-

tionality, I just did not quite understand your explanation. Could you
go over that again, the references to him in that context.

Mr. O'Shea. I would have no idea about his change in nationality.

Mr. DiGGs. The reference that was made to a Miss Fox, ]\Iiss E.
Fox, who is in the llhodesian Information Office. What is her status.

Is she an American or what is she ?

Mr. O'Shea. I would have to check that. I don't know from memory.
She may possibly be a clerk or a secretary and not be required to file

a short form statement. I don't know.
Mr. Dmos. She has been listed as an information clerk and various

capacities like that, but you do not know wliat her status is?

Mr. O'Shea. I assume she would possibly be a clerk or secretary and
would not be required to file a short fomi.
Mr. DiGGS. We would like to have that checked out.
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[The following letter was subsequently submitted by the Depart-
ment of Justice for inclusion in the record at this point :]

August 30, 1973.

Hon. Charles C. Diggs, Jr.,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Africa,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

Dear Congressman Diggs : During a hearing before your Subcommittee on
May 15, 1973 a series of questions concerning tlie registration of the Rhodesian
Information Office (RIO) pursuant to the Foreign Agents Registration Act
(FARA) were directed to Mr. O'Shea, Chief, Registration Unit. Some of these
(luestions have been answered in previous communications to you. In further
answer to your Subcommittee's questions the following information is submitted.
The Rhodesian Information Offices has informed us by letter that INIrs. Eileen

A. Fox is employed as Senior Clerk/Bookeeper, and that apart from keeping the
office accounts she acts as Mr. Towsey's personal secretary. She also acts as a
general supervisor of the office routines and handles a number of general in-

quiries. Such activity does not require her to file a short-form registration state-

anent under the Act.
With respect to Mr. Towsey's foreign travel about which you inquired during

the hearing it is noted that the registration statement of the RIO does not con-
tain such information because it is not required to be reported under the Act.

It is noted in this connection that at page 65 of the transcript of the hearing Mr.
Towsey advised that he would be happy to supply the Subcommittee with the
details of his foreign travel. The records of the State Department and the Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service will no doubt provide information on the
travel of Mr. Towsey.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation has now advised this Division of the

results of its inspection of the books and records of the Rhodesian Information
Office carried out pursuant to Section 5 of the Act.
During its review of the financial records of the RIO, made by a special agent

who is an nccountant, a comparison vras made of the financial information dis-

closed in supplemental statements from February 1, 1966 to January 31, 1973
with the RIO receipts and disbursements .iournal, disbursements vouchers and
bank statements. The detailed recording of disbursements in the supplemental
statements appeared to be consistent with entries in the disbursements journal
and with the disbursement vouchers. The bulk of the receipts by the RIO repre-

sented four and five figure monthly wire transfers from the Rhodesian Govern-
ment, recorded in the receipts .iournal as "government deposits."

It was also noted that numerous deposits ranging from $10 to $50 were received
from Mr. M. C. Newman. The RIO files indicated that these receipts from Mr.
Newman were in connection with an over-payment to him when he resigned in

July 1965 and which he was obligated to return in monthly installments. In
addition, numerous one and two figure deposits were made to the RIO account,
several of which referred to passport fees, income tax fees and returned checks.
With respect to the disbursement of $60.63 on Septemlier 3, 1973 to S. F. Rollins

of the United States Department of Agriculture, the FBI determined that such
payment was in connection with a "short fall on hotel bill concerning Mr. Ken-
neth Hanssen." This referred to the attendance of a Rhodesian agriculturist at
a convention in the United States in the summer of 1971. The cost of the hotel
bill exceeded the sum he paid in advance, and the Rhodesian Government paid
the balance through the RIO to Mr. Rollins, the Department of Agriculture
employee responsible for settling the accounts.

In response to a request for information concerning a special bank account
in his name funded by the Rhodesian Government, Kenneth H. Towsey furnished
the following statement to the FBI

:

The K. H. Towsey (Special) Account was opened at Riggs Bank (04 04 440 003)
on November 23, 1965. with a deposit of $8,000. It was for the purpose of meet-
ing office expenditures which could not be defrayed from funds which had come
under the control of the British Embassy since November 11th. After the estab-
lishment of the RIO it continued to be used for expenditures not connected with
the functions of the RIO. These mainly were the payment of traveling and other
allowances to Mr. Saich and myself (Mr. Towsey), including the payment of
Mr. Saich's travel costs back to Rhodesia in February 1967.
At the time of my (Mr. Towsey) registration with the RIO (March 1, 1967).

the account contained $1,930.18. It was not further reimbursed. By May of 1968
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it had been drawn down to $797.95 on expenditures which were judged not to be

directly related to the functions of the RIO. The balance of $797.95 was with-

drawn' in September 1968 and used for funding the general operations of the

RIO. The account has not been active since that date.

The FBI also reviewed the correspondence files of the RIO in order to deter-

mine the degree of control exercised over the RIO by the Rhodesian Government

as well as to determine its contacts with members of Congress.

Correspondence files dating from November 17, 1965 to the present, maintained

by Mr. Towsey, revealed he had been in frequent contact with the Ministry of

I'oreigu Affairs reporting on political, economic and social developments in the

United States as well as dealing with the problems following the closing of the

Rhodesian Affairs Office by the British Government. This correspondence also

dealt with the position of the United States with reference to the Rhodesian

question, the United States elections, the assassination of Martin Luther King

and Robert Kennedy, the monitoring of U.N. activities pertaining to Rhodesia,

the mtetiag of President Johnson with Prime Minister Wilson, in addition to

information of a general nature. The Bureau in its review of this correspondence

file found no sign of actual direction or close control from Rhodesia.

The correspondence files pertaining to members of Congx-ess and their staffs

were reviewed for the period from February 1, 1967 to the present time. The pre-

ponderance of communications in the file are acknowledgments of the receipt of

routine mailing to members of the Congress by the RIO. Examination of other

correspondence in the file disclosed that correspondence dispatched by the office

generally originated as a result of a previous personal contact by Mr. Towsey

of a social or possibly business nature with members of Congress or their staff

members, or as a result of requests for information relative to Rhodesia initiated

bv members of Congress or their staffs.
" The file also disclosed that in a number of instances, Mr. Towsey has developed

social relationships with U.S. legislators. No insance was observed wherein he

openlv sought to induce any member of the House or Senate to act on behalf

or to' the benefit of the Rhodesian Government, however, in instances where

it was brought to his attention he never failed by personal letter to welcome

comment or action by members of Congress which might prove beneficial to

Rhodesia. .^,

Correspondence files maintained by H. J. C. Hooper covering his contacts with

the Ministry of Information were also reviewed. These were not as voluminous

as those maintained by Mr. Towsey but the following w-as observed : These files

date back to February of 1966 and consist of a number of reports as well as let-

ters forwarding clippings from U.S. publications, forwarding information con-

cerning newsmen who requested interviews with the Prime Minister of Rhodesia,

and general information concerning the activities of the RIO. This correspond-

ence "was routine in nature and not filed with any regularity. There was a lapse

of corre.-^pondence for 10 months during 1966 and 19 months during 1968 and
1969. No such reports have been filed since May of 1970. The Bureau likewise

found no indication in this correspondence that Hooper received specific direc-

tions from his superiors in Rhodesia.
A "Congressional Correspondence" file maintained by Mr. Hooper was also

reviewed. This correspondence, which was scanty in volume, dates back to ,Tuly

of 1969 and in general contains copies of communications originating with U.S.

legislators which have been forwarded to the RIO by those individuals to whom
the correspondence was addre.ssed.

In its review of the correspondence files, financial records and records relat-

ing to Congressional activity the Bureau did not observe any material dealing

with lol»l»ying activity on behalf of the Byrd Amendment by the RIO.
Copies of the registant's correspondence and financial records were not secured

by the FBI during its examination of the books and records of the registrant for

the reason that the FARA does not provide authority to require or demand
copies of files or record books maintained by a registrant. Section 5 of this Act
requires only that "Such books and records shall be open at all reasonable
times to the wapect'ion of nny official charged with the enforcement of this Act."
The Dopartment woiild hnve to initiate a criminal or injunctive proceeding in

order to obtain copies of fies and records maintained liy a registrant and this

would have to be done through the subpoena power of a court of law.
Sincerely,

Henrt E. Petersen,
Assistant Attorney General.
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Mr. DiGGS. Mr. Greene, on page 2 of your statement you indicate that

your failing to apply immigration legislation in the case of JNIr.

Hooper was on instructions of the State Department, is that correct?

Mr. Greene. Yes, on their request.

Mr. DiGGS. Do you have some communication from them in that
regard ?

Mr. Greene. We have a reference in our file to a telephone con-

versation from Mr. Owens who Avas formerly head of the Visa Office.

Mr. DiGGS. That is the only reference in the files ?

Mr. Greene. Yes.
Mr. DiGGS. You say the Visa Office of the State Department re-

quested this kind of action. And vet all that took place was a telephone
call?

Mr. Greene. Yes.
I am sorry my assistant Mr. Bernsen said we also have two letters

from the State Department.
Mr. DiGGS. We would like to have copies of any communications on

this subject submitted to the subconuiiittee for the record.

Mr. Greene. I have been corrected. I think the one copy is already
attached.

[The letters referred to follow :]

Department op State,
Washington, D.C., December 8, 1967.

Mr. Lewis D. Barton.
District Director, U.S. Department of Justice, Immigration and Naturalisation

Service, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Barton : I have received your letter of May 4 in which you enclosed
Form I-8S relating to Kenneth Howard Towsey.

AVhen on November 11, 1965. the Embassy of Great Britain informed the
Department of State that Mr. Towsey had ceased to be a member of the Embassy
staff, following the unilateral declaration of independence by the rebel regime in
Salisbury, Mr. Towsey's diplomatic status terminated and he became an alien
"out of status". The "Rhodesia Information Office" was registered on Febru-
ary 3, 1966 with the Department of Justice as an agent of a foreign principal pursu-
ant to the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended. Mr. Towsey
registered with the Department of Justice as an employee of the "Rhodesia In-
formation Office" on March 6, 1967.
The Department of State has no objection on foreign policy grounds to such

disposition of Mr. Towsey's application as the Immigration and Naturalization
:Service believes appropriate under applicable provisions of law, including the
•adjustment of his status to that of permanent resident. Such an adjustment, of
course, in no way confers official status on Mr. Towsey, who is an employee of
an agency of a regime not recognized by the United States Government.

Sincerely,

George H. Owen,
Director, Visa Office.

Department of State,
Washington, D.C, March 13, 1969.

Mr. Lewis D. Barton,
District Director,
Immigration and Naturalization Service, Department of Justice.

Dear Mr. Barton : Reference is made to your letter of January 9, 1969 con-
cerning Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. C. Hooper, your files A17-751-763 and A17-018,406.
Mr. Hooper, a Washington agent of the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia has
applied for adjustment of status to that of permanent resident.

After careful consideration the Department of State believes that the ex-
ercise of the Attorney General's discretionary authority to grant a change of
status in this Instance could place the United States Government in a position
directly inconsistent with the requirements of United Nations Security Council
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Resolution No. 253 of May 29, 1968. Accordingly, the Department recommends
that the Department of Justice deny the application for adjustinent of status.

Mr. Hooper has been a representative of the Smith Regime in the United States

since its unilateral declaration of independence of November 11, 1965. Although
he enjoys no official status in this country, his continued presence here and
activities on behalf of the Smith regime have been a source of embarrassment to

the United States Government at the United Nations where the United States
has supported Security Council Resolutions declaring the rebellion to be illegal

and imposing sanctions to end it.

Mr. Hooper has been out of status since the unilateral declaration of independ-
ence when he left his former position as an officer in the British Embassy's
Office of Rhodesian Affairs and his name was removed from the diplomatic list.

No action has been taken against him l>ecause there is thus far no evidence
that he has engaged in any illegal activities. It is understood that he is regis-

tered with the Department of Justice as an agent of the Smith regime.
This application for adjustment of immigration status raises serious problems

for the United States Government under the terms of the most recent Security
Council Resolution on Southern Rhodesia. Article 5(b) of the Security Council
Rt'solution 253 of May 29, 1968, requires all States Members of the United Na-
tions to

:

Take all possible measures to prevent the entry into their territories of
persons whom they have reason to believe to be ordinarily resident in South-
em Rhodesia and whom they have reason to believe to have furthered or
encouraged the unlawful actions of the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia
or any activities which are calculated to evade any measure decided upon
in this resolution or resolution 232 (1966) of 16 December 1966.

The Department of State considers that Mr. Hooper's case clearly comes within
the ambit of the Security Council's prohibition. He is despite assertions he may
make to secure permanent residency here "ordinarily resident in Southern Rho-
desia." He obviously "furthers or encourages the unlawful actions of the illegal

regime." He is paid by the regime to do so.

In addition to regularizing his status in the United States, adjustment of his

status would permit Mr. Hooper to travel freely between the United States and
Southern Rhodesia to consult with the Smith regime about his activities in the
United States. These activities are directly contrary to the objectives of the
Security Council Resolution. For the Attorney General to exercise discretionary
authority to grant a change of status would waive a "possible measure" of in-

hibiting his travel and could not be reconciled with the requirements of the
resolution.

Moreover, the Department of State has received several official representa-
tions from the British Government, including a direct request from Prime Min-
ister Wilson to former Secretary Rusk, asking that adjustment of status for
Hooper be denied.
Although another Smith representative in Washington, Kenneth Towsey, re-

ceived an adjustment of status on January 4. 1968, that was prior to the passage
of Security Council Resolution 253 and was not inconsistent with any then
existing mandatory resolutions of the United Nations Security Council.

Sincerely yours,
Elizabeth L. Engdahl.

CJiief,^ield Operations Division, Visa Office.

Mr. Dtggs. You have otlier communications apparently ?

Mr. Greene. Yes we have another one. We would like the other
communications with respect to that.

[Information referred to follows :]

Department of State,
Washington, D.C., March 7, 1913.

Mr. James F. Greene,
Association Commissioner, Operations, Immigration and Naturalization Service,

U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, D.G.

Dear Mr. Greene : I refer to your letter of February 21 concerning the cases
of ilessrs. Kenneth Howard Towsey and Henry C. Hooper.

Enclosed is the requested copy of our letter to Congressman Diggs regarding
his inquiry of November 14, 1972.
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We continue to believe tliat Mr. Hooper's status should not be adjusted be-

cause the granting of such status would be counter to our obligations under

U. N. Security Council Resolutions. At the same time we are unable to conclude

that the Resolutions require Mr. Hoopers deportation. Accordingly, we believe

that continued deferment of action on this unique case remains acceptable.

Sincerely, , ^^Bakbaka M. Watson,
Administrator, Bureau of Security and Consular Affairs.

Mr. DiGGS. You mentioned that the request from the other body

came in a telephone call from some staffer over there, is that correct ?

Mr. Greene. Yes.

J\Ir. DiGGS. There are no communications of record between your

agency and the judiciary committee in the other body ?

Mr. Greene. Mr. Chairman, I will recheck the record, but it is

my recollection that is the extent of it.

[The information referred to follows :]

A check of the records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service fails to

disclose any written communication from any member of the Senate Judiciary

Committee or from any member of the staff of that committee requesting the

Service not to take action to deny Mr. Hooper's adjustment application. The
request was communicated to the Service orally by a member of the committee

staff.

Mr. DiGGS. Would you want to correct your statement because on

page two you say that "The Senate Judiciary Committee requested

that no action be taken to deny Mr. Hooper's application," and so on,

but you have said today you acted based upon a telephone call from

a staffer. Now that is not the Senate Judiciary Committee ?

Mr. Gkeene. I -will be happy to correct the statement to be explicit

on that point. The name of the person who did ask the service-—
Mr. DiGGS. You knew that before you made the statement. I am just

curious as to why you would have in your statement, in your presen-

tation or Avhy you would use in this presentation the authority of the

Senate Judiciary Committee. You know the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee took no official action on this matter. Why would you in effect

misrepresent the basis upon which vou took the action ?

Mr. Greene. Mr. Chairman, I don't. I did not intend to represent

it in saying it that way. I assumed Mv. Blair was speakmg for the

committee. He is a member of the subconnnittee staff. If there appears

to be an error, I apologize for it. I did not intend to leave the impres-

sion with the Chair that the Senate committee voted or took any

point of action as a committee. ._^
Mr. DiGGS. Are we to assume that Mv. Hooper has never left the

United States since UDI ?

Mr. Greene. Yes, as far as our records show.

Mr. DiGGS. We were informed by the Department of State that Mr.

Hooper was not eligible for a permanent residence status for lack of

a visa number. Is this contestable within your view ?
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Mr. Greene. I don't think that was accurate. A visa number was
available. They objected to the granting of a change of status because
of the international aspect.

[The following information was subsequently submitted by the INS
to be included in the record at this point

:]

Availability of Immigrant Visa Numbers

A question has been raised concerning availability of immigrant visa numbers
to Kenneth Howard Towsey and Henry J. C. Hooper.

Mr. Towsey, as a native of Great Britain, was chargeable to the quota for
that country when his adjustment application was approved on December 27,
1967. At that time Great Britain enjoyed the largest quota allocated to any
country, and visa numbers were readily available to all aliens born there.
On June 30, 1968 the national origins system for issuance of immigrant visa

numbers terminated. (Section 1, Act of October 3. 1965; 8 U.S.C. 1151.) As a
result, nonpreference visa numbers became unavailable. It, therefore, became
necessary for Mr. Hooper, who is also a native of Great Britain, to seek a pref-
erence classification notwithstanding that a nonpreference visa number had been
available to him when he filed his adjustment application on Mai-ch 5, 1968. In
August 1968 a sixth preference petition was filed in his behalf accompanied by
a labor certification issued by the designee of the Secretary of Labor. The peti-
tion was approved August 13, 1968. In accordance with the State Department
publication on visa availability, an immigrant visa number became available
to Mr. Hooper in December 1968. Currently sixth preference as well as non-
preference immigrant visa numbers are available to natives of all independent
countries of the Eastern Hemisphere except Italy and the Philippines.

Mr. DiGGS. What is the status of Mr. Towsey ?

Mr. Greene. Mr. Towsey is a lawful permanent resident of the
United States.

Mr. DiGGS. His nationality, as you understand it

Mr. Greene. Mr. Chairman, I misunderstand you. I was thinking
of the gentleman sitting along side of me.
Mr. DiGGS. I wanted to have verification for tlie record as to what

you consider to be his status and his nationality ?

Mr. Greene. I again state for the record that Mr. Towsey is a lawful
permanent resident of the United States. His nationality at this point
I could not tell you.

Mr. DiGGS. Is he able to travel abroad and reenter the United States?
]Mr. Greene. Yes, with the alien registration receipt carried that he

has in his possession.

Mr. DiGGS. ]SIr. Towsey, can the subcommittee assume that you
carry out consular activities on behalf of what you consider to be your
principle ?

Mr. Towsey. IMr. Chairman, I don't think what the office is doing
could be said to fall under the general description of consular activities.

Certainly, in one area we are performing what I would describe as
a quasi -consular function for humanitarian reasons. There are a num-
ber of students in the United States, most of them black llhodesians,
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who frequently need to have their passports revalidated. They are in

some difficulty in coping with this problem because your administra-

tion, with respect, Mr. Chairman, adopts the position that the British

Government exercises sovereignty over Ehodesia. The assumption
from that is that the British Embassy in Washington would have the

capability of handling these passport arrangements. In point of fact,

of course, it does not. The government which governs in Rhodesia
is Mr. Smith's government. That is the government that makes the
laws and controls the frontiers and issues visas and passports.

Mr. DiGGS. Can we assume that you act in a representative capacity
of that regime ?

Mr. TowsEY. Yes.
Mr. DiGGS. In all aspects you are the representative of that regime

here in the United States ?

Mr. TowsEY. I am the only representative along with my colleague
of that regime in the United States. We act as representatives of our
government within the limits prescribed by the United States Treasury
sanction regulations.

Mr. DiGGS. How about the pre-UDI records of the Ehodesian in-

tersection ; were they removed from the British Embassy or are they
in your office ?

Mr. TowsEY. Mr. Chairman, I think there are some misconceptions
here. There seems to be an understanding that before Rhodesia's
declaration of independence there was a Rhodesian section of the
British Embassy which functioned within and as part of the British
Embassy. That is not in fact the case. Our position is that the Office
of the Minister of Rhodesian Affairs as it was then described operated
in the office which I presently occupy, was funded by the Rhodesian
Government and maintained its own records quite separate from the
records of the British Embassy.
Mr. DiGGS. Would you care to comment on any aspects of the state-

ment submitted by Miss Barbara Rogers ?

Mr. TowsEY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
It raises some very broad questions and it would take a long time for

me to respond to it in detail. I don't know whether you would like me
to attempt to respond to it now or on some other occasion.
Mr. DiGGS. Well, certainly, I wish to have your complete response,

but we recognize that you just were exposed to her observations this
afternoon. So at this point if you have any comments to make you may
make them and then we will provide you with a copy of her communi-
cation or her statement and we would like your response for the
record to each one of the points that she made.
Mr. TowsEY. I will be glad to provide that Mr. Chairman. If you

would like me to make some limited responses now, I will be happy to
do so.^*

For example, Ms. Rogers is in error in sugaresting that Mr. Hooper
and myself don't have passports. We do. We both hold Rhodesian
passports. On the question of foreign travel, mv intention in trying
to intervene earlier was to say I would be happy to supply you and the
subcommittee with details of my foreign travel. Since I acquired the
status of a resident alien in 1967 I have made, if I recall rightly, and
I think I do, an annual visit to Rhodesia and returned to my post.

" Mr. Towsey's complete response appears in the appendix at p. 133.
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Ms. Rogers makes quite a large point of lobby activity in which my
office was supposed to have engaged during the currency of the Byrd
amendment. My office did not engage in what I would regard as lobby
activity on that occasion. Certainly, we were not in the business of seek-

ing to solicit votes from Members of Congress in support of the Byrd
amendment. We were disseminating in our regular literature a good
deal of background information about chrome. We were reporting

statements that were being made on the floor of the Congress and be-

fore subcommittees and committees of the Congress. But I would have
considered it improper activity on my part to have been actually in

the business of seeking to encourage ]\Iembers of the Congress to vote

one way or the other on the Byrd amendment. Certainly, my office

had an interest in the outcome of the Byrd amendment. We were
pleased that it succeeded. From our point of view this was a move in the

direction of the normalization of relations between the United States

and Rhodesia, and that, if I may say so, we regarded as a consumma-
tion devoutly to be wished.

A point has been made in regard to what has been described as Mr.
Hooper's change of nationality status. I think this is a misconception,
Mr. Chairman, arising from perhaps an excusable ignorance of the
provisions of British nationalitj^ law. British nationality^ applies to

all members of the British Commonwealth of Nations, within which
it is possible to have a citizenship of an indi^ddual country. Therefore,
it is possible to be a citizen of Australia, a citizen of New Zealand, a

citizen of Rhodesia, and also a British National. So there has been
no change of status on Mr. Hooper's part. His nationality might be
expressed in two ways but both expressions, either British National or
Rhodesian citizen, are accurate expressions.

There are many other aspects of this testimony, Mr. Chairman, that
I think I would like to take up at a later date.

Mr. DiGGS. Could we have a list of American visitors to Southern
Rhodesia that your office has invited with details about any payments
that were made to them by your office or the regime, in every case?

]\Ir. TowsEY. Yes. To the extent that they are known to us, yes.

[Mr. Towsey's response follows :]

Visitors to Rhodesia

In response to the Chairman's request for information about American visi-

tors to Rhodesia, it is assumed that this refers to persons visiting under tlie

sponsorship of the Rhodesian Information Office. Careful examination of the
Office's records reveals that only in the case of Mr. Fulton Lewis III, a radio
commentator, did the Rhodesian Information Office make a financial contribu-
tion towards a visitor's travel expenses to Rhodesia.

Mr. DiGGS. What is your reaction to the threatened closure by the
Australian Federal Government of your office in Sydney ?

Mr. TowsEY. This is a matter that is still in the courts in Australia,
Mr. Chairman. When ]Mr. Whitlam's government came into office, it

expressed an intention of closing the Rhodesian Information Center
in Sydne3^ I understand that that center is registered under State law
with the Government of New South Wales, and there is now a ques-
tion of jurisdiction being tested in the courts, so the outcome of that
is pending.
Mr. DiGGS. In responding to Ms. Rogers' statement, if it is a point-

by-point response, and I would expect that to be the case, perhaps it
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is not necessary to o-o into some of t]iese other questions about whether
or why you were involved in paying refunds in the Ignited States

and your involvement in other comm.ercial transactions involviilg

Rhodesian products or commodities and promotions of Ehodesian
trade and investment. Would you care to make any short comments
on that?

]Mr. TowsEY. The only short comment I would like to make, Mr.
Chairman, is that I am satisfied that my office has not engaoed in any
illegitimate actJAaty. As to the details that Ms. Eogers has raised I

would prefer to reply to those in a separate statement.^^

Mr. biGr.s. Ms. Rogers, are there any other agents besides INIr. Tow-
sey. ^iv. Hooper, representing the Smith regime here in the United
States to your knowledge ?

Ms. Rogers. The other major renresentative is Mr. Cowley. I think
there was some confusion about the distinction between Cowley and
ToAvsey before. Mr. Cowley is the official of the Air Rhodesia Office

and I'epresents the Rhodesian K'ational Tourist Board. I think it is

his immigration status that is of interest. Other agents listed in the
Registration Department of the Department of Justice are Sterling-

Movies, U.S.A., Inc., and Associated Sterling Films, and it might be a
subject for inquiry as to whether they are legitimately representing an
illegitimate principal,

Mr. DiGGS. Is there any interest or concern over the presence of the
Rhodesian Information Office in the United States at the U.N. to your
knowledge ?

?yls. Rogers. Mr. Chairman. I have niade a point of d^scnssino- t^'is

with a large variety of people associated directly or indirectly with the
United Nations. I have consulted with indi^-iduals and organizations
in London who are concerned Avith sanctions. I have spoken to the
Secretary of the U.N. Sanctions Committee and the Secretary of the
Committee on Decolonization and other officials in the United Nations

;

to African Ambassadors in New York and elsewhere, to representa-
tives of liberation movements of Zimbabwe, and to others, describing to

tliem some of the problems Avhich are likely to come up in relation to

the Rhodesian Infoi'mation Office. I have found unanimous interest

in this subject because so far A^ery feAv people haA^e eA^en been aAvare

of the existence of the office, and as I mentioned in my statement, there
is sufficient evidence of A^ery stron.o- political influence, Avhether legiti-

mate or not, on the outcome of the Bvrd amendment that this is of very
great importance at a time, when firstly the United Nations has to

discuss sanctions and ways of strengthening sanctions, and also at a
time Avhen the Rhodesian economy is in a state where it needs any avail-

able sources of foreigii exchange.
Mr. DiGGs. You say that the Rhodesian Information Office is chal-

lenrrino- thp claim of thp BrUish Embassy to represent Southern Rho-
desia. Could you amplify on that ?

Ms. Rogers. Mr. Chairman, I think that this question can easily
be raised bv contacts of my own in London, but eA^en from this A^an-
tage point I think there are a number of issues which the British
Embassy might be interested in. I haA^e listed some of them in my
statement. For example, do they consider the pre-I^DI files of the Rho-
desian Interests Section as being the property of the British GoA^ern-

1^ See appendix, p. 133.
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ment? I would assume they do. If so, are they concerned that files

which are consular files, and therefore necessarily confidential, should

be in the possession of agents of the regime? That I would think is

of some interest. And then there are connections relating to payments
for pamphlets in Britain which would seem to run counter to British

sanctions legislation, and the whole realm of representation I would
think is of immediate concern to the British Embassy in this country.

Mr. DiGGS. Mr. Towsey, do you know anyone here in the United
States in connection with "the Union Carbide Corp. or Foote Mineral?
Do you know the officers of the corporation ? Have you had communi-
cation with them since you have been here ?

^Ir. Towsey. Yes : I know some of the officers of those corporations.

Mr. DiGGS. Did you have discussions with them regarding the chrome
situation during the time that it was pending before the Congress?

iSIr. TowsEY. Yes, we had some discussions, Mr. Chairman.
jMr. DiGGS. Do you know Kenneth Kush, formerly with Union Car-

bide and now the Deputy Secretary of State ?

jMr. Towsey. Xo, ]Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiGGS. You have never met him, never had any conversation

with him prior or subsequent to his assignment to the State Depart-
ment in that capacity ?

]Mr. TowsEY. No.
"

Mr. DiGGS. I yield to counsel.

^Irs. Butcher. ]SIr. Greene, you are probably not familiar with Mr.
Cowley and Air Rhodesia today but it would be appreciated if you
could check his nationality and if lie is an alien, his immigration
status.

Mr. Greene. May I have his first name ?

Ms. EoGERs. Renton.
[The following information was subsequently submitted by the INS

for inclusion in the record at this point :]

Immigration Status op Renton S. C. Cowley

The records of the Immigi-ation and Naturalization Service show the following
with respect to Renton S. C. Cowley :

Renton S. C. Cowley last arrived in the United States on April 29, 1973 in the
nonimmigrant classification of a visitor for business (visa symbol B-1). He was
admitted until August 1.", 1973. The record of arrival shows that Mr. Cowley is a
native of Rhodesia whei'e he was born .January 24, 1940 and that he is a citizen

of South Africa. His permanent residence is shown as Clarendon Mansions. Rose-
bank, Capetown, South Africa. His address in the United States is shown as 40
Avon Circle #A, Port Chester, New York 10573. Prior to his last arrival Renton
Cowley made numerous entries into the United States as a temporary visitor for
business.

Mrs. Butcher. Mr. Greene, could you clear up for us please, how it

was that the administration had the impression that ]Mr. Hooper had
involuntary departure status?

INIr. Greene. I can try. This information I think was conveyed to

you by the Department of State—somewhere between the inform^ition
we gave them and the way it was phrased when it was sent to you. We
have a number of people in the United States in voluntary dei)arture
status. Literally thousands of them. For example, Cubans wJio entered
the country. For a while we also had people in the United States, ap-
plicants approved for third-preference visas, and during the time of
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their wait for visas we let them stay in voluntary departure status.

So it is a term we use but it was never granted this way to Mr. Plooper.

Mrs, Butcher. It was new to me. I thought the term was voluntary

departure privilege.

Mr. Greene. It is semantics, I guess. It means the same thing.

Mrs. Butcher. On the legal aspects of the vStatus of Mr. Hooper,

does INS consider that it has the determinative authority with re-

spect to the continued presence in the United States of an alien or does

it as a rule defer to the Department of State ?

Mr. Greene. Certainly, on a case where there is an international

relations aspect we would seek and probably give the Department of

State position a great deal of weight but the ultimate decision is ours.

Mrs. Butcher. When does the service plan hope to act on the Hooper
upplication ?

Mr. Greene. I cannot give you a definite answer on that. We will re-

view the matter again. We just asked the Department of State and
got an answer back, March 7.^® The status that he is in now—if I may
take a look at my notes—an applicant whose adjustment case is pend-
ing, remains acceptable. I think with that staring me in the face I

would have no alternative but to continue what is going on. I feel we
are in the middle on this, because one says don't do something and the

other says do something.
Mrs. Butcher. So that means you feel bound to follow the guidance

cof the State Department?
Mr. Greene. We give the State Department's advice in this matter

a great deal of weight.

"jNIrs. Butcher. What does the act say itself on the treatment of an
application for a permanent resident? Does it say it should be handled
within a reasonable time ?

Mr. Greene. No, madam.
Mrs. Butcher. In other words, you could wait forever ?

Mr. Greene. Conceivably, yes,

Mr. DiGGS. I am curious as to Avhy the Enforcement Agency of our

Government would defer to State or any other Agency on something

like this. If the legal requirements or the legal guidelines dictate a

certain action, why do you have to defer to State for any reason?

Mr. Greene. Mr. Chairman
Mr. DiGGS. As a legal arm of the Federal Government ?

Mr. Greene. Mr. Chairman, in our international relations we do
take the Department of State's position in a great many matters.

Mr. DiGGS. But our Government is on the record in support of the

illegality of the regime so if you were going to be consistent with
public policy, the public policy of this Government, then you would
carry out this matter according to the way it obviously appears to

you to be legally the thing to do. This is the reason I don't under-

stand why you are hesitant about exercising what obviously is a legal

mandate. Where are these instructions coming from? Is this a deci-

sion that you as an individual made? Where did your instructions

come from on this ?

Mr, Greene. You mean not to act ?

Mr, DiGGS. That is correct.

See letter of March 7 from the Department of State on p. 35 In clarifiQation.
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Mr. Greene. The statement was made long before I had anything

to do with it.

Mr. DiGGS. You had recent communication with someone in con-

nection with it.

Mr. Greene. We had the letter of March of this year where they

asked us to

Mr. DiGGS. "They" meaning the Department of State? You con-

sulted with someone because you just indicated your dilemnia ? You
consulted with someone to get some kind of instruction? You just

did not independently conclude that you were going to defer the

matter?
Mr. Greene. Within the Immigration Service after consulting with

the State Department.
Mr. DiGGS. You know what I am saying here ?

Mr. Greene. I will accept responsibility for it.

Mr. DiGGS. Well, that is an easy way out.

Mr. Greene. There was no consultation ?

Mr. DiGGS. You did not have any consultation? There is no one

above you from w^hom you got any instructions regarding this

matter ?

Mr. Greene. No.
Mr. DiGGS. No one called you from the Judiciary Committee in the

other body ?

Mr. Greene. No ; not a committee member, but a call was made by

a staff member of the Senate Judiciary Committee to our office.

Mr. DiGGS. No Member of Congress, no Senator ?

Mr. Greene. No.
Mr. DiGGS. No one at all? You just made an independent judgment

here that under the circumstances you are going to keep deferring

this matter, is that correct ?

Mr. Greene. Yes ; after consulting the State Department.

Mrs. Butcher. Mr. Greene, are you aware of anv other aliens who
are registered under the Foreign Agents Registration Act as agents

of a foreign principal who are permitted to stay here in this type of

limbo status for such an indefinite period ?

Mr. Greene. No.
Mrs. Butcher. I wonder if you would be able to supply the sub-

committee a memo on the legal aspects of this issue ?

Mr. Greene. I will be happy to.

[The memo referred to follows :]

May 16, 1973.

Memorandum

To : James F. Greene, Acting Commissioner.
From : Charles Gordon, General Counsel.

Subject : Authority of service to delay action on Application for Adjustment of

Status.

In connection with your appearance yesterday before the Subcommittee on

Africa of the House Foreign Affairs Committee you were asked to furnish a

memorandum of law concerning the authority of the Service to delay its final

determination on an application for adjustment of status. The problem arose

in connection with th)e application of one Henry J. C. Hooper, who was admitted

to the United States some years ago as a foreign government official. His appli-

cation for adjustment of status was submitted over 5 years ago, and has not

yet been determined.
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After submission of the application, tiie Service solicited the views of the

Department of State, which recommended that the application be denied on the

basis of the United Nations Security Council Resolution #253, relating to

Southern Rhodesia. Article 5(b) of the Resolution requires the member states

of the United Nations to take all possible measures to prevent the entry of

certain persons ordinarily resident in Southern Rhodesia who would further

the unlawful actions of the regime in Southern Rhodesia. The Department of

State believed that the grant of lawful permanent resident status to Mr. Hooper

would be contrary to the objectives of the United Nations Resolution, since

permanent residence status would facilitate his travel between the United States

and Rhodesia. The Department of State also requested, however, that no action

be taken to expel Mr. Hooper from this country. In addition, a verbal com-

munication was received from a staff member of the Senate Judiciary Committee,

requesting the Service not to take action to deny Mr. Hooper's application. In

response to the request of the Department of State and of the staff member of

the Senate Judiciary Committee this Service has kept Mr. Hooper's application

in abeyance and has not made any decision granting or denying it. You have

requested me to furnish this memorandum commenting on the legality of such

action by this Service.

Ordinarily a person who submits an application to this Service is entitled to a
pronqit determination. However, applications for adjustment of status under
Section 245 of the Act. 8 U.S.C. 1255, in common with most other applications

submitted to the Service, solicit the discretion of the Attorney General. The
statute does not restrict the exercise of such discretion, and it is manifest that

the Attorney General has n wide range of discretion in dealing with such appli-

cations. See Jay v. Boyd, 351 I^.S. 345 (1956) : Kleindicnst v. Mandcl, 408 U.S.

753 (1952). Moreover, the Attorney General is not required to compel the depar-

ture of all aliens who may appear to be in the United States in violation of law.

The Attorney General can. and in many instances does, exercise so-called prose-

cutive discretion in permitting deportable aliens to remain in the United States

indefinitely. See 1 Gordon & Rosenfield, Itnmi(jration Laic and Procedure, § 5.3e.

This prosecutive discretion usually is exercised in cases involving humanitarian

considerations. However, it would also be appropriate, in my view, to invoke

such prosecutive discretion to permit an alien to remain in the United States on

tlie basis of foreign policy considerations. In effect, the withholding of final

action on the application for adjustment of status was such an exercise of

prosecutive discretion in permitting Mr. Hooper to remain in the United States

pending a decision on his application. The request for deferment of action from
the Department of State and the staff member of the Senate Judiciary Committee
furnished an adequate basis for such an exercise of discretion.

It is my opinion, therefore, that the suspension of final action on Mr. Hooper's

application for adjustment of status was a valid exercise of the Attorney Gen-

eral's discretionary authority in administering the immigration laws. In not

requiring Mr. Hooi>er's departure from the United States while his application for

tidjustment of status was pending, the Service was following procedure consistent

with its general policy in such cases.
Charles Gordon.

]\Trs. BuTCTiER. T have a few questions for Mr. Towsey.

Mr. Towsev. is the arrangement that we understand that exists in

connection with humanitarian funds applicable to you? Tliat is, do
vou use the dollars which the churches have gathered to ,c;o over to

Rhodesia for humanitarian purposes under one of the exceptions to

the T-esolution liei'e for the purposes of the oflice? Is that dollar equiv-

alent available to you ?

Mr. TowsEY. T' understand that is the case, Mrs. Butcher. I don't

know what the identity of those particular bank accounts in the New
York banking system is. But it is my understanding as a resiilt of con-

sultations with the TT.S. Treasury' that it is not permissible for my
office to be funded with direct injections of money from Rhodesia. But
to the extent that there are funds existing in what the sanctions regu-

lations describe as a "free account" in the New York banking systeniy

the dollar contents of that account may be converted to use in the
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Rhodesia Information Office. This does not moan to say, of course,

that wlioever deposits in those accounts is being deprived of the use

of those funds. Those funds are drawn doAvn for legitimately licensed

activities in Rhodesia. This is merely a bookeeping arrangement.

Mrs. Butcher. Where else could the money come from that is in the

free account ?

]Mr. TowsEY. I don't precisely know. If I were guessing I would say

that possiblv since enactment of the Byrd amendment there would be

funds from" legitimate purchasers of Rhodesian goods. I don't know.

This is an assumption I make.
Mrs. Butcher. Are vou able to check on this ?

Mr. TowsEY. No ; I am not. And I don't think it would be proper

for me to put a question of that kind to the bankers concei-ned. I don't

think the bankers involved would reveal the identity of the particular

accounts.

[The following statement was subsequently provided by Mr. ToAvsey

for inclusion in the record at this point :]

Revenues of the Ehodesian Information Office

In response to the Chairman's request for details of the revenues of the Rho-

desian Information Office it is respectfully submitted that this information is

contained in the registration statements filed with the subcommittee on May 15.

Mrs. Butcher. Has your monev increased since the passage of the

Byrd amendment ? Do "you get other moneys except the moneys com-

ing in from the free account ?

]Mr. TowsEY. No.
Mrs. Butcher. So then you are absolutely dependent on the money

that is raised here in circumstances which are exceptional to the sanc-

tions for your funding ?

Mr. ToWsey. That is so, yes,

Mrs. Butcher. There is no transfer to Switzerland back to you ?

Mr. TowsEY. No.
Mrs. Butcher. I wish to ask that question again, jSIr. Chairman,

because I think it is a key question.

All of your funding is dependent upon moneys wdiich are received

under one of the exceptions to the resolutions or under the Byrd
amendment?
Mr. TowsEY. I am not really saying it comes from either one of those

two sources. I am just supposing those would be two sources which

miffht operate free accounts in the New York banking system.

Mrs. Butcher. Could you elaborate on this further in your Avritten

statement please?

Mr. TowsEY. I don't think I could elaborate much more because I

don't know enough about the intricacies of the banking system. I don't

think the bankers themselves would be willing to indicate to me what

the identity of those accounts is.

]Mrs. Butcher. But you are saying if the Byrd amendment were to

be repealed and the churches were to stop sending this money through

the United States channels to Rhodesia that you would have no fund-

ing?
Mr. TowsEY. I understand the thrust of your questions, Mrs.

Butcher, but I am not saying that because I am not knowledgeable

enough to say that. If those sources were eliminated that would cer-

21-353—73 4
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tainly reduce the availability of funds in free accounts in the New
York banking system, but there may be other free accounts that I am
not aware of.

]Mrs. Butcher. I believe that we should request, ]\Ir. Chairman, that

he try to seek the definitive information on the other sources for that

free account.

Mr. DiGGS. Is there any reason why the subcommittee cannot be pro-

vided this information ?

Mr. TowsEY. I am just not in a position—I just don't have it, Mr.
Chairman.

]\Ii\ DiGGS. But you can get the information, can you not ? You are

not trying to tell the subcommittee that you cannot get information

pertaini]ig to the very life blood of your existence in this country ?

Mr. TowsEY. Mr. Chairman, I don't think I could obtain information

from bankers in New York in respect of which they would consider

they were in a fiduciary position. These were confidential transactions

wliich they would not be at liberty to talk to me about. I would have
thouglit it possible, Mr. Chairman, that the Treasury Department
mia"ht be able to obtain the information.

Mr. Dtggs. We will be submitting such questions to them when they

come before the subcommittee on this matter, but we were hopeful of

getting vour cooperation in obtaining this information just as we trust

you will cooperate with these gentlemen in providing tlie kinds of

information that we ask for regarding the exchange of communications
between yourself and your principal and other transactions that we
will be seeking.

Mr. TowsEY. Mr. Chairman, I have every wish to be fully coopera-

tive.

jSIrs. Butcher. One or two other points. There was a reference in

Ms. Rogers' statement to a listing in one of your registration supple-

montals of a payment to a Mr. Rollins of the Department of Agricul-

ture. I was curious as to that.

Mr. Towsey. I am afraid I cannot give you any information about

that at this time but I will look into it."

Mi*s. Butcher. It would also be appreciated if you could supply

copies of the latest articles or pamphlets or other publications men-
tioned in the Rogers' statement and particularly the one "Product of

SonthoTu Rhodesia."
Mr. Towsey. It is my belief that that publication no longer exists

and has not for some time.

Mrs. Butcher. The latest one would be fine.

]Mr. Towsey. The publication in fact as such does not exist at the

Tn-esent time but I will check into the availability of a back copy of it

if one does exist.

i\Irs. Butcher. It would also be appreciated if you supply a detailed

comprehensive statement of any explanations, statements, et cetera,

as well as other efforts that you or your office may have made in regard

to the passage of the Byrd amendment or in regard to the repeal of

tlie Bvrd amendment with Members of the Senate or of the House or

witli the staff of either body.
]\rr. Towsey. I will endeavor to supply that.

Mrs. Butcher. Perhaps, Mr. Towsey would like to comment on that

point right now.

! See last paragraph of Kenneth Towsey's statement on p. 133.
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Mr. DiGGS. He said lie will endeavor to get it. There are certain
words that seem to suggest certain reservations. Can't you just pro-
vide it ?

Mr. TowsEY. Mr. Chairman, I thought I had indicated in reply to a
previous question that this office was not involved in any lobby activ-

ities on behalf of the Byrd amendment.
Mr. DiGKis. I know j'ou were involved. You can sit here before

this committee and deny that you had anything to do with the legis-

lation in question all you want to and your credibility is just going
down tlie drain. You and I know you did in fact make contact with
Members of the Congress, of this subcommittee, of the subcommittee
in the other body and members in the other body about the Byrd amend-
ment. For you to sit there and face me and make a statement like that
is incredible. It is absolutely incredible.

Mr. Tov\^SEY. I will be pleased to respond to any particular charges
you may have.

Mr. i)iGGS. That is what you ought to say because you know that I

know that you made contact in connection with this matter. Not only
here in Washington, but all over this country and elsewhere, so don't sit

there and make a statement like that when I know, when you know I
know diflerently.

Mr. Tow^sEY. Mr. Chairman, I categorically deny that I solicited

any votes from jMembers of Congress.
Mr. DiGGS. That definition of soliciting votes is something that is a

very sti-ange interpretation of legislative activity on your part as far
as I am concerned. I think a statement like that is in contempt of this

subcommittee. So we would ask you—we would demand that you pro-
vide that information, the information that was requested by the sub-
committee as a sign of your cooperation. If I did not know any differ-

ent I would sit here blandly and accept that kind of statement but I
know and you know I know that you made contact in connection with
that matter and if you want your credibility to go all the way down
the drain, then you continue to make statements like that before tliis

subcommittee.
Do you have anything else ?

Mrs. Butcher. Xo.
]Mr. DiGGS. The subcommittee stands adjourned.
[AVliereupon, the subcommittee adjourned at 5 :10 p.m., to reconvene

subject to the call of the Chair.]





IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. INTERNATIONAL LEGAL OBLI-

GATIONS OF THE PRESENCE OF THE RHODESIAN IN-

FORMATION OFFICE IN THE UNITED STATES

THUBSDAY, MAY 17, 1973

House of Kepresentatr-es,
Committee on Foreign Affairs,

Subcommittee on Africa,
Washington^ D.C.

The subcommittee met at 2 p.m. in room 2172, Rayburn House Office

Building, Hon. Charles C. Diggs, Jr. (chairman of the subcommittee)

presiding.

Mr. DiGOs. The subconmiittee will come to order.

The subcommittee today continues its hearings on the implications

of the presence of the Rhodesian Information Office in the United
States for our compliance with our international legal obligations. xVs

stated on Tuesday, the purpose of these hearings is to obtain the facts

on the activities of the otHce to enable us to lay these facts beside the

applicable paragraphs of the Security Council Resolution and the Ex-
ecutive order to determine whether such activities are consistent with

the law,

A final purpose of these hearings is to assist the executive department
in examining the implications of the activities and presence of the

office under U.S. law and under international law. This afternoon we
will be hearing representatives from the Department of State and the

Department of Treasury.
I wish to note here my concern at the lateness of the Department of

State in responding, in what I consider a reasonable time, to my inquiry

of February 2-1:, 1972, My letter to the State Department inquired hrst

about the exact visa status of the personnel of the Rhodesian Informa-

tion Office and second about the effect of current trade exchange regu-

lations on Rhodesia and the method by which the Rhodesian Informa-
tion Offixe receives funds. I called State's attention to a paragraph
from an article in the Johannesburg Star stating that:

At first, Towsey and Hooper were afraid that the United States Treasury
would drive them out of business by enforcing the ban on currency to exchange
between Washington and Rhodesia. But after weeks of discussion an ingenious

loophole was established.

For while the United Nations will not allow the transfer of money for trade

and politics, it does permit such a transfer for -humanitarian purposes."

So Towsey and Hooper were saved. American churches send some 3,000,000

dollars a year to their missions, hospitals and schools in Rhodesia.

Under the present system this money does not leave America.
It is kept in a '"free account" while an equal sum in Rhodesian currency is

paid out in Salisbury to the missions concerned. American dollars in the free

account are then at the disposal of Rhodesian Information Office in the United

States.

(49)
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Now we received no answer whatsoever to this communication of

Febrnai-y 24, 1972, until October 20, 1972. Now this is the same letter

that I referred to in my opening statement on Tuesday where I was
given incorrect information on the legal status of ]Mr. Hooper—infor-
mation which the Department later advised me to consider as

"inoperative".

Thus, I stress the purpose of this hearing is not only to assist the

executive in these efforts but to initiate an attitude of concern on these

matters by the executive departments concerned.

On May 15, the day before yesterday, the subcommittee heard

from the Foreign Agents Registration Section of the Department of

Justice and INS. Today we will hear first from Treasury and then

from State and then we will go into our questions.

Our first witness is John M. Hennessy, Assistant Secretary for

International Affairs, the U.S. Treasury Department.
Mr. Secretary, you have a prepared statement. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN M. HENNESSY, ASSISTANT SECRE-

TARY FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE
TREASURY

John M. Hennessy is Assistant Secretary for International Affairs. U.S. De-
partment of the Treasury. He has also served as Deputy Assistant Secretary

of the Treasury in charge of developing nations and international development
Institutions ; with Arthur D. Little, Inc.. as a management and economic consul-

tant in the U.S. and abroad, and with the First National City Bank, New York
City, where he served as General Manager in charge of the Bank's operations

in Peru and previously held the same position in Bolivia. Prior experience was as

a general credit officer of the Bank in New York.
Mr. Hennessy is a graduate of Harvard University Magna Cum Laude (B.A.)

and was a National Science Research Fellow in the field of international econom-
ics and business at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Sloan School,

where he completed all requirements for Ph.D., except thesis, in international

business and economics.

Mr. Hennessy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased to

appear before this subcommittee to provide information witli respect

to the transfer of funds to Rhodesia ; tlie funding of the Rhodesian
Information Office in the United States : and U.S. fulfillment of its

obligations under the pertinent United Nations resolutions.

Transfer of funds to or from Rhodesia is strictly controlled by the

Treasury under the Rhodesian sanctions reaulations published on
July 29,'l968. The regulations prohibit

:

(1) The importation into the United States of merchandise of

Southern Rhodesian origin

;

(2) Transfers of property which involve merchandise outside the

United States of Southern Rhodesian origin

;

(3) Transfers of property which involve merchandise destined to

Southern Rhodesia or to or for the account of business nationals

thereof
;

(4) Other transfers of property to or on behalf of or for the benefit

of any person in Southern Rhodesia (including the authorities there-

of) ; and
(5) The importation into the United States of ferrochrome pro-

duced in any country from chromium ore or concentrates of Southern
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Rhodesian origin, although such importation is now licensed pursu-

ant ot the Byrd amendment.
These regulations have been published in the Federal Register and

distributed by the Department to appropriate U.S. banks and

persons. The committee has been provided with a copy of these regula-

tions and any willful violation by banks or individuals would consti-

tute a criminal offense, punishable under law. In fact, there have been

two successful criminal prosecutions resulting in substantial fines and
forfeitures.

In sum, funds paid to or by Rhodesia since 1968 have only beeii those

permitted under exception in the U.N. resolutions. Let me explain this

more in detail.

There are two types of Rhodesian bank accounts in the United States.

The first is a ''free" funds account containing funds accruing from
remittances autliorized under U.N. Security Council Resolution No.

253. The second type of account is a "suspense" account which is con-

trolled bv the Treasury pursuant to U.N. Security Council Resolu-

tion No. 253.

I will discuss the "suspense" accounts first. These controlled ac-

counts consist of those accounts in the United States which were in

existence as of July 29, 1968, and which belonged to persons in Rho-
desia. In addition, any funds accruing to Rhodesians after that date

are also in "suspense," unless they qualify as "free" funds.

No debit may be made to such a "suspense" account except under

Treasury license. Licenses are issued only for transactions which do not

make economic resources available to Rhodesia. This is in accordance

with article 4 of U.N. Security Council Resolution No. 253. For exam-
ple, a transaction which would be licensed is the payment from a "sus-

pense" account of a legacy to an American heir of a Rhodesian decedent,

since such a transfer does not make any economic or financial resource

available to Rhodesia.
Other examples include

:

1. Payment of a pension to an American formerly employed by a

Rhodesian firm.

2. Payment of principal or interest on preembargo loans.

3. Educational and medical expenses of dependents in the United
States of persons in Southern Rhodesia.

4. ISIaintenance of relatives in the United States of Rhodesians.

5. Pension fund contributions.

6. Personal insurance premiums.
7. Taxes or fees payable to the United States or State or local

governments.
8. Travel and subsistence in the United States of Rhodesian na-

tionals who have been granted visas by the Department of State.

In none of these instances is there any economic or financial benefit

to Rhodesia from the transfer.

The two major "suspense" accounts are at Standard Bank and Bar-
clays Bank in New York. Other suspense accounts arise, for example,
when an estate is created, or an insurance policy becomes paj^able, or
when a dividend accrues.

"Free" accounts, on the other hand, derive from an explicit excep-
tion to the embargo made hj the United Nations Security Council
which allows transfer of funds to Rhodesia for medical, educational
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or other hiimauitarian reasons. The Security Council also allowed
exceptions for pensions, the provision of news material and, in special
humanitarian circumstances, foodstuffs.

Paragraph No. 4 of Security Council Resolution No. 253 reads as
follows

:

Decides that all States Members of the United Nations shall not make available
to the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia or to any commercial, industrial or piib-
lie utility undertaking, including tourist enterprise, in Southern Rhodesia any
funds for Investment or any other financial or economic resources and shall pre-
vent their nationals and any persons within their territories from making avail-
able to the regime or to any such undertaking, any such funds or resources and
from remitting any other funds to persons or bodies within Southern Rhodesia,
except payments exclusively for pensions or for strictly medical, humanitarian
or educational purposes or for the provision of news material and in special
humanitarian circumstances, food-stuffs.

Accordino-ly, the Treasury Department issues specific licenses on
a case-by-case basis to persons in the United States who wish to remit
funds to Rhodesia for any of these authorized purposes. These licenses
are issued in most cases to religious groups which support missionary
activities in Rhodesia, such as church-sponsored clinics, hospitals, and
schools.

The five largest licenses are as follows

:

Name of licensee Purpose of remittance Yearly amount

General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists Educational, medical, humanitarian $430,000
Foreisn Mission Board of Southern Baotist Convention Medical, educational 750,000
United C-urch Board fnr World Ministries Medicnl, educational, humanitarian 360,000
World Division of the Board of Missions of the United Metho- Medical, educational 801,000

dist Church.
Evangelical Alliance Mission Medical, educational... 350,000

Total.

These licenses are issued on a yearly basis and have been renewed an-
nually. The total amount authorized for the 442 licenses granted dur-
ing the 5-year period from July 29, 1968—the effective date of the
regulations—to May 15. 1973. is $18,233,537.

Rhodesia uses the Rhodesian dollar as its currency and therefore
these TT.S. dollar remittances must be converted into Rhodesian cur-
rency in order to be used by the beneficiary. International remittances
of tliis type are customarily made either by bank instruments—for
example, drafts, cashiers' checks, and telegraphic transfers—or by
checks drawn by the senders on their own bank accounts in the United
States. In either case, the dollar instrument reaches a Rhodesian bank
which exchanges the dollar instrument for Rhodesian currency. The
Rhodesian bank then collects the dollars from the I''^.S. bank remitting
the funds and has them deposited in its own account in the United
States.

Tho Rhorlpsiai^ bank wou^d, of oourso, not l^e w^llino- to pay Rho-
desian currency to the beneficiary unless it could freely use tlie U.S.
dollar equivalent it received in exchange. Otherwise, it would be pay-
ing something of value—Rhodesian currency—and receiving blocked
U.S. dollars in exchange, which it would be unable to use freely.

If we did not allow the Rhodesian banks to use the dollars they
earned from these licensed remittances, it would not be possible to

send funds to Rhodesia for these humanitarian purposes, despite the
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fact that the United Nations Security Council has specifically approved

them.
As a practical matter, the Rhodesian banks have "free" accounts m

New York in which they deposit their U.S. dollar earnings from these

licensed remittances. They can then use these accounts for any lawful

purpose. They can be used to pay for lej>al exports to Ehodesia, such

as printed materials. They also "^can be used to support the offices of

Air Rhodesia and the Rhodesian Information Office in the United

States. The Rhodesian banks are also able to transfer these "free" dol-

lars to foreio-n banks and use them for whatever purposes they wish.

I have provided above the identities of the principal sources of the

funds in these accounts. We are presently compiling a list of the

remaining sources of medical, educational, and liumanitarian remit-

tances wiiicli we will submit to the subcommittee as soon as com-

pleted.^ We do not have available information on the identities of the

payees from these accounts since the funds are freely disposable.

In the case of the Rhodesian Information Office (RIO) transfers of

funds are made from a "free" account in New York to the Rhodesian

Information Office's licensed account at a Washington bank. The office

then uses the money in the account to pay its operating expenses such as

rent, salaries, and utilities.

Similarly, in the case of the Air Rhodesia Office in New York, that

office maintains a licensed account at a New York bank. The Rho-

desian National Tourist Board Office in New York operates out of

the same office. The office is funded from a "free" account and the funds

are used for operating expenses such as rent, salary, utilities, pay-

ment for printing, and advertising. The office does not engage in any

financial or commercial transactions on behalf of Air Rhodesia but

does disseminate tourist infonnation and tourist literature to. the

public.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would like to point to two enforce-

ment cases that may be of interest to the committee.

In one case the Treasury instructed a U.S. bank not to pay drafts

drawn under a letter of credit which was opened in favor of a foreign

supplier. The latter had shipped the elephants to the United States

from Mozambique and he furnished documents purporting to show
the elephants were captured in Mozambique. However, investigation

disclosed that the same exporter had acquired a number of baby ele-

phants from Rhodesia during the same time period. Because of these

suspicious circumstances. Treasury has not allowed payment for the

elephants to be made. The investigation is continuing but has been de-

layed because of frequent and lengthy absences of the foreign exporter -

and his suppliers.

The second case arose when the Treasury blocked $377,000 in the

New York account of a South African bank in 1070 which were to be

used to pay for an illegal shipment of anhydrous ammonia en route

to Mozambique which was ultimately destined for Rhodesia. Com-
merce Department action prevented this shipment from reaching Rho-
desia. Treasury action froze the funds in New York which were in-

tended to pay for the anhydrous ammonia. The corresponding funds

in South Africa would have been returned to Rhodesia by the South
African bank if it had not been for the Treasury's action in blocking;

1 See appendix, p. 135.
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the equivalent dollars in the South African bank's account in the

United States.

This concludes my prepared statement and I would be glad to an-

swer any questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiGGS. Thank you very much.
The Chair would now like to call the Deputy Assistant Secretary of

State for African Affairs to the witness chair for the presentation of

his statement following which we will have our question and answer

period.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLARENCE CLYDE EERGUSON, JR., DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR AFRICAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT
OF STATE

Clarence Clyde Ferguson, Jr., former United States Ambassador to Uganda, was
appointed Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, effective Au-

gust 1, 1972. President Nixon appointed Professor Ferguson Ambassador to

Uganda in March 1970 where he served until his present assignment.

Professor Ferguon joined the Department of State as Special Coordinator for

Relief to the Civilian Victims of the Nigerian Civil War with the personal rank

of Ambassador having been appointed to that position in February 1969. Before

coming into the Department of State, Professor Ferguson was the Distinguished

Professor of Law at Rutgers University Law School. He had previously served as

the Dean of Howard University Law School (1963-1969). During the Kennedy
Administration Professor Ferguson was the General Counsel to the United

States Commission on Civil Rights.

Professor Ferguson was born November 4, 1924 in Wilmington, North Caro-

lina. He served more than four years in the United States Army (1942-1946) in

Europe and the Southwest Pacific Theatres. He earned a Battle Star for service

with the Third Army in the Central European Campaign (1945).

EDUCATION

Professor Ferguson was educated at Ohio State University (AB cum laude

with High Distinction in Constitutional History, 1948) and Harvard Law School

(JD, cum laude, 19.51). Professor Ferguson in addition holds an LLD from

Rutgers University (1966) and DIL from the Acad. Interamericano de Derecho,

Haliana (1952). While a student at Harvard, he served as President of the Har-

vard T^sal Aid Bureau and Assistant to Professor Z. Chafee of the Harvard Law
School Faculty. In addition. Professor Ferguson was winner of Ames Prize of

the Harvard Law School for 1948-1949.

LEGAL PRACTICE

Professor Ferguson is a member of the Massachusetts and New York Bars and

has practiced in both Massachusetts and New York. In 1954 and 1955 he was an

Assistant United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York, having

served previouslv as Assistant General Counsel to the INIoreland Act Commis-

sion to Investigate Harness Racing (1953-1954). From 1951 through 1955, Pro-

fessor Ferguson was associated as counsel to the firm of Baltimore, Paulson and

Canudo, 160 Broadway, New York City, .specializing in corporate and bankruptcy

matters.
LEGAL EDUCATION

Professor Ferguson was a member of the Rutgers Law School Faculty from

1955 to 1962. He also served one year as Teaching Fellow-in-Law at Harvard

Law- School (1951-19,52) and two years as Assistant in the Department of Gen-

eral Education of Harvard College (19.50-1952). In addition. Professor Fergu-

son has served as Lecturer-in-Law in the School of Law, Catholic University of

America, Washington, D.C. : Lecturer in the Institute for Continuing Legal Edu-

cation of New Jersev; Lecturer, Bankers Association of New Jersey and Visit-

ing Professor in Harvard Law School (summer 1965). Professor Ferguson has

lectured at Oxford, Paris, Louvain, Geneva and London, as well as universities

in Africa and Asia.
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Professor Ferguson was Secretary and Research Director of the New Jersey

State Commission to Study and Report on the Uniform Commercial Code, and

author of N.J. annotations on "Secured Transactions."

DIPLOMATIC

In 1952 Professor Ferguson was one of the United States' representatives to

Western Hemisphere UNESCO Conference in Havana, Cuba. In 1963 and 1964 he

served as United States Alternate in United Nations Sub-Commission on Pre-

vention of Discrimination Against Minorities, and also as Special Legal Advisor

to the United States Mission to the U.N. In April 1965 Professor Ferguson was
elected as U.S. Expert to the United Nations Sub-Commission on Discrimina-

tion. He has also served as con.<ultant to UNESCO representing the United States

at the UNESCO-Oxford Roundtable on Human Rights (1965). Professor Fergu-

son is one of the drafters of the UNESCO Statement on Race, 1967. He was also

Chairman of the Panel on Humanitarian Problems of International Law of the

American Society of International law.

GENERAL

Professor Ferguson is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and several other honor-

arv societies. In 19.56 he was named "Outstanding Young Man of New .Jersey,

1956" by the New Jersey Junior Chamber of Commerce. He also served as

Chairman of the New Jersey Committee on Housing for the Aged and as Civil

Rights consultant to Governor Nelson Rockefeller of New York from 19-58 to

1964.
Professor Ferguson was a member and treasurer of the East Orange Housing

Authority: Presklent of the Newark Rutgers Chapter of the American Asso-

ciation of University Professors, and was a member of the Committee on Racial

Discrimination of the American Association of Law Schools. For two years he

served on the Executive Committee of the American Association of Law Schools.

At the present time. Professor Ferguson is a member of numerous boards and
advisory committees as well as consultant to many federal and international

agencies. He currently is a member of the Executive Committee of the American
Association of International Law.

Professor Ferguson, a widower, has three daughters.
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Books

Desegreootinn and tJie Law: The Meanhxq and Effect of the School Seffrerja-

tion Case^ (with Albert P. Blaustein, New Brunswick. 1st edition, Rutgers Uni-

versity Press. 1957, 2nd edition. 1960. paperback edition. Vintage Press, 1962).

Materials on Tr'ml Presentations, 1951 (Rutgers University).

Enforcement and Collection of Jtidgments and Liens, New Brunswick, Rut-

gers University. Institute for Continuing Legal Education, 1961.

Secured Trrivsactions. Article IX Uniform Commeroial Code in New Jersey,

Sooney and Sage, 1961 (Newark, N.J.).

Raci-^m in American Education, (with Clark, Howe et al). Random House
(N.Y. 1970).

Articles

"Formulation of Enforcement Policy: An Anatomy of the Prosecutor's Dis-

cretion Prior to Accusation." 11 Biitger^s L. Rer. 507-.525 (Spring 19.57).

"Creditors' Rights." 12 Rutgers L. Rev. 200 (19.58) (Survey of N.J. Law).
"Inherent Justiciability of the Constitutional Guaranty Against Domestic Vio-

lence," 13 Rutgers L. Rev. 407-425 i Spring 19.59)

.

"The Consensual Basis of Subject Matter Jurisdiction in Matters of Bank-
ruptcy : Fact and Fiction," 14 Rutgers L. Rev. 491-517 (Spring 1960) (Sympo-
sium on Bankruptcy).

"Creditors" Rights: Problems of a Merged System of Law and Equity," 16

Rutaers L. Rer. 235 (1962).
"Urban Renewal and Civil Rights." 9 Howard L. J. 101 (Spring 1963).

"Civil Rights : 1964." 24 Fed. Bar J. 102 (1964).

"United Nations Convention Against Racial Discrimination," Law in Tran-

sitional (1964).
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"Federal Interest in the Employment Relation," 14 Buffalo L. Rev. 1 (1964).

"IntemationaUzation of Human Rights,"—Proceedings, Am. Soc. International

Lmr (1968).
"Les Droits de I'homme anx Etats-Unis," L'European, No. 91 (1968).

"Y anra-t-il une troisieme revolution amerieaine?" L'Economic, (May 1968).

Bool: revieivs

Numerous hook reviews in le.cral professional journals, international legal

journals and New Tork Times Book Review.

Mr. Fergtjsox. Tliank von, ]\fr. Chairman.

I welcome this opportunity to again appear before this committee.

Mv statement is brief upon the presumption that the prior appearance

of representatives of the Justice Department and the Rhodesian In-

formation Office itself and the ai^pearance toda}^ of a representative of

the Treasury Department renders unnecessary an extended statement

on behalf of the Department of State.

Tlie position of the State Department re<?ardino- the subject of this

hearins:, the Ehodesian Information Office, is clear and simple. The
TT.S. Government rejrards the Ignited Kingdom as the lawful sovereign

responsible for Rhodesia. "\Ye have not recoo-nized either Rhodesian

statehood or the so-called Government of Rhodesia. It follows then

that we recognize no official status for the Rhodesian Infomiation

Office or its emplovees. The Information Office, which has been in ex-

istence since 1965 following the unilateral declaration of independ-

ence bv the Rhodesian reirime, enjovs no privileges and immunities:

no relations, official or unofficial, with the Department of State and

emplovees have no diplomatic or other official status in our eyes,

T1-io" Rhodesian Information Office and its emplovees are required,

under the circumstances, to register as ajrents of a forei,q:n principal

under the Foreign Agents Rerristration Act. This registration in com-

pliance with provisions of the act confers no legal status upon the

office or its emplo^-ees and does not bestow le^itimacv upon the regime

it represents. In ^' is resfard. tlie regime and the Office are in the same
position as, for o'niuple, the Zimbabwe African National Union and

its airent which are similarlv reofistered under the act. In 1960 the

Zimbabwe African Peoples T'nion and its agent were also registrants.

To the knoAvledge of the Dei^artment of State and based iipon the

extent of that knowledge, it appears that the laioATU activities of the

office do not conflict with U.S. law and do not anpear to be in

conflict with the U.S. obligations under the relevant Security Council

Resolutions reqfardin.cr Rhodesia.
Xow, ]Mr. Chairman, as you will have noted. I have eliminated from

mv statement the sentence dealing with financing for the Rhorlesian

Infonuation Office, a subject which has already been dealt with at

great length.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
^fv. Dtoos. ]Mr. Hennessv, to what extent does vour Department

monitor the finances of the Rhodesian Infonuation Office ?

Mr. Hknxesst. We don't monitor them in any direct sense. At the

present time the Office is funded, as I mentioned in my statemont, out

of the free funds account which it deriAes from these payments for

humanitarian, educational, and medical purposes and those funds are

freely disposable. Beyond that we do no special monitoring of their

books or their transactions in a financial sense.
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Mr. DiGGS. Now how can you hold them accountable to the appli-

cable laws without any kind of monitoring apparatus? They could be

getting their finances from any nmnber of places in the absence of some

kind of monitoring or surveillance.

Mr. Henkessy. The monitoring apparatus or the control apparatus,

if you prefer, operates through the medium of the- banks. Of course,

people might illegally smuggle currency in and pro\ ide it to the RIO.

It is quite clear that that could be done. On the other hand, our regu-

lations are well known to the banks, they have been published m the

Federal Register, they have been distributed to 10,000 different peo-

ple—individuals, lawyers, all the major banks have received copies of

them. If bank transfers were made which were not out of the free ac-

counts and were willfully done, that would be a criminal offense and

therefore prosecuted, and that is the best guarantee we do have.

Mr. DiGGS. I would like to yield to counsel at this point with re-

spect to that question because the answer seems to be rather superficial

to me.
Mrs. Butcher. Mr. Hennessy, what we are wondering about arises

out of a statement which Mr. Towsey made the other day. The question

was whether or not they were dependent for their financing on the

money available in the free account and I do not believe that we got

an absolute definitive answer from the RIO representative. If this is

the case though, perhaps it could be checked out at least partially by

setting their budget as reported in their FARA - statement besides the

amounts available in the free account.

Our question is. Is it your agency in the Government which does

this or just where does that responsibility lie ?

Mr. Hennesst. Well, let me make one point if I might. The pro-

ceeds of Rhodesian exports which are permitted under the Byrd
amendment could be used by the RIO. From our own records it would

appear that they are not. Nevertheless, there are other sources that

would be legal in terms of additions to the free accounts. To answer

your question more directly, the Treasury Department has the enforce-

ment responsibility regarding the financial transactions and the com-

mercial transactions so that we have the legal right to examine their

books if we thought there was reason to question whether they were

carrying out illegal activities or their being paid illegal funds.

At this time w have had no indication that any of the funds that

have been paid or that they are receiving and are using to coyer their

budo-et are from illegal sources. It is true we have that type of investi-

satorj authority. If there was anj question or doubt, we could go m
and examine their books and examine their budget. We would, of

course, want to do something like that based on some substantive evi-

dence or strong suspicion. We would not want to carry out a harass-

ment which would be misinterpreted. ^ _

]SIrs. Butcher. But if they were receiving funds through bwiss

accounts, there would be a violation ?

Mr. Hennessy. It would be a violation if it occurred after July 29,

1968. At the outset of the embargo from 1965 to 1968, the RIO was

being funded from Swiss accounts. We froze those RIO accounts m
the fall of 1968, and they are still frozen. We did freeze some $50,000

» Foreign Agents Registration Act.
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shortly after the 1968 regulations became effective. This amount was
the result of funds which were being sent from abroad to the RIO
account here in a Washington bank, from Swiss accounts.

Mrs. BiTTCiiER. Could we go back to the Byrd amendment, because
this was mentioned the other day. How would that money be generated ?

Mr. Hennessy. Under the Byrd amendment there are some seven
different materials which Rhodesia can and does export to the United
States. If my memory serves me right, I think the sum total of those
exports to the United States under the Byrd amendment amount to
some $13 million.

Now those proceeds are freely usable by Rliodesia and they could
be channeled anywhere. According to oui- records, they have sent them
all abroad, either back to bank accounts in foreign, countries or back to
Rliodesia. Because tliese funds represent proceeds of goods exported
legally to the Ignited States, and imported legally mider the terms of
the Byrd amendment, there is nothing which would prevent the Rho-
desians from ])utting the funds at the disposal of the Rhodes! an Infor-
mation Office, instead of sending the money back abroad if they
preferred.

Mrs. Butcher. To return to the funding of tlie office fi-om tlie free
account, is there an established procedure whereby the banks inform
tlie office of the amounts that are available: aiid when does this take
place? This would be necessary just for the budgetary process of the
office.

Mr. Henxessy. I am not sure how often the banks would advise
them. To go back to my statement, almost $12 million in free remit-
tances have been licensed over the last 5 years. In other words, people
come in—primarily these different religions oroanizations have come
in to Treasury and said they wanted to provide funds to people in
Rhodesia. This is done by selling dollars, wliich in turn generates the
Rhodesian currency which is then spent in hospitals dowii there and so
on. Tliese funds are put in two bank accounts in Xew York and tliose

are free funds because they are within the exception lamjuage of the
I'.N. Resolutions. So that is how those accounts are used to fund the
RIO.
We do not monitor these funds ordinarily. Tliey have 100-percent

freedom on hoAv they use them as long as it is not illegal. They could
not send them to Cuba, for instance; tliat would be illegal use of the
funds. If tho Rhodesians wanted to take all of those funds and give
tliem to the RIO, they could do so. If they wanted to send the moneys
all back home, they could do so.

So I assume that the RIO knows how much on average is remitted
imder these exception provisions of the U.N. Resolutioii, which runs
almost $3 million a year. They could count on that much at least
beinjx available to them. As I understand it, however, their budget is

considerably below that amount.
]\Ir. DiGos. Your reference to Cuba, Mr. Hennessy, raises the whole

question of other sanctions programs that we have. Is there any coun-
ti-y against whom we have sanctions where there are exceptions under
which moneys might accrue for the use of that government as they
ficcrue under the humanitarian exception of the Rhodesian Informa-
tion Office?
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Mr. IIennessy. I cannot answer you 100 percent definitively be-

cause any in-depth Imowledge of all the different ones is not sufficient

but to the best of my knowledge I would say there is not. There is a

basic difference between this, of course, which is the result of an in-

ternational action which included a specific exception provision and,

for example, our actions against Cuba which were taken on our own
not as part of an international set of actions but primarily were taken

by our Government in response to actions by that government in which
we are involved in considerable claims against Cuban assets. I mean
Cuba has taken over a large amount of U.S. businesses and
expropriated them without compensation so thei-e is an enormous
amount of outstanding claims which far exceed, of course, the assets

which we haA'e frozen in the case of Cuba but that, it seems to me,

is a different type of action that the U.N. action which lays out quite

explicitly this proviso in the exception provision.

Mr. DiGGS. Well, you said you were not able to respond to that

more definitively so we would like to have you respond more de-

finitively for the record.

Mr. Hennessy. Yes, I will validate that.

[The reply of the Department of the Treasury follows :]

The Treasury has in the past licensed fnnds to be paid to other embargoed
countries. For example, Americans may be present in an embargoed country such
as Cuba, either because they were caught tiiere at the outset of the embargo or
because they choose to live with family there. In such cases, the Treasury
licenses funds to be sent to those Americans for their living expenses. The
normal license authorizes up to $1,000 per month for this purpose (of. § 515.522
oi' the Cuban Assets Control Regulations).
Such remittances are freely available to the foreign country, e.g., Cuba, be-

cause otherwise Cuba would not make the Cuban currency equivalent available
to the U.S. citizen. Cuba can use these funds for any legal purpose, such as the
funding of the Cuban mission to the United Nations. This is of course comparable
to the Rhodesians using their free foreign exchange earned from the United
States to fund the Rhodesian Information Office.

Similarly, in the China embargo. Treasury licensed substantial imports of hog
bristles and feathers and down for the strategic stockpile. In that situation. China
was able to receive and use the foreign exchange freely, just as Rhodesia does
with respect to funds earned under the Byrd Amendment.

jNIr. DiGGS. Did you consult wuth the State Department to find out
what was considered proper use for these accounts, to find out what
the United Nations and what the United Kingdom, in particular

—

which has the sovereign authority for Rhodesia—did you have any
consultations with any of these components concerning these accounts
and their proper use ?

Mr. Henxessy. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we did. In particular with the
State Department, there is obviously ongoing coordination and con-
tact with them. Of course the RIO is a question of interpretation and
a question of interpretation of the langiiage of 253, In that particular
ca_se we did at the outset consult the State Department. We consulted
with them and they in turn consulted with the U.K. Government in
regard to tlie application of the sanctions and exceptions to it by
providing them with a number of case examples and requested their
views as the types of activities which would fall within the sanctions
and which would not. This was particularly the case as regarded sec-
tion 3(b). The net result of those consultations was our conclusion
that the activities of the RIO and the payments and the use of funds
were not inconsistent with the different provisions of United Nations
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Resolution 253. The cable exchange, or the more in-depth laiowledge
here again is had by the State Department, which was the channel
through which the actual commimication took place.

Mr. DiGGS. Well, we would like to receive a memorandum for the
record of the wliole history of this transaction going back to the in-

stitution of the practice telling us exactly what transpired between
our consulate in Salisbury before it was closed down that related to

this transaction and the Smith regime, between Mr. Towsey and the
Treasury Department. Since we have representatives from the State
Department, for the record we will know point by point what the
arrangement was that resulted in these moneys being made available

to the Rhodesian Information Office. We want just a comprehensive
memorandum which would include copies of all communications re-

lated to this transaction from the beginning right up to date.

[The reply of the Department of State follows :]

CONSUI>TATIONS ON TRANSFER OF MONEYS TO THE RIO

A search of records maintained in tlie Department of State has produced no
record of consideration given at the time within tlie Department, or consultations
taken with other governments, on the metliod establislied whereby tliese moneys
in question were made available to the Rhodesian Information OfBce for its

activities in the TTnited States. The OfBce of Foreign Assets Control of the
Treasury Department has located a memorandum, dated November 8. 1968, from
Mrs. Margaret W. Schwartz (Treasury) to Mr. Edward W. Holmes (State)
which makes passing reference to the consideration of free account financing for
the RIO (see paragraph 2). Although the major substance of that memorandum
deals with another subject—contributions from Americans to support the activi-

ties of the RIO—^we are including it as an example of consideration given to free
account financing in that period, and a copy is attached. We have, as indicated
above, been unable to locate more detailed memoranda reflecting the substance of
that consideration.

November 8, 1968.
Memorandum

To : Mr. Edward W. Holmes.
Department of State.

From: (Mrs.) Margaret W. Schwertz,
Office of Foreign Assets Control, Department of the Treasury,

Subject : Rhodesian Information Ofllce

:

We have received the attached letter from Mr. Kenneth Towsey. In substance,
the letter states that Mr. Towsey is receiving 'Contributions from Ameiicans for
the activities of tbp Rhodesian Information Oflice. and asks whether these con-
tributions may be deposited in the "free account" of (he Office at a Washington
bank.

In this connection, a "free" account is being or has recently been opened in the
name of the "Rhodesian Information OflSce" at a local bank. It is being opened
by the bank on the express understanding that the only deposits to such account
would lie funds transferred from Rhodesian "free" accounts at Barclay's or
Standard Bank Ltd. in New York. We are aware that such funds are, in fact,

being currently transferred from the latter accounts in New York to this Wash-
ington account. There is tb.us no question but that there ai-e "free" funds held
for the Information Service, which are usable for its activities.

Turning to the question of dealing with these individual contributions, they
clearly are "transfers of property" to the Rhodesian regime. They are, therefore,
prohibited transfers unless licensed by Treasury and the Washington liank
could not legally cash these checks in the absence of such a license. Nor could
Messrs. Towsey and Hooper legally cash these checks except by deposit to a
"suspense" account. Therefore, a license is required for these contributions to
be placed in the "free" account.

Such contributions do in fact constitute the making of financial or economic
resources available to Southern Rhodesia—just as any payment to Rhodesia
makes resources available to it, regardless of how the resources are utilized.

Thus, licensing such contributions to be placed in the "free" account would ap-
pear to be contrary to the provisions of UN S.C. Res. 253.
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On the other hand, denial of a license could well result in further charges that

we are "suppressing" the free flow of information. While, as noted above, this

would not in fact be true, press publicity and possible adverse Congressional
reaction should be anticipated and considered before any decision is reached.

Accordingly, v>'e would appreciate the views of your Department with respect

to this question.

Mr. DiGGS. Anything additional, Counsel, in that regard?
Mrs. Butcher. Yes.
Mr. Hennessy, you stated that you had in mind paragraph -1 of

Resolution 253 which prohibits making available to tlie regime of any
financial and economic resources or to the RIO which is registered as

an agent of the so-called Government of Rhodesia. "Wliile the human-
itarian exception relates specifically to the providing of certain types
of materials to persons in Rhodesia, have you concentrated on the
narrower issue of whether making available to the RIO of these

moneys in the free account is not making available to the regime
financial and economic resources ?

Mr. Hennessy. Yes, we have. I think it is a question of interpreta-

tion of the activities of the RIO, and as I ha^e stated we ha^e not
found those inconsistent with the purposes or prohibitions included
in that U.N. Resolution 253. The major portion of their activities is

information and providing public relations, and does not constitute

an actiAaty covered by the resolution. In regard to the second part,

which is tiie providing of funds to them, there is no practical way that
you can implement the exception for humanitarian, educational, and
medical purposes without providing free foreign exchange to the Rho-
desian Government. In other words, it is no use to someone in a hos-
pital or a clinic in Rhodesia to have U.S. dollars, they recognize only
the Rhodesian dollar there.

At some point the money which, for instance, the Seventh-day Ad-
ventists wish to send—say they come in and ask for $430,000' to be
transferred during the course of a year. That money has to be brought
by a Rhodesian bank which in return makes available Rliodesian cur-
rency which is used to pay the salaries and the rest. Now the U.S.
dollars the Rhodesian bank receives they accrue to the Government
and they clearly would not provide offsetting Rhodesian currency if

they couldn't use the U.S. dolars.

_
As I stated, there is no practical way of complying with that excep-

tion provision and not making the funds freely aA-'ailable. That is, I
guess, the source of the dilemma in this particular case, of the
fact that the $18 million-odd worth of foreign exchange which has
been generated by our religious organizations here in the United
States to carry forward humanitarian, medical, and educational ac-
tivities in Rhodesia, provides the basis for funding the RIO, and
over and above that is a freely disposable exchange which the Govern-
ment of Rhodesia can use for whatever purposes they see fit.

Mrs. Butcher. Several questions arise out of that and one is how do
we know this was the only way ? Did the Smith regime condition the
import of these humanitarian goods and medical supplies on our doing
that?
Mr. Hennessy. No, but just in any foreign exchange, any banking-

operation, if you walk into a bank and you are going to give them a
dollar and you want local currency, unless you give them the dollar
they won't give you the local currency. In these particular cases I

21-353—73 5
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think most of the money is not for the import of goods and services

into Rhodesia, it is more precisely to cover salaries of the mission-

aries and chnrchworkers who are down there. They have to live and

eat and buy goods, and they have to go to the stores and they need

Rhodesian currency and the Rhodesian banks won't give it to them
unless they have something of value and that is the U.S. dollar which

they get in return. So it flows directly from this exception, and it has

not been an enormous amount but quite clearly it has been an im-

portant amount.
Mrs. Butcher. Mr. Chairman, I think we should include a request

for a comprehensive statement on the practices of any other govern-

ments that do carry on certain activities under this exception. How do

they manage to get money available to their local chnrchworkers in

Rhodesia if they don't have a Rhodesian Information Office which

can clraw on the free accounts in their country? For example, what
does the United Kingdom do ? Do you know, Mr. Hennessy ?

Mr. Hennessy. I don't know the answer to that question. If they

didn't have an RIO, for example, they would send the money back to

Switzerland or Rhodesia or wherever it was, but I think perhaps the

State Department would be in a position to query other governments

in that particular respect.

[The following was subsequently supplied by the Department of

State:]

Practices of Other Countries Permitting Transfer of Rhodesian Funds

According to information currently available to the Department of State, the

following are practices of countries concerning remittances under the exceptions

allowed by Resolution 253

:

A. Countries which state or which we undei-stand do not permit transfers to

Rhodesia

:

Argentina Madagasgar
Brazil Malaysia
Cameroon Mexico
Cyprus Nicaragua
Egypt Nigeria
El Salvador Pakistan
Equador Peru
Ghana Rumania
Greece Saudi Arabia
Haiti Singapore
Honduras Sudan
India Tunisia
Indonesia Uruguay
Jamaica Venezuela
Japan Yemen (YAR)
Jordan Zaire

t remittances toB. Countries
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Mrs. Butcher. One other question arises out of that. You seem to be

linking the legality of letting this money be used by the EIO in effect

on paragraph 5(b) of the resolution because you say it depends upon
this activity, and under the resolution if their activities further what
is called the unlawful actions of the illegal regime in Southern Rhode-
sia they would be proliibited. You are saying, I guess, that this would
be a determination to be made by State.

Mr. Hennessy. I am saying the interpretation of their activities

would fall more generally into the State Department's special juris-

diction. I l3elieve in the statement Ambassador Ferguson did touch on
their interpretation of it. However, I was not resting my interpreta-

tion on paragraph 5(b) but on 4(b) in the commercial, industrial, or

public utility undertaking of the RIO. Its activities consist primarily

of information providing. As you may recall, in 1968 when we froze

the RIO accounts there was quite a furor in several of the Washing-
ton newspapers to the effect that this was a gagging, if you will, of the

right of free speech or public information. The RIO's undertakings

are narrowly linked to that use of funds which is still paragraph 4.

Mrs. Butcher. Yes, but I was trying to put the question as to

whether or not this was providing economic resources to the regime to

see whether or not these were political activities.

Mr. DiGGS. The gentlemen from Pennsylvania.

Mr, Biester. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to thank both witnesses for their appearance and their

statements, and I wonder if we perhaps might set the roles that they

experience in some perspective.

I gather that the U.N. resolution does not prohibit the existence or

operation of the RIO. Am I correct in that respect ?

Mr. Ferguson. Yes, sir.

Mr. BmsTER. Therefore, its existence does not violate Resolution 253 ?

Mr. Ferguson. No sir.The violation would occur at such time as they

engaged in activities which would be in contravention of the Security

Council resolution.

Mr. Biester. Do we have any information to that effect ?

Mr. Ferguson. We have not. It depends ultimately on the definition

of the word "promotion" which has been used. The references in both

resolution 232 in 1966 and 253 in 1968, the^ promotion has not been
interpreted to encompass general information dissemination, public

relations activities or advertisements. These resolutions were in large

part drafted by the United Kingdom and the U.S. Governrnent
has sought in respect to the interpretation views of the United
Kingdom both in its capacity as the principal drafter and also in its

capacity as a lawful sovereign for Rhodesia.

After adoption of resolution 232 the United Kingdom informed us

that it interpreted the word "promotion" in the resolutions as relating

to activities directly incidental to a prohibited commercial transaction.

Hence, in utilizing the United Kingdom's interpretation of essentially

their own language which appears in the Security Council resolution

to the extent that the activities are the general dissemination of infor-

mation, public relations activities and advertisements it does not fall

within the prohibited activities which are specified in other provisions

of the resolution.
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Mr. BiESTER. Thank you.

Have we had any complaints from the United Kingdom or the

United Nations with respect to the operation of this office?

Mr. Ferguson. We are not aware from the United Kingdom. We
would have to check the United Nations since, as you are aware, there

is a great volume of discussion which goes on about the sanctions and
more particularly about the United States role in enforcing those

sanctions. We would have to check the records. The committee in fact

is meeting today.

Mr. BiESTER. But at least from the United Kingdom you are certain

you had no complaint from them.
[The following statement was subsequently submitted by the De-

partment of State:]

United Kingdom Protest of Activities of the RIO

A search of the files maintained in the Department has not revealed any
record of British protest over the presence of the RIO in the U.S.

Mr. Hennessy. I might add to that particular point that the RIO
does carry out particular activities; it does advertise in Canada. They
do participate, I think, also in international conventions in Japan,
Canada, and Australia. So on the surface it would appear that there is

at least an implicit understanding on the part of some other govern-
ments that what they are doing is not in contravention of or directly

prohibited by U.N. Resolution 253.

Mr. BiESTER. You mean there is a Rhodesian Information Office

operating in Canada ?

Mr. Hennessy. No. I believe the information office here also con-

tracts advertising in Canadian newspapers similar to what they do
here. They go to international conferences for information on tourism,

et cetera, in Canada, Australia, and Japan.
Mr. BiESTER. Is there a Rhodesian office operating in Australia?

Mr. Hennessy. I do not know.
Mr. BiESTER. Maybe it would be helpful to know in what other

countries they do have an office operating. If we could pull that

together, it would be helpful to me.
[The following statement was subsequently submitted by the

Department of State :]

Rhodesian Representatives in Other Countries

Australia.—Rhodesian Information Center in Sydney operated by Australian
nationals.
Belgium.—Unofl5cial representative of Rhodesia, citizen of Belgium.
Botstvana.—Officials of Rhodesian Railvpays.
Portugal.—"Accredited Diplomatic Mission'' in Lisbon.
Rhodesian Trade Mission in Luanda, Angola, operated by Rhodesians. Rho-

desian "Consulate General" in Lourenco Marques, Mozambique, operated by
Rhodesians. A Rhodesian "Consulate" is stated to be in Beira. A Rhodesian
Tourist Board Office is in Lourenco Marques.

South Africa.—Rhodesian "Diplomatic Mission" in Pretoria operated by Rho-
desians. A Rhodesian "Consulate" is stated to be in Cape Town. Rhodesian
Tourist Board Offices are advertised in Johannesburg, Durban and Cape Town.

United Kingdom.—Rhodesian pensions oflSce in UK handling accounts of Rho-
desian pensioners in UK.
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France.—The Rhodesian regime claims a Rliodesian office in Paris.

Sivitzerland.—Rhoaesian Tourist Board lists an office in Basle.

My. Biester. Then I take it in 1968 our Government froze the

accounts to the tune of about $50,000 which were to be used by the

Rhodesian Information Office. Am I correct about tliat?

Mr. Hexnessy. Yes. These were the funds wliicli liad been trans-

ferred from abroad to them and those were frozen and remained

frozen. They have not changed from that date according to the Wash-
ington bank.

]Mr. Biester. And they are frozen today ?

Mr. Henxessy. That is correct.

INIr. Biester. You have related in your testimony, Mr. Hennessy,

about the case involving elephants and the case involving anhydrous

ammonia. Were they the two prosecutions that you referred to in the

earlier part of your testimony ?

Mr. Hennessy. Yes, they were.

]Mr. Biester. What has'^been the outcome of those prosecutions ?

]\Ir. Hennessy. Well, actually we have not prosecuted on the ele-

phants. There was another case'involving the Meuller Co. which had

to do with an illegal import, I believe, and in that case there were fines

of some $30,000 and some forfeitures of $150,000 involved. In the

case of the anhydrous ammonia of course the $377,000 has been frozen

and has not been made available to the buyer in Rhodesia so they are

out those funds.

Mr. Biester. Therefore, pursuant to action by Treasury those two
punitive transactions liave turned out rather badly for the Rho-

desians, have they not ?

Mr. Hennessy. That is correct.

]\Ir. Biester. So $375,000 in one and $180,000 in another.

Mr. Hennessy. Yes.

Mr. Biester. I think it is important that we make clear, Mr. Chair-

man, that our Government is, consistent with its own traditions, and

consistent with the charter, consistent with resolution 253 and con-

sistent with its own law engaging in policing of the activities of Rho-
desian commerce in this office when that law and precise charter by
which our officials have to operate are violated. I certainly personally

have the highest confidence in the work of these two gentlemen who
are witnesses with us today.

I think also that talking about the humanitarian loophole if I am
correct^please correct me, Mr. Ambassador

—

the Byrd amendment
makes moot that loophole, does it not, because there would be and
has been a flow of money into the country which could be used for

this office pursuant to the results of the Byrd amendment?
Mr. Ferguson. Well, it could make moot that loophole. The office

would have the option, I would suppose, from the principals in Salis-

bury to use any free accounts available and the effect of the Byrd
amendment is simply to create a free account under our own domestic

law, wdiicli free account existence is in violation of the obligations

that we have under resolution 253.

Mr. Biester. Of course I believe that we should repeal the Byrd
amendment and I am sure the Ambassador is in agTeement.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiGGS. Mr. Ferguson, what was Mr. Towsey's position in the

United States between the time of the passage of the first mandatory
Security Council resokition w^hich was December 16, 1960, and Decem-
ber 27, 1967, when his status was adjusted to that of a permanent

resident ?

Mr. Ferguson. Mr. Chairman, I will have to check the precise

details. Mr. Towsey got into the United States as a member of the

diplomatic corps, carried on the diplomatic list, in fact, he was carried

on the United Kingdom list. We will check the status on the precise

dates and furnish that information to you.

[The information requested follows:]

Towsey's Status

During the period, November 11, 1965, to December 27, 1967, Mr. Kenneth
Towsey was an alien without status, temporarily resident in the United States.

Mr. Diggs. Did Security Comicil Kesolution 232 address the question

of the presence in the United States of persons traveling on a so-called

Southern Rhodesian passport, or of persons ordinarily resident in

Southern Rhodesia and who are likely to further encourage the activi-

ties of the Smith regime ?

Mr. Ferguson. I believe under 5(a) . We will check that.

]\Ir. Chairman, my general impression is that the resolution deals

with the question of entry into the territory of the countries called

upon to take action and does not reach the question of declaring a

status of persons who are in the country, particularly in Mr. Towsey's

case, particularly where he was legally within the United States. We
construe our obligations under 253 to mean that we should not, if he

should leave the United States, permit his reentry.

Mr. Diggs. Well, paragraphs 5 (a) and (b) of 253 did address

itself to this matter.^

Mr. Ferguson. The first words in 5(a) are "Prevent the entry into

their territories save on grounds of humanitarian" and so forth. That
seems to us to point clearly to the fact that our obligation is the bar-

ring of those who leave other territories from entering the United

States. We don't see how that can be construed to require that one who
is legally in the United States be expelled from the United States.

Similarly, in (b) "To take all possible measures to prevent the

entries into their territories of persons whom they liave reason to

believe would be ordinarily resident in Southern Rhodesia and in

whom they have reason to believe would further encourage," et cetera.

In both instances the words that are used are "prevent the entry"

into the United States.

Mr. Diggs. Well, Mr. Towsey entered the United States in 1964 as

you pointed out as a foreign government official and then after UDI.

» Security Council Resolution 253 reads, in pertinent part : "The Security Council, . . .

acting under chapter VII of the United Nations Charter, 5. Decides that all states members
of the United Nations shall: (a) Prevent the entry into their territories, save on excep-

tional humanitarian grounds, of any person traveling on a Southern Rhodesian passport,

regardlss of its date of issue, or on a purported passport issued by or on behalf of the

illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia; and (b) take all possible measures to prevent the

entry into their territories of persons whom they have reason to believe to be ordinarily

resident in Southern Rhodesia and whom they have reason to believe to have furthered or

encouraged, or to be liliely to further or encourage, the unlawful actions of the illegal

regime in Southern Rhodesia or any activities which are calculated to evade any measure
decided upon in this resolution of Resolution 232 (1966) of December 16, 1966."
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When lie sought to return to the United States did the Departnient

take a position either on his passport or on a visa with respect to him ?

Mr. Ferguson. At that time 253 was not in force. It is our informa-

tion that he was in the United States at the time.

Mr. DiGGS. Did the Department consider the question of the estab-

lishment of the Rhodesian Information Office in February of 1966 ?

Mr. Ferguson. I will have to again check that, :Mr. Chairman ; it

is not within my memory.
[The reply of the Department of State follows :]

Establishment of RIO in February 1966

A search of the records maintained in the Department of State has produced

no record of consideration given in February, 1966, to the establishment of the

Rhodesian Information Office.

Mr. DiGGS. What about ^Ir. Hooper? Novr did the Department in

the period between December of 1966 and May of 1968 before the

Security Council, before 253 was passed—did it consider the question

of Mr. Hooper's passport or his visa?

Mr. Ferguson. I don't believe we had the occasion to consider his

passport or visa in that period.

Mr. DiGGS. \yere there any memorandums written at that time that

might be enlightening to the committee and could be made available?

Mr. Ferguson. I Avill certainly check.

[The reply of the Department of State follows :]

Hooper's Statits

A search of the records maintained in the Department of State has produced

no memorandums prepared in the Department between December, 1966, and May,
1968, on Mr. Hooper's status.

]Mr. Dtogs. Now let's move to the time after the passage of 253 in

1968 which explicitly in-ohibits a member state from permitting the

entry into its territories of either persons traveling on a so-called

Rhodesian passport or persons ordinarily resident in Rhodesia and
likelv to encourage furtlier the activities of the Smith regime.

We have a letter dated March 13, 1969, addressed to the Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service from the Department of^ State

advising, and I am quoting from the letter, "that Mr. Hooper's con-

tinued presence here and activities on behalf of the Smith regime

have been a source of embarrassment to the U.S. Government at the

United Nations where the United States has supported Security

Council resolutions declaring the re^bellion to be illegal and imposing

sanctions to end it.''

This is a letter from the Department of State to the Immigration
and Naturalization Service on March 13, 1969.'*

Now what specific activities did the Department have in mind when
it characterized Mr. Hooper's presence and activities as being em-
barrassing?

Mr. Ferguson. Well, I am certain the registration statement that

they file with Justice in which they characterize themselves as agents of

the Government of Rhodesia is the source or one of the possible sources

of the embarrassment Avhich we underwent and occasionally undergo
at the United Nations.

See p. 34 for text of letter of March 13, 1969.



Mr. DiGGS. What is the difference then between Mr. Hooper and
Mr. Towsey. "VVliat is the difference with respect to the activities of these
two people?

Mr. Ferguson. The essential difference is that Mr. Towsey's change
in status came before the adoption of the Security Council resolution
and Mr. Hooper had not before the adoption of that resolution gotten
a change of status. Hence, at the present time it comes to the ques-
tion of Mr. Hooper's status: he has filed an application for adjust-
ment of status.

Consistently with our interpretation of our obligations under the res-

olution the question with Mr. Hopper is whether or not any action
which is taken by the Immigration and Naturalization Service would
put him in the position of causing us to violate our obligations under
the charter. What that means, consistent with the reading as we have
averted to previously, is that any instance in which Mr. Hooper might
seek to reenter the United States would cause us to be in violation.
His mere presence in the United States we do not conceive to be a viola-
tion of our obligations under those provisions of 5 (a) and (b) of the
resolution.

Mr. Diggs. Well, let's take another quotation from that communica-
tion. I am quoting again. The letter states : "INIr. Hooper, despite as-

sertions he may make to secure permanent residency here, is ordinar-
ily resident in Southern Ehodesia. He obviously furthers or encourages
the unlawful actions of the illegal regime. He is paid by the regime to
dose."
Now my question is : In what respect does Mr. Towsey not fall into

that category of furthering or encouraging the uidawful actions of
the illegal regime? What is he being paid for in connection with the
Rhodesian Information Office? He is not just being paid to sit there
and pass out some kind of promotional literature.

]Mr. Ferguson. According to the registration statement they are paid
to disseminate information. Obviously I think they read their own
charge as to disseminate infonnation which would be favorable to

Rhodesia, to create a positive, as they would say, public image for
Rhodesia. This is in fact, I suspect, what they are paid for.

^
Mr. Diggs. Well, of course Mv. Towsey is registered under the For-

eign Agents Registration Act, is that not "true ?

^Ir. Ferguson. That is true.

Mr. Diggs. And therefore aren't these actions on the part of Mr.
Towsey in addition to those of Mr. Hooper directly putting the Ignited
States in violation of its obligations under the charter ?

Mr. Ferguson. Well, Mv. Chairman, the interpretations on the activi-

ties that are known to us—those activities being those that we have
mentioned : dissemination of information, engaging in public relations
activities like cocktail parties and that sort of thing and the general
placing of advertisements in the press here and in Canada—do not
appear to us under the interpretation that has been taken of the res-

olution to put us in violation. This is again, as I indicated earlier,

the construction which is placed on the language by the United King-
dom and we have in this case accepted their interpretation.

INIr. Diggs. Well, it sounds to me as if the Department and related
agencies are just closing their eyes to the fact that he is in fact being
paid to further or encourage the unlawful actions of that regime and
therefore is in violation.
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Now the INS advised ns that shortly after March 13, 19G9, the

date of this letter, that two things happened to cause it not to

require Mr. Hooper's departure. First of all there was a request from

the Senate Judiciary Committee. Now that turned out to be over-por-

traved because when we pressed the witness the day before yesterday

it turned out that someone on the staff over there called up and made
such a representation but there were two things that were mentioned

:

One was this call or this contact from the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee. The second thing is that the visa office of the State Department
requested, and I am quoting from the witness the day before yesterday,

"that no action be taken to require Mr. Hooper's departure." Now that

is the explanation for that ?

Mr. Ferguson. Mr. Chairman, you refer to a phone call from a mem-
ber of the staff of the Senate Judiciary Committee to INS to ^yhich

we were not party. In terms of the State Department's position I

gather the point of the queiy is what appears to be a shift in position

from the letter of INIarch 13 from which you quoted and the subsequent

response of the visa office.

There is no shift in position. The explanation for that runs back to

the letter of January 9, 1969, which went to the Department and in

which INS indicated that they were about to take action against Mr.
Hooper. Consequently, our letter of the 13th must be read as re-

sponsive to proposed action against INIr. Hooper. In the letter of our

response Ave were not then considering the prospect of no action but

we were responding to a proposed action.

In the second letter in which there was then the possibility of a no

action status

]Mr. DiGGS. Now the second letter, are vou talking about the March
1973 letter?

IMr. Ferguson. Yes. The March 1973 letter was the letter which you

quoted.

Mv. DiGGS. No, the first one I quoted was March 13, 1969.

Mr. Ferguson. 1969.

Mr. DiGGS. Now you talk about the second letter. Are you referring

to the letter of March 7, 1973 ?

]Mr. Ferguson. I am referring to a letter of December 26, 1972, ad-

dressed to INIiss Watson which I believe is the basis for your question

about the change in status.

]Mr. DiGGS. Let's get all these letters on the table here. The INS
further advised that on IMarch 7, 1973 ^—the Department again ad-

vised : "We continue to believe Mi\. Hooper's status should not be ad-

justed because the granting of such status would be counter to our

obligations under the IT.N. Security Council's resolution. At the same
time we are unable to conclude that the resolutions require Mr, Hoop-
er's deportation and accordingly we believe that the continued defer-

ment of action in this unique case in any case remains acceptable."

Now that was not a letter, that was a

]Mr. Ferguson. Telephone call.

]Mr. DiGGS. Eight, referring to the letter. But that was the quotation

from the statement from the INS the day before yesterday. In effect

we could describe our inquiry here as talking about communications.

So let's talk about the basis for that advise in addition to your ex-

planation about the 1969 communication.

B See p. 35 for text of letter of March 7, 1973.
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Mr. Ferguson. The basis for that advice was that if h's status

was adjusted to that of a permanent resident if would carry with it

the riglit to leave the country and to be readmitted and his readmission

pursuant to that status would put us in violation of our obligations

under the resolution. Hence, to avoid that particular matter one

option would be to permit him to remain in suspense, which as we say is

consistent with our interpretation that his mere i:)resence in the

country does not violate our obligations. That vras the basis for the

advice.

Mr. DiGGS. Just one more point on this in this series. They advised

us on Tuesday that they have plans to review the status of Mr. Hooper
again but they said that if the State Department again says that his

remaining in this country is acceptable then they will feel constrained

to follow this advice. So the question is : Is it the intention of the

Department to continue this advice and further to be making the

definitive decision in this case ?

Mr. Ferguson. Well, certainly our present intention is to review

the status of both Mr. Hooper and Mr. Towsey.
Mr. Diggs. I yield to counsel for interventions at this point.

Mrs. Butcher. JMr. Ambassador, I think there ai-e several issues

here. One, you were advising INS that you do not interpret the resolu-

tions as denying the mere presence of someone who is ordinarily

resident in Southern Rhodesia. Does this mean that you are not

advising them that you feel it is acceptable for INIr. Hooper to stay here

but that INS is free to come to a decision, under its ovvii regulations, as

to whether or not INIr. Hooper, since he is out of status and has been for

6 or 7 years, should be deported ?

Mr." Ferguson. The ultimate decision does rest with INS but

obviously they do request the opinion of the State Department, but

that ultimate" decision under tlie statute is their own responsibility.

The State Department down to the present has taken, as indicated,

the position that his presence here does not put us in violation of our

obligations under the Security Council resolution but if they did

grant him the status of a permanent resident then we would l)e in

violation because he would have the right, whether he exercises it

or not, to come into the United States and that would be squarely in

corctradiction to 5(a) and 5(b).

Mrs. Ru'rciiER. So this means that INS was in error when it

interpreted this advice as meaning that you desired for him to remain

here? It is perfectly all right to go ahead normally since they are

not going to adjust his status and to give him the privilege of volun-

tarily departing within a specific time ?

]\l"r. Ferguson. That is INS's ultimate responsibility.

Mrs. Butcher. Then there is one other issue to clarify.

There is no objection, you say, to the mere presence of these persons

ordinarily resident in Ehodesia. We get to the next issue. ^Y[\nt type

of activities are they permitted to engage in ? Mr. Towsey, for example,

has been granted the status of a permanent resident but we have not

gotten to this next question. What kind of activities can he carry on ?

By your own letter of INIarch 13, 1969, these activities are in con-

travention of paragrai)h 5(b) of the resolution. This would raise

the question of why the Department has not taken some action to

suggest to these personnel that these activities are in contravention

of the oblioations of the U.S. Government itself.
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Mr. Ferguson. We still have, Madam Counsel, the basic problem
of our legal position. Obviously, quite clearly today, there are some
other views as to the construction, but so far our legal position

has been that we are obligated not to permit the entry into the United
States. Due to the peculiar circumstances in this case we are dealing

with two people who were legally within the United States and one got

his adjustment of status before Ave had an obligation which would
have barred that adjustment and the second wdiose adjustment of status

is pending.
!^Irs. Butcher. Mr. Chairman, I don't believe that the legal office

has concenti'ated on the second issue, the one going l^eyond the

question of presence, and I think that the subconmiittee should re-

quest a memorandum on that specific point.

Mr. DiGGS. Without objection, so ordered.

[The following memorandum was subsequently submitted by the

Department of State:]

Legal Memorandum on U.N. Resolution 253, Paragraph 5(b)

Memorandnm upon the issue whether paragraph 5(b) of Resolution 2.5.3

required action against persons already present in the United States who
furthered the unlawful actions of the illegal regime in Rhodesia.
The question arose specifically with regard to Mr. H. J. C. Hooper, an alien

who entered the United States on a British diplomatic passport before No-
vember 11. 1965. but who has been without status since that date.

Under paragraph 5(b) UN members are obligated to "take all possible

measures to prevent entry into their territories of persons whom they have reason
to believe to be ordinarily resident in Soutliern Rhodesia and whom they have
furthered or encouraged, or to be likely to further or encourage, the unlawful
actions of the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia . .

." Since Mr. Hooper is

not seeking to enter the United States but in fact has been present in the

United States since 1965, paragraph 5(b) is not presently applicable. Were he
outside U.S. territory, ordinarily resident in Rhodesia and applying for admis-
sion to the U.S., paragraph 5(b) would bar his entry. It does not, however, bar the
reentry of Mr. Kennetli Towsey who has been a permanent resident of the
United States since December 27, 1967 and accordingly is not "ordinarily
resident in Southei'n Rhodesia", a prerequisite for applicability of paragraph
5(b).

Mr. DiGGS. I would like to discuss a little more fully also the De-
partment's interpretation of "promote" and its interpretation of

"calculated to promote" which is an even broader kind of an author-

ity. I think you indicated earlier that you are relying upon certain

interpretations from the United Kingdom for guidance. What else

does the Department consider to be promotion or "calculated to

promote" as used in 253 and as used in the Executive order of the

President ?

Mr. Ferguson. I believe, Mr. Chairman, at the time of the adop-
tion of 253 and our examination of what might be called a legislative

history tends to confirm that it was essentially tied to commercial
transactions and mattei-s of economic import to Southern Rhodesia.

Certainly that is again consistent with the interpretation which the

United Kingdom has placed on "the promotion of commercial activi-

ties." The usual kinds of business practices that might have been

pursued in the absence of this resolution are those which would be
barred under the resolution. Now we have no information that the

Rhodesian Information Office has engaged in those kinds of activities.

Mr. Diggs. Well, doesn't everyone know that about the promotion
by this office of activities in connection with the Byrd amendment,
for example? You were lobbying in connection with the matter, Mr.
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Secretary, on the right side on behalf of your agency. Surely you know
that Rib was working the other side of the street and in a very
active way. Is that not true ?

INIr. Ferguson. Well, Mr. Chairman, I have heard the same kinds
of discussions. If they were working the other side of the street with
those who were promoting the Byrd amendment, we, at least were not
party to sucli conversations. We have not conducted an investigation

into the activities of that office surrounding the passage of the Byrd
amendment. I do say I have heard the same statements that you are

referring to, that is, that they were actively engaged in lobbying.
]\Ir. DiGGS. Well, what do you really consider to be the status of

the Rhodesian Information Office ? Is it in the nature of a commercial
activity or government activity? I think it is very im])ortant to try
to get some kind of interpretation on this matter. If it is government
activity, then it comes under the Security Council ban. If it is com-
mercial activity, then it is in clear violation of the applicable resolu-

tion and Executive order that prohibits the sale or supply by anyone
of any commodities or products involving that regime.

Mr. Ferguson. Well, Mr. Chairman, as t stated in my initial state-

ment, they have no official status with us. They are private persons
engaged in an activity from our standpoint. Since we do not recog-

nize them or their government or their sovereignty, they are neces-

sarily private persons. Now from their standpoint, as they have
referred to it in their registration statement they characterize them-
selves as tlie agents of the Government of Rhodesia. We certainly

disagree with that because we don't recognize the Government of

Rliodesia. It is a case in which our perception, consistent with the

action that we have taken as to Rhodesia, is that they are private

persons engaged in an activity which under our construction is not

in \iolation of the U.N. resolution.

]\Ir. DiGGS. Well, now. let's talk about the Security Council Resolu-

tion 277 '^ which calls upon, as you know, "all member states to termi-

nate immediately any representation that they may maintain in

Salisbury and to sever all diplomatic, consular, trade, military

and other relations which they may have with the illegal regime."

Since we closed our consulate in" Salisbury, we do not have any
counterpart to the Rhodesian Information Office over there and yet

according to the registration statements of the representatives of the

Rhodesian Information Office we do maintain such relations within

that kind of a context. What is our rationale for permitting the con-

tinuance of such relations under these circumstances? Isn't it fictional

to simply say that they have no official standing here in_ the United

States and they are not officially recognized by the United States?

Isn't that sheer, unadulterated fiction?

Mr. Ferguson. Mr. Chairman, I woidd not say it is sheer, unadulter-

ated fiction. There is a substantial difference in their status as private

persons in the United States fi-om the status they would have if we
recognized Rhodesia or if we recognized this operation as a legitimate

diplomatic establishment. There are a munber of consequences for

such persons such as privileges and immunities ancl the usual excep-

tions to some of our regulations which were made in frivor of diplo-

mats. Their activities moreover would be quite legitimate if they

went far beyond what is being done at the present time. Their status

' See appendix p. 140 for text of Security Council Resolution 277.
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as private persons does make a difference and it is not a fiction. I
think, Mr. Chairman, the very point of these hearings demonstrates
the fact that there is a difference between the diplomatic fnnction
and the fnnction of individuals who are engaged in promotion witliin

the meaning of promotion as contained within the resolution.

Mr. DiGGS. Now it has been brought out at these hearings and
alluded to today that the Canadian people are the recipients of the
dissemination of Rhoclesian propaganda material, including bulk
mailings, to friends of Rhodesian organizations and so on. Has your
Department undertaken to notify the Canadian Government aljout

this matter?
jNIr. Ferguson. I can check. I am quite certain the Canadian Gov-

ernment is aware of it but we will check precisely for the record.

[The information requested follows :]

RIO IN Canada

The Canadian Government was informed of activities of members of tlie

Rhodesian Information Office and the Air Rhodesia oflice informally through
the Canadian Embassy in Washington as the Department of State became
aware of those activities.

Mr. DiGGS. Now the Treasury indicated that for one reason or
another they don't monitor these free accounts. I am curious as to

whether the State Department keeps any check on the use made of

free accounts of this regime in New York.
Mr. Ferguson. To my knowledge we do not.

Mr. DiGGS. Do you submit reports to the United Nations Sanctions

Committee on the transfer of funds and commodities under these

exceptions as required under 253 ?

Mr. Hennessy. No, we do not, Mr. Chairman, and it is not required

under the resolution.

Mr. DiGGS. It is not required under paragraph 20(b) of 253?
You reconlirm that. Counsel. I can withdraw it.

Mrs. Butcher. Here is 20 (b)

.

Mr. Hennessy. As I read this, Mr. Chairman
Mr. DiGGS. Would you read it aloud.

Mr. Hennessy. Yes, sir, I shall.

Paragraph 20 (b) reads

:

Section (a). Decides to establish, in accordance with Rule 28 of the provisional

rules of procedure of the Security Council, a committee of the Security Council to

undertake the following task and to report to it with its observations.

Section (b). The committee will seek fi-om any states, members of the United
Nations or of the specialized agencies, such further information regarding the

trade of that state, including information regarding the commodities and products

exempted from the prohibition contained in operative paragraph 3(d) above or

regarding any activities by its nationals of that state or in its territorities that

may constitute an evasion of the measures decided upon in this resolution as it

may consider necessary for the proper discharge of its duty to report to the

Security Council.

I think the essence is—I am not sure the subcommittee has been set

up but I think as has been explained in the testimony here today we
don't think there are any actions which do constitute an evasion of

the measures, so that even if this committee has been set up to the best

of my knowledge it has not queried us and if it did query us we would
not have any evasions to report.

Mr. DiGGS. Does Counsel have an intervention ?
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Mrs. Butcher. I would appreciate if you could submit a memoran-
dum on this because it could well be that it is the U.N. Sanctions Com-
mittee that is contemplated here, and in addition to activities which
might constitute an evasion I believe this paragraph addresses infor-

mation regarding the commodities and products exempted. So if we
could have a written memorandum it would be helpful.

[The information requested follows :]

Reporting to Sanctions Committee

The United Nations Sanctions Committee is notified on a regular basis of

United States exports to and imports from Rliodesia. Quarterly reports of "Byrd
Amendment" imports are submitted as well as summaries of exports licenses

issued under paragraph 3(d) of Security Council Resolution 253 (1968).

Mr. DiGGS. If the churches and other humanitarian organizations

transferred tlicir funds through London, Mr. Hennessy, would this

mean that the dollar equivalent would not be available to the Rhodesian
Information Office ?

]Mr. Hexxessy. Well, if they transferred it through London, they

would have to, I assume, buy pounds sterling. They would have to go

to a branch of a British bank here, sell them dollars, buy pounds ster-

ling and then ask the British bank to provide those pounds sterling to

the recipients at the other end and you would have the same transac-

tion with the pounds sterling that would be exchanged for Ehodesian

dollars. The net result would, in my judgment, be precisely the same—
that there would be free foreign exchange being placed at the disposi-

tion of the Rhodesian Government at the banks who engaged in the

transactions. This might bo in pounds instead of in dollars but they

then would be able to sell the pounds back for dollars again if they

were going to spend the money in the United States.

I don't think there is any way, at least to the best of my knowledge,

tliat you can transfer real resources from one country to another with-

out getting something back in return. I don't think that the Rhodesian

Government, which is going to be on the other end, is going to give

something for nothing. They are going to want free foreign exchange

in return for the food and other supplies wliich people buy with their

currency.
Mr. DiGGS. Does Counsel have an intervention at this point ?

Mrs. Butcher. Mr. Chairman, I believe this question may be tied

into the earlier question as to whether or not Britain is able to send

anything into Rhodesia under the humanitarian exception because I

don't believe that Britain has a Rhodesian Information Office there.

T^Ir. Hennessy. I don't know whether they do have a Rhodesian

Information Office but from our records it does show that people in

the United Kingdom go into a bank and make transfers for these same

purposes to Rhodesia. Now what the dispositions of those funds are,

how they use them, I don't know. This came up I think in parlia-

mentary debate and it is quite clear because this is an exception that

is contemplated under 253 that any country who so chooses can provide

for such funds being remitted to Rhodesia. This w^ould create free ex-

change in the United Kingdom at the disposal of the Rhodesian Gov-

ernment. Now I think it does link into your previous question of do

they have accounts and what are they doing with the funds.

Mrs. Butcher. Could vou submit a memorandum ?

:Mr. Hennessy. We will find that information out.'

TSee p. 64.
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Mr. DiGGS. Mr. Henncssy, there was a publication called Products
of Rhodesia which was registered as a classified list of Rhodesian
products and which apparently was disseminated by the Rhodesian
Information Office. Do you approve of that ?

Mr. Hennessy. If it was informational, I think it is quite clear

that it would be all right.

Mr. DiGGS. Have you seen the publication ?

Mr. Hennessy. I have not personally seen it, INIr. Chairman. Ob-
viously if someone tried to import a Rhodesian product, whether
it was elephants or some other product which was not under the

Byrd amendment, then that would be seized by Customs in its normal
procedures.

Mr. BiESTER. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DiGGS. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. BiESTER. I am not sure I understand that answer because as

you just read from the document, paragraph 20(b), the operative

words were, as I recall them, "information concerning products and
commodities."
Mr. Hennessy. I am not sure I understand the question, Mr. Con-

gressman. The committee is the one who is asking for the information

under 20(b), the committee of the Security Council. The operative

language of o(b) has to do with activities which promote the export

of commodities or products from Southern Rhodesia.

]Mr. BiESTER. The distinction I have drawn here throughout this

afternoon is the distinction between the promotion of a certain idea or

political notion and that which is commercial in nature. Now is that

a distinction which operates with respect to what is proper for us

to permit under 253 or not ?

Mr. Hennessy. I tliink it is a question of whether that does pro-

mote an export. It runs again to an interpretation. I think you are

getting very close to that distinction which you draw in that line

iDut if information is provided on the climate of a country, of its

products, of its inhabitants, I don't think it necessarily flows from
that that this is promoting an export in particular when there are

prohibitions against exports of that particular country.

]Mr. BiESTER. It is really close.

Mr. DiGGS. Let's take another one which is even clearer than that.

What is the situation of the Journal of Commerce which advocates

investments and trade in Rhodesia ? Suppose you found out that the

Rhodesian Information Office was involved in that supplement ; would

it make any difference ?

Mr. Hennessy. Here again we get down to this question of inter-

pretation and construction of 253 and whether these are activities

which are ]Dromoting or calculated to promote exports of any products

or commodities from Southern Rhodesia.
_ _

]Mr. DiGGS. Well, have you seen this journal? I have seen it; it is

full of promotion, that "is what it is all about. I have seen that

supplement.
Mr. Hennessy. I think there may be a distinction between the ac-

tual promotion, dissemination of information, and particularly when

the activities are prohibited. I think it is hard to sustain the argument

that this leads to the promotion of exports as in at least the British

interpretation providing brokerage activities, packaging, that type
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of thing, does promote an export. The mere dissemination of informa-
tion does not necessarily do so. I would agree we are getting down
to pretty fine lines.

Mr. DiGGS. Is it not "calculated to promote."
Mr. Hennessy. I would agree that you are getting down to pretty

fine lines when you get to that point and I think this is part of the
language. There is some ambiguity in the language.
Mr. BiESTER. It seems to me it is a point where you can rationalize

a degree of caution on the right side of that line because I think it

gets mighty, mighty close to a violation if indeed not a violation.

Mr. Hennessy. I think we would want to take another look at that.

I would certainly take into account both of your comments and your
consultation with the State Department that this is a fine line. There
is a question of when it passes from promotion information to dissemi-
nation, into an actual calculation of promotion or promotion itself.

Mr. Biester. It seems to me the distinction is very helpful in under-
standing all of this and the requirements of 253 and the impositions
they impose on our Government to the extent they relate to sanctions

and therefore commercial activity in force and effect, but when they
ai'e exti'a]wlatod into the dissemination of ideas inside the United States

then I think they have an awful lot less effect and I think the framers
of the resolution must have had that notion in mind which is why
it was framed in terms of commerce and not in terms of ideas.

Mr. Hennessy. I think that you can argue that. Even in this par-

ticular case the dissemination of the particular information, although
I have not seen the two publications which Chairman Diggs has re-

ferred to, could lead to no commercial gain on their part, in view of

the fact that there is this commercial prohibition which does exist,

but here again I am not going to try to argue it does not get very

close to that. These are very, very narrow distinctions.

Mr. Diggs. The Air Rhodesia Office—what steps have either of your
Denartments taken to monitor the activities of that particular office?

Mr. Hennessy. From the funds point of view, here again they

would be eligible to receive the free funds which accrue to the Rho-
desian Govei-nment from the humanitarian, medical, educational re-

mittances which are permitted by 253. We do not undertake any direct

monitoring of their use of funds nor have we been receiving any com-

plaints which would lead us to the belief that they were in contraven-

tion of either 253 or other U.S. laws.

Mr. Diggs. Well, there was a witness here 2 days ago that said that

the Air Rhodesia Office is violating sanctions because it is promoting

immigration to Southern Rhodesia from the United States and Can-

ada and presented testimony and corroborative evidence to that extent.

Since the Rhodesian Tourist Board is in the same office, what does

this moan within the context of the statement that you just made?
Mr. Hennessy. Well, on the question of immigration I would defer

to my colleague in the State Department.
Mr. Ferguson. We have become aware of the charge that was made

on Tuesday and we are looking into the matter of the promotion of

immigration by that office.

[The following was subsequently submitted by the Department of

State for inclusion in the record at this point :]
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ARO's "Promotion" op Emigration

Paragraph 8 of Security Council Resolution 253 "Calls upon all States Members
of the United Nations or of the specialized agencies to take all possible measures
to prevent activities by their nationals and persons in their territories promoting,
assisting or encouraging emigration to Southern Rhodesia, with a view to stop-

ping such emigration." The Department of State has noted with concern the

referenced infonnation and documentary evidence submitted to this committee
and has requested that appropriate inquiries be made of the Air Rhodesia Office

and the Rhodesia Information Office by the Foreign Agents Registration Section
of the Justice Department.

]Mr. DiGGS. You have no comment ?

Mr. Hennessy. I have no information over and beyond that.

On the question of tourism, here again there is no prohibition on
T"! .S. citizens traveling to Rhodesia and in fact we do and have granted
I think some 57 licenses to IT.S. citizens who have so applied for the
use of funds to pay for their living expenses while in Rhodesia. Now
we do not provide them with any funds to buy goods or services in

Rhodesia, to bring back goods, and if they did bring back goods from
Rhodesia we would seize them and have, I think, seized some skins

from safaris that have been hunted, et cetera. I guess here again I

should defer to my colleague in the State Department. Under the
present Supreme Court rulings we do not prohibit tourists from visit-

ing any country in the world at this time.
3[r. Btesti-:!;. If the chairman would yield.

^h: DiGGS. Yes.
]Mr. BiESTER. Are these potential tourists advised that they are

entering a highly volatile situation where the situation as viewed by
the United States is illegal and that it is an atmosphere charged with
potential violence and difficulty ? Are they so advised ?

Mr. Hennessy. That would be a duty, I believe, of the State De-
partment. We deal only with the financial aspects of when tliey come
in and ask for a license to cover their expenditures for hotels and food
while they are there.

Mr. Dtggs. Well, that is a very interesting question because just yes-
terday, as the gentleman probably read in the paper, an American
from the State of Ohio was killed. I know where the area is on the
horde 1- at Livingston on the Rhodesian side. I think that is a very
legitimate question.

Wiat kind of explanation, Mr. Ambassador, is the State Depart-
ment making to the family of that injured American?
Mr. Ferguson. Well, we will make an explanation. The difficulty,

of course, arises out of the fact that we do not have representation in
Salisbury which is the point at which action must be taken. We have
sent certain instructions to our Embassy in Lusaka regarding this
matter and I know also that the Canadians have made parallel de-
marches.

In the terms of the position in Rhodesia, information to tourists,
of course in the absence of an embassy or representation, we have no
way of extending to tourists abroad the usual rej^resentations that in
case of difficulty, the Embassy is charged with responsibility for
assistance. Consequently, in that sense they must, travel at their own
risk because incidents do occur. There is simply no way that we can
make representations to the authorities in Salisbury.

21-353—73 6
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]Mr. BiESTER. I understand that but are they admonished that this

is a highly charged and volatile atmosphere into which they are
going ?

Mr. Ferguson. Well, highly charged, volatile—we have not indi-

cated the degree of physical risk which this particular incident in-

dicates. There have been a number of Americans who have visited on
both sides of Victoria Falls. This case I believe is the first case of a
tourist being injured although there have been previous reports of
firing across the Zambezi River.
Mr. DiGGS. Well, as you know, Mr. Ambassador, there are a number

of travel agents in the United States promoting tours which include
Southern Rhodesia. I have seen these ads in the New York Times and
in other tourist publications. Is the Department on its own motion or
independently making some kind of representations to these tourist

agents. Or, are you in touch with the Tourist Department of the De-
partment of Commerce to advise them to discourage these tour agents
from making these kinds of promotions ? Don't you think you ought
to?

Mr. Ferguson. I will check precisely on the advice. I have been in
touch with the Commerce Department to convey to them the position
I have just described, that this is travel at their own risk. I will have
to check on the further assertion in your question as to whether or not
they should positively be discouraged from traveling in Rhodesia.

[The information referred to follows :]

Discouraging Travel to Rhodesia

The Department of State is replying to recent inquiries made on travel to
Rhodesia by private American citizens along these lines :

"Although the United States does not have authority to prevent travel by
Americans to Rhodesia, it is oflScial policy to discourage such travel. We have
no official relations with the present regime in Rhodesia and have no diplomatic
or consular representatives in the country. Thus we have no means of directly
assisting or protecting Americans traveling there. In this connection, a number
of recent incidents have shown that the tense situation along the Rhodesia-
Zambia border makes travel there dangerous. One such incident, which was
widely reported, involved two Canadian tourists who were killed and one
American who was wounded when they entered the gorge at Victoria Falls and
were fired upon from across the river by Zambian soldiers. If Americans insist
on going to Rhodesia in spite of U.S. discouragement, we would urge them to
exercise great caution."

Mr. DiGGS. Let's ask about the British Government again. Have
tlie British protested the presence of the Rhodesian Information Office

here ?

Mr. Ferguson. I don't believe I have seen any records of a protest

as to the Rhodesian Information Office, Mr. Chairman. I will certainly

check the records again on that. I have no recollection in all of the
i-ecords I have seen of a protest directed at the office.

Mr. DiGGS. Or at any of the individuals involved in the office ?

Mr. Ferguson. Yes, there was, referred to again in the letter of

March 13, 1969, in which there is a reference on page 3 of that letter

which reads as follows

:

Moreover, the Department of State has received several oflScial representa-

tions from the British Government, including a direct request from Prime
Minister Wilson to former Secretary Rusk, asking that adjustment of status for

Mr. Hooper be denied.
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I will check further to see if there has been any directive at the

office. I have no such recollection.^

Mr. DiGGS. As I read this, this has not had any influence on the

Department which is unusual, is it not, in terms of the precedents on

the record where we have almost in all instances been responsive to

representations by the British Government in those areas where they

are the principal ? Isn't it most imusual ?

Mr. Ferguson. Well, Mr. Chairman, my memory does not extend

that far in the past. It has not responded obviously to the direct request

for a denial. There has been the partial response which has given us

this atypical position of Mr. Hooper being in suspense—you may call

that a partial response to the British. They did not want him in the

position of being a permanent resident of the United States and he is

not in that position.

Mr. DiGGS. Do you accept Mr. Hooper's claim that he is doing the

same work now as he was in the British Embassy Annex before UDI ?

Mr. Ferguson. We have not looked into that. There are certain

difficulties in attempting to discover precisely what he did while he

was in the British Foreign Service because of the usual reciprocal

obligations of not inquiring into the activities of diplomats unless they

contravene our laws.

Mr. DiGGS. What about Rhodesian Africans, how do you treat them,

those that might use these so-called Southern Rhodesian documents ?

Mr. Ferguson. I do know we have admitted Rhodesian Africans

into the United States under humanitarian circumstances. We have

had many visits from those who are opposed to the Smith regime.

I could cite parenthetically that in certain quarters we have been

criticized for admitting such Rhodesian Africans.

Mr. DiGGS. The registration statements, do you not consider it mis-

leading when they do not mention the illegality of what they consider

to be their principal as seen in U.S. law and foreign policy?

Mr. Ferguson. Well, we have a different view of that. The regis-

tration statement, of course

:Mr. DiGGS. Should there not be some asterisks in connection with

that statement at least to indicate that they recognize that this is an

illegal operation that they are purporting to represent ?

Mr. Ferguson. Well, I think that is the problem of the provisions

of the act itself. The act itself is designed to make the persons involved

explain what they are doing, their own characterization, and I think

we could not be in a position of instructing them as to what they con-

sider themselves to be. This comes^ particularly in light of the char-

acterization that they represent the Government of Rhodesia. We
could not force them to say in the registration statement, contrary to

their belief, that there is a government in Rhodesia which they repre-

sent, that they represent nothing. It is the burden of the registrant to

deal with the misleading point.

I think the point is well taken however, that in the normal cycle

wherein the Department has the opportunity to comment on the regis-

tration statement we will certainly look in the future to our comments
on that registration statement at least so as not to misleacl the public,

but we cannot be in the position of dictating what the registrant h'ln-

' See p. 64.
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se]f must put in the application since those statements are made under
penalties of perjury and might very well get them into difficulty.

Mr. DiGGS. When Mr. Towsey travels abroad can he use his Ameri-
can permanent residence papers in lieu of a passport ?

Mr. Ferguson. Mr. Chairman, my impression is that he can.

Mr. DiGGS. Can or cannot ?

Mr. Ferguson. That he can. I know they are accepted by some coun-

ti'ies, I am not certain as to all countries.

Mr. DiGGS. I yield to counsel.

Mr. Ferguson. It could be sufficient for his readmission into the

United States.

iVIrs. Butcher. Getting back to the question as to the sad incident

yesterday, do we still have a law firm that performs certain functions

on behalf of the U.S. Government with respect to our citizens, if neces-

sary, in Salisbury?
Mr. Ferguson, Could I confer with my lawyer ?

^Irs. Butcher. Yes.

^Ir. Ferguson. I am informed that the retainer has not been ter-

minated but that they are in fact doing practically nothing. Most of

our consular work I do is now handled by our Consular General in

Johannesburg.
ISIrs. Butcher. But where it is necessary to have something done

on behalf of one of our citizens, this is still possible under this arrange-

ment ?

Mr. Ferguson. It would be possible under that arrangement.
]\Irs. Butcher. With respect to the Journal of Commerce or one

of tlie publications which was stated to be handled by the office, the

witness the other day. Miss Rogers, said that it included a paragraph
to the effect that brokerage and other facilities could be arranged.

I am addressing this to Mr. Hennessy
;
you mght also wish to take

note of it Ambassador Ferguson.
I think, Mr. Chairman, it will be helpful if tlie Department could

leave with us or if it does not have them today send all letters which
it has written to either one of the officers of the RIO.

[The reply of the Department of State follows :]

Letters to RIO Officers

A search of the files maintained by the Department has revealed the attached
letter to Mr. Hooper dated February 25, 1966.

Department of State.
Washington, D.C., February 25, 1966.

Mr. Hekry J. C. Hooper.
Washlnffton D.C
Dear Mr. Hooper : The Department of State notes that you entered the United

States on September 17, 1965 as a nonimmigrant, bearing an A-1 visa in con-

nection with your assignment at that time as a diplomatic agent attached to the
British Embassy. The Embassy informed the Department on November 11, 1965
that you had ceased to be a representative of Her Majesty's Government and were
no longer a member of the Embassy staff.

The Department of State has been advised by the Department of Justice
that you have filed, on behalf of a so-called "Rhodosian Information Ofl[ice". a

registration statement pursuant to Section 2 of the Foreign Agents Registration
Act of 1938, as amended. That statement lists your foreign principal as "Depart-
ment of External Services, Ministi-y of Information. Government of Rhodesia."
As you are aware, the United States Government considers Southern Rhodesia

to be a territory over which the United Kingdom has full and exclusive aiithority.
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As Secretary Rusk announced on November 11, 1965, this Government in no

way recognizes the rebel regime which declared unilaterally its independence

from the United Kingdom and purported to establish a new state of "Rhodesia".

A diplomatic agent whose official capacity has terminated has, of course, a

reasonable time within which to wind up his affairs and leave this country. More
than three months have now elapsed since the termination of your diplomatic

assignment with the British Embassy. Since you are no longer a representative of

Her Majesty's Government and since the United States does not recognize any

independent state of "Rhodesia", I am obliged to inform you that you have no

official capacity in this country. The Government of the United States is, there-

fore, not prepared to accord to you a continuing residence on the basis of a pur-

ported official capacity. If you should wish to remain in the United States as

a private citizen, the law permits you to make application to the Department of

Justice for an adjustment of your status under Section 245 of the Immigration

and Nationality Act.
Yours sincerely,

Thomas C. Mann,
Under Secretary for Economic Affairs.

Mrs. Butcher. Could you give us, please, Mr. Ambassador, the date

of the United Kingdom mterpretaton as incidental to the prohibited

commercial transactions ?

Mr. Ferguson. I will have to refer to the cable and I will furnish

the date.

Mrs. Butcher. From your memory, was this before the Byrd
amendment ?

Mr. Ferguson. Yes, clearly.

Mrs. Butcher. Would it not be advisable to check with the United
Kingdom once again because certainly any activities with respect to

the Byrd amendment would be at least calculated to promote prohibited

commercial transactions.^

Mr. Ferguson. Yes. There is no question about the Byrd amend-
ment as we have said and as the Department has said publicly. To the

extent that commercial activities are permitted pursuant to the Byrd
amendment, we are in violation of our obligations under the Security

Council resolution. That is perfectly clear.

Mrs. Butcher. And to the extent that the RIO might have en-

gaged in any activities calculated to promote the Byrd amendment
we would also be in violation of our obligations ?

Mr. Ferguson. Yes, but we would not be, unfortunately, in viola-

tion of our domestic law. Under our domestic law their activities are

not prohibited to the extent they are within the Bvrd amendment.
Mrs. Butcher. But before the Byrd amendment was passed we

would be in violation under our domestic law, under the Executive
order ?

Mr. Ferguson. Yes.

Mrs. Butcher. This brings me back to a question which the chair-

man placed a minute ago referring to the later resolution 277 which
has the very broad prohibition. Wouldn't contact by the RIO with

members of our Government, Members of the legislative branch, be one

of the prohibited activities ?

Mr. Ferguson. It depends on what the purpose of that contact was
and what the substance of the conversation is. It is not prohibited to

talk to a Member of Congress. It is not prohibited to talk to a Mem-

8 The Department of State advises that it consulted with the British in December 1966
and January 1967.

21-353 0—73-
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ber of the Senate. The question will be precisely what they said to

that Member, and as I said we are not parties to those conversations.

Mrs. Butcher. I know this was your interpretation under 253 but

in March 1970 another resolution was passed and it says that we should

sever all diplomatic, consular, trade, military, and other relations with

the illegal regime. Xow we complied certainly with respect to rela-

tions with the executive department but has there been any considera-

tion by the department of whether or not this extends to relations with

the legislative department when in its registration statements the EIO
says that it does not conduct such relations ?

Mr. Fergusox. Yes. and some such relations would not be in vio-

lation of the resolution. It depends exactly what they are saying to

those Members of Congress and I would suppose—well. I will not go

further.

Mrs. Butcher. Could we have a legal memo on that, please.

[The information requested follows :]

RIO Co>-TACTS TViTH Legislath-e Branch

Paragraph 9fb) provides that "Member States shall immediately sever all

diplomatic, consular, trade, military and other relations that they may have with

the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia, and terminate any representation that

they may maintain in the Territory."

Employees of the Rhodesian Information Office, which has no official status,

communicate with members of the public and members of Congress. Such per-

sons do not receive such communications as representatives of the United States

and consequently the receipt of such communications cannot be construed as

relations by a member state and the Rhodesian regime. The Department of State

regards the contacts by representatives of the Rhodesian Information Office with

members of Congress as analogous to the private contacts by proponents of

other interest groups with such members and does not consider the contacts to fall

within the meaning of Resolution 277.

Mrs. Butcher. Mr. Chairman. I believe it would be helpful to have

a memorandum from the legal adviser interpreting the meaning of

the extension to Rhodesia of financial and economic resources. That has

come up in connection with the question of tourists going to Rhodesia.

Perhaps the Treasury Department would also like to collaborate in

producing that memo because although tourism might not be barred

there is a question as to whether or not the licensing of currency trans-

actions does not come within that, and I think it would be helpful to

have that interpretation.

[The information requested of the Department of State follows:]

ToxJBisM AND "Extension of Economic Resoubces"

The Staff Counsel of the Subcommittee requested a memorandum from the

Legal Adviser interpreting the meaning of the extension to Rhodesia of finan-

cial and economic resources. While tourism might not be barred, a question is

raised as to whether or not the licensing of currency transactions comes within

the prohibition against extension of resources.

Security Council Resolution 253 reads in pertinent part as follows

:

"(4) Decides that all states members of the United Nations shall not make
available to the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia or to any commercial, in-

dustrial or public utility undertaking, including tourist enterprises, in Southern

Rhodesia any funds for investment or any other financial or economic re-

sources . .
."

The section states in effect that U.N. members shall not invest in tourist enter-

prises in Rhodesia. The U.S. adheres to this fuUy. The section goes on to state

that members shall not make any other financial or economic resources avail-

able for such enterprises including tourist enterprises. It is not clear, however,
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whether this language is limited to such other economic resources as : technical

data : access to computers : insurance : and other resources which are not invest-

ment capital, or whether it extends even to expenditures by tourists for room,

board, etc. In the context of the resolution which deals with business transac-

tions, the former interpretation appears correct.

Even if the broadest possible interpretation were to be placed on the language
of paragraph (4i, so that it is regarded as covering individual tourist expendi-

tures, the U.S. does not have the legal authority under current domestic law
to prevent U.S. citizens who choose to visit Rhodesia from doing so. However,
the Department of State does try to discourage Americans from traveling to

Rhodesia.
Under these circumstances, it is the policy of the Treasury to issue on re-

quest to Americans who are traveling on a passport valid for travel to Rhodesia
a license authorizing expenditures incidental to their travel and maintenance
there. Thus. American tourists who are legally visiting Rhodesia may pay their

hotel bills, transportation, meals, and similar expenses.
However, because of the prohibition on the importation of goods of Rhodesian

origin, such licenses state that tourist purchases of Rhodesian goods as souvenirs,

gifts, or for any other purpose are not authorized, and such goods will not be

licensed to be imported into the U.S. In addition, such licenses state that animal
trophies acquired on safari will likewise not be licensed for entry into the

United States.

Steps have been taken to bring these restrictions to the attention of the public.

A brief notice is contained in currently issued passports. In addition, a pamphlet
entitled "Customs Hints For Travelers", which is readily available to American
tourists, describes the restrictions. Also, the American Society of Travel Agents
has been informed of the restrictions and requested to disseminate the informa-
tion to its members.

This Treasury policy is a long-established one which has also been followed
in the cases of the other U.S. embargos. It is the view of the Treasury Depart-
ment that financial controls should not be used to prevent travel to embargoed
countries by Americans, so long as passport restrictions on such travel do not

exist. As stated above, such a financial control does not appear to be included
within the scope of Resolution 253. Thi« is particularly true since nowhere in

Resolution 253 is there any decision that member nations should not allow their

nationals to visit Rhodesia as tourists. Trave' not being precluded by the Resolu-

tion, it must be assumed that travel expenditures are likewise not precluded by
the Resolution.

Mrs. Butcher. One other question.

The Bvrd amendment has been interpreted. Mr. Hennessy. to per-

mit a variety of thino^ which were not contemplated directly certainly

when it was passed. It permits the licensino; of any currency trans-

actions in connection with the commercial transactions, is that right ?

Mr. Hexxessy. If they sold ?13 million worth of Rhodesian exports

to the United States which fall within the Bvrd amendment, those

funds are freely disposable. Those are funds with which the Rhodesian
Government can do anvthing they so wish, and that means that they
could put them at the disposal of the Rhodesian Information Office.

They in turn could not. of course, carry out activities which were in-

consistent with 253 or other illegal action in the United States. Those
are freely available funds, and that is what flows directly from the

Byrd amendment and provides for the transfer of real resources to

Rhodesia.
Mrs. BuTCPTER. I would imagine that, when you were considering

the amendments that were necessary to the regulations on Rhodesian
sanctions under the Byrd amendment, there was some consideration of

this particular point.

Mr. Hexxesst. Yes. I think it was quite clear this flowed inevitably

from the Byrd amendment. Xo one is going to export something from
Rhodesia unless they are paid for it and unless they are going to have
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the use of those free funds. If they export and the funds were stuck in

a frozen account. I don't think there would be many people willing to

export chrome or ferrochrome from Rhodesia.

Mrs, Butcher. Mr. Ambassador, you said you examined the legis-

lative historv' on Security Council Resolution Xo, 253 and the in-

terpretation of the clause '"calculated to promote." I think it would be

helpful if the subcommittee could have copies of relevant legislative

history to include in the record.

Mr.'DiGGS. May we have those ?

Mr. Ferguson. Yes.
[The information requested follows :]

U:?iTED Kingdom Definition of "Peomote"

The "legislative history" of the phrase "activities . . . calculated to promote"
specific prohibited transactions, originated in the United Kingdom drafts of

Resolution 2.32. Explanations of this phrase by the United Kingdom in 19G6 and
1967. which was reaflBrmed in June. 197.3. indicate that the United Kingdom has

not denominated .specific prohibited activities encompassed by the phrase. Rather,

the UK stated its view that it encompasses activities intended to promote as well

as activities presumed to be so intended ; that the scope of the phrase should be

determined on the basis of specific reference to the actual circumstances of each

case ; and that on the basis of the actual circum.stances of the case, the activities

would have to be determined in fact to promote the prohibited transaction.

UK law does not specify prohibited promotional activities but recites the

language of the Resolutions. We are aware of no British judicial interpretation

of "promotion" in this context. We are aware of no adverti-sements for identi-

fiably Rhodesian products having appeared in British publications : however, we
understand advertisements for flights and tours to Rhodesia have been published

in Britain. We have been informed that the British government does not con-

sider those adverti.sements to violate the sanctions program.
Based on the foregoing, we have interpreted the term "promote or calculated

to promote" as encompassing only those activities which facilitate the accomplish-

ment of transactions unlawful under the .sanctions. Certain general activities,

not related to a particular transaction which is prohibited under the sanctions

program, many nonethele.ss indirectly contribute to .such tran.sactions. Under the

interpretation set forth above, such an indirect relationship would not fall within

the meaning of the terms "promote or calculated to promote", especially if the

ultimate violation can be prohibited directly. Furthermore, a general prohibition

against all activities which might conceivably have the effect of "promoting"

violations of Rhodesian sanctions could involve fundamental constitutional

questions.

Mrs. Butcher. Mr. Ambassador, has there been any consideration in

the Department of the establishment bv the Air Rhodesia Office of the

Rhodesian National Tourist Board Office ?

Mr. Ferguson'. The office itself?

Mrs. Butcher. Yes.

Mr. Fergusox. Xo. Ma'am.
Mrs. BuTCifER. Of their activities?

Mr. Ferguson-. Well, there has been obviously consideration of those

activnties which come to our attention, not all of which I gather we
were fully aware of before.

Mrs. B UTCHER. "What has been the decision on this ?

Mr. Ferguson. As I said, we will look into the promotion of immi-
gration of which we were unaware until the charge was made here

Tuesday.
Mrs. Butcher. "We would appreciate when you address yourself to

this that it be a comprehensive statement because the Security Council

Resolution 253 uses language "calls upon" rather than "decides." So
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rather than an answer which merely says this is not a mandatory
oblig:ation we would appreciate one which actually addresses the call

not to promote, or encourag:e or assist immigration.

Mr. DiOGS. I have just three or four little questions here about those

Boeing aircraft. Could you tell us what progress you have made in

your investigations of the sale of these three aircraft to Rhodesia from
Germany ? Are you in touch with Boeing on this?

Mr. Ferguson. We have been. As of the present time we have deter-

mined that the aircraft originated in the Ignited States, were ex-

ported and sold in Europe and the ultimate purchaser was a German
tourist airline. These three aircraft were in the inventory of the Ger-

man tourist line at the time that line became bankrupt. Two of the

aircraft were sold under the order of the trustee in bankruptcy of

the German airline with a negotiated sale and the third aircraft was
sold at an auction sale under the jurisdiction of a court in France

since the aircraft was located at the Basel airport which is, in fact,

physicallv in France. At the time the Boeing Co. did have a lien, a

vendor's lien to secure the payment of the purchase price, a part of

which was in default and that that vendor's lien was discharged by
payment from a third party who appears to have been acting in a

brokerage capacity which left the aircraft free of lien on the part of

Boeing. Boeing did not then have an interest in the aircraft. Sub-

sequently, these aircraft which had been purchased from the bank-

rupt company were serviced in the airport in Basel, left, and the

next event was that they showed up in Rhodesia.

There are several aspects of the investigation which are still in-

complete, particularly those aspects that relate to the real parties in

interest of certain aircraft companies and brokers operating in Europe.

I believe we have determined that the license under Avhich these air-

craft were exported did in fact carry a provision against transfer to

nationals or companies or third parties without the consent of the

United States. So far as we know at the present time no such request

for consent to transfer had in fact been made to an agency of the

United States. Hence, the transaction appears to be in violation of the

provisions of the export license.

I think, however, that it is fair to point out that the enforceability

of those provisions leaves a lot to be desired, particularly if you

have instances in which you are dealing with collapsible corporations

who may be in the chain of title. There is simply no one against whom
to enforce the provisions. Substantially the only sanction is the re-

fusal to license in the future.

Mr. BiESTER. Was it discharged on a full -pay basis?

Mr. Ferguson. Mv understanding is, and this is not complete, that

the lien was discharged in bankruptcy, that the title to the aircraft

had actually passed to the trustee. There were in fact two trustees

because of the problem of the location of the aircraft which would
mean that the proceeds became the property of the trustee for pur-

poses of discharging other obligations, but that Boeins: then had no
further interest in the aircraft or in the transaction. There is an asso-

ciated matter which I. will check, that is the question of spare parts

for the aircraft which obviously would have come from the same
source.
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[The following was subsequently submitted for inclusion in the
record at this point :]

Boeing Spare Parts

The United States will not authorize the export or re-export of spare parts or
the provision of services for the Boeing 720 aircraft illegally exported to

Rhodesia.

Mr, DiGGS. Well, the Rhodesian Minister of Transport said that
they are going to get more Boeing aircraft.

Have you been in touch w^ith Boeing on this ?

Mr. Ferguson. Yes.
Mr. DiGGS. Have they instituted some system of dealing with the

question of spare parts and additional planes and so on?
Mr. Ferguson. Well, of course they would have to be licensed. Boe-

ing, it would appear, has not violated any provisions or participated
in any of the transactions which may be of a suspicious nature. Once
they were paid off the obvious problem is the third party who dis-

charged the lien which is rather unusual in any bankruptcy pro-
ceeding.

Mr. BiESTER. That is what I was concerned about.

Mr. Ferguson. Discharge a lien which is held by one of the creditors

since in effect the creditor is giving up the one source for satisfaction

of its obligation and hence the investigation is directed at what oc-

curred in the brokerage transaction in Basel.

Mr. BiESTER. In my practice of bankruptcy I don't recall any case

in which any creditors were that fortunate.

Mr. Ferguson. I practiced the same thing and it struck me imme-
diately as being somewhat unusual to say the least.

Mr. DiGGS. Any further questions ?

Mr. BiESTER. No.
Mr. DiGGS. Counsel.
Mrs. Butcher. Once again, Mr. Ambassador, granted that the of-

fice has a private rather than official status, how would you character-

ize its activity ? Commercial ?

Mr. Ferguson. I would certainly not characterize it as commercial.
If I thought it were commercial, I think the conclusion would be in-

evitable that they are engaging in activities which are not permitted
under the resolution. They are promoting in the sense of public rela-

tions. We do have when we deal with promotion the underlying con-

stitutional problem of the exercise of free speech and in that sense it

is the difficulty of making the distinction which has been referred

to as to where free speech stops and unlawful advocacy as we know in

other contexts begins.

Mrs. Butcher. And it is for that reason, Mr. Ambassador, that

the subcommittee has planned to have a lawyer to address these ques-

tions in a final hearing because we do meet with the constitutional free

speech guarantee. The question arises as to whether or not this does

not have to be viewed in the context of the operations of an agent
of an illegal regime. Of course, a Congressman and other American
citizens would be able to inquire into the validity of any executive or-

der and to take whatever actions they felt necessary to change it, as,

for example, the Byrd amendment. But the actions of personnel of

the Rhodesian Information Office would be in a different perspective,

would you not agree ?
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Mr. Ferguson. Factually in a different perspective we are con-

stantly, as I have adverted to before, faced with the problem : We say

there is not any such thing which you say you represent. Factually we
know what they believe. We are faced with the situation in that it

would be much easier in a sense in controlling activities if we said,

"OK, we recognize the Rhodesian regime and your presence here is

subject to the following conditions.*' We don't take that position. They
are private persons exercising their rights as private persons.

Mrs. Butcher. But that gets us back to the question which we
asked for a legal memo on.

Mr. Fergusox. Precisely.

Mrs. Butcher. One other thing. Mr. Chairman, I would gather

that out of these hearings a clarification of the State Department's

position on Mr. Hooper would be needed, for INS in view of their

erroneous interpretation the other day.

Mr. Ferguson. I am sorry, I was not present at the time they gave

tlieir interpretation on Tuesday.
Mrs. Butcher. Well, if you could clarify that and if you do I

think it would be appreciated if the committee could have a memo-
randum of conversation or a copy of the communication.
[The information requested follows :]

Department of State Position on Mr. Hooper

The Department of State has considered Mr. Hooper's case and has determined
that the exercise of the Attorney General's discretionary authority, under
S.245 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, to grant an adjustment of status

to that of permanent resident would place the USG in a position inconsistent

with the mandatory provisions of the United Nations Security Council Resolution

No. 253 of May 29, 1968. At the same time, the Department of State is unable to

conclude that' S.C. Res. 253 places an affirmative obligation upon the USG
to deport Rhodesians who gained lawful entry into the U.S. before adoption of

the Resolution. A copy of the latest letter to INS concerning Mr. Hooper is

attached.*

Mrs. Butcher. That is all.

Mr. DiGGS. Thank you very much, gentlemen.

The subcommittee stands adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 4:09 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]

9 For text of March 7, 1973 letter see page 35.





APPENDIX 1

Application for Status as Permanent Resident (Form
1-485) Department of Justice

APPLICATION FOR THE BENEFITS OF SECTION:

[[] 203(a)(7) and Sec. 245. l&N Acl Q 245

Q Sec. 214(d). l&N Acl Q 249 l&N /

O Sec. 13. Acl of 9/1 1/57

TYPEWRITER ( i BLOCK LETTERS I

I hereby apply fort! s ofa lawful permanent residem alien on the following basis: (Checkbox .A. B.C. D. E.orF)

ible (Section 203(a)(7) and Section 245. IAN tA
I I

As a refugee to whom an immigrant visa

B. LJ As a former fiancee or fiance of a U.S. I

fiance (Section 2 14(d). I&N Act).

C. \Z\ As a former government ofTicial. or as

D.
I I

As a person to whom an immigrant visa is immediately available, other than one described above (Section 245. I&N Act),

E. Q As a person who has resided in the United States continuously since prior lo July I. 1924 (Section 249. l&N Act).

F. [^ As a person who has resided in the United Stales continuously since a date on or after July 1 . 1 924. but before June 30. 1 948 (Section 249. I&N

My alien registration number is
|
Sex f"! v

I

Female

I reside in the United States a (No. and Str«et) (State) (ZIPCode)

(City or Town) (County. Province. >
I am now a citizen of (Country)

n the United States at the pon of (City and State) poth) (Day) (Year)

by (Name of vessel or other means o -.student, exchange V vorker, fiancee, fiance, crew

inspected. Consul at (City) (Country)

I by the American

u. n-„e
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I associations, past or present, in which I have held membership in the United Slates c

1 disorder, drug addiction or alcohotis

[ I
have LJ have not been arrested, convicted or confined in a prison. (If you have been, explair

lS„'

. APPLICANTS FOR STATUS AS PERMANENT RESIDENTS MUST ESTABLISH THAT THEY ARE ADMISSIBLE TO THE UNITED
STATES EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED BY LAW. ALIENS WITHIN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING CLASSES ARE NOT ADMIS-
SIBLETOTHE UNITED STATES AND ARE THEREFORE INELIGIBLE FOR STATUS AS PERMANENT RESIDENTS

Aliens who have committed or who have been convicted of a crime involving moral turpitude (does not include minor traffic violations); aliens who have

been engaged in or who intend to engage in any commercialized sexual activity, aliens who are or at any time have been, anarchists, or members of or affiliated

with any Communist or other totalitarian party, including any subdivision or affiliate thereof; aliens who have advocated or taught, either by personal utter-

ance, or by means of any written or printed matter, or through affiliation with an organization, (i) opposition to organized government. (ii> the overthrow

of government by force or violence, (iii) the assaulting or killing of government ofTicials because of their ofTicial character. (iv> the unlawful destruction of

property, (v) sabotage, or (vi) the docinnes of world communism, or the establishment of a totalitarian dictatorship in the United States; aliens who intend

to engage in prejudicial activities or unlawful activities of a subversive nature, aliens who have been convicted of violation of any law or regulation relating

to narcotic drugs or marihuana, or who have been illicit traffickers in narcotic drugs or marihuana; aliens who have been involved in assisting any other aliens

to enter the United States in violation of law; aliens who have applied for exemption or discharge from training or service in the Armed Foix:es of the United

States on the ground of alienage and who have been relieved or discharged from such training or service.

Doany oftheforegoingclassesapply toyou? LJ Yes |_J No(//a

(COMPLETE THIS BLOCK ONLY IF YOU CHECKED BOX "H", "B". C" or 'D' OF BLOCK 1

1

APPLICANTS WHO CHECKED BOX "A" 'B" "C " OR "D" OF BLOCK 1 (INCLUDING REFUGEES) IN ADDITION TO ESTABLISHING
THAT THEY ARE NOT MEMBERS OF ANY OF THE INADMISSIBLE CLASSES DESCRIBED IN BLOCK 10 ABOVE MUST. EXCEPT
AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED BY LAW. ALSO ESTABLISH THAT THEY ARE NOT WITHIN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING INADMISSIBLE
CLASSES:

Aliens who are mentally retarded, insane, or have suffered one or more attacks of insanity; aliens afflicted with psychopathic personality, sexual deviation,

mental defect, narcotic drug addiction, chronic alcoholism or any dangerous contagious disease; aliens who have a physical defect, disease or disability

affecting their ability to earn a living; aliens who are paupers, professional beggars or vagrants; aliens who arc potygamists or advocate polygamy; aliens

who intend to perform skilled or unskilled labor and who have not been certified by the Secretary of Labor (see Instruction 10); aliens likely tobecomea
public charge; aliens who have been excluded from the United States within the past year, or who at any time have been deported from the United States,

or who at any time have been removed from the United States at Government expense, aliens who have procured or have attempted to procure a visa by

liens who have departed from or remained outside the United Stales to avoid military service in time of war or national emer-

; former exchange visitors who are subject to but have not complied with the two year foreign residence requirement.

Do any of the foregoing classes apply to you?
| ]

Yes |
|
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I I
do {_} do not intend lo seek gainful employment in the United States. If you intend to seek {

intend to follow.

16. (Complete ihts block only if you checked b

I I

a. I have a priority on the consulai

tD of block I)

I I immediate relative LJ preference status was approved by the (

j I
c A visa petition has not been approved in my behalf but 1 claim eligibility for preference status because LJ tny s

I 1
my parent is the beneficiary of a visa petition approved by the district director at

I I
d, I am claiming preference status as a refugee under Ihe proviso to Section :03(aM7| of the Act who has been continuously physically present ii

United Stales for at least the past two years, Hfyou check this item, you must execute and attach Form I-590A lo this application.)

e, OihcT (explain)

£ only if you checked Box E or F of Block I

by means of (Name of vessel or other means of ti

iDwas D'
i the United States under the name (Name at time of entry)

I was coming to join (Name and relationship)

/ first entry l[_Jhave LJhave not been absent from the United Slates

le and means of each departure from and return to the United Stales.

)

f statement listing the

!-
| I

Completed Form C-.125A (Biographic Information) is Qj Completed Form G-325A (Biographic Information) i

attached as part of this application. as applicant is under 14 years of age.

Signature of Applicant:

form, if other than applicant. ) I declare that this Address of person preparing form, if other than applic

/ lo be signed below until appUt t before an officer ofthe Immigration and Naturalization Servicefor examination)

. , do swear (affirm) that 1 know the contents of this application subscribed by me including the

true to the best of my knowledge, and that corrections numbered ( ) to ( ) were made by me or at my request, and

(Complete and true signature of applicant)

(Day) (Year)

(Signature and title of officer)



APPENDIX 2

Registration Statements of the Rhodesian Information
Office

;:o.;tku stati's r.F;v\KT'.';-:\ : (n rsiirF.
* AilllMiTON, C.C 20=.J'j

A,/.:NDMEKT TO REGISTSATIOM STATEMENT

Pursunnt to rhe Forfign Agents

Registration Act of I9j.1. as amen'ied.

1. Name of Registrant

RHODESIAN INFOFI-IATION OFFICE 19 5

3. This amendment is filed to accomplish the folloA'ing indicated purpose or purposes:

[XJ To correct a deficiency in To give a 10- Jay notice of a change in infor-

mation as required hy Section 2(b) of the Act.

I I
Initial Statement

fXl Supplemental Statement P^ Other purpose (specify)

for July 30.

rZl T^o 8'^^ notice of change in an

exhibit previously filed.

4. If this amendment requires the filing of a document or documents, please list-

Not applicable

5. Each item checked above must be explained below in full detail together with, v.he

more space is needed, full size insert sheets may be used.

appropriate,

u pertdins. ii

I'tem 18 should be amended to read as follows:

"U.S. $14, 490 budgeted by the Ministry of Information,
Government of Rhodesia, for the above purpose for the
six monthly period ended July 30, 1971, exclusive of
staff salaries and office running expenses."

(See explanation attached - Appendix A.)

The undersigned swear(s1 or affirm(s) that he has (they have) read ;he information set forth in this

amendment and that he is (they are) familiar with the contents thereof and that such contents are in their

entirety true and accurate to the best of his (their) knowledge and belief.

fB. n

.

(Both copies of this amendnient shall be signed and suiorn

to before a notary public or other person authorized to ad-

minister oaths by the nuent, if the rcgistr.-int is an individual, ' (H. J. C. Hooper)
or by a majority of those partners, officers, directors or -

persons perfon^inR similar functions who are in the United
States, u tlie r^ciscrant is an organization.)

Subscribed and sworn to before me atV^ V-^ci.

^^ -'^j^.-^-'^-::^g-

this^> day of <^i^ ^)>^ . 19 ^V^ "—^-^-^^ ^ ^ .-.C'J.'^
~"

Y \~ (Notary or other ofticer)

My commission expiresCV-TrS^-.'^v- . X^^A"

(92)
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APPENDIX A:

Responses under Item 18 present a little difficulty because
of questions of definition. Item 18 refers to a budget or
specified sum of money for financing activities in preparing
or disseminating political propaganda. The Rhodesian govern-
ment authorises through the usual parliamentary process a
budgetary provision for the operations of the Rhodesian
Information Office. Not all of the information activities
of the office relate to political propaganda within the
meaning of the Act, and much of the allotted expenditure
is for salaries and the upkeep of buildings. I have
considered how to relate this situation to the requirements
of Item 18 and have concluded that it would be reasonable
to enter under that heading the sums of money provided in
our budget for printing, postage, film distribution and
rental of office machinery such as a copier, addressograph
and typewriters. It will be appreciated that this classi-
fication is somewhat arbitrary and does not include any
element of staff salaries. It is, however, an attempt in
all good faith to meet the requirements of the supplemental
statem.ent. It will be done on the basis of halving the
annual budget allocation in respect of each six m.onthly
reporting period.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTVKN'T OF JUSTICE
A,>r.HINCTON. DC. Z':'iS'>

AMENOW^NT TO REGISTRATION STATEMENT

Pursu.mr to :ho Foreign Agents

Registration Act of 19JS, as emended.

1. Name of Registrant

RHODESIAN INFORMATION OFFICE

3. This amendment is filed to accomplish the following indicated purpose or purposes:

Fxi To correct a deficiency

i

i Initial Statement

I I
To give a 10-day notice of a change in infor-

mation as required by Section 2(b) of the Act.

[^ Supplemental Statement

^°' January 30 1972

I I
To give notice of change in an

exhibit previously filed.

]
Other purpose (specify)

4. If this amendment requires the filing of a document or documents, pie

Not applicable

5. Each item checked above must be explained below in full detail together with, where appropriate,

specific reference to and identity of the item in the registration statement to which it pertains. If

more space is needed, full size insert sheets may be used.

Item 18 should be amended to read as follows:

"U.S. $16, 737 budgeted by the Ministry of Information,
Government of Rhodesia, for the above purpose for the
six monthly period ended January 30, 1972, exclusive of
staff salaries and office running expenses."

(See explanation attached - Appendix A.)

The undersigned swear(s) or affirm(s) that he has (they have) read the information set forth in this

amendment and that he is (they are) familiar with the contents thereof and that such contents are in their

entirety true and accurate to the best of his (their) knowledge and belief.

(Both copies of this amendment shall be signed and sworn
to before a notary public or other person authorized to ad-

minister oaths by the agent, if the registrant is an individual,

persons porfonning sim.ilar functions who are in the United

Stater, if the registrant is an organization.)

ffJui...
(H. J. C. Hooper)

Subscribed and sworn to before me atiCi.^_^fc_5?. -

My commission expires
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APPENDIX A:

Responses under Item 13 present a little difficulty because
of questions of definition. Item 18 refers to a budget or
specified sum of money for financing activities in preparing
or disseminating political propaganda. The Rhodesian Govern-
ment authorises through the usual parliamentary process a
budgetary provision for the operations of the Rhodesian
Information Office. Not all of the information activities
of the office relate to political propaganda within the
meaning of the Act, and much of the allotted expenditure
is for salaries and the upkeep of buildings. I have con-
sidered how to relate this situation to the requirements of
Item 18 and have concluded that it would be reasonable to
enter under that heading the sums of money provided in our
budget for printing, postage, film distribution and rental
of office machinery such as a copier, addressograph and
typewriters. It will be appreciated that this classification
is somewhat arbitrary and does not include any element of
staff salaries. It is, however, an attempt in all good faith
to meet the requirements of the supplemental statement. It
will be done on the basis of halving the annual budget
allocation in respect of each six monthly reporting period.
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UNITED STATES Dr.PART'.in.VT OF JUSTICE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20530

AMENDMENT TO REGISTRATION STATEMENT

Pursuant to (he Foreign Agents

Registration Act of 293S, as amended.

1. Name of Registrant

RHODESIAN INFORMATION OFFICE

2. Registration No.

1 9'5

3. This amendment is filed to accomplish the following indicated purpose or purposes:

13 To correct a deficiency in To give a 10-day notice of a change in infor-

mation as required by Section 2(b) of the Act.

I I
Initial Statement

n^ Supplemental Statement Q Other purpose (specify)

^°' July 30, 1972

I I

To give notice of change in an

exhibit previously filed.

4. If this amendment requires the filing of a document or documents, please list-

Not applicable

5. Each item checked above must be explained below in full detail together with, where appropriate,

specific reference to and identity of the item in the registration statement to which it pertains. If

more space is needed, full size insert sheets may be used.

Item 18 should be amended to read as follows:

"U.S. $16, 737 budgeted by the Ministry of Information, Government
of Rhodesia, for the above purpose for the six monthly period
ended July 30, 1972, exclusive of staff salaries and office
running expenses."

The figure of $85,563.18 was erroneously inserted in the answer
to this question due to a misunderstanding and refers not
specifically to the budget for the preparation and dissemination
of political propaganda, but to the total monies received from
the Rhodesian Treasury to cover office running expenses as well
as the preparation and dissemination of propaganda.

The undersigned swear<s) or affirm(s) that he has (they have) read the information set forth in this

amendment and that he is (they are) familiar with the contents thereof and that such contents are in their

entirety true and accurate to the best of his (their) knowledge and belief.

P.l>(Both copies of this amendment shall be signed and sworn
to before a notary public or other person authorized to ad- '

minister oaths- by the agent, if the registrant is an individual, (H, J, C« HOOper)
or by a majority of those partners, officers, directors or " ~

persons performing similar functions who are in the United
States, if the registrant is an organization.)

Subscribed and sworn to before me at \/V c^ ^^v>c::_^*-^\^ ^^'*^ ^^'

—

My commission expire/^ -p\ Q ""^^ O . V'^H '-^T
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UNITED STATES DE?AKTVENT OF rjSTlCE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530

AMEKHMtNT TO REGISTRATION STATEMENT

Pursuant to the Foreign Agents

Registration Act ol 193S. as amended.

1. Name of Registrant

RHODESIAN INFORIIATION OFFICE

2. Registration No.

19 5 8

3. This amendment is filed to accomplish the following indicated purpose or purposes:

rxj To correct a deficiency in lJ To give a 10-day notice of a change in infor-

mation as required by Section 2(b) of the Act.

I !
Initial Statement

fxl Supplemental Statement Other purpose (specify)

^°' January 30, 1973

[ I
To give notice of change in an

exhibit previously filed.

4. If this amendment requires the filing of a document or documents, please list-

Not applicable

5. Each item checked above must be explained below in full detail together with, where appropriate,

specific reference to and identity of the item in the registration statement to which it pertains. If

more space is needed, full size insert sheets may be used.

Item 18 should be amended to read as follows:

"U.S. $13, 754 budgeted by the Ministry of Information, Government
of Rhodesia, for the above purpose for the six monthly period
ended January 30, 1973, exclusive of staff salaries and office
running expenses."

The figure of U.S. $86 , 033 . 61 was erroneously inserted in the
answer to this question due to a misunderstanding and refers
not specifically to the budget for the preparation and dissemination
of political propaganda, but to the total monies received from
the Rhodesian Treasury to cover office running expenses as well
as the preparation and dissemination of propaganda.

The undersigned sweaKs) or affirm(s; that he has (they have) read the information set forth in this

amendment and that he is (they are) familiar with the contents thereof and that such contents are in their

entirety true and accurate to the best of his (their) knowledge and belief.

n
(Both copies of this amendment shall be signed and sworn

to before a notary public or other person authorized to ad-

minister oaths by the agent, if the registrant is an individual,

or by a majority of those partners, officers, directors or

persons performing similar functions who arc in the United

Hooper)

. .cl,C...^-.,^ .e-Subscribed and swcrr. to before _

: .Q iQ <\-±> v^^ ..^, ,
' (Notary or other otii

thisUS^y of C^^,-,',Q , 19^ \^^-^-;^^. .- . V. J^^,LL?k<::
' ^-\r —A— —

(Notary or other otl.cer)
^

My commission expiresCA^-^T-t-St^'^^><' Am V-^X.V-V-'

21-353 0—73-
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. '^0530

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT

Pursuant to Section 2 of the Foreign A^en

Registration Act o/ ;958. as Amended

For Six Month Period Ending
JAN 30 1973

Name of Registrant Phcdesian Information Office Registration No.l 5 5

Business Address of Registrant 2852 McGill Terrace, N.V7,

Washington, D.C. 20C08

I - REGISTRANT

1. Has there been a change in the information previously furnished in connection with the following:

(1) Residence address Yes No

(2)C,fzenship _
(3) Occupation Yes No Q

(b) If an organization:

(1) Name Yes No

(2) Ownership or control Yes Q^ No

(3) Branch offices Yes No

Yes No "°^ applicable

2. Explain fully all changes, if any, indicated in Item

IF THE REGISTRANT IS AN INDIVIDUAL. OMIT RESPONSE TO ITEMS 3, 4, and 5.

3. Have any persons ceased acting as partners, officers, directors or similar officials of the registrant during this

6 month reporting period? Yes [^ No {^

U yes, furnish the following information:

Name Post
Date Connectii

Ended

not applicable
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4. Have any persons become parmers, officers, directors or similar officials during this 6 month reporting period?

'

Yes No B
If yes, furnish the following informa

Residei

Address
.—

^

Assumed
«"«'-"

Ciiuensbip
- ""''

not applicable

5. Has any person named in Item 4 rendered services directly in furthermnce of the interests of any foreign

principal? Yes No [13

If yes, identify each such person and describe his services.

not applicable

6. Have any employees or individuals other than officials, who h«Te filed short formregisuation statement,

minated their employment or connection with the registrant during this 6 month reporting period?

Yes No [x]

. If yes, furnish the following information;

Name Position or cotmection

not applicable

7. During this 6 month reporting period, have any persons been hired as employees or in any other capacity by

"the registrant who rendered services to the registrant directly in furtherance of the interests of any foreign

principal in other than a clerical or secretarial, or in a related or similar capacity?

"SYes No

If yes, furnish the following information:

Residence Position or Dale conm
'

Address eormeclion began

not applicable
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II - FOREIGN PRINCIPAL

3. Has your connection with any foreign principal ended during this 6 month reporting period?

Yes No [x]

If yes, furnish the following information:

Name of joreign principal Dal,

not applicable

9. Have you acquired any new foreign principal during this 6 month tepoRing period? Yes Q No [^

If yes, furnish following information:

Name and address of foreign principal Date acquired

not applicable

10. In addition to those named In Items 8 and 9, if any, list the foreign principals' whom you continued to repre-

sent during the 6 month reponing period.

Department of External Services, Ministry of Information, Government
of Rhodesia, P.O. Box 8232, Causeway, Salisbury, Rhodesia.

Ill - ACTIVITIES

II. During this 6 month reporting period, have you engaged in any activities for or rendered any services to any

foreign principal named in Items 8, 9 and 10 of this statement? Yes [3 No LH

If yes, identify each such foreign principal and describe in full detail your activities and services:

The registrant has operated as an agency of the Ministry of
Information, which is a division of the government of the Republic
of Rhodesia. The operations undertaken have concerned themselves
with the mailing of printed matter to interested persons and
organizations in the United States and in other countries v/here
materials are requested; addressing various groups and disseminating
motion pictures, slides and photographs. Full details of activities
conducted during the reporting period are contained in Appendix B
to this report as attached.

*The term "foreign principal" includes, in addition to those defined in section Kb) of the Act, an individual or organiza-

tion any of whose activities are directly or indirectly supervised, directed, conttoilcd, financed, or subsidized in whole or

in major part by a foreign government, foreign political party, foreign organization or foreign individual. (See Rule 100(aX9)).

A regisuaot who represents more-thaoone foreign principal is required to list in the statements be files under the Act

only those foreign principals for whom he is not entitled to claim exemption under Section 3 of the Act. (See Rule 208.)
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!. During this6 month re|->oning perioi, have youon behalf of any foreign principal engaged in political activity

as defined below?

Yes H No

If yes, identify each such foreign principal and describe in full detail all such political activity, indicating,

among other things, the relations, interests and policies sought to be influenced and the means employed to

achieve this purpose. If the registrant arranged, sponsored or delivered speeches, lectures or radio and TV
broadcasts, give details as to dates, places of delivery, names of speakers and subject matter.

The main purpose of the work of the Rhodesian Information Office as

an agency of the Rhodesian government is to promote in the United

States a better understanding of the aims and policies of the

government of the Republic of Rhodesia. The office endeavours to

influence public opinion to the end that United States policy toward

Rhodesia will be based on a desire to reciprocate friendship. This

is done by means of regular mailings of printed matter to individuals

and groups, educational institutions, legislators, U.S. government

officials and the news media. The officers of the Rhodesian Information

Office hold themselves available for speaking engagem.ents and interviews.

They also pay visits and discuss Rhodesian policies, political and

general, with any person or persons expressing the wish to learn

more about Rhodesia. Close contact is kept with members of the

United States Congress and their staff members when legislation

affecting the situation in Rhodesia is being debated or considered.

13. In addition to the above described activities, if any, have you engaged in activity on your own behalf whi.

benefits any or all of your foreign principals?

Yes No [3

If yes, describe fully.

not applicable

v.cies" means the d
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IV . FINANCIAL INFORMATION

14. (a) RECEIPTS - MONIES

During this 6 month reponing period, have you received from any foreign principal named in Items 8, 9

and 10 of this statement, or from any other source, for or in the interests of any such foreign principal,

any contributions, income or money either as compensation or otherwise?

Yes Q No D
If yes, set forth below in the required detail and separately for each foreign principal an account of .such

Date

Aug. 1, 1972 ; Rhodesian Payrtent of salaries. Office $83,771.49
Treasury, expenses and operational

to Salisbury/ costs for the Rhcdesian
Rhodesia Information Office, 2852

Jan. 30, 1973 McGill Terrace, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20008

$83,771.49

U. (b) RECEIPTS - THINGS OF VALUE
During this 6 month reporting period, have you received any thing of value other than money from any

foreign principal named in Items 8, 9 and 10 of this statement, or from any other source, for or in the

interests of any such foreign principal?

Yes No

If yes, furnish the following information:

Name o/ Date Description of

foreign principal Received thing of value
Purpose

Nothing of value received other than publications for mailing
and motion pictures and slides on loan.

A tegisirant is required to li

«lue (ot • foreign principil, »5 p«i

* Thiogi of value include but i

Eclusive tights, fsvcced trestmeat

an Eihibit D if he collects or receives contributi

of 1 fund csising campaign. See Rule 20Ue).

e noc limited to gifts, interest free loans, expense

ver compelitcis, "kickbacks," and the like.

,
money, ot other things of

favored stock purchases,
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15. (a) DISBURSEMENTS • MONIES

During this 6 month reporting period, have you

(1) disbursed or expended monies in connection with activity on behalf of any foreign principal named
in Items 8, 9 and 10 of this statement? Yes ^ No [^j

(2) transmitted monies to any such foreign principal? Yes [^ No [j^

If yes, set forth below in the required detail and separately for each foreign principal an account of such
monies, including monies transmitted, if any, to each foreign principal.

Date To Whom Purpose Amount

$86,033.61

See Appendix A attached.

Total $86,033.61
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15. (b) DISBURSEMENTS - THINGS OF v.ALUE

During this 6 month reporting period, have you disposed of anything of value other than money in

furtherance of or in connection with activities on behalf of any foreign principal named in items 8, 9

and 10 of this statement?

Yes No S
If yes, furnish the following information:

., ,
On hehall of Description

Dale Name of person l., , , ,

disposed ,o whom given
^hal foreign of thing of Purpose

^ * principal value

Nothing of value disbursed other than publications mailed and
motion pictures and slides loaned.

(c) DISBURSEMENTS - POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
During this 6 month reporting period, have you from your own hinds and on youi own behalf either directly

Of through any orher person, made any contributions of money or other things of value in connection with

an election to any political office, or in connection with any primary election, convention, or caucus held

to select candidates for political office? Yes Q No ^
If yes, furnish the following information:

Name of

politiccl

organizatioi

Name of

candidate

not applicable

V - POLITICAL PROPAGANDA

(Section Kj) of the Act defines "political propaganda" as including any oral, visual, graphic, written, pictorial, or other
communication ct expression by any person (1) which is reasonably adapted to, ot which the person disseminating the same
believes will, or which he intends to, prevail upon, indoctrinate, convert, induce, or in any other way influence a recipient
or any section of the public within the United States with reference to the political ot public interests, policies, or relations

ol a government of a foreign country or a foreign political party or with reference to the foreign policies of the United States
or promote in the United States racial, religious, or social dissensions, ot (2) which advocates, advises, instigates, or pro-

motes any racial, social, political, ot religious disorder, civil riot, or other conflict involving the use of force at violence io

any other American republic or the overthrow of any government or political subdivision of any o<her American republic by
any means involving the use of force or violence.)

16. During this 6 month reporting period, did you prepare, disseminate or cause to be disseminated any political

propaganda as defined above? Yes (^ No
| |

IF YES, RESPOND TO THE REMAINING ITEMS IN THIS SECTICW V.

17. Identify each such foreign principal. The Government of the Republic of Rhodesia
Department of External Services
Ministry of Information
P.O. Box 8232, Causeway
Salisbury, Rhodesia

Things of value include but are not limited to gifts, interest free loans, expense free travel, favored stock purchases,

exclusive tights, favored treatment over co
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18. During this 6 month reporting period, has any foreign principal established a budget or allocated a s;>:cified

sum of money to finance your activities in preparing or disseminating political propaganda'

Yes Ijlj No n
If yes, identify each such foreign principal, specify amount, and indicate for what period of time.

U.S. $86,033.61 budgeted by the Treasury of the Republic of Rnodesia
for the above purpose from August 1, 1972 to January 30, 1973.

19. During this 6 month reporting period, did your activities in preparing, disseminating or causing the dissem-

ination of political propaganda include the use of any of the fcliowing;

I ^ Radio or TV broadcasts P^ Magazine or newspaper [^J Motioo picnue films Q^L"'"* or telegrams

articles

Q] Advertising campaigns [^ Press releases |X
| Pamphlets or other P^Lecturesor

publications speeches

I I
Other (specify)

20. During this 6 month reporting period, did you disseminate or cause to be disseminated political propaganda

among any of the following groups;

[3 Public Officials ^ Newspapers [3 Libraries

m Legislators ^ Editors [3 Educational

I J Government agencies ^] Civic groups ot associations [^ Nationality groups

I I
Other (specify)

21.
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26. EXHIBIT C

If you have previously filed an Exhibit C '', state whether any changes therein have occurred during this 6
month reporting period.

Yes No a
1/ yes, have you filed an amendraent to the Exhibit C.> YesQ No not applicable

If no, please attach the required amendment.

27. SHORT FORM REGISTRATION STATE.'.gNT

Have short form registration statements been filed by all of the persons osmed in Items ^ and 7 of the sup-

plemental statement?

Yes No

If no. li:

not applicable
of persons who have not filed the required

not applicable

The undersigned swear(s) or atfitm(s) that ne has([iiey have) read the iniocmation set forth in this registrati JO

statement and the attached exhibits and that he is(they are)faniiliar with the contents thereof and that such con-

tents are in their entirety true and accurate to the best of his (their) knowledge and belief, except that the under-

signed make(s) no representation as to the truth or accuracy of the informatioa contained in attached Short Form

Registration Statement, if any, insofar as such information is not within bis (theii) personal knowledge.

(Tyfe or print name under each signature)

c(Both copies of chi:

>efore a notary public or othei

T oaths by the agent, if the i

XI n
the regii

liar functions who are in the United Slates, if

is an organization.)
(H. J. C. Hooper)

Subscribed and sworn to before me at ' v

this ^-^

..'^...Ir^'^.c^

My commission- expires

.

g^^^S'^L-> .i9 n^\-

° The Eihibit C, for which no printed form is provided, consists of a true C(

association, constitution, and bylaws of a registrant that is an organization. (A

C may be obtained for good cause shown upon written applicat

• ion. Department of Justice. Vashingion. D.C. 20^30.

he chaner, »rticlcs of incorporation,

of the requirement to file ao Exhibit

the Assiaiant Attorney General, Intern.^1 Security Divi-
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JoSTICE

'AASHINGTCN, D.C. 20530

EXHIBIT A

TO REGISTRATION STATEMENT

Under the Foreign Aiints Registration Act of 1938. as o

Furnish this exhibit for EACH foreign principal listed in an initial statement

and for EACH additional foreign principal acquired subsequently.

and address of registrant Rhodesiap Information Office

2852 McGill Terrace, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20008

2. Registration No.

19 5 8

Ministry of Information

Government of Rhodesia

. Principal address of foreign principa

P.O. Box 8150, Cajseway,

Salisbury, Rhodesia.

5. Indicate whether your foreign principal

nri Foreign government

I 1
Foreign political party

I I
Foreign or "^ domestic organize

I I
Partnership

i [

Corporation

I i
Association

[ 1
Individual - State his nationality

_

If either, check one of the following;

Committee

I I
Voluntary group

Other (specify)

6. If the foreign principal is a foreign government, sta

a) Branch or agency represented by the registrant.
Ministry of Information

P.O. Box 8150, Causeway

Salisbury, Rhodesia

b) Name and titieofofficiai with whom registrant dea.s.O.T.M. Williams, Directcrof Information, or

a subordinate official. Registrant also reports on events in the United States to tne

Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Rhodesia. This function does not relate to matters falling

wi th in the jurisdiction of the Foreign Agents Registration Act.

7. If the foreign principal is a foreign political party, state:

a) Principal address

b) Name and title of official with whom the registrant Be

c) Principal aim

Not applicable

If the foreign principal is not a foreign government or a foreign political party,

a) State the nature of the business or activity of this foreign principal

Not applicable
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b) Is IhiE !o;?ii,-: princ.psl

Owned by a forei;;n government, foreign political party, or other foreign principal Yes Pj No ~i

Directed by a for ugn government, foreign political party, or other foreign principal. . . . Yes Q3 •'"'<' C
Controlled by a foreign goverr-ent, foreign political party, or other foreign principal . . Yes Qj No r^

Financed by a foreign government, foreign political party, or other foreign principal ... Yes No Q
Subsidized in whole by a foreign government, foreign political party, or other foreign

principal Yes No

Subsidized in part by a foreign government, foreign political party, or other foreign

principal Yes No

Not applicable
;

9. Explain fully all items answered "Yes" in Item 8(b). (If additional space is needed, a full insert page may

be used.)

Not applicable

10. If the foreign principal is an organization and is not owned or controlled by a foreign government, foreign

political party or other foreign principal, state who owns and controls it.

Not applicable

Date of Exhibit A Name and Title H. J. C. HoOper
!enior Information Attache

Signature fjy 1
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TO nEGlSTnAT:0.\' ST.'.TFMKNT
Under tha Foreign Agents lu-.>isiration Act

of 1933, as amonjed

INSTRUCTIONS: A registrant must fumisli as an Exhibit 3 copies of earii written agreement and the

terms and conditions of each oral a'jreernent with his foreign princituil, including all niodifirations of

such aTcements; or, whore no contract exists, a full statement of all the circumstances, by reason of

.vl'.ifh the registrant is acting as an agent of a foreign principal. This form shall be filed in duplicate

for each forei.jn principal na.T.ed in the registration statement and n-,ust be signed by or en behalf of

the registrant.

Name of Registrant

RHODESIAM IHFORMATION OFFICE

Name of Foreign Principal

Ministry of Infortr.ation

Goverr.menc of Rhodesia

Check Appropriate Boxes:

1. 12'2 The agreement between the registrant and the above-named foreign principal is a formal

written contract. If this box is checked, attach two copies of the contract to this cxhibi

2. dH There is no formal written contract between the registrant and foreign principal. The

asreemenl with the above-named foreign principal has resulted from an exchange of

corre.spondence. If this boxis checked, attach f.vocopiesof all pertinent correspondence,

including a copy of any initial proposal which has been adopted by reference in such

correspondence.

!!£! The agreement or understanding between the registrant and foreign principal is the result

of neither a formal written contract nor an exchange of correspondence between the parties.

If this box is checked, give a complete de.scription below of the terms and conditions of the

oral agreement or understanding, its duration, the fees and the expenses, if any, to be

received.

There is no written anreorr.ent, as the registrant is a permanent agency of the r-Tnistry

of Information of the Government cf Rhodesia. Its fees and expenses, including the

remuneration of its staff, are allocated by the Rhodesian Treasury as part of the

Rhodesian Government budget which is subject to approval each year by the Rhodesian

Parliament.

4. Describe fully the nature and method of performance of the above indicated agreement or

understanding.

The Rhodesian Information Office, as an arm of the Government of Rhodesia, is staffed

by members of the r>odesian Public Service and certain locally recruited personnel in

clerical capacities.

They are paid salaries and allowances in accordance with scales laid down by the

Rhodesian Public Services Board.
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T(-r OLirooss of tra

cpir.i'h to --: .

the nev.s r:--:i<', 1

officers c " ^;' ' ''
: 1

ar.ci radio or te'evl

United States sjid d

,.H
,^ -,-,r -r-/-;s*:'cj ';nr-t:

^r':^r.-;:v.s, s;:;::irg £-r

appropriate, any area of the
?nd other matters -elating to

to learn tricre ohout their cc,;tuRhodesia with any person or persons sxpr^:5S^nc the

Fil,-s are distributed through the fila distributing ccr.pany Association Stirling, and
where requested slides and photographs are irade available.

6. Will the activitins on behalf of the abov^Joreign principal include political activiiir^s as definpd in
Section l(o) of the Aci'.'i' Yes jj_ No T"'

If yes, describe all such political activities indicating, among other things, the relations interests
or policies to be infLienceu togeth.-r v.ith the means to ue employed to achieve this purpose.

The registrant encages in oolitical activities to the extent of seekinc to pror^ote

the norrralisation of --elaticns between the United States and T.hodesia. '.hilst this
objective is primarily pursued through the dissemination cf inforrration material
as described in paragraph 5 above, the registrant has contact and dialcgi,e with
individuals and organisations in the United States working towards a si'Tilar objective.
It is also within the registrant's sphere of activity to discuss U.S./P.'-'Odesia

relations with appropriate officials and members of the legislature whenever the
opportunity offers.

Dale of F;xhibil

Y'-
/''/^.

Narr.' and Title

H. J. C. Hooper

Senior Information Attachu (J'i

section of ihe public wilhin thr- fniled Stales »
policies of ihe United Sl.m-s or wiih reference I

of a foreign counlry or a foreign political parly.

[ ihc United States or any
langin- the domestic or foreign
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UNITED STATES DKPAK'TMtNT OF JUSllCK

AMPNOM'i-'T TO RtGllTRATIOK STATKvetn

to the For: i/x. A^t'nts

Act ol 19JX, as amended.

1. Name of Re^i^trant

Air Rhodesia

2. Registration No.

2073

3. This amendment is filed to-accomplish the following indicated purpose or purposes

[X] To correct a deficiency ir. To give a 10-day notice of a change in infor-

mation as required by Section 2tb) of the Act.

Initial Statement

[X] Supplemental Statement TH Other purpose (specify)

for the six month period
ending on 1st February JL9J3 _

[ I
To give notice of change in an

exhibit previously filed.

4. If this anendment requires the filing of a document or documents, pies

N/A

5. Each item checked fbove must be explained below in full detail togeihe' with, where appropricte,

more sivnce IS needed, full si^e insert sheets may be used. . „-_j j,-_„ t „*.

Flease refer to Supplemental Statement for six month period ending 1st

February 1973-
Question 1 4 (a)

, . „ .

i, Renton Ccv/ley, am employed and paid by Air Rhodesia. No monies are

received by this of f ice" from the foreign principle. All relevant expenses

are cared for by Air I^hodesia, on behalf of the foreign principle, and

reimbursement to Air Rhodesia, from the Rhodesia National Tourist Board for

their share of exoenses incurred with U.S.A. is effected in Rhodesia.

All expenses are tabulated at the end of each month then transmitted to

Air Rhodesia in Salisbury (Rhodesia) . They in turn have their bankers

instruct the Standard Bank Ltd. at 52 Wall Street, New York, N.Y. 1000 5,^

to reimburse the Bus. Account No. #14209559, in the name, R.
_

S_._C^CO.^Lh\

accordingly, from the Rhodesia Dollar Free Account. This funding is -ith the

approval of the U.S. Treasury, who on the 9th November 1971 granted license

number RS-1255 to permit the operation of this account.

The undersigned swear(s) or affitni(s) that he has (they have) rend Ihe information set forth ir; th.s

amendment and that he is (they are) familiar with the,contents thereof and that such contents are m the

entirety true i.nd accuraif to the best ot his Uheir) km wledge and beli.l.

Subscribed and sworn to before me at ' ' .y' L' V / •
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Schedule B

DETAILS OF INFORMATION AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES DURING THE PERIOD

FROM August 1. 1972 TO January 31, 1973.

1. PUBLICATIONS

The following publications were distributed during the period

of this supplemental statement as follows:-

RHODESIAN SCENE 1970

(Illustrated booklet in magazine form containing a collection of articles on

aspects of life and industry in Rhodesia.)

278 copies mailed to individual addressees

RHODESIAN SCENE 1971

(Illustrated booklet in magazine form containing a collection of articles on

aspects of life and industry in Rhodesia.)

307 copies mailed to individual addressees

RHODESIAN SCENE 1972

(Illustrated booklet in magazine form containing a collection of articles on

aspects of life and industry in Rhodesia.)

323 copies mailed to individual addressees

RHODESIA IN BRIEF

(Pocket book of basic information on Rhodesia - history, geography, statistics, etc.)

411 copies mailed to individual addressees

THE MAN AND HIS HAYS

(Reprint of talks on the customs and habits of Rhodesia's tribesmen.)

276 copies mailed to individual addressees

RHODESIAN COMMENTARY

(Eight page newsletter published ones a month in Salisbury and reprinted in

Washington, D.C., containing the latest news about developments in Rhodesia.)

30,773 copies mailed to individual addressees and

67 libraries

6Z officials
294 newspapers

15 press associations

234 educational institutions

82 civic groups

1 recipients of 100+ copies
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RHODESIAN VIEWPOinT

(Four page newsletter published unce a month issued by the Rhodesian

Information Office, Washingtoi D.C. Designed to put Arrerican views in connection with

the Rhodesian situation in context with the facts.

25,419 copies mailed to individual addressees and

67 libraries

620 officials
294 newspapers

15 press associations
234 educational institutions '

82 civic groups
1 recipient of 100+ copies

ADDRESS TO THE NATION BY IAN SMITH, MAY 1969

(Prime Minister Smith explains the new Rhodesian constitution).

138 copies mailed to individual addressees

ADDRESS TO ALL-AFRICA CHRISTIAN CRUSADE CONGRESS. JANUARY 1969

(Prime Minister Smith's address to the All-Africa Christian Crusade during

their visit to Rhodesia.)

83 copies mailed to individual addressees

THE AFRICAN TIMES - Vol. 5, No. 6 - June 1970.

(Special issue of the African Times to mark the event of Rhodesia becoming a

Republic)

356 copies mailed to individual addressees

AFRICAN EDUCATION

(The historical development and organisation of the system of African education

in Rhodesia.)

213 copies mailed to individual addressees

A Judge's Thoughts

(The Hon. Mr. Justice H.N. MacDonald discusses different aspects of the

Rhodesian situation)

246 copies mailed to individual addressees

RHODESIA*

(Tourist and general information about Rhodesia, illustrating accommodations, •

schooling and industry)

216 copies mailed to individual addressees

RED FOR DANGER

(Summary of communist activity in Africa)

32 copies mailed to individual addressees

TOTAL

:

14 registered pamphlets
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2. PUBLIC SPEAKING

The following speaking engagements were fulfilled by officers of
the Rhodesian Information Office during the six-month period
eded on January 31 , 1973.

I

January 15, 1973: Speech to the Lions Club of Greensboro, North-Carolina.
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4. FILMS

TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION

Station
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Month ending August 1972
(Month/day/year)

St. Mary Hospital
Silver Strand Hotel
Newport Krbr. Yacht CI.
San Francisco, State Empl.
The Bahis Assembly
Breakers Conv. Hosp.
Georgtown Univ.
Presby Church
Harvard Club
Yacht Club
Salvation Army
Public Lib.
Fla. Yacht Club
College of Lk. Cnty
Rock Island Arsenal
Salvation Army Mssc.
Shelter R. Care Home
Blue Skippers Boat CI.
State Hospital
Good Samaritan Ctr.
Un Meth. Ch.
State College
MN Security Hosp.
Moffett AFB Hospital
Salvation Army
Watchtower Bible Sch.
McClellan Hospital
Lloyd Richards
Pub Libraries
Meridian Up Church
St. Joseph Hospital
U.P. Church
Lone Star Gas Co
Colonial Bapt. Church
General Hospital
TX. ST. Dept. Hlth.

Total estimated audience

Tucson, Ariz.
Los Angeles, CA
Balboa, CA
San Francicso, CA
Concord, CA
West Haven, Conn.
V7ashington, D.C.
Jacksonville, Fl

.

Fl. Lauderdale, Fl.
Indian Rock, BH, Fl.
Jacksonville, Fl.
Jacksonville, Fl.
Jacksonville, Fl.
Grayslake, 111.
Rock Island, 111.
Springfield, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Oak Forest, 111.
Madison, Ind.
Hewell , Iowa
Satanta, Kansas
N. Adams, Mass.
St. Peter, Minn.
Omaha , Nebr

.

Tonawanda , N . Y

.

Brooklyn, N.Y.
Cambridge , N.Y.
Berea, Ohio
Ardmore, Okl.
Butler, Penn.
Rading, Penn.
Cannonsburg, Penn.
Dallas, TX.
Dallas, TX.
Plainview, TX.
Houston, TX.

8/09/72
7/29/72
7/29/72
8/04/72
8/06/72
8/07/72
8/10/72
7/17/72
7/17/72
7/17/72
7/17/72
7/17/72
7/17/72
7/17/72
7/20/72
7/25/72
8;if04/72

8/12/72
8/04/72
7/13/72
7/22/72
7/27/72
7/31/72
8/03/72
6/30/72
7/22/72
8/08/72
8/11/72
8/01/72
6/19/72
7/12/72
8/14/72
7/18/72
7/19/72
8/01/72
8/02/72

2,450

Month ending September 1972

So. Conserv. Ctr.
Cal. Poly Univ.
Ponderosa Lodge
Euclid Ctr.
Case Carlos CTr.
Euclid Conv. Ctr.
Beverley Mnr. Trvl . CI

VA, Hospital
South H.S.
Kiwanls Club
Leroy^ C.B. Radio Clb

,

Meth. Mens Club
Chiropractic, Soc

.

T.R. White H.S.
Tabor Coll. Hillsboro
St. Johns Hosp. Staff
N.W. Holiday Club
Biggersville H.S.

Chlno , CA
Baldwin -Pk. CA
Mt . Herman, CA
San Diego, CA
Anaheim, CA
San Diego, CA
Los Altos, CA
Gainesville, Fl

.

Palatka, Fl

.

St. Maries, Idlaho
Lej-oy, 111.
Pleasant, Hill, 111
Harvey, 111.
Pendleton, Ind.
Hillsboro, Kansas
Lowell, Mass.
Detroit, Mich.

Corinth, Miss.

6/05/72
8/16/72
8/18/72
8/29/72
9/05/72
9/05/72
9/08/72
8/16/72
8/31/72
9/12/72
8/30/72
8/30/72
9/11/72
8/21/72
9/15/72
9/11/72
9/04/72
8/29/72
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Month ending September 1972 cont. (Month/day/year)

General Hospital
Hargrove Movle^ Fan CI.
St. Francis Seminary
Families ed . Center
Math Ciurch
St. Lukes Ev. Luth Ch.
Allghny Ludlm. Stel . Go
E. Thompson U.S. Steel
Meridian CM. Churcn
H.S.
Westside H.S.
State Voc. Tech. Sch.
E. Town Osteo Hosp.
Naval Air Station
Riverview Terrace
Total estimated audience

Month ending October 1972

I rvington, N.J.
Psterson, N.J.
Lafayette, N.J.
Toledo, Ohio
Clark, Penn.
Cabot, Penn.
Brackenrigdge, Penn.
Braddock , Penn.
Butler, Penn.
.Gallatin, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Morristown, Tenn.
Dallas, TX.
Norfolk, VA
Spokane, Wash.

8/15/72
8/25/72
9/11/72
9/08/72
8/14/72
8/14/72
8/14/72
8/14/72
8/14/72
8/23/72
8/23/72
9/11/72
8/30/72
8/28/72
8/12/72
1.963

State Sanatorium
Mixx C. Truelove
Pub. Library
West Valley Coll.
Northrop Inst.
General Dynamics
Lionell Harper Rec . D.

Pacific Mlssle Range
Critique Trvl . Serv.
Disneyland Hotel
Community Hospital
Conn. YMCA
V.A. Hosp.
Ft. Gaines Nursg . Home
Nursing Home
Morgan Pk. Masonic Ldg.
First Church
Bell Lahs. Trvl. Club
Sister of Casimer
Opportunity Industries
Mrs. T. Krenc
S.M. Sped. Ed.
Teachers Asso.
Co. Dept. Hlth.
Mercy Hosp. Ctr.
Starkloff Mem. Hosp.
Lodge of 4 Seasons, Lake
Orvis Ring Sch.
Delta Kappa Gamma
Dana Place
US Gypsum Co
Vailsburg, Movie Clb.
City Bank Club
Central School
Helen Fuld Sch. Nrsg.
Mary Mc Clellan Hosp.
Nitrogen Complex
N.Y. Tele. Co.
Marble Hall Women, Clb.
IBM Corp.
Hall Nursing Home
Pta Parent Tchrs

.

Moline U.M. Church
Coll. Of Medicine
College
Friendship Church
U.S. Steel Works
Church of Nazarene
Ist Bapt. Church
Elks Club
St. Anthonys Hosp.
Health Dept.
3.W. V7i. Comm. Coll.

Tempe, Arizona 10/04/72
Willcox, Arizona 10/10/72
Huntington Bch. CA 9/ 15/72
Campbell, CA 09/21/72
Los Angeles, CA 09/22/72
San dlego, CA O9/28/72
Long Bch. CA. 09/29/72
Pt. Magu, CA 09/29/72
S n Bernardino, CA IO/03/72
Anaheim, CA IO/O5/72
Durango, COl

.

09/12/72
Waterbury, Conn. 10/10/72
Lake City, Fl

.

09/23/72
Fort Gaines, Georgia 10/04/72
Ft. Gines, GJeorgla 10/04/72
Chicago, 111. 09/15/72
Lombard, 111. 09/17/72
Naperville, 111. 09/28/72
Chicago, 111. lO/oS/72
Marlon, Ind

.

IO/OI/72
Wioux City, Iowa 09/19/72
Overland Pk. Kansas 09/20/72
Luenburg, Mass. 10/10/72
Saginaw, Mich. 10/05/72
Vicksburg, Miss. 09/21/72
St. Louis, Missouri 10/06/72

ozark, Missouri 10/09/72
Reno, Nevada IO/IO/72
Belmont, N.H. 09/25/72
Jackson, N.H. 09/26/72
Jersey City, N.J. 09/13/72
Orange, N.J. IO/IO/72
New York, N.Y. 09/13/72
Harpursville, N.Y. 09/lV72
New York, N.Y. 09/22/72
Cambridge, N.Y. 09/25/72
Clean, N.Y. 09/27/72
Syracuse, N.Y. 10/02/72
Rye, N.Y.. 10/04/72
N.Y. N.Y. 10/04/72
Clyde, N.C. 10/02/72
Bethel, Ohio 09/27/72
Walbridge, Ohio 10/04/72
Cincinnati, Ohio IO/II/72
Westchester, Penn. 09/28/72
Washington Penn. 10/02/72
BraL.dock, Penn. IO/IO/72
Unola, Penn. 10/10/72
Aiken, S.C. 09/l4/72
Spartanburg, S.C. lO/oq/72
Am.arlllo, TX. 09/14/72
Mai'tin?burr, W.V. 09/13/72
K'llliair;:-on, W.V. lo/^z/f?-.
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Month ending October 1972 cont.

Total estimated audience

(Month/day/year)

6,503

Month ending November 1972

Pstr. Lyle Sonntag
James Cornelio
Dept. Pub. Hlth.
Dept. Pub. Hlth.
Academy of Avatar
Park Manor,
Salvation Army
C.J. Montana
Metro Adult Educ

.

Union College
Supt. of Schools
OWN Hospital
St. Marys Hosp.
Chicago Chlrprctc. Soc

.

Lawn Moose Ldge. 44
1st Bapt. Church
Deaconess Hosp.
Boonville Kiwanis Clb.
Masonic Lodge 76
Police Dept.
Ks State Coll.
Funk Mfg. Co.
Mt. Blue JHS
Meth Church, Grp

.

St. Johns Luth Church
Hanock Gen Hosp.
All Seasons Resort
Somerset Co A.V. Comm.
Salvation Army
Chamber of Commerce
N.Y.U Med. Ctr.
St. Mary Seminary,
J.H.S. Club
Monroe H.S.
1st Presby Church
Calvery Meth. Church
U.S. Steel Corp.
St. Thomas Hosp.
County Nrsg. Home
Adult Educ.
Un. Meth. Church
Clackmas Cnty. Hlth. D.

Center
Danny s Cafe
Flar Winds Ctr.
Blssd. Sacrmnt. Sistrs.
State Gen. Hosp.
First Luthl. Ch.
Armed Services YMCA
Ifrst Assembly God
McMurry College,
Bapt. Hosp.
1st Christian Chruch
Holy Ghost Church
Cntrl. Vt . Hosp.
Skagit Vly. Coll.
S.C. Johnson Snd . Son
1st Presby Church

Total estimated audience

Bylas, Ariz.
Phoenix, Arizona
Ft. Smith, Arkansas
Ft. Smith, Arkansas
San Jose, Ca.
San Diego, CA.
San Diego, CA
OJai, CA.
San Jose, CA
Denver, Col.
Derby, Conn.
Washington D.C.-
Cairo, 111.
Harvey, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Streamwood, 111.
Eveansville, Ind

.

Chandler, Ind.
La Grange, Ind.
Muncie, Ind.
Hays, Kansas
Coffeyvllle, Kansas
Farmington Maine
Brockston, Mass.
Three Rivers, Mich.
Bay St. Louis, Miss
N. Conway, N.H.
Somerville' N.J

.

Newark, N.J.
Glendale, N.Y.
New York, N.Y,
Garrison, N.Y.
E. Northport, N.Y.
Central VLY, N.Y.
Hickory, N.C.
North Lima, Ohio
Youngstown, Ohio
Akron, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Norwalk, Ohio
New Madison, Ohio
Oregon City, Oregon
Hood River, Oregon
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Sarver, Penn.
Cornwells Hits
Connellsville,
Galveston, TX.
El Paso, TX.
Perryton, TX.
Abilene, TX.
Beaumont, TX.
Gainesville,
Houston, TX.
Barre, Vermont
Mt . Vernon, Wash.
Rabine, Wise.
Satatoga, Wyomint

Penn.
Penn.

TX.

10/30/72
10/31/72
10/25/72
11/08/72
10/26/72
11/01/72
11/01/72
11/01/72
11/08/72
10/30/72
10/25/72
11/08/72
10/17/72
10/30/72
11/09/72
11/09/72
10/19/72
11/06/72
11/07/72
11/09/72
10/23/72
11/09/72
10/14/72
10/30/72
10/13/72
10/26/72
10/21/72
10/^0/ r

2

10/31/72
10/16/72
10/19/72
10/20/72
10/30/72
10/30/72
10/13/72
10/23/72
10/23/72
10/24/72
11/01/72
11/02/72
11/06/72
10/18/72
11/02/72
11/01/72
11/02/72
11/02/72
11/06/72
10/13/72
10/14/72
10/15/72
10/16/72
10/23/72
11/05/72
11/05/72
10/13/72
10/23/72
10/30/72
11/07/72

3,977
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Month ending Decs.r.ber 1972 ( Month/da y/yea r)

Ala Cncl. on Alco
Brophy Coll. Prep.
Msthodlst Church
Canyon Adult Ski Clb.
Pacific Sntfc. Co.
Mar Vista Ref . Ch.
Ft. Macatthor Av. Ctr.
Garey H.S.
UCLA
DE Paul Pavilion
Mar Vista Refrmd Ch.
Jewish Rec. Ctr.
Devonshire Chr. Ch.
Ch. of Nazarene
Pac. Serv. Smp . Assn.
United Methodist,
Meth. Manor House
Blaine Cnty. Hose.
St. Raphael Rel. Ed. Ctr.
Field Safety Agy,
De Paul Univ.
Lyons Club
Univ. Hosp.
YWCA
St. Mary Gen Hosp.
People Un. Meth. Chruch
Travel Club
Raython Co
City
Immanuel Luth. Ch.
M.T. U. Jaycees
Norton Co.
St. Louis Co Water Co
Columbus Hospital
Sr. Socl. Ctr.
H.S.
White Pines Coll.
Med. Dentstry Coll.
Comm. Mntl. Hlth. Ctr.
HYWY M^rna, Gishng Sta.
Salvation Army
Employment Prog
B.P. 0. Elks
St. Jacobi Luth. Ch.
Perp HelD . Monastrery
State Univ. Coll.
Avensteinian Acad. Hs

.

Cont. Educ.
Copeland Oaks
YMCA
Entrl. St. Univ.
Arkay Movie Clb. Sr.
Loyal Order Moose
Honeywell Inc

.

P. Com. Barth Pavllllon
Grphc . Art Tec. Fdtn
Gannon College
Penn. St. Univ.
Allegheny Co Comm. Col.
Bapt. Home
Tech. Ed. Center
Hume Fogg Tech.
St. George Church
Mc Murry College,
TX. Womans UNlv.
Job Sorps.

Mobile, Alab. 11/24/72
Phoenix, Arizona ll/ll/('2
Mammoth Spring, Ark. 11/12/^2
Castro Valley, CA. II/15/72
Anaheim, CA. 11/15/72
Los Angeles, CA 11/15/72
San Pedro, CA. II/17/72
Pomona, CA. 11/20/72
Los Angeles, CA

.

11/22/72
Los Angeles, C&. II/30/72
Los Angeles, CA 11/30/72
San Francisco CA 12/04/72
Mssn. Hills, CA. 12/06/72
Mjonterey Pk. CA 12/06/72
Murro Bay, CA 12/06/72
Newport Bch. CA. 12/06/72
Seaford, Del. 11/18/72-
Hailey, Idaho 12/05/72
Naperville, 111. 11/19A2
Charlestown, Ind

.

II/15/72
Indianapolis, Ind. 11/27/72
New Virginia, Iowa II/16/72
Iowa City, Iowa 12/08/72
New Orleans, Louisiana 11/13/72
Lewiston, Maine 11/14/72
S. Portland, Maine 12/01/72
Hyannls Port, Mass. 11/13/72
Radford, Mass. 11/20/72
Peabody, Mass. 12/08/72
Palmyra, Mich. 11/19^2
Ionia, Mich. 11/24/72
Livonia. Mich. 12/08/72
Univ. City, Missouri 11/13/72
Great Falls, Mont. II/15/72
Bozeman, Montana II/3O/72
Stewart Nev. 11/22/72
Chester, N.H. 11/29/72
Newark, N.J. 11/22/72
Passaic, N.J. 12/01/72
E. Moriches, N.Y. 11/15/72
Watertown, N.Y. II/15/72
Syracuse, N.Y. 11/20/72
Albion, N.Y. 12/02/72
Barryville, N.Y. 12/03^2
Esopus, N.Y. 12/04/72
Oneonta, N.Y. 12/04/72
Carthage, N.Y. 12/07/72
Liberty, Ohio 11/15/72
Sebring, Ohio 11/30/72
Middletown, Ohio 12/05/72
Edmond, Oklahoma 11/28/72
Portland, Oregon 11/20/72
Tillamook, Oregon 11/20/72
Ft. Washington, Penn. 11/14/72
Philadelphia, Penn. 11/14/72
Pittsburgh, Penn. 11/15/72
Erie, Penn. 12/01/72
Erie, Penn. 12/04/72
Pittsburgh, Penn. 12/08/72
Newport, R.I. II/3O/72
Greenville, S.O. 11/20/72
Nashville, Tenn. 12/01/72
Texas City, TX. 11/19/72
Abilene, TX. 11/20/72
Denton, TX. 11/23A2
McKenney, TX. 11/28/72
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Mcnth ending December 1972 cont (Month/day/year)

Kennecott Copper Corp.
College
Correctnl. Inst.
Texaco
Atlntc. Fit. Cmra Grp

.

Vet. Admin. Ctr.
H.S.

Magna, Utha
Ferrura VA
Bland, VA.
Richmond, VA
Norfolk, VA
Hampton, VA.
Camas, V/ash.

11/13/72
11/1V72
11/16/72
11/20/72
11/22/72
12/04/72
12/05/72

Total estimated audience 4,290

Month ending January 1973

Post Serv. Clb

.

Carver School
H.S.
Frlndshp. Move Clb.
CA. Inst. For men
Merryland Club
Air Force Dept

.

Adult Sch.
Chath. Hill Sch. Adltd

.

Confrat. of Chrstn. Doc.
University
VA Hosp.
Dr. A. H, Clair
Thornton TWP HS
St . John Luth. Chr.
Jefferson Area Voc . Sc

.

Open Mess Club
Leominster HS
Peerless Invst . Clb.
Coll
University
Republicn. Clb.
Cnty Coll. Morris
lona College,
Salesian Seminary,
Hercules Inc.
Lutheran Grp.
Calvary Asso . God
Lankenau Hosp.
Evan Luth. Church
Dept. Eub. Welfare
St. Pauls Luth Oh.
Voc. Ctr.
Wheatley Assoc.
YMCA
Atlantic Fit, Cmr. Grp.
J. Rumsey Vo . Tech. Ctr.
Kee St. Meth. Church
Harnischfeger Corp.
Knights of Columbus, Rac
Lions Club

Redstone, Alabama
Yuma, Ariz.
Willox, Ariz.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Chino, CA.
San Diego, CA
Mather AFB, CA
Tracy, CA.
Monroe, Conn.
Wash. D.C.
Pensacola Fl.
Lk. City, Fl.
E. Point, Georgia
Harvey, 111.
Sparta, 111.
Jeffersontown, Kent.
Ft. Dcvens; Mass.
Leominster, Mass.
Detroit, Mich.
Grt. Falls Mont.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Clifflsde Pk. N.J.
Dover, N.J.
New Rochelle, N.Y.
Goshen, N.Y.
Glen Falls, N.Y.
Charleston, N.C.
Rouzerville, Penn.
Phlla, Penn.
Lancaster, Penn.
Harrlsburg, Penn.
Sounderton, Penn.
Florence, S.C.
Greenville, S.C.
Waco, TX
Norfolk, VA.
Martinsburg, W.V.
Princeton, W.V.

q

Milwaukee, Wise,
ine. Wise.

Wausaukee, Wise.

Total estimated audience

12/27/72
12/18/72
12/25/72
01/04/73
12/12/72
12/13/72
12/20/72
12/21/72
12/11/72
12/21/72
12/12/72
12/14/72
12/11/72
12/13/72
12/29/72
12/18/72
12/07/72
12/12/72
12/12/72
12/18/72
01/02/73
12/12/72
12/14/72
12/18/72
12/19/72
12/24/72
12/11/72
12/11/72
12/15/72
12/17/72
12/19/72
12/28/72
12/12/72
12/21/72
01/01/72
12/21/72
12/11/72
I2/31A2
12/11/72
12/12/72
12/29/72

2,912

21-353 0—73 10
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THEATRICAL )KII:GS

Estimated Audience

TURN ROm-ro ELEPHANT
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5. GEtJERAL

In addition to the specific activities stated In chlz appendix,
the officers of the Rhodeslan Information Office have held themselves
available for numerous informal meetings with American citizens
who have expressed a desire to know more about the Rhodeslan
Government's case. Periodic visitors to the office have requested
and been given the use of a small reference library containing,
in addition to government reports and statistics, books pertaining
to Africa and Rhodesia, and Rhodeslan newspapers and magazines.

Officers have attended congressional hearings on the Rhodeslan
situation and have met at their request with Congressmen, Senators,
members of the news media, officials and diplomats who have expressed
Interest in the Rhodeslan situation.

Numerous telephoned and personal enquiries were processed each day and
general correspondence passing through the office has covered a wide
range of Rhodeslan interests.



APPENDIX 3

Letter to Chairman Diggs From Justin J. O'Shea Attaching
Department of Justice's Comments on Letter Received From
Barbara Rogers

U.S. Department of Justice,
Washington, D.C., May 29, 1973.

Hon. Charles C. Diggs, Jr.,

Chairman, Subcomtnittee of Africa,

U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Congressman : The attached comments are submitted in response to the

May 18, 1973, communication of Ms. Barbara Rogers concerning additional al-

leged deficiencies in the registration statement of the Rhodesian Information

Office filed pursuant to the provisions of the Foreign Agents Registration Act.

Sincerely,
John H. Davitt,

Chief, Internal Security Section,

Criminal Division.

By Justin J. O'Shea,
Chief, Registration Unit.

Attachment.

The following comments are furnished in connection with Ms. Barbara Rogers'

communication of May IS, 1973, concerning alleged deficiencies in the registration

statement filed by the Rhodesian Information Office (RIO) pursuant to the pro-

visions of the Foreign Agents Registration Act.

Ms. Rogers indicates that RIO which has been filing a so-called "Schedule
B" to its supplemental statements since January of 1969, also should have
been required to file such statements prior to that time. The fact that the RIO did

not previously use an attachment in its answers to Items 11 and 12 of its

supplemental statements does not necessarily mean that it had violated the pro-

visions of the Act since its previous responses to these items had been accepted

by the officials then in charge of administering the Act.

The change in responding to these items, as noted by Ms. Rogers, was based
upon a request initiated by the Registration Section at that time when it was
determined that responses to Items 11 and 12 did not set forth sufficient details

concerning its operation. The RIO was then requested to furnish more details

as to its activities in all future .supplemental statements. It has complied with
this request to date by the use of attachments in responses to Items 11 and 12,

Ms. Rogers indicates an inaccuracy in a financial attachment to the supple-

mental statement for the six-month period ending January 31, 1971. She states

that this set of accounts is labeled "August 1, 1970-February 28. 1971" and
points out the fact that it covers payments only "up to January 31, 1971". In
view of the fact that the supplemental statement covers the reporting period only

up to January 31. 1971, it would be improper to include therein any payments
made in February 1971.

Ms. Rogers makes references to an amendment to the supplemental statement
for the period ending January 30. 1973. in which the RIO gives the figure

$86,033.61 in amending Item 18 as the total received from its foreign principal

during the period. Ms. Rogers points out that in response to Item 14(a) of the
.same statement the amount of its total receipts is stated as $83,771.49. There is

nothing on its face to explain this apparent discrepancy. Hence, the RIO is being
requested to amend its statement to explain or correct this apparent discrepancy.

Ms. Rogei-s has charged that the RIO has failed to file the pamphlets entitled

"Red for Danger" and "Products of Rhodesia." Comment on the latter named
pamphlet was made in the previous comments submitted in connection with the

statement made before your committee. The RIO is being requested to furnish

copies of these pamphlets for review in the light of the filing and labeling

provisions of the Act.
Inquiry is also being made of RIO to furnish information concerning the status

and duties of its employee Eileen A. Fox.
It should be noted that the mere failure to file registration material within

certain time periods is not per se a basis for criminal prosecution under the Act.

A violation of the statute must be based upon an action that is willful and not

merely negligent.

(132)



APPENDIX 4

Response of Kenneth H. Towsey to Statement or Barbara Rogers

On the occasion of my appearance before the Africa Subcommittee of the Com-

mittee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives I undertook at the

invitation of the subcommittee to comment on testimony given by Ms. Barbara

Rogers on May 15, 1973.
. . v, 4= ^w.

Comment is directed to relevant parts of the testimony. An absence of com-

ment does not necessarily signify acknowledgment accuracy or validity of any

^
P^™ Par 2—Messrs. Towsev and Hooper did not have their passports with-

drawn at the time of Rhodesia's Declaration of Independence. They continue to

hold Rhodesian passports. _ , ^ * ^i,„ „^„e.,oo^
P 1 Par (?—The Rhodesian Information Office does not perform the consular

functions which it exercised prior to the Declaration of Independence. These

functions are now vestigial, and relate almost entirely to servicing the needs of

Rhodesian students (predominantly black) who require passport renewals, ihere

is no other competent authority in the United States to provide this service.

Revalidation of passports is not done in the Rhodesian Information Office Pass-

ports are transmitted to Salisbury for this purpose and a i^iod^st fee is charged

which barely covers the cost of communications. A total sum of $102.54 has been

received in fees since the Declaration of Independence.
, ,. ^ , a

P 2 Par 1 —The Rhodesian Information Office did not make a false and

misieading statement to the Department of Justice" when it registered under the

Foreign Agents Registration Act. There is a statement on record at the Depart-

ment describing the Government of Rhodesia specified in the original registration

statement as "the Government amenable to the Constitution of Rhodesia, 196o,

proclaimed in Salisbury, Rhodesia on November 11th, 1965." Other testimony has

established that "legitimacy" is not a factor relevant to registration.

p s Par 3 —Mr Towsey has visited Rhodesia for periods of 3-6 weeks each year

since 1968. In 1969 and in 1973 he was accompanied by his wife and c^ughters.

The journeys have included transit stops in Portgual, South Africa and (on one

occasion) Switzerland. j^o^^ko
P A —Certain pamphlets held by the Rhodesian Information Office describe

industrial and agricultural conditions. They are only gi^en out as part of the

Office's information function if specific inquiry is made. The office does not

promote immigration from the United States to Rhodesia ^„__^ .^^^
P 5 —The operations of the Rhodesian Information Office are financed from

"free accounts" paid into New York hanks in the manner described m the state-

ment of Assistant Secretary to the Treasury John M. Hennessy to the subcom-

^^^p^l^Par '/—The Rhodesian Information Office has not involved itself in any

activities or 'transactions which it has reason to believe are '>}^^^}^^
.l]'^}^^'-

P 6 Pa 4 —A booklet entitled "Rhodesia's Products" was filed with the De-

partment of Justice on April 12, 1967. It was informative and not promotional.

Dissemination reports reveal that 417 copies were distributed. The publication

IS no h)i^er nij)^nn^.
^^^^^^^.^^ Information Office has not been involved in t^e

sale of animals to the San Diego and Denver zoos. The National Parks Depart-

ment of Rhodesia donated elephants to the zoos. The zoos obligation was to i^y

for freight and feed. The Rhodesian Information Office was asked to refund an

overpayment on these costs.
, ^ .^ . u ^ ^f caa r^

p 7 Par 3 —An inquiry has been raised about the reimbursement of $60.63

to S F Rollin of the U.S. Department of Agriculture in September, 1971. The

facts are as follows. A Rhodesian agriculturist attended a convention in the

United States in the summer of 1971. The cost of his hotel accommodation came to

more than he had paid in advance. The Rhodesian Information Office was asked to

pay the shortfall to Mr. Rollin, who was in charge of settling the accounts.
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p. 7 Par 6.—Reference has been made to a donation accepted by the Rhodesian
Information Office on behalf of the Blair Research Laboratory in Salisbury.
The circumstances are as follows. The Blair Research Laboratory (a leading
research institution on schistosomiasis control) had been conducting field trials

with a new molluscicide on behalf of the International Lead Zinc Research Or-
ganization Inc. of New York. The latter organization wished to make a donation
to the Laboratory in consideration of its assistance. This took the form of the
cost of an air fare ($1064) deposited with the Rhodesian Information Office to

enable a scientist from the Blair Research Laboratory to attend a seminar in
the United States on "The Future of Schistosomiasis Control."

P. 7 Par 7.—The Rhodesian Information Office had no responsibility for a
special supplement on Rhodesia published by the Journal of Commerce on June 19,

1972. Some copies of the supplement were subsequently distributed under cover
of a letter dated June 26 bearing Mr. Towsey's signature. The letter was filed

with the Department of Justice. It makes the point that, "with limited exceptions,
trade between Rhodesia and the United States is forbidden by U.S. Government
regulations ;" also that "how long sanctions will continue is not in our control."

P. 12 Par 1.—Ms. Rogers' testimony misconceives and overstates the role
played by the Rhodesian Government and the Rhodesian Information Office in
the passage of what has come to be known as the Byrd Amendment. She claims
that the "operation was planned from Salisbury" and that (Prime Minister)
"Ian Smith was the first person to talk about the U.S.'s supposed need for Rho-
desian chrome to a group of visiting American journalists" on March 2, 1970.
The Prime Minister did in fact make a brief reference to Rhodesian chrome at
the end of his press conference on that date, but only in response to a question
from one of the visiting journalists. As early as March, 1966 members of the
United States Congress had referred to prospective difficulties accruing to the
United States from a protracted embargo of Rhodesian chrome. At hearings
before the Africa Subcommittee held in October/November 1969 concerned testi-

mony was heard from representatives of the Department of Commerce, the
Office of Emergency Preparedness, the Union Carbide Corporation and the
Foote Mineral Company. Testimony to the same general effect was also presented
to a subcommittee of the Senate Armed Services Committee when it was con-
sidering disposals from the chrome stockpile.

P. 12 Par 1.—As indicated in the verbal testimony, the Rhodesian Information
Office had an interest in the successful outcome of the Byrd Amendment be-
cause it would constitute a step toward the normalization of relations between
the United States and Rhodesia. In the course of its activities the Rhodesian In-
formation Office has disseminated in its publication "Rhodesian Viewpoint" in-

formation bearing on the chrome question, copies of which are enclosed with
this letter. It will be seen that very little of the content of this publication is pre-
pared in the Rhodesian Information Office. It is almost exclusively composed of
views taken from public statements, editorial opinion and similar sources. The
frequency with which the chrome question is referred to in "Rhodesian View-
point" is, therefore, a direct reflection of public concern about this subject.



APPENDIX 5

Khodesiax Sanctions—Licenses Issued From July 29, 1968 to May
15, 1973, for Medical, Educational, and Hltmanitarlvn Remit-

tances

Cornell Acheson.
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Mrs. H. K. Adenstedt
Adult Literacy Center
African Evangelical Fellow-

ship, Inc
Alexander M. Alvord
The Anglican Orthodox
Church

Carlos Anselmo
The Apostolic Faith
The Apostolic Faith Mis-

sion
Corinne Patricia Arm-

strong
Mrs. Alma J. Ashby
Baker University
John T. Baldwin
Marcia Mary Ball
Ballard Free Methodist
Church

Bank of Brewton
Barclays Bank

Do
Do
Do

Douglas Donavan Bauer

—

Roland J. Beaudet
Joseph S. Berliner
Estelle C. Best
Mark Albert Binder
Robert F. Birch
Anne Bloodworth
Hardy Bollongino
Rudyerd Boulton
Bourne & Co., Ltd
Richard R. Boyd
Lillian K. Brabson
Brethren In Christ Mis-

sions
David S. Brown
Leo R. Brown
W. L. Brown
W. L. Brown, Mission Serv-

ice Account
William Leslie Brown

Building Fund
Isabella Browning
Bryantsville Church of

Christ
George E. Bundy

$2, 436
I

5, 525
5, 150
3,107
6,214
6,214

700
180, 000

154, 000
1,200

6,000
60

6,800

6,000

4,000
2,435
1,481
1,800
1,000

139
4,410

20
50
150

1,000
25,200

250
1,400
2,500
20,000
4,800
2,800
12,000
17, 856
3,500
18,000

200

460, 000
10,200

25
28,000

18,000

20,000
3,600

2,000

Ralph E. Burr
Daniel L. Burris
Burris Christian Mission

—

Obadiah Bwerinofa
Robert W. Campbell
George G. and Solveig M.

Carlson
Carmelite Fathers

Do
Central Africa Mission

Do
Max T. Chigwida
Manzuzo Chikzunga
Child Evangelism Fellow-

ship, Inc
Do

Mashako Chinhenzwah
Tapera Chiwacha
Christian Children's Fund,

Inc.

Christian Service Corps___
Church of Christ
Church of the Nazarene

—

Church World Service

Do
Circus Productions, Inc
Gerald A. Close
David M. Coleman

Do
P. F. Collier, Inc

Do
Donald E. Collison

Commission on Ecumenical
Mission
Do

Flora B. Corum
Council on World Service—
R. D. Courteau
Ronald Jay Courter
Vema M. Culver
Thomas L. Curtis

Clyde J. Datson
Reverend and Mrs. Glyn
Davies

Dwayne A. Davis
Daystar Communications,

Inc
Hugh S. Deale
Constance de Kock
L .Harold de Wolf
Ralph E. Dodge
Domestic and Foreign Mis-

sionary Society

Joseph A. Dopohue
Irene Dornfeld

$444
72,000
3,823

200
23

1,235
117
963

1, 391, 593
16,800
3,811

9,720
13, 560
2,880

200

9,600
12, 000
1,800

255, 796
4,000
4,000
10,000
30,000
9,600

12, (X)0

90,000
480, 000
30,000

350
1,000
8,400

92. 525
4,800
2,875
9,420
2,000

10,800

4,200
2,400

240, 000
2,400

31
1,600
2,100

375, 000
3,230

500
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Rhodesian Sanctions—Licenses Issued From July 29, 1968 to May
15, 1973, FOR Medical, Educational, and Humanitarian Remit-
tances—Continued

Epworth Theological Col-

lege $25,000
George S. Erskine 173
Evangelical Alliance Mis-

sion 200,000
Do 1, 320, 000

Faith Missionary Church,
Inc 1,200

The Fidelity Bank 35, 156
Fidelity National Bank 20
The Fields, Inc 6,428
Marilyn J. Files 174,000
William Chester Finster___ 5, 500
First Christian Church 2, 000
First Congregational Church

of Glencoe 18, 000
First National Bank of
Bloomington 2,700

First National Bank, Coral
Gables 2,000
Do 200

First National Bank, Sear-
cy, Ark.' NV

Foote Mineral Co 100
Do 500

Foreign Mission Board of
Southern Baptist Conven-
tion 2,429,885

J. Miller Forcade 9,000
Laura B. Ford' NV
Emerson C. Frey 3, 000
Friends World Committee. 8,000

Do 4,000
Do 4,500
Do 4,500
Do 5,000

Dewey Frizzell 360
Do 420
Do 480
Do 1,200

D. L. or Priscilla Frizzell— 600
Full Gospel Pentecostal 30

Do 3,600
Do 1,200

Full Gospel Tabernacle 30
Full Gospel World Mis-

sions 1,200
Do 3,600
Do 3, 600
Do 4,200

S. D. Garrett Mission
Fund 24,400

Wilhelmina T. Gazeley 500
General Conference of Sev-
enth-day Adventists 1,094,000

General Council Assemblies
of God 360,000

General Missionary Board
of the Free Methodist
Church 318,243

Joshua
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Rhodesian Sanctions—Licenses Issued From July 29, 1968 to Mat
15, 1973, FOR Medical, Educational, and Humanitarian Remit-

tances—Continued

General Motors Corp.* $2,700

Do.= 3, 121

Do.^_ 2,377

Do.^ 2, 739

Kathlyn U. Giannaula 520

Robert Gill 12,000

Arvil Glenn 500

Philip Gomez 1,288

Do 5,929

Do 4,000

Do 20,000

Joseph Gomez 759

Grace Avenue Church 610

Zora Greenway 500

Do 500

Roy Griuestoff 150

Kanhoro Gutu 1,200

Alan Hadfield 14, 400

Rev. Gerald S. Harvey^ NV
Gerald Harvey 3, 600

Jerry Hayes ^ NV
John P. Higgins 10,440

Hillcrest Church of Christ— 252, 000

W. C. Hinton 120

Lena Horwitz 12, 600

John N. Hoyt Family 20, 000

Darrell Huddleston 2, 000

Huffmen Church of Christ— 6, 000

Institute of Food Technolo-

gists 315

International Harvester

—

2, 156

Do 13,624

Do 10,560

International Planned Par-

enthood 47, 082

Irving Trust Co 560

Do 500

Aaron Jacha 2, 000

Warren Jennings 50

Jewel Retirement Estates— 9, 600

Curtis W. Jones 2, 400

Samuel Lee Jones 900

Do 7,200

Joseph Ave. Church of

Christ 1, 800

Milton L. Kalso 10, 500

Leonard Kapungu 900

Do 300

Charles H. Keene 15, 384

Raymond Kerns 30

Judy Kimdlin 11

Jurgen Klingeilstein 600

R. W. Laing 10, 400

Edward Langley 6, 000

Henriette de S Lehman 6, 300

Frances Lenth 2, 500

Limestone Church of God_- 8, 580

Lybrand, Ross Bros. &
Montgomery 966

Do 3,926
Do 591

Do 1,000

Footnotes at end of table, p. 139.

Callisto Madavo
Takawira Mafukidge
Manufacturers Hanover

—

Do
Do

Beatrice Marsh
Dale E. Marshall

Do
Albert P. Martinez
Henry I. Maunsell
James Keefe Lumbiwa
Mayo

Roselie Mazobere
Charles McClelland
Frank McConnell
Harold McLaren
Mechanics Exchange Sav-

ings Bank
Davis B. C. M'Gabe
Missionaries for Christ In-

ternational

Loy Mitchell

Peter Molketsi
I. E. Montgomery
Margaret Moore
Morgan Guaranty Trust-

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Movement for a Better

World
Ambrose Moyo
Mercy J. Muchena

Do
Do

Anne Ruth Mujeni
Mary H. Murley

Do
Oliver Musuka
Solomon Mutswairo

Do
Abel T. Muzarewa
National Council of

Churches
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

National Spiritual Assem-
of the Baha's of the

United States

Martha Neavor
Jacqulyn Neely ^

$420
350

5,180
720
52

30, 000
450

19,800
204
300

200
1,150

38,400
35

2,400

14, 500
3,180

87,500
18,000

500

2,397
479

2,380
5,000

122, 000
100

350
800
100
500
150

1,600
25
170
560
360
280

2,500

1,875
2,500
1,600
4,000
5,000
4,000
5,000
2,000
1,200
1,000
3,000
4,200

10.000
240
NV
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Rhodesian Sanctions—Licenses Issued From July 29, 1968 to
May 15, 1973, for Medical, Educational, and Humanitarian
Remittances—Continued

Love More Nyonie $50
Mudziviri Nziramasenga__ 240
Oakland Drive Church of

Christ 7,200
Rev. Joseph P. O'Brien 25
Tom Oines 100
Mathis Ogburn 4,000
James J. O'Laughlin 10
Norma Dunn Orr 65, 133
Naomi Oseni 400
Rodney Page 100
Edith H. Parks 19,600
John Pennington 4, 800
Pentecostal Holiness
Church 125,000

James Pettingale 4, 200
James Alan Petty ^ NV
Pioneer Park Church of

Christ 168
Powers Ferry Road Church

of Christ 300
Do 300
Do .— 1,800

Preston Road Church of
Christ 57,600

Cora Jo Prieskorn 2, 000
Protestant Episcopal Theo-

logical Seminary 3, 000
Redwood Christian Cen-

ter 12,000
Regents of the University of

California 1,000
Robert F. Repke 13, 500

Do 13,800
The Rockefeller Founda-

tion 2,934
Rotan Church of Christ— 15, 600
Walter Ruben 1,000
Salvation Army 26,040

Do 1,400
Do 10,000
Do 2,800
Do 32,692
Do 30,000
Do 120,000

Richard Sampson 1, 500
Dawson Sanyangare 30
Schemmelpenninck-Camp-

bell Education Trust 1,721
Agnes Schindler 420
Rev. Norman L. Schrei-

ber' NV
A. P. Selkirk 1,200
William Jerome Sexton 600
Carroll Wayne Shaw^ NV
James Shewmaker 1, 000
William Shields 18,000
Harold Short 1,230
John E. Shryock 2, 600

Do 3,300
Ruth F. Shryock 1, 500
Martin Sibanda 30

Footnotes at end of table, p. 139.

Martin S. Sibanda $500
George Sichel 28
Sigma Theta Epsilon 250
Claude E. Simon 150
C. Simons 11
Russell G. Simpson 135
Arnold Simuchimba 1, 400
Eleanor Slimmon 1,400
Irving Smith 1, 200
Kathaleen Smithford 4,2)00

Gerald A. Snyder 600
Social Security Administra-

tion =• NV
Standard Bank Ltd 21,515

Do 23,828
Do 30,200
Do 4,000
Do 18,000
Do 26
Do 40
Do 1, 500
Do 300
Do 1,200
Do 600
Do 223
Do 2,533
Do 2,400
Do 500

Do 6,000
Do 1,500
Do 1,343
Do 6,614

State Bank of Saint
Charles 222

State University of New
York 650

Mrs. Mildred Stephens 5

Ira M. Stern 2, 000
Stickles Hayden &
Kennedy 30,000

Mrs. B. W. Strauss 1, 000
Joseph V. Taderera 2,764
Giuseppe Tabanelli 249

Lois Taylor 500
Do 3,000

Thomas Templeton 1, 243

W. J. Trent 280

Do 1,680
Bernadette Trudeau 484

Unitarian Universalist
Service 4,575

United Church Board for

World Ministries 1, 825, 000
United Presbyterian
Church 5, 000

University College of

Rhodesia 28, 000

Do 28,000

Adam Usoyi 400

Do 300

John Edward Vallance 6,000
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Rhodesian Sanctions—Licenses Issued From July 29, 1968 to

May 15, 1973, for Medical, Educational, and Humanitarian
Remittances—Continued

William Van Winkle
Do
Do

George Verginakis
Veterans' Administration "_

Claris Vilas
Vista Rotary Club
Benita Von Dahl
Valjean Warman ^

Valjean Warman
Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society

Marguerite Watson
David M. Watt
James Westmoreland

Do

$1,800
27,000
2,400

150
NV
100
200
600
NV

24,000

125, 000
1,800

70
400

2,400

Alfred N. Wheeler



APPENDIX 6

Security Council Resolution No. 232 op December 16, 1966

[U.N. doc. S/RES/232 and Corr. 1 (1966) (S/7621/Rev. 1, as amended) ; and adopted by
the Council on Dec. 16. 19(16, by a vote of 11 (U.S.) to 0, with 4 abstentions (Bulgaria,
France, Mall, and U.S.S.R. ) ]

Text of Resolution

The Security Council,
Reaffirming its resolution.s 216 (1965) of 12 Xovcnibor 1965, 217 (1965) of

20 November 1965 and 221 (1966) of 9 April 1966, and in particular its appeal
to all States to do their utmost in order to breaJi off economic relations with
Southern Rhodesia,
Deeply concerned that the Council's efforts so far and the mea.sures taken by

the administering Power have failed to bring the rebellion in Southern Rhodesia
to an end,

Heaffi rilling that to the extent not superseded in this resolution, the measures
provided for in resolution 217 (1965) of 20 November 1965, as well as those
initiated by Member States in implementation of that resolution, shall continue
in effect.

Acting in accordance with Articles 39 and 41 of the United Nations Charter,
1. Determines that the present situation in Southern Rhodesia constitutes a

threat to international peace and security
;

2. Decides that all States Members of the United Nations shall prevent

:

(a) the import into their territories of asbestos, iron ore, chrome, pig-
iron, sugar, tobacco, copper, meat and meat products and hides, skins and
leather orij,niiatinK in Southern Rhodesia and exported therefrom after the
date of this resolution;

(h) any activities by their nationals or in their territories which promote
or are calculated to promote the export of these commodities from Southern
Rhodesia and any dealings by their nationals or in their territories in any
of these commodities originating in Southern Rliodesia and exported therfe-
from after the date of tliis resolution, including in particular any transfer
of funds to Southern Rhodesia for the purposes of such activities or
dealings

;

(c) shipment in vessels or aircraft of their registration of any of these
commodities originating in Southern Rhodesia and exported therefrom after
the date of this resolution

;

id) any activities l»y tlieir nationals or in their territories which promote
or are calculated to promote the sale or shipment to Southern Rhodesia of
arms, annnunition of all types, military aircraft, military vehicles, and
equipment and materials for the manufacture and maintenance of arms and
ammunition in Southern Rhodesia

;

(c) any activities by their nationals or in their territories which promote
or are calculated to promote the supply to Southern Rhodesia of all other
aircraft and motor vehicles and of equipment and materials for the manu-
facture, assembly or maintenance of aircraft and motor vehicles in Southern
Rhodesia : the shipment in vessels and aircraft of their registration of any
such goods destined for Southern Rhodesia : and any activities by their
nationals or in their territories which promote or are calculated to promote
the manufacture or assembly of aircraft or motor vehicles in Southern
Rhodesia

;

(/) particii)ation in their territories or territories under their administra-
tion or in land or air transport facilities or by their nationals or ves.sels of
their registriition in the supply of oil or oil products to Southern Rhodesia;

notwithstanding any contracts entered into or licenses granted before the date
of this resolution

;
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3. Reminds Member States that the failure or refusal by any of them to imple-
ment the present resolution shall constitute a violation of Article 25 of the
Charter

;

4. Reaffirms the inalienable rights of the people of Southern Rhodesia to
freedom and Independence in accordance with the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples contained in General As-
sembly resolution 1514 (XV) ; and recognizes the legitimacy of their strug^e
to secure the enjoyment of their rights as set forth in the Charter of the United
Nations

;

5. Calls upon all States not to render financial or other economic aid to the
illegal racist regime in Southern Rhodesia

;

6. Calls upon all States Members of the United Nations to carry out this

decision of the Security Council in accordance with Article 25 of the United
Nations Charter;

7. Urges, having regard to the principles stated in Article 2 of the United
Nations Charter, States not Members of the United Nations to act in accordance
with the provisions of paragraph 2 of the present resolution

;

8. Calls upon States Members of the United Nations or of the specialized
agencies to report to the Secretary-General the measures each has taken in

accordance with the provisions of paragraph 2 of the present resolution

;

9. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council on the progress of
the implementation of the present resolution, the first report to be submitted
not later than 1 March 1967

;

10. Decides to keep this item on its agenda for further action as appropriate
in the light of developments.



APPENDIX 7

Text of Executi\t. Order 11322, January 5, 1967, Relating to
Trade and Other Transactions Involving Southern Rhodesia

By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and laws of the
United States, including section 5 of the United Nations Participation Act of

1945 (59 Stat. 620), as amended (22 U.S.C. 287c), and section 301 of Title 3 of
the United States Code, and as President of the United States, and considering
the measures which the Security Council of the United Nations, by Security
Council Resolution No. 232 adopted December 16, 1966, has decided upon pur-
suant to article 41 of the Charter of the United Nations, and which it has called
upon all members of the United Nations, including the United States, to apply,
it is hereby ordered :

Section 1. The following are prohibited effective immediately, notwithstanding
any contracts entered into or licenses granted before the date of this Order.

(a) The importation into the United States of asbestos, iron ore, chrome,
pig-iron, sugar, tobacco, copper, meat and meat products, and hides, skins and
leather originating in Southern Rhodesia and exported therefrom after
December 16, 1966, or products made therefrom in Southern Rhodesia or
elsewhere.

(b) Any activities by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United
States, which promote or are calculated to promote the export from Southern
Rhodesia after December 16, 1966, of any of the commodities specified in sub-
section (a) of this section originating in Southern Rhodesia, and any dealings
by any such person in any such commodities or in products made therefrom in
Southern Rhodesia or elsewhere, including in particular any transfer of funds
to Southern Rhodesia for the purposes of such activities or dealings : Provided,
however, that the prohibition against the dealing in commodities exported from
Southern Rhodesia or products made therefrom shall not apply to any such
commodities or products which, prior to the date of this Order, had been imported
into the United States.

(c) Shipment in vessels or aircraft of United States registration of any of
the commodities specified in subsection (a) of this section originating in South-
ern Rhodesia and exported therefrom after December 16, 1966, or products made
therefrom in Southern Rhodesia or elsewhere.

(d) Any activities by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United
States, which promote or are calculated to promote the sale or shipment to

Southern Rhodesia of arms, ammunition of all types, military aircraft, military
vehicles and equipment and materials for the manufacture and maintenance
of arms and ammunition in Southern Rhodesia.

(e) Any activities by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United
States, which promote or are calculated to promote the supply to Southern
Rhodesia of all other aircraft and motor vehicles, and of equipment and materials
for the manufacture, assembly, or maintenance of aircraft or motor vehicles in

Southern Rhodesia ; the shipment in vessels or aircraft of United States regis-

tration of any such goods destined for Southern Rhodesia ; and any activities
by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, which promote or
are calculated to promote the manufacture or assembly of aircraft or motor
vehicles in Southern Rhodesia.

(f ) Any participation in the supply of oil or oil products to Southern Rhodesia
(i) by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, or (ii) by
vessels or aircraft of United States registration, or (iii) by the use of any land
or air transport facility located in the United States.

Sec. 2. The functions and_ responsibilities for the enforcement of the foregoing
prohibitions are delegated as follows :

(a) To the Secretary of State, the function and responsibility of enforcement
relating to the importation into, or exportation from the United States
of articles, including technical data, the control of the Importation or exportation
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of which is provided for in section 414 of the Mutual Security Act of 1954 (68
Stat. 848), as amended (22 U.S.C. 1934), and has been delegated to the Secretary
of State by section 101 of Executive Order No. 10973 of November 3, 1901.

(b) To the Secretary of Commerce, the function and responsibility of enforce-
meut relating to

—

(i) the exportation from the United States of articles other than the articles,

including technical data, referred to in subsection (a) of this section; and
(ii) the transportation in vessels or aircraft of United States registration of

any commodities the transportation of which is prohibited by section 1 of this

Order.
(c) To the Secretary of the Treasury, the function and responsibility of

enforcement to the extent not delegated under subsections (a) or (b) of this

section.

Sec. 3. The Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Secretary
of Commerce shall exercise any authority which such officer may have apart from
the United Nations Participation Act of 1945 or this Order so as to give full

effect to this Order and Security Council Resolution No. 232.

Sec. 4. (a) In carrying out their respective functions and responsibilities

under this Order, the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of Commerce
shall consult with the Secretary of State. Each such Secretary shall consult, as
appropriate, with other government agencies and private persons.

(b) Each such Secretary shall issue such regulations, licenses, or other
authorizations as he considers necessary to carry out the purposes of this Order
and Security Council Resolution No. 232.

Sec. 5. (a) The term "United States," means all territory subject to the juris-

diction of the United States.

(b) The term "person" means an individual, partnership, association, or other
unincorporated body of individuals, or corporati(>"

Lyndon Johnson.
The White House, January 5, 1967.



APPENDIX 8

Security Council Resolution No. 253 of May 29, 1968

[U.N. doc S/RES; 253 (1968) ; adopted unanimously by the Security Council on May 29,
1968]

The Security Council,
Recalling and reaffirming its resolutions 216 (1965) of 12 November 1965, 217

(1965) of 20 November 1965, 221 (1966) of 9 April 1966, and 232 (1966) of

16 December 1966,
Taking note of resolution 2262 (XXII) adopted by the General Assembly on

3 November 1967,
Noting vv'ith great concern that the measures taken so far have failed to bring

the rebellion in Southern Rhodesia to an end,

Reaffirming that, to the extent not superseded in this resolution, the measures
provided for in resolutions 217 (1965) of 20 November 1965, and 232 (1966) of
16 December 1966, as vrell as those initiated by Member States in implementation
of those resolutions, shall continue in effect.

Gravely concerned that the measures taken by the Security Council have not
been complied with by all States and that some States, contrary to resolution 232
(1966) of the Security Council and to their obligations under Article 25 of the
Charter, have failed to prevent trade with the illegal regime in Southern
Rhodesia,
Condemning the recent inhuman executions carried out by the illegal regime

in Southern Rhodesia which have flagrantly affronted the conscience of mankind
and have been universally condemned.

Affirming the primary responsibility of the Government of the United King-
dom to enable the people of Southern Rhodesia to achieve self-determination and
independence, and in particular their responsibility for dealing with the
prevailing situation.

Recognizing the legitimacy of the struggle of the people of Southern Rhodesia
to secure the enjoyment of their rights as set forth in the Charter of the United
Nations and in conformity with the objectives of General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV),

Reaffirming its determination that the present situation in Southern Rhodesia
constitutes a threat to international peace and security,

Acfm«7 under Chapter Vll of the United Nations Charter,
1. Condemns all measures of political repression, including arrests, detentions,

trials and executions which violate fundamental freedoms and rights of the
people of Southern Rhodesia, and calls upon the Government of the United King-
dom to take all possible measures to put an end to such actions

;

2. Calls upon the United Kingdom as the administering Power in the discharge
of its responsibility to take urgently all effective measures to bring to an end
the rebellion in Southern Rhodesia, and enable the people to secure the enjoyment
of their rights as set forth in the Charter of the United Nations and in conformity
with the objectives of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)

;

3. Decides that, in furtherance of the objective of ending the rebellion, all

States Members of the United Nations shall prevent

:

(o) The import into their territories of all commodities and products originat-

ing in Southern Rhodesia and exported therefrom after the date of this resolution

(whether or not the commodities or products are for consumption or processing in

their territories, whether or not they are imported in bond and whether or not
any special legal status with respect to the import of goods is enjoyed by the
port or other place where they are imported or stored ) ;

(6) Any activities by their nationals or in their territories which would
promote or are calculated to promote the export of any commodities or products
from Southern Rhodesia ; and any dealings by their nationals or in their terri-

tories in any commodities or products originating in Southern Rhodesia and ex-

ported therefrom after the date of this resolution, including in particular any
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transfer of funds to Southern Rhodesia for the purposes of such activities or

dealings

;

(c) The shipment in vessels or aircraft of their registration or under charter to

their nationals, or the carriage (whether or not in bond) by land transport

facilities across their territories of any commodities or products originating in

Southern Rhodesia and exported therefrom after the date of this resolution ;

((?) The sale or supply by their nationals or from their territories of any
commodities or products (whether or not originating in their territories, hut

not including supplies intended strictly for medical purposes, educational equip-

ment and material for use in schools and other educational institutions, publica-

tions, news material and, in special humanitarian circumstances, food-stuffs)

to any person or body in Southern Rhodesia or to any other person or body for

the purposes of any business carried on in or operated from Southern Rhodesia,

and any activities by their nationals or in their territories which promote or

are calculated to promote such sale or supply ;

(e) The shipment in vessels or aircraft of their registration, or under charter

to their nationals, or the carriage (whether or not in bond) by land transport

facilities across their territories of any such commodities or products which are

consigned to any person or body in Southern Rhodesia, or to any other person

or body for the purposes of any business carried on in or operated from
Southern Rhodesia

;

4. Deckles that all States Members of the United Nations shall not make
available to the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia or to any commercial,

industrial or public utility undertaking, including tourist enter]>rises. in South-

ern Rhodesia any funds for investment or any other financial or economic

resources and shall prevent their nationals and any persons within their terri-

tories from making available to the regime or to any such undertaking any

such funds or resources and from remitting any other funds to persons or bodies

within Southern Rhodesia except payments exclusively for pensions or for

strictly medical, humanitarian or educational purposes or for the provision of

news material and in special humanitarian circumstances, food-stuffs

;

5. Decides that all States Members of the United Nations shall

:

(a) Prevent the entry into their territories, save on exceptional humanitarian

grounds, of any person travelling on a Southern Rhodesian passport, regardless

of its date of issue, or on a purported passport issued by or on behalf of the

illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia ; and
(ft) Take all possible measures to prevent the entry into their territories of

persons whom they have reason to believe to be ordinarily resident in Southern

Rhodesia and whom they have reason to believe to have furthered or encouraged,

or to be likely to further or encourage, the unlawful actions of the illegal regime

in Southern " Rhodesia or any activities which are calculated to evade any
measure decided upon in this resolution or resolution 232 (1966) of 16 December

1966;
6. Decides that all States Members of the Ignited Nations shall prevent airline

companies constituted in their territories and aircraft of their registration or

under charter to their nationals from operating to or from Southern Rhf)desia

and from linking up with any airline comiiany constituted or aircraft registered

in Southern Rhodesia ;

7. Decides that all States Members of the United Nations shall give effect to

the decisions set out in operative paragraphs 3. 4. 5 and 6 of this resolution

notwithstanding any contract entered into or licence granted before the date of

this resolution

;

. ,. -,

8. Calls upon all States Members of the United Nations or of the specialized

agencies to take all possible measures to prevent activities by their nationals

and persons in their territories promoting, assisting or encouraging emigration

to Southern Rhodesia, with a view to stopping such emigration ;

9. Requests all States Members of the United Nations or of the specialized

agencies to take all possible further action under Article 41 of the Charter to

deal with the situation in Southern Rhodesia, not excluding any of the measures

provided in that Article ;

10 Emphasizes the need for the withdrawal of all consular and trade represen-

tation in Southern Rhodesia, in addition to the provisions of operative paragraph

6 of resolution 217 (1965) ;

11. Calls upon all States Members of the United Nations to carry out thpse

decisions of the Security Council in accordance with Article 25 of the United
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Nations Charter and reminds them that failure or refusal by any one of them
to do so would constitute a violation of that Article ;

12. Deplores the attitude of States that have not complied with their obliga-

tions under Article 25 of the Charter, and censures in particular those States

which havje persisted in trading with the illegal regime in defiance of the

resolutions of the Security Council, and which have given active assistance to

the regime

;

13. Urges all States Members of the United Nations to render moral and
material assistance to the people of Southern Rhodesia in their struggle to

achieve their freedom and independence ;

14. Urges, having regard to the principles stated in Article 2 of the United
Nations Charter, States not Members of the United Nations to act in accordance
with tlie provisions of the present resolution

;

15. Reqtiests States Members of the United Nations, the United Nations
Organization, the specialized agencies, and other international organizations in

the United Nations system to extend assistance to Zambia as a matter of

priority with a view to helping her solve such special economic problems as

she may be confronted with arising from the carrying out of these decisions of

the Security Council

;

16. Calls upon all States Members of the United Nations, and in particular

those with primary responsibility under the Charter for the maintenance of

international peace and security, to assist effectively in the implementation of

the measures called for by the present resolution
;

17. Considers that the United Kingdom as the administering Power should
ensure that no settlement is reached without taking into account the views of

the people of Southern Rhodesia, and in particular the political parties favoring
majority rule, and that it is acceptable to the people of Southern Rhodesia as

a whole

;

18. Calls upon all States Members of the United Nations or of the specialized

agencies to report to the Secretary-General by 1 August 1968 on measures taken
to implement the present resolution

;

19. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security Council on the

progress of the implementation of this resolution, the first report to be made
not later than 1 September 1968

;

20. Decides to establish, in accordance with rule 28 of the provisional rules

of procedure of the Security Council, a committee of the Security Council to

undertake the following tasks and to report to it with its observations

:

(a) To examine such reports on the implementation of tlie present resolution

as are submitted by the Secretary-General

;

(ft) To seek from any States Members of the United Nations or of the special-

ized agencies such further information regarding the trade of that State (in-

cluding information regarding the commodities and products exempted from the
prohibition contained in operative paragraph 3(d) above) br regarding any
activities by any nationals of that State or in its territories that may constitute

an evasion of the measures decided upon in this resolution as it may consider

necessary for the proper discharge of its duty to report to the Security Council

;

21. Requests the United Kingdom, as the administering Power, to give maxi-
mum assistance to the committee, and to provide the committee with any
information which it may receive in order that the measures envisaged in this

resolution and resolution 232 (1966) may be rendered fully effective;

22. Calls upon all States Members of the United Nations, or of the specialized

agencies, as well as the specialized agencies themselves, to supply such further

information as may be sought by the Committee in pursuance of this resolution

;

23. Decides to maintain this item on its agenda for further action as appropri-

ate in the light of developments.
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Text of Executive Order 11419, July 29, 1968, Relating
TO Trade and Other Transactions Involving Southern
Rhodesia

By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and laws of the

United States, including section 5 of the United Nations Participation Act of

1945 (59 Stat. 620), as amended (22 U.S.C. 287c), and section 301 of title 3 of the

United States Code, and as President of the United States, and considering

the measures which the Security Council of the United Nations by Security

Council Resolution No. 253 adopted May 29, 1968, has decided upon pursuant to

article 41 of the Charter of the United Nations, and which it has called upon
all members of the United Nations, including the United States, to apply, it is

hereby ordered

:

Section 1. In addition to the prohibitions of section 1 of Executive Order

No. 11322 of January 5, 1967, the following are prohibited effective immediately,

notwithstanding any contracts entered into or licenses granted before the date

of this Order

:

(a) Importation into the United States of any commodities or products orig-

inating in Southern Rhodesia and exported therefrom after May 29, 1968.

(b) Any activities by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United

States which promote or are calculated to promote the export from Southern

Rhodesia after May 29, 1968, of any commodities or products originating in

Southern Rhodesia, and any dealings by any such person in any such commodities

or products, including in particular any transfer of funds to Southern Rhodesia

for the purposes of such activities or dealings; Provided, hotcever, That the

prohibition against the dealing in commodities or products exported from

Southern Rhodesia shall not apply to any such commodities or products which,

prior to the date of this Order, had been lawfully imported into the United States.

(c) Carriage in vessels or aircraft of United States registration or under char-

ter to any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United States of any

commodities or products originating in Southern Rhodesia and exported there-

from after May 29 1968.

(d) Sale or supply by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United

States, or any other activities by any such person which promote or are calculated

to promote the sale or supply, to any person or body in Southern Rhodesia or

to any person or body for the purposes of any business carried on in or operated

from Southern Rhodesia of any commodities or products. Such activities, includ-

ing carriage in vessels or aircraft, may be authorized with respect to supplies

intended strictly for medical purposes, educational equipment and material

for use in schools and other educational institutions, publications, news material,

and foodstuffs required by special humanitarian circumstances.

(e) Carriage in vessels or aircraft of United States registration or under

charter to any person to the jurisdiction of the United States of any commodi-

ties or products consigned to any person or body in Southern Rhodesia, or to

any person or body for the purposes of any business carried on in or operated

from Southern Rhodesia.
(f ) Transfer by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United States

directly or indirectly to any person or body in Southern Rhodesia of any funds

or other financial or economic resources. Payments exclusively for pensions,

for strictly medical, humanitarian or educational purposes, for the provision

of news material or for foodstuffs required by special humanitarian circumstances

may be authorized.

(g) Operation of any United States air carrier or aircraft owned or chartered

by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United States or of United

States registration (i) to or from Southern Rhodesia or (ii) in coordination

with any airline company constituted or aircraft registered in Southern Rhodesia.
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Sec. 2. The functions and responsibilities for the enforcement of the foregoing

prohibitions, and of those prohibitions of Executive Order No. 11322 of Janu-

ary 5, 1967, specified below, are delegated as follows :

"(a) To the Secretary of Commerce, the function and responsibility of enforce-

ment relating to

—

(i) the exportation from the United States of commodities and products

other than those articles referred to in section 2(a) of Executive Order No.

11322 of January 5, 1967 ; and
(ii) the carriage in vessels of any commodities or products the carriage of

which is prohibited by section 1 of this Order or by section 1 of Executive Order

No. 11322 of January 5, 1967.

(m) To the Secretary of Transportation, the function and responsibility of

enforcement relating to the operation of air carriers and aircraft and the

carriage in aircraft of any commodities or products the carriage of which is

prohibited by section 1 of this Order or by section 1 of Executive Order No.

11322 of January 5, 1967.

(c) To the Secretary of the Treasury, the function and responsibility of

enforcement to the extent not previously delegated in section 2 of Executive

Order No. 11322 of January 5, 1967, and not delegated under subsections (a)

and (b) of this section.

Sec. 3. The Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Commerce, and the

Secretary of Transportation shall exercise any authority which such officer

may have apart from the United Nations Participation Act of 1945 or this Order

so "as to give full effect to this Order and Security Council Resolution No. 253.

Sec. 4. (a) In carrying out their respective functions and responsibilities

under this Order, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Commerce,

and the Secretary of Transportation shall consult with the Secretary of State.

Each such Secretary shall consult, as appropriate, with other government agencies

and private persons.

(b) Each such Secretary shall issue such regulations, licenses or other au-

thorizations as he considers necessary to carry out the purposes of this Order

and Security Council Resolution No. 2.53.

Sec. 5. (a) The term "United States," as used in this Order in a geographical

sense, means all territory subject to the jurisdiction of the United States.

(b) The term "person" means an individual, partnership, association or other

unincorporated body of individuals, or corporation.

Sec 6. Executive Order No. 11322 of January 5, 1967, implementing United

Nations Security Council Resolution No. 232 of December 16, 1966, shall con-

tinue in effect as modified by sections 2, 3, and 4 of this Order.

Lyndon B. Johnson.

The White House, July 29, 1968.
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Security Council Resolution No. 277 of March 18, 1970

[U.N. doc. S/RES/277(1970)/Corr. 1 (S/9709/Rev. 1) ; adopted by the Security Council
on Mar. 18, 1970 by a vote of 14 to 0. with 1 abstention (Spain)

J

The Security Council.

Rcuffirminy its resolutions 216 (19(5.-) of 12 Xoveniber 196j. 217 (lOCr.) of 20

November 1965, 221 (1966) of 9 April 1966, 232 (1966) of 16 December 1966 and
253 (1968) of 29 May 1968,

Reaffirming that, to the extent not superseded in this resolution, the measures
l»rovided for in resolutions 217 (1965) of 20 Xoveniber 1965, 232 (1966) of 16

December 1966 and 253 (1968) of 29 May 1968, as well as those initiated by
?iiember States in implementation of those resolutions, shall continue in effect.

Taking into account the reports of the Committee established in pursuance
of Security Council resolution 253 (1968) (S/8954 and S/9252),
Noting xcith grave concern:
(a) That the measures so far taken have failed to bring the rebellion in

Southern Rhodesia to an end,

(b) That some States, contrary to resolutions 232 (1966) and 253 (1968) of

the Security Council and to their obligations under Article 25 of the Charter,

have failed' to prevent trade with the illegal regime of Southern Rhodesia.
(c) That the Governments of the Republic of South Africa and Portugal have

continued to give assistance to the illegal regime of Southern Rhodesia, thus
diminishing the effects of the measures decided upon by the Security Council,

(d) That the situation in Southern Rhodesia continues to deteriorate as a
result of the introduction by the illegal regime of new measures, including the

purported assumption of republican status, aimed at repressing the African
people in violation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV),

Recognizing the legitimacy of the struggle of the people of Southern Rhodesia
to secure the enjoyment of their rights as set forth in the Charter of the United
Xations and in conformity with the objectives of General Assembly resolutions

1514 (XV),
Reaffirming that the present situation in Southern Rhodesia constitutes a

threat to international peace and security.

Acting under Chapter VII of the United Xations Charter,

1. Condemns the illegal proclamation of republican status of the Territory by
the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia ;

2. Decides that Member States shall refrain from recognizing this illegal

regime or from rendering any assistance to it

;

3. Calls upon Member States to take appropriate measures, at the national

level, to ensure that any act performed by officials and institutions of the illegal

regime in Southern Rhodesia shall not be accorded any recognition, official or

otherwise, including judicial notice, by the competent organs of their State:

4. Reaffirms the primary responsibility of the Government of the United King-

dom for enabling the people of Zimbabwe to exercise their right to self-deter-

mination and independence, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations

and in conformity with General As.sembly resolution 1514 (XV >, and urges that

Government to discharge fully its responsibility :

5. Condemns all measures of political repression, including arrests, detentions,

trials and executions, which violate fundamental freedoms and rights of the

reople of Southern Rhodesia ;

6. Condemns the policies of the Governments of South Africa and Portugal,

which continue to have political, economic, military, and other relations with the

illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia in violation of the relevant United Nations
resolutions

;

7. Demands the immediate withdrawal of South African police and armed
personnel from the Territory of Southern Rhodesia ;
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8. Calls upon Member States to take more stringent measures in order to
prevent any circumvention by their national, organizations, companies and other
institutions of their nationality, of the decisions taken by the Security Council
in resolutions 232 (1966) and 253 (1968), all provisions of which shall fully
remain in force

:

9. Decides, in accordance with Article 41 of the Charter and in furthering the
objective of ending the rebellion, that Member States shall

:

(a) Immediately sever all diplomatic, consular, trade, military and other re-

lations that they may have with the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia, and
terminate any representation that they may maintain in the Territory

;

(b) Immediately interrupt any existing means of transportation to and from
Southern Rhodesia

;

10. Requests the Government of the United Kingrom as the administering
Power, to rescind or withdraw any existing agreements on the basis of which
foreign consular, trade and other representation may at present be maintained
in or with Southern Rhodesia ;

11. Requests Member States to take all possible further action under Article
41 of the Charter to deal with the situation in Southern Rhodesia, not excluding
any of the measures provided in that Article

;

12. Calls upon Member States to take appropriate action to suspend any mem-
bership or associate membership that the illegal regime of Southern Rhodesia
has in specialized agencies of the United Nations

;

13. Urges Member States of any international or regional organizations to
suspend the membership of the illegal regime of Southern Rhodesia from their
respective organizations and to refuse any request for membership from that
regime

;

14. Urges Member States to increase moral and material assistance to the
people of Southern Rhodesia in their legitimate struggle to achieve freedom and
independence

:

15. Requests si>ecialized agencies and other international organizations con-
cerned, in consultation with the Organization of African Unity, to give aid and
assistance to refugees from Southern Rhodesia and those who are suffering from
oppression by the illegal regime of Southern Rhodesia ;

16. Requests Member States, the United Nations, the specialized agencies and
other international organizations in the United Nations system to make an
urgent effort to increase their assistance to Zambia as a matter of priority with
a view to helping her solve such special economic problems as she may ,be con-
fronted with arising from the carrying out of the decisions of the Security
Council in this question ;

17. Calls upon Member States, and in particular those with primary responsi-
bility under the Charter for the maintenance of international peace and .security,

to assist effectively in the implementation of the measures called for by the
present resolution

;

18. Urges, having regard to the principle stated in Article 2 of the United Na-
tions Charter, States not Members of the United Nations to act in accordance
with the provisions of the present resolution

;

19. Calls upon Member States to report to the Secretary-General by 1 June
1970 on the measures taken to implement the present resolution

;

20. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security Council on the
progress of the implementation of this resolution, the first report not to be made
later than 1 July 1970

;

21. necides that the Committee of the Security Council established by resolu-
tion 253 ( 1968) , in accordance with rule 28 of the provisional rules of procedure of
the Security Council, shall be entrusted with the responsibility of

:

(a) Examining such reports on the implementation of the present resolution
as will be submitted by the Secretary-General

;

(b) To seek from Member States such further information regarding the effec-

tive implementation of the provisions laid down in the present resolution as it

may consider necessary for the proper discharge of its duty to report to the
Security Council

;

(c) To study ways and means by which Member States could carry out more
effectively the decisions of the Security Council regarding sanctions against
the illegal regime of Southern Rhodesia and to make recommendations to the
Security Council :
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22 Requests the United Kingdom, as the administering Power, to continue to

give maximum assistance to the Committee and to provide the Committee with

any information which it may receive in order that the me^asuresenvisased^m

this

fully effective
this resolution as well resolutions 232 (1966), and 253 (1968) may be rendered

•^3 Colls upon Member States as well as the specialized agencies to supply

such information as may be sought by the Committee in pursuance of this

^^24^"Sec/(7es to maintain this item on its agenda for further action as ap-

propriate in the light of developments.
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Excerpt From Report Entitled "Business as Usual : Transactions
Violating Rhodesian Sanctions" by Stephen Park and Anthony
Lake, Project Director, Issued by Special Rhodesia Project, the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

Flying to foreign countries can be a trying experience. Visas and shots and
tickets, delays and complications ... all can make travel to most areas of the

world something less than an unadulterated pleasure. But if you want to go to

Southern Rhodesia, it is a breeze. No visa is required, just one or two innocula-

tions, a passport, and a confirmed onward reservation. And your air travel reser-

vations? Drop by your Pan American ticket counter here in the United States,

and in seconds the computer will confirm your space on an Air Rhodesia flight

from Johannesburg, South Africa to the Rhodesian capital of Salisbury.

This has been the experience, at least, of many Americans who travelled to

Rhodesia during the past few years. It is all very convenient. The trouble is

that when Pan American, TWA and perhaps other American carriers help make
the going great to Salisbury, they apparently do it illegally.

This study describes a number of ways in which American companies and
Rhodesian businesses and represenatives are able to carry on business almost as

usual, despite the fact that the United Nations Security Council has ordered
comprehensive, mandatory economic sanctions against the current illegal Rhode-
sian regime. And it suggests a number of ways in which such activities may
violate American law.

In November, 1965, Ian Smith and his white supporters in Southern Rhodesia
unilaterally and illegally declared their independence of Great Britain. Since

no provision was made for the political rights of the territory's 95% black
majority, the United Nations Security Council, at Britain's request, imposed
selective economic sanctions on the regime in December, 1966, and comprehensive
sanctions in May, 1968. The United States supported these measures in debate
and voted for them. It is legally bound to observe them.

Acting under authority granted by the United Nations Participation Act of

1945, the President issued Executive Orders 11322 and 11419 dated January 25,

1967 and July 29, 1968. which defined American participation in the sanctions.

These Orders have the force of law. Under Section 5(b) of the United Nations
Participation Act, any person "who willfully violates or evades or attempts to

violate or evade" such an Order is subject, upon conviction, to a fine of not more
than $10,000, imprisonment for not more than 10 years, or both.

The Executive Orders prohibited, with certain humanitarian, educational and
other exceptions

:

Any activities by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United
States which promote or are calculated to promote the export from Southern
Rhodesia, after May 29, 1968, of any commodities or products originating in

Southern Rhodesia and any dealings by any such person in any such com-
modities or products, including in particular any transfer of funds to

Southern Rhodesia for the purposes of such activities or dealings

;

Activities which "promote or are calculated to promote" the sale of any
commodities or products "to any person or body for the purposes of any
businesses carried on in or operated from Southern Rhodesia"

;

Transfer of funds directly or indirectly to any person or body in Southern
Rhodesia

;

Operation of any United States air carrier or aircraft owned or chartered
by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United States or of United
States registration (i) to or from Southern Rhodesia or (ii) in coordination
with any airline company constituted or aircraft registered in Southern
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Thus, the regulations issued by the American government appear explicit.
And, considering the penalties for their violation, they have teeth. But somehow
their bite has been less inhibiting than it could be. Despite the fact that Southern
Rhodesia has been declared an international outlaw—the only territory in the
world against which the United Nations has ordered economic sanctions—if

you live in the United States, you can :

receive mailings about Southern Rhodesia from its information office in
Washington, or pick up tourist brochures at the New York office of Air
Rhodesia and the Rhodesian National Tourist Board;

read paid advertisements for Rhodesian firms and investment opportuni-
ties printed in an American newspaper

;

make reservations to fly on a Rhodesian airline through airlines regis-
tered in the United States

;

make a hotel reservation or reserve a rented car in Rhodesia through a
representative of Pan American in the United States

;

reserve a Hertz or Avis rent-a-car there through those companies' offices

here;
pay for your air tickets and rent-a-car with one of a number of American

credit cards

;

or visit Rhodesia as part of a package African tour managed by an
American travel company.

The House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Africa, chaired by Representa-
tive Charles C. Diggs, Jr. of Michigan, is now investigating the activities of the
Rhodesian Information Office in Washington. There are only two or three such
offices maintained by the Smith regime throughout the world. One other, the
Rhodesian Information Centre in Australia, is now under pressure from the
Australian government to reduce or close out its activities. Unlike the R.I.O.
in Washington, the Australian office is managed by local citizens. The Rhodesians
also claim to have an information office in France. (Rhodesia also has consular
relations with South Africa and Portugal, which maintain minority white re-

gimes in Africa. And the Rhodesians reportedly have unofficial, sub rosa offices

managed by local citizens in a number of nations.)

The House subcommittee's investigation of the Rhodesian Information Office

apparently seeks to answer more than the general question of why the United
States should allow such an office to operate here when so few other nations will

officially have anything to do with the illegal regime in Salisbury. The sub-

committee has been looking into possible violations of American law and the

United Nations' sanctions resolutions with regard to allegations concerning the

funding sources of the Rhodesian Information Office ; its promotion of trade

by publishing lists of Rhodesian products and by supporting the passage in 1971
of the so-called Byrd amendment, which has allowed the import of certain

"strategic and critical materials" into the United States; its encouraging im-
migration to Rhodesia ; its performance of consular functions ; the visa status of

the two Rhodesians who maintain the office ; and the supply of goods and services

to it by American companies.
For example, one witness before hearings held by the subcommittee on May

15, Ms. Barbara Rogers, a former member of the British Foreign Office, sug-

gested that the supply of communications facilities to the R.I.O. by RCA, ITT,

and Reuters, Ltd.. as well as the supply of other goods and services by American
companies, may violate paragraph 1(d) of Executive Order 11419, which pro-

hibits : "Sale or supply by any person ... to any person or body for the purposes
of any business carried on in or operated from Southern Rhodesia of any com-
modities or products." Since the R.I.O. is an agent of the regime in Salisbury,

it wouM, as Ms. Rogers pointed out, "appear likely to fall within the definition

of a business operated from Southern Rhodesia."
The same point also applies to the office in New York City of Air Rhodesia and

the Rhodesian National Tourist Board. Both are operated from Southern

Rhodesia.
The subcommittee's hearings have already raised many important questions

;

at the least, they have shown the anomaly of allowing this sort of Rhodesian
representation in the United States while United Nations sanctions against
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Southern Rhodesia are in force. There are other areas of near business as usual

with Rhodesia, however, which have received less attention. They involve U.S.

airlines, American rent-a-car companies, American credit card companies, Ameri-

can travel companies, and an American newspaper. All raise the possibilities of

violations of American law.

INVITATION TO INTERESTED INDUSTRIALISTS

On June 19, 1972, the Journal of Commerce of New York published a special

sixteen-page supplement on Southern Rhodesia. In addition to articles describ-

ing Southern Rhodesia's economy, it contained advertisements for Rhodesian
industries, banks, hotels, touring companies and other commercial enterprises.

This year, such articles and advertising have appeared in the Journal's pages on
Febuary 5, March 13. April 26, April 30. May 14. June 11, July 9 and July 13.

While trade with Southern Rhodesia is prohibited (with certain exceptions),

and American investment there is outlawed, the Journal's readers have thus

been treated to advertisements that suggest both. In the first supplement on June
19, 1972, one found advertisements like these :

"The Rhodesian Promotion Council . . . which aims to promote knowledge
of Rhodesia's economic development and potential . . . please write to the Direc-

tor who will be glad to supply you with the appropriate information and, if

desired, to assist in travel arrangements and appropriate appointments."

"Industrial Development Corporation of Southern Rhodesia, Ltd. . . . Inter-

ested industrialists are invited to contact us."

"Whatever your product, the most profitable way to enter the RJiodesian

market is via The Standard Bank . . . Rhodesia Exports, too."

". . . Rhodesia's Information OflBce in Washington . . . knows a lot about the

country—economics, trade, finance, raw materials and the people who count."

"Bulawayo ... a fine City for any industrialist to establish himself."

"The Associated Chambers of Commerce of Rhodesia . . . Rhodesian busi-

nessmen believe in the country's future and the growth potential is such that

foreign businessmen can make profitable investment in confidence."

In the February 5 issue, readers were invited to consider "Real Estate in

Rhodesia;" "Transportation Consultants and Project Handlers" (a repeat from
the June 19 issue) ; and ".

. . export experts, fully equipped to handle any
shipment, large or small" (also a repeat)

.

On March 13, among other advertisements was one for "Hartley—The progres-

sive towTi . . . For Industrial Development." And on April 26. the reader was
invited to "Invest in CABS—Rhodesia's Largest Building Society."

According to interviews with a number of those involved, the idea for the

supplement came during conversations between members of the Journal staff

and representatives of the Rhodesian Promotion Council. Who initiated the

idea is not clear; most of those interviewed beMeve it was the Promotion Coun-
cil. One source on the Journal's staff says that, "it was not a perfunctory deci-

sion." But the Journal decided to go ahead for two reasons. First, it has tradi-

tionally supported trade among nations without regard to political differences.

It was. for example, a learling advooate of increased East-West trade during the

1960's. Secondly, one of those making the decision at the Journal said in an
interview that he believes that the Rhodesians "have something to say and do. If

they are helped to do so, they may change their thinking, as they must, sooner

or later."

The Journal's London correspondent. Harold Horstmeyer, was sent to Rhodesia
for three weeks and did most of the writing of the articles in the June, 1972 sup
plement. (Horstmeyer had covered trade possibilities in Eastern Europe for a

number of years.) Horstmeyer has also written many of the articles in subse-

quent issues, and travelled to Rhodesia again in the late sprins of 1973.

The advertisements were paid for by the Rhodesian companies through the

Rhodesian Promotion Council. The transfer of funds reported took place through

a "free" funds account at a bank in New York. Rhodesia advertisers were
charged the Journal's usual rates for advertising.

When the supplement first appeared, the reaction in London was quite intense,

according both to the oflSce of the Journal of Commerce there and to Journal

officials in the United States. The Journal office there received telephone calls

from British Government officials and. with some frequency for a few weeks,

from British journalists. Both were registering complaints about the supple-

ment.
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The articles and advertising from Rhodesia in the Journal also raise serious
questions with regard to American law.

First, the supply of advertising space by the Journal to Rhodesian businesses
may be a violation of Section 1(d) of Executive Order 11419. If the print and
pages devoted to this advertising are considered "commodities," then the Journal
is selling commodities to Rhodesian businesses.

In addition, Section 1(b) prohibits "any activities by any person subject to the
authority of the United States which promote or are calculated to promote the
export from Southern Rhodesia after May 29, 1968, of any commodities or any
products originating in Southern Rhodesia . .

." (Emphasis added.)
Black's Law Dictionary gives the following definition of "promote" : "to con-

tribute to growth, enlargement, or prosperity of ; to forward ; to further ; to
encourage ; to advance."

Thus, it would at first glance seem clear that the Journal has violated the
Executive Order. The intent and effect of the articles in the Journal may be
ambiguous, and to argue that they run afoul of the Executive Order raises ques-
tions about freedom of the press under the First Amendment. But the advertising
seems a simpler proposition. By definition, advertising has as its purpose the
promotion of goods for sale.

Thus, the Journal of Commerce, in carrying this advertising, would seem
potentially liable to serious legal charges. And a similar question can be raised
about the Rhodesian Information Office. On June 26, 1972, it sent copies of the
June 19 supplement on Rhodesia to hundreds of Chambers of Commerce through-
out the United States. In a covering letter, Kenneth Towsey, who manages the
Rhodesian Information Office, wrote that, "the enclosed supplement from the
Journal of Commerce of June 19 is to let you know that Rhodesia is still around
and entering a new era of development." According to our interviews, the
Rhodesian Information Office feared that sending the supplement without
an explanatory note might seem to be "promoting" trade. Towsey, therefore,
stated in his letter that "with limited exceptions, trade between Rhodesia and
the United States is forbidden by U.S. Government regulations . .

." But the
letter later goes on to say, "be that as it may, our (Rhodesia's) exports and
imports last year each amounted to more than $400,000,000. You will judge from
this that sanctions are something less than water-tight." (Emphasis added.)
Thus, the R.I.O. would seem to have joined the Journal of Commerce in pro-

moting business with Southern Rhodesia. Why, then, has not the American
Government moved against the Journal and, perhaps, the R.I.O. on this Lssue?
According to testimony on May 17, 1973 before the Africa subcommittee by
John M. Hennessy, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for International Affairs,
the U.S. government has a different definition of "promote" or "calculated to
promote" from those you will find in your dictionary or in every day usage. (Nor,
indeed, is it the definition used by the U.S. Government when it describes what
our commercial attaches do in promoting the sale of American goods abroad.)
According to Hennessy, the term "promote or calculated to promote" was taken
from the United Nations sanctions resolutions. As interpreted by the U.S. Gov-
ernment, it does not "encompass general information dissemination, public rela-
tions activities or advertisements."

This interpretation of "promote" was reached within the American Govern-
ment after consultation with the British, who sponsored the United Nations reso-
lutions on sanctions. According to Hennessy,

"These resolutions were in large part drafted by the United Kingdom and the
United States Government has sought in respect to the interpretation views of
the UK both in its capacity as the principal drafter and also in its capacity as
a lawful sovereign for Rhodesia.

"After adoption of the Resolution 232 the UK informed us that it interpreted
the word 'promotion' in the resolutions as relating to activities directly inci-
dental to a prohibited commercial transaction. Hence, in utilizing the United
Kingdom's interpretation of essentially their own language which appears in
the Security Council resolution to the extent that the activities are the gen-
eral dissemination of information, public relations activities and advertisements
it does not fall within the prohibited activities which are specified in other
provisions of the resolution."

According to our interviews with government officials concerned with the issue,
the State Department consulted with the British about their definition of a num-
ber of terms in their draft resolution before the United Nations Security Council
first ordered .sanctions on December 16, 1966. The British definition of' the term
"promote or calculated to promote" was reportedly "vague." Therefore, after the
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resolution was passed and before the U.S. Government issued Executive Order

11322 on January 5, 1967, the State Department again asked the British how
they defined the 'term. Again, the British did not provide a specific definition.

Instead, they listed a number of examples of how they had interpreted the term
previously under their Orders in Council. These examples implied that they in-

terpreted "promote" to mean an activity which was, to use the term of one of

the American oflBcials we interviewed, "transactionally related"—in other words,

"promote" meant actually writing contracts or shipping orders, etc.

Thus, based on its interpretation of its consultations with the British Gov-
ernment in late 1966, the American Government apparently takes the term
"promote or calculated to promote" to have a very limited meaning in the context

of the United Nations sanctions resolutions and the United States Executive
Orders implementing them. No distinction is made, in the American definition

of the term, between promoting a sales contract and actually writing one.

To explore the subject further, we wrote to the British Embassy in Washing-
ton to ask their definition of the term, how it was reached, and when and how it

conveyed this definition to the American Government. After consulting with the

Foreign and Commonwealth OflBce, the embassy responded in a letter dated July
19, 1973.

It drew attention to the distinction in British law between the prohibition of

certain particular acts and the prohibition of "any act calculated to promote the

exportation of any goods from Southern Rhodesia." "This provision," it stated

"and in particular the word promote, can only be authoritatively interpreted by

the British courts. Prosecutions in the British courts for sanctions offences

have not so far involved the interpretation of 'promote.' We would expect it to be
given its ordinary natural meaning, though its application to particular circum-
stances may not be easy to decide."

The relevant statutory instrument in British law is The Southern Rhodesia
(United Nations Sanctions) (No. 2) Order 1968. It states :

"3.— (1) Except under the authority of a license granted by the Minister, no
person shall export any goods from Southern Rhodesia.

(2) Except under such authority as aforesaid, no person shall

—

(a) make or carry out any contract for the exportation of any goods
from Southern Rhodesia after the commencement of this Order ; or

(b) make or carry out any contract for the sale of any goods which he
intends or has reason to believe that another person intends to export from
Southern Rhodesia after the commencement of this Order ; or

(c) do any act calculated to promote the exportation of any goods from
Southern Rhodesia.

"Except under such authority as aforesaid, no person shall deal in any goods
that have been exported from Southern Rhodesia in contravention of paragraph
1 of this article, that is to say by way of trade or otherwise for gain, acquire or

dispose of such goods or of any property or interest in them or any right to or

charge upon them or process them or do any act calculated to promote any such
acquisitions, disposal or processing by himself or any other person." (Emphasis
added.)
The "or" at the end of subparagraph (b) is important here. It makes clear that

the British make a distinction between carrying out an activity and promoting
an activity. Neither is alloived. In the American definition, the one defines the
other, and apparently both must be violated before the law applies.

In the light of this letter, a question naturally arises about the continuing
validity of the American interpretation of the term "promote or calculated to

promote" insofar as it is based on the British interpretation.
And the American definition raises logical questions as well. One American

Government official concerned with the issue argued in an interview that while
the supplement was misleading to its readers, no real harm was done because
anyone applying for a license to carry out illegal trade or to make an investment
in Southern Rhodesia would be denied. The implication is that since the govern-
ment defines "promote or calculated to promote" as actually taking some part in

such a transaction, by definition it is impossible to promote trade with Rhodesia
without a license from the Treasury Department. This is rather like arguing that
a drunken driver who is unable to damage property because of the restraining
devices on the highway is not breaking the law.
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In addition, in not distinguishing between "promote" and "calculated to pro-
mote," the American Government's position apparently seems to require the as-
sumption that the firms paying for the advertising had no immediate purpose
in doing so. Indeed, unless the advertisements were placed out of a sense of patri-
otic duty to promote the image of Rhodesia as a whole (a theory the wording of
the advertisements does not support), one can speculate about four possible
motives.

First, they could be related to the importation into the United States of
certain "strategic and critical materials" under the Byrd Amendment. Some of the
firms which placed advertisements could be involved in this trade. Other ad-
vertisers, like "CABS—Rhodesia's Largest Building Society," clearly are not.

Second, they could be broadly designed to increase pressures within the U.S.
for an end to sanctions^still a form of promoting trade.

Third, the advertisements could be designed to solicit future trade with or
investment in their own firms after sanctions no longer exist. Since there seems
little prospect of sanctions evaporating in the immediate future, the return on
the advertising money expended for this contingency would not seem as large as
the return on an investment in, say CABS itself.

Fourth, the advertisements could be for the purpose of—or unwittingly have
the effect of—soliciting illegal trade or investment. And one can see how an
American businessman could gain that impression. For example, on page 8 of
the supplement of June 19, 1972, the Journal's reporter wrote

:

"Given the present circumstances, the subject of foreign investment in Rhodesia
has a cloak-and-dagger air about it, but there is little doubt that opportunities
abound.

"Just who is going to take advantage of the prospects, and to what extont,
remains a vital question here. But where there's a will, .there's a way." [Emphasis
added.]
The intriguing allusion in Towsey's letter to the less than "watertight" charac-

ter of sanctions could also have the same effect on a reader.
Thus, the American definition of "promote or calculated to promote" appears

to violate both logic and the dictionary meaning of the word "promote." And it

does not seem in accord with the current British definition of the term—although
United States Government oflBcials state that our definition was adopted as a re-

sult of consultations with the British. Either earlier consultations were misin-
terpreted by the Americans, or the British definition—as contained in the letter

to us—has shifted. In either case, the American definition seems at variance
with the British.

Despite its limiting definition, interviews indicate that the American Govern-
ment did react to the supplement during the summer of 1972. At the request
of the State Department, the Treasury Department did send a letter of com-
plaint to the editors of the Journal. It reportedly suggested that the Journal
could be misleading its readers by not emphasizing the fact that, with certain
exceptions, trade and investment in Southern Rhodesia are prohibited. The
letter reportedly also asked about the channels through which the Journal had
received payment for the advertisements.

According to a number of non-government sources, the Journal called the
Rhodesian Information Office to solicit its advice about how payment should
be made. [There is some disagreement among these sources as to whether the
Journal had also been in contact with the Rhodesian Information OflSce to discuss
the supplement before its publication.] When asked whether the RIO would pay
for the advertising. Towsey reportedly informed the Journal that it would not.

When asked what ideas he had on how payment should be made, Towsey report-
edly said that he could not offer advice on that subject but could tell the Journal
how the RIO itself received its funds. He then, it is said, described the "free"
funds accounts and suggested that the Journal consult its lawyers and the Treas-
ury Department.

According to an official at the Journal, it had, in fact, received its first pay-
ments for the advertisements through a bank not authorized to make such a
transfer. After some correspondence, the Journal returned this money and re-

ceived payment properly, all within a few months of the supplement's publica-
tion.

Thus, the letter of complaint from the Treasury Department did apparently
play a role in straightening out the channel for payment of the advertising. But
the basic question of whether this advertising violates Executive Order 11419
remains unresolved. The Treasury Department's letter has not seemed to have
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had any inhibiting effect on the Journal, as it continues to advertise the promise

of the Rhodesian economy.
In the Africa subcommittee's hearings on May 17, Assistant Secretary Hen-

nessy said with reference to the Journal of Commerce and the American defini-

tion of "promote or calculated to promote," "I think we would want to take

another look at that." There do indeed seem to be some serious legal questions

at which to look. Enforcement of the relevant sections of Executive Order 11419—
sections 1(d) and 1(b)—is the responsibility of the Commerce and Treasury

departments.
This study has suggested a number of ways in which American companies

and others may be acting in violation of United States law. In some cases, the

legal issues appear clear. In other cases, there is a less definite possibility of

violations. In other cases still, the United Nations sanctions resolutions are

currently being violated, although United States law is not—for example, with

regard to expenditures by American tourists in Southern Rhodesia.

There are probably more questions to be raised about the activities we have
described than are noted here. There are certainly more answers to be found.

The record of the U.S. executive branch in implementing sanctions compares
favorably with the performance of other members of the United Nations. Sanc-

tions violators have been successfully prosecuted by the government in American
courts. But our interviews with officials of American companies doing business

with Southern Rhodesia would seem to indicate that many American business-

men are unaware of what the sanctions against Southern Rhodesia mean, or do
not care. Beyond the legal questions raised in this study, another point thus
emerges. The government cannot rely so heavily on American companies' knowl-
edge of the law and their willingness to comply. A better system for monitoring
compliance seems required. One would have thought that after the embarrass-
ment of the Byrd Amendment, which places the U.S. in violation of its legal

obligation to observe the sanctions fully, the executive branch of our government
would do all it could to implement the sanctions. For whenever the American
government does less than it can to meet its international legal obligation to

observe the U.N. sanctions program, a final question is raised about American
concern for international law as well as the laws of our own society.
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APPENDIX 12

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT

RHODESIAN VIEWPOINT
Published in The United States of Amer.co by The Rhodesion Information Office.

U.S. RHODESIA POLICY : A COMMENTARY ON OFFICIAL ATTITUDES

THE RHODESIAN INF0R^4ATI0N OFFICE HAS BEEN MADE AWARE FROM TIME

TO TIME OF THE CONTENTS OF A STATE DEPARTMENT LETTER ADDRESSED TO

AMERICAN CITIZENS (INCLUDING MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS) WHO ENQUIRE

INTO THE MOTIVATIONS OF OFFICIAL POLICY TOWARDS RHODESIA. THE RAT-

IONALISATION OFFERED IN THE LETTER IS OPEN TO SERIOUS CHALLENGE ON

A NUMBER OF GROUNDS. IT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS PUBLICATION TO COM-

MENT ON THE LETTER SECTION BY SECTION IN ORDER TO PROVIDE CONCERNED

AMERICANS WITH ANOTHER SIDE OF THE RHODESIA STORY.

THE STATE DEPARTMENT'S POSITION IS SET OUT IN ITALICS. THE

COMMENTS OF THE RHODESIAN INFORMATION OFFICE FOLLOW IN REGULAR TYPE,

----oOo----
"The United States supports the United Nations and the

United Kingdom in their continuing efforts to restore
constitutional authority in Southern Rhodesia. "

There is neither U.N. Charter authority nor precedent for the

United Nations to take coercive action- to restore what is described

as "constitutional authority" in any national situation or in any

situation in which a colonial territory asserts its independence

froni a colonial power. These are questions which are essentially

within the domestic jurisdiction of a state and therefore immune

from intervention by the United Nations. (Article 2, paragraph 7

of the United Nations Charter.)

Many countries today en j
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The present Rhodesian Government has exercised effective
authority over the country before and for four years since its
declaration of independence. It is more than a year since Rhod-
esia's independent judiciary declared that Mr. Ian Smith's Gov-
ernment must be regarded as the 'de jure' Government of Rhodesia.

Senator Cranston, introducing in the Senate in May of this
year a resolution dealing with U.S. recognition policy, pointed
out that 'the original American doctrine of recognition was quite
simple. During the Jeffersonian era and up to the end of the 19th
century, we used fairly objective tests in determining whether to
recognise a new government. We merely ascertained whether or not
it existed and was capable of sustaining itself. This policy [re-
flected) a belief that we had no right to interfere in the inter-
nal affairs of other nations.'

"The basis of our sup-port (for the United Nations and
the United Kingdom) is our conaern for the threat to
the peaee in southern Africa posed by the denial of
political rights to the 4.4 million Africans who com-
prise some 94 per cent of the territory's population.
The present regime in Southern Rhodesia not only denies
the African majority an effective voice in government
but has proposed a constitution which seeks to perpet-
uate white minority rule and institutionalise racial
separation. "

There is no denial of political rights to Rhodesia's African
population. Under the 1961 and 1965 constitutions there is a non-
racial qualified franchise providing equal opportunities for all
citizens to qualify and register as voters. Most of the more
stable democracies have evolved through a qualified franchise, and
it is perhaps worth recalling that at the time of America's indepen-
dence about six per cent of the white population voted. (There was
no question of extending the franchise to include black or Indian
Americans

.

)

Rhodesia's proposed new constitution does not seek to perpet-
uate white minority rule. It provides for an immediate increase in
black representation in the legislature (approximately doubling the
present representation) and a progressive extension of this represent-
ation, based on income tax contributions to the national exchequer,
until parity with white representatives in the legislature is reached,

"U.S. News and World Report" noted in January 1967 that at
least 37 member nations of the U.N. had governments based on minor-
ity rule and at least 25 other members were open to suspicion in this
respect. Fewer than half of the U.N. members had governments clear-
ly based on majority rule.
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As to the suggestion that Rhodesia's new constitution will
"institutionalise racial separation" , it is of interest to note
that Prime Minister Ian Smith has described it as 'a multi-racial
set-up in a multi-racial country.' It is a fact that the pro-
posed new constitution provides for the separate representation of
the races in Parliament and for a basic division of land between
the races. This may offend integrationist sentiment but is hardly
a justification for offensive international action conceived as a

penalty for aggression. The reservation of tribal lands is not
unknown in the United States. Moreover, according to the Washington
Post, a representative meeting of American Indians at Denver last
August decided that they 'want the right to be Indians, to preserve
their tribal identities and tribal lands, to make their own mistakes,
to have a say about their destiny.' The separatist elements in

Rhodesia's constitution stem from an acknowledgment of the same
instincts in Rhodesian society.

The suggestion that Rhodesia's domestic policies constitute
a threat to the peace in southern Africa cannot be regarded as a

serious proposition. Mr. Dean Acheson describes it as reasoning
worthy of the Red Queen in "Through the Looking Glass". "Rhodesia",
he says, "in doing what the U.N. has no jurisdiction to forbid,
annoys African members to the point where they may transgress
against the first commani'ment of the U.N. (Chapter 1, article 4) :

"All members shall refrain in their international relations
from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity
or political independence of any state."

"Since Rhodesia, by doing what it has always done and with
which the United Nations cannot constitutionally interfere, incites

less law-abiding members to violate their solemn obligation not to

use force or the threat of force in their international relations,
Rhodesia becomes a threat to the peace and must be coerced."

Mr. Acheson concludes:- "If this reasoning leads the reader

to ask, "who's loony now?", don't blame Rhodesia, blame the Security
Council and Harold Wilson."

tics
Mr. Charles Burton Marshall, Professor of International Poli-

tics at Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies,
takes a similar view. He points out that Rhodesia has done liter-

ally nothing except sever its connection with the British Govern-
" Marshall says that 'this, while rebellion, is certainly

ion. Rhodesia has made no attack or threat of attack
ment. Mr
not aggression
against anyone

Mr. Marshall's research of the United Nations record reveals
that the original British resolution calling for mandatory sanctions
against Rhodesia did not contain any finding of a threat to the peace,
although such a finding is an essential condition for the imposition

21-353 0—73-
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of sanctions. When the omission was pointed out, the desired
conclusion was inserted without any supporting facts. Support-
ers of the U.N. position take refuge in the argument that the

existence of a threat to the peace may not be questioned once the
Security Council has made that determination. Professor Marshall
asks if it is enough to stop criticism of a pie to say that a

baker made it.

Dr. Walter Darnell Jacobs, Associate Professor of Government
and Politics at the University of Maryland, concludes in an art-
icle in "World Affairs" (April/June 1967) that 'Rhodesia, what-
ever her sins and shortcomings, cannot be said to represent a

threat to the peace.'

In spite of the danger of terrorist incursions over her north-
ern border, Rhodesia spends a smaller proportion of her national
income on defence than most countries. This is revealed in an an-

alysis published in Britain by the Institute for Strategic. Studies
in September 1969. Rhodesia's 1968/69 expenditure of 1.9 per cent
of gross national product is lower than all but a handful of tKe

fifty-two nations enumerated. Britain's expenditure is' 5.3 per cent
of G.N. P. The United States and Russia both exceed 9 per cent.

The Organisation of African Unity (representing underdeveloped
countries generally in receipt of foreign aid) is reported to have
allocated over a million dollars in its current budget to equip
guerrilla fighters for subversive operations in and against south-
ern Africa, notwithstanding that the U.N. Charter enjoins member
nations to 'refrain in their international relations from the threat
or use of force against the territorial integrity or political inde-
pendence of any state.'

Clearly Rhodesia represents no threat to the peace. Equally
clearly the' United Nations Organisation, if it is mindful of its

Charter principles, has a plain responsibility to restrain the
Organisation of African Unity and its members from initiating and
subsidising forceful attempts to overthrow the government of

Rhodesia

.

An alternative and devious presumption suggests that the
'threat to the peace' in Rhodesia derives from the danger of an

internal upheaval in the country that would have repercussions
outside its borders. It might be noted in passing that the same
consideration has not been applied to Nigeria, which remains im-

une from U.N. intervention notwithstanding that for the past two

years she has been experiencing a real and not merely presumptive
internal upheaval. There has been a death toll in excess of a

million and a half people but no threat to the peace has been in-

ferred.
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Many recent visitors to Rhodesia have testified to the

country's conspicuous tranquility, to the absence of racial ten-

sion, to the fact that Rhodesia's unarmed police force is seldom

seen and even more rarely needed. The Nigerian Editor-in-Chief
of the Lagos Daily Times has said that the overseas picture of

Rhodesia as a grim, tense, police state is 'a massive fraud.'

South African liberal Laurens van der Post, who visited
Rhodesia since independence with what he described as 'a profound

emotional and intellectual bias towards finding nothing but evid-

ence of impending Greek tragedy,' found nothing to substantiate
his apprehensions. Instead he found 'a general preference among

them (black Rhodesians) for an evolutionary rather than a violent

revolutionary change of Rhodesian society.'

Congressman John Ashbrook and two American colleagues who

visited Rhodesia in 1966 found that the Rhodesian Government com-

manded 'the virtually unanimous support of the white population
and the respect of a preponderance of the Africans;' also that

'the tell-tale signs of racial tension are nowhere to be seen.'

They concluded that 'American policy on Rhodesia represents the

triumph of ideology over actuality.'

In a letter to the Washington Daily News on December 23, 1966

Mr. Frank Johnson of the American Security Council refers to a car-

toon implying that Rhodesia is an oppressive white police state.

He writes:- "I have just returned from a visit to Rhodesia and can

personally vouch that the contrary is true. The few people to be

seen on the streets are black as well as white, and none carry guns.

Ian Smith drives his own car, has no bodyguard and is quite careless

of the most elementary personal security. Perhaps one of the most

impressive testimonials of African support for the Smith Government

is the fact that communist-trained terrorists entering the country

from Zambia are either killed or reported to the border guards by

the local African population."

Another testimonial of black Rhodesian support for the Rhodes-

ian Government is contained in a statement issued November 2, 1966

by the Council of Chiefs, recognised traditional leaders of tribal

Africans under the British approved 1961 constitution. Part of the

statement reads:- "We wish to state quite clearly that we support

the Government of Rhodesia and we do not accept the claim by the

British Prime Minister that he has continuing responsibility and

authority for and over our people through the Government and Parlia-

ment of the United Kingdom."

In January 1967 veteran Chief Simon Sigola sent letters to

U.N. Secretary-General U. Thant, President Johnson and President

de Gaulle inviting them to visit Rhodesia to see for themselves that

it is not 'a bad country and a threat to the peace.'
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Militant leaders of the Organisation of African Unity have
expressed disappointment at the apathy and lack of co-operation
shown by black Rhodesians towards 'freedom fighters' come to
'liberate' them. Zambian Foreign Minister Reuben Kamanga was
quoted as saying in April 1968 - "Reports reaching us indicate that
the Rhodesian African masses are accepting the Smith regime." In
reporting this statement an AP correspondent noted that 'Africans
in Rhodesia have been relatively prosperous and their lack of en-
thusiasm for an anti-white revolution probably grows out of a de-
sire to be left in peace to attend to their own affairs.'

"The United States has supported a variety of peace-
ful measures designed to influence the Smith regime
to change its policies and move towards majority rule.
The United States voted for the Security Council'

s

resolution of November 12, 1966, which condemned the
illegal Smith regime. It also supported the Council's
resolutions of December 16, 1966 and May 29, 1968,
which called on all member nations to impose economic
sanctions against Southern Rhodesia. Executive orders
were subsequently issued to carry out the mandatory
provisions of those two resolutions with respect to
the United States .

"

It is open to very serious question whether it is a legitimate
objective of national policy to seek by coercion to change the pure-
ly domestic policies of another country. Senator Cranston quotes
with approval Daniel Webster:- "From President Washington's time
down to the present day it has been a principle, always acknowledged
by the United States, that every nation possesses the right to govern
itself according to its own will, to change institutions at discre-
tion, and to transact its business through whatever agents it may
think proper to employ."

There may be some who are willing to overlook a want of prin-
ciple in public policy provided that it effectively serves an exped-
ient purpose. Rhodesia policy is deficient on both counts.

In his book "The Discipline of Power" former Under Secretary
of State and U.N. Ambassador George Ball shrewdly perceives the
futility of sanctions, describing them as 'a romantic delusion.'
"In the modern world," he says, "sanctions are not likely to work
even when the siege of an economy is enforced by military power.
Where military power is not employed and the enforcement of an em-
bargo depends merely on the agreement of nations - whether or not
expressed in a United Nations resolution - the result will more like-
ly be annoyance than hardship. As disappointing as it may be to
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admit it, the siege of an economy is never total, the options of
the beleaguered party are too bro-^d, and the psychology of the
besieged is too perverse and complex to make such sanctions more
than a blunt instrument."

Reporting from Rhodesia, Mr. Ray Vicker confirms Mr. Ball's
judgment in a recent issue (September 11,1969) of The Wall Street
Journal:- "What happens when the United Nations leads a world-wide
economic boycott of a little country with only 4.8 million people?
If the country is Rhodesia, it has the biggest boom in its history,
with a net inflow of new settlers, an economic revolution that
launches dozens of new industries, sets off a boisterous stock mar-
ket advance, and strengthens wills all around. That's the picture
that emerges after talks with dozens of government figures, busi-
ness men, bankers, farmers and ordinary citizens in this ruggedly
individualistic land."

Mr. Vicker notes that U.S. support for sanctions is forcing
American chrome buyers to deal with Communist Russia at prices 50
per cent higher than Rhodesian chrome. (Rhodesian chrome mines,
possessing the free world's largest supply of high grade ore, are
owned by American corporations now forbidden either to finance or
export their production.)

The conclusion is inescapable that sanctions against Rhodesia
have had a bizarre effect from the viewpoint of the sanctioneers

.

Whilst consolidating political support behind Mr. Smith's govern-
ment they have somewhat discouraged the inflow of investment cap-
ital and thereby diminished job opportunities for black Rhodesians.

"The United Kingdom considers the territory of Southern
Rhodesia to be in a state of rebellion and the United
Nations has declared the Smith regime to be illegal.
Not a single country has accorded recognition to the
regime y and the continuing sovereign authority of the
United Kingdom in Southern Rhodesia is universally re-
cognised. "

This is repetitive.
In addition to the comments made earlier, which include refer-

ence to the Rhodesian High Court's finding in September 1968 that
Mr. Ian Smith's government must be regarded as the legitimate govern-
ment of Rhodesia, it is worth noting that the Chief Justice concluded
that he could 'now predict with certainty that sanctions will not
succeed in their objective of overthrowing the present government
and of restoring the British government to the control of the govern-
ment of Rhodesia.'
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In July 1968 Mr. Thomas McElhiney, a Senior State Department
official, was asked in testimony before the Senate Foreign Relat-
ions Committee if he believed that the latest round of U.N. sanc-
tions directed against Rhodesia would have more success than past
efforts. Mr. McElhiney replied that he did not think there was
likely to be any added effect 'in the sense of forcing the present
Rhodesian regime to come to terms with the British, which is the ob-
ject of the sanctions.'

Subsequent events have confirmed these judgments, and there
can be no reasonable doubt that, four years after its declaration
of independence, the Rhodesian government satisfies internationally
accepted criteria for the recognition of governments holding office
in these circumstances.

Testifying before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on
June 17, 1969 Mr. Adrian Fisher, Dean of Georgetown University Law
Center, expressed the relevant rule of law as follows :-

"So that is the situation you normally deal with wlien you have
a recognition of a new government, and that (Mr. Chairman) only
requires a determination that the regime is in control of the terr-
itory and population, or a substantial portion of it, and it has a

reasonable likelihood of retaining control either of the part al-
ready in control or of the entire state."

It is of interest also to note that on September 25, 1969 the
United States Senate resolved by a vote of 77 to 3 'that it is the
sense of the Senate that when the United States recognizes a foreign
government and exchanges diplomatic representatives with it, this
does not of itself imply that the United States approves of the form,
ideology or policy of that foreign government.'

In commending this resolution to the Senate on May 27, 1969
Senator Cranston spoke as follows :-

"And in the end the policy of nonrecognition is doomed to fail-
ure. It did not deter Japan. It did not isolate the Soviet Union.
It has not isolated Red China. All too often it has tended to isol-
ate us as much as, or more than, it has isolated various regimes
we have not approved. It has never really succeeded in bringing
hostile regimes either down or to terms. Often nonrecognition act-
ually strengthens a regime it is supposed to weaken, causing the
people to rally to the support of their government against the app-
arent threat posed by hostile foreign powers."

"The Smith regime represents an attempt by a minority
to maintain its aontrol over the great majority of the
population. The question is not the right of Southern
Rhodesia to independence and self-government , but whether
a small minority should be allowed to prevent the achieve-
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ment of these objectives for all the Rhodesian
people. Current British proposals to end the
impasse provide for British recognition of South-
ern Rhodesia independence under the present lead-
ership, provided there are effective guarantees
of unimpeded progress toward eventual majority
rule. The regime has so far rejected these terms."

This is largely repetitive.
It is true that no agreement has been reached between the

British and Rhodesian governments. The Rhodesian g-veri.ment con-

siders that the British government has declined its reasonable pro-

posals for a solution of the conflict between them. It has now de-

cided, following a referendum, to proceed with the implementation
of new constitutional proposals which will lead not to majority
rule but to parity between the races in the legislature.

"Repressive legislation adopted by the Smith regime
to bolster its position, such as that authorizing
the arrest and detention of political opponents with-
out benefit of bail or trial, creates its own climate
for violence . African nationalist groups, denied
peaceful political expression within the colony, are
increasingly inclined to resort to more violent meth-
ods, including the infiltration into Southern Rhod-
esia of guerrilla bands."

The methods used by states to protect themselves against sub-

version do not constitute grounds for taking punitive action against
them. Many countries enjoying United States recognition resort to

the practices mentioned. In some of these countries the government
uses its powers to punish political nonconformity. This is not the

position in Rhodesia. Persons are only detained or restricted if

the government is satisfied beyond any reasonable doubt that they are

prepared to resort to violence in order to achieve political object-

ives. Provision is made for regular review of these cases, and there

has been a progressive reduction in the number of persons held in

detention or restriction over the past four years.

There is an active parliamentary opposition, and there is no

impediment to the formation of political parties with lawful object-

ives .

There have been terrorist incursions over Rhodesia's border in

recent years with substantial communist backing. The terrorists have

received no support from the local population, which has rather co-

operated with government security forces in combating the intruders.

This may account for a sharp decline in guerrilla activity. There

have been no significant incursions for the past twelve months.
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"We see no present direst communist threat to

Southern Rhodesia, but we believe that the rebel
regime, by seeking to perpetuate minority rule,
creates conditions under which extremism, includ-
ing communist influence among anti-regime groups,
is almost certain to increase."

Whilst the compilers of the statement may not see any present
direct communist threat to Rhodesia, other observers can. In 1968

military journalist Colonel Daniel T. Brigham was invited by the
American-African Affairs Association to conduct an investigation
into the nature, extent and origins of terrorist activity in south-
ern Africa. Colonel Brigham carried out an intensive six-week sur-
vey of the terrorist fronts in Mozambique, Malawi, Rhodesia, Bot-
swana and the Caprivi Strip of South-West Africa. He interviewed
scores of officials, prisoners and others in possession of relevant
information. His report, published by the Association in February
1969 under the title "Blueprint for Conflict", says:-

"Backstage in this developments of a blueprint for conflict
are the Soviet and Chinese Communists. However their political and
ideological quarrels may affect their actions elsewhere in the
world, they are pooling technical, military and economic resources
to set the stage for one of the bloodiest wars in history - one which
they hope and believe will open the road to Cape Town, from which
they can dominate the western gateway to the Indian Ocean. Their
latest target date for that war is late 1970. Strategically, Red
control of Cape Town would end the threat of Free World naval inter-
ference with communist long-range planning for conquest of the Far
East, the Persian Gulf, and the African east coast. The critical
importance of Cape Town has been amply demonstrated iiuring the pro-
longed closure of the Suez Canal in the wake of the Israeli-Egyptian
Six-Day War."

"Military analysts are, of course, aware. of the strategic im-

portance of southern Africa. Diplomats in the field have cabled
warning reports on the African situation to their home governments,
urging a cautious and realistic reappraisal of policy decisions.
Free World intelligence is in possession of ample information con-
cerning communist machinations in Africa, including the existence
of a joint Red high-command headquarters in Dar-es -Salaam, capital
of Tanzania. Judging from actions, however, there are few- indicat-
ions that warning signals have been getting through to top policy-
making levels; or, if they have, no one up there seems to be listen-
ing. Quite the contrary. Both London and Washington have continued
policies of outright hostility to the white-ruled countries of south-
ern Africa, and through careless and injudicious public pronounce-
ments in the United Nations have seemed to endorse the promotion of
terrorist war by the Liberation Committee of the O.A.U."
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The London Sunday Telegraph's Close-up Team of investigators,
after completing a similar intensive survey, reported (April 1969)

that 'many of the so-called liberation movements are now largely
controlled by the communist powers, and in many cases riddled with
Communist party members. Guerrillas are armed with the Russian
designed Kalashnik or AK 47 automatic rifles; they are steeped in

the revolutionary war theories of Peking or Moscow.' The report goes
on to refer in detail to the guerrillas' communist affiliations.

U.S. military historian Brigadier General S.L.A. Marshall has
pointed out (June' 1969) that the small arms of the terrorists 'are
identical with what our troops are up against in Southeast Asia..
Most are of Chinese Co.-nmunist manufacture. Some are. of Soviet make.'

Mr. Dean Acheson has criticised (April 1969) 'hostile harass-
ment with our help of three friendly countries in southern Africa.'
"These countries." says Mr. Acheson, "were our allies in two world
wars. Today with the Russian Navy in the eastern Mediterranean and
the Indian Ocean they are more important to us and, as President
Banda keeps telling his sub-Saharan black neighbors, more important
to them than all the rest of Africa put together."

"We feel a continuation of the present situation
is likely to exaaerhate racial tensions throughout
southern Africa. The attempt by a racial minority
to institutionalise and perpetuate its domination
over the majority of Rhodesians threatens to lead
to chaos and civil strife. Such violence might
spread across international boundaries and involve
other parties, including extremist elements on both
sides. This would be a serious blow to African dev-
elopment and to world peace and security."

Unsubstantiated forecasts of future turmoil within the bound-
aries of a foreign country cannot by any stretched interpretation
of international law or practice be held to justify coercive action

against that country to compel a change in its political structure
or government.

As to the validity of the forecast itself, it is possibly rel-

evant to note once again the manifest evidence of racial harmony in

Rhodesia, where not more than 35 lives have been lost in civil riot

since the beginning of the century. (43 lives were lost in a few

days of rioting in Detroit in July 1967). By any pragmatic test

racial tensions in Rhodesia are minimal.
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Mr. Ray Vicker, reporting from Rhodesia in The Wall Street
Journal (September 22, 1969) shrewdly observed that "African nat-
ionalism never was a widespread yearning for liberty from black
Africa's 230 million people. Rather it was the creation of Africa's
thin stratum of Western educated intellectuals, a group never more
than a tiny fraction of the total population."

It may be worth recalling in conclusion that several of
America's leaders have acknowledged the diversity of political in-
stitutions across the world and have evinced a spirit of tolerance
towards them. President Kennedy considered that 'it is a mistake
for the United States to fix its image of Africa in any single mold.
President Eisenhower believed that 'there is no single, best way
of life that answers the needs of everyone, everywhere.' President
Johnson declared that 'in Africa and Asia.. we seek not fidelity to
an iron faith but diversity of belief as varied as man himself.'

In his Inaugural Address President Nixon spoke as follows :-

"Let all nations know that during this Administration our
lines of communication will be open. We seek an open world - open
to ideas, open to the exchange of goods and people, a world in

which no people, great or small, will live in angry isolation. We
cannot expect to make everyone our friend, but we can try to make
no-one our enemy."

October 1969
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Excerpt From Pamphlet Entitled "Rhodesia in Brief 1972;
Some Basic Facts About Rhodesia," Published by the Min-
istry OF Information, Immigration and Tourism, Salisbury,
Rhodesia

Immigration Promotion

It is no idle cry to claim that few countries in the world offer greater opportu-
nities to those with initiative and skills who seek a better and fuller life. Sturdy,
independent, and now a Republic, Rhodesia is a virile, young, developing country,
proud of its race relations, with a healthy expanding economy based on great
natural resources and more than adequate potential to meet the needs of both
primary and secondary industries. As a result, the economy is broad and soundly
based, sophisticated and resilient, offering excellent employment opportunities to
many thousands of skilled persons both now and in the future. Rhodesia has great
need of the services of such people in many avenues of employment, particularly
among the professional, administrative, technical and artisan fields.

The development of the economy, allied to stable government, can, in the main,
be attributed largely to the policy, adopted since self-government in 1923, of
encouraging private enterprise to the maximum. The continued and successful
implementation of this policy has ensured sound investment opportunity for those
with enterprise and initiative. Both primary and secondary industries are pros-
perous and expanding rapidly. The accepted economic indicators predict a bright
and prosperous future for all Rhodesians. The commercial sector has kept pace
eflBciently with economic development, as has a well-organized infrastructure,
providing services and amenities of high standard which, except in the Republic
of South Africa, are not encountered elsewhere on the continent.
Apart from employment and investment opportunity, incomes and the standard

of living are high by any comparison, particularly in the context of the reasonable
cost of living and low taxation Rhodesia enjoys. In addition, the climate is

undoubtedly one of the best in the world and those fortunate enough to live in
Rhodesia enjoy a comfortable and spacious way of life that others would envy.

Rhodesia's urgent need for skilled immigrants is such that, in addition to the
natural attractions, special inducements are offered to skilled people and their
families who wish to settle. Generous customs rebates and concessions are offered
to new settlers in respect of personal effects, tools and equipment, farm imple-
ments and machinery, including one motor vehicle per person, etc. The practical
effect of these rebates and concessions is that, in the majority of cases, newcomers
are not called upon to pay customs dues.
As will be seen in the chapter dealing with taxation, a new immigrant and his

family enjoy substantial additional tax relief during the first two years of their
stay.
Not least of the attractive inducements offered are the Assisted Passages

Schemes available under certain conditions to selected approved immigrants from
overseas. Two schemes are operated, viz.: the General Scheme, offered to those
who possess skills determined as in the national interest (and which embraces
the breadwinner and his family) ; and the Family Scheme, which is available,
under certain conditions, to those who have come to Rhodesia of their own accord,
found suitable employment, obtained Residence Permits, and who wish their
families to join them.

Requests for full details of immigration procedures, assessments of employ-
ment prospects and other matters concerning immigration should be addressed to

:

The Secretary, Department of Immigration Promotion. Private Bag 7711, Cause-
way, Salisbury. Rhodesia. The Department will be pleased to advise and assist all

intending immigrants as far as possible. The Department operates a reception
and settlement service for new arrivals and will assist in all matters pertaining
to immigration, including securing employment in liaison with the Ministry of

(171)
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Labour and Social Welfare. The Department's offices are located on the First

Floor, Trafalgar Court, Kings Crescent, Salisbury, and the Third Floor, Cement

House, Main Street, Bulawayo.
,

The Welcome to Rhodesia Association, a voluntary organization, is available

to assist new arrivals, particularly in regard to obtaining accommodation, and

will advise on many social and domestic problems that newcomers may encounter,

such as shopping facilities, domestic servants, clubs, schools, transportation and

many other matters. Its offices are in the Women' Institute Building, Second

Street, Salisbury, and Room 409, Cement House, Main Street/Selborne Avenue,

Bulawayo, where newcomers are always welcome.

In a troubled world, greatly beset by the vexatious problems of the twentieth

century, Rhodesia has held fast to its principles and traditions, thereby ensuring

a land of opportunity, with room for all to live in peace and friendship.

IMMIGRATION PROCEDURES

All immigrants must apply for a residence permit issued by the Immigrants'

Selection Board, Private Bag 7711, Causeway, Salisbury.

There is, however, no objection to applications for residence permits being

made by persons after entry as tourists or visitors, provided applicants are able

to comply with standard immigration requirements.
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Pamphlet Entitled "Employment in Rhodesia" Published by the
Department of Immigration Promotion, Salisbury, Rhodesia

Employment in Rhodesia

the inside story

As a prospective immigrant to Rhodesia you are no doubt aware of the country's

beauty and the unlimited opportunities that go hand in hand with a healthy, in-

vigorating life. This brochflre is an attempt to show what you can expect to earn,

the scope in your particular trade, and general conditions of employment.

ABTISANS

To meet Rhodesia's employment requirements, it is necessary to produce certif-

icates or other acceptable documents which prove you have served a recognized

apprenticeship. The skilled man who has completed a full apprenticeship is most
welcome. Rhodesian employers tend to require men conversant with all aspects

of their trade. The more diverse your knowledge, the greater the opportunity for

advancement.
THE PROFESSIONS

Members of the professions are required to produce documentary evidence of

qualifications acceptable to professional bodies, societies, associations, or institu-

tions. A Doctor of Medicine, for example, must produce certificates which are

acceptable to the Medical Council of Rhodesia.
In the same way technicians and technical assistants should be qualified by

examination. Further details can be supplied on request.

Clerical personnel, in commerce, government service and industry (such as

book-keepers, clerical oflScers and others) should have completed their secondary

education and, where applicable, produce proof of previous experience. Typists

and stenographers should preferably hold certificates issued by recognized exam-

ining bodies. Most employers require applicants to pass speed and eflSciency tests

prior to engagement.
UNSKILLED WORKERS

Vacancies in the unskilled and semi-skilled fields, including such positions as

heavy transport drivers, are readily filled from local sources as are vacancies for

postmen, waiters, window cleaners, milkmen and other categories which do not

require formal training, and potential immigrants seeking such employment are

not, as a general rule encouraged.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Labour organizations are similar to those in fully developed countries. Rhodesia

has a proud record of harmonious relationships between management and labour.

Virtually all trades have unions and are controlled by a National Industrial

Council.
There are three points to bear in mind :

(a) There is a union to which you may belong

;

(&) Government machinery exists to settle disputes if needed ;

(c) Most industries in Rhodesia are governed and regulated by National In-

dustrial Councils.

(173)
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WAGES

A guide to average wage rates in the major centres is given below. The average
working week is 44 hours, after which overtime is payable at increased propor-
tionate rates similar to those in other industrialized western countries.

These figures may vary slightly, depending on the individual's occupation
within his industry. The bigger cities usually offer more amenities, but all smaller
towns have modern amenities and social services such as housing, schools, medical
care and entertainment, and in fact you may prefer a smaller town where the

pace of life is less exacting.
APPRENTICESHIP

Rhodesia's industrial standards can perhaps best be measured by its Appren-
ticeship Act, which provides a modern system of technical training. An impor-
tant consideration in the latest legislation is that better facilities and greater
security are offered to apprentices who would also enjoy standard holiday and
other benefits.

MEDICAL AID SCHEMES

'National Health' as known in a Welfare State, does not exist in Rhodesia. No
compulsory deductions are made from wages, but instead voluntary contributory

Medical Aid schemes have been established. For example, a married man earning
R $200 to R $250 per month, with a wife and one child, may contribute R $2.45

for himself; R $1.20 for his wife and 500 for his child. His employer would
contribute an equal amount. The benefits available may be in full or in part,

dependent upon the circumstances.
In general terms medical aid entitles families to full medical attention during

illness. With some exceptions, the choice of doctor, including specialists, is yours.

Most Medical Aid Societies also operate Dental Aid Schemes and these facilities

are available at slight extra cost.

Normally, there is no provision for financial assistance towards the cost of

spectacles, dental plates, wigs or medical prescriptions, but the expenses of the
latter may be claimed on income-tax returns.

workmen's COMPENSATION

All employees are covered by Workmen's Compensation if earning R $4,000

per year or less. Employer registration is compulsory. The Workmen's Compensa-
tion Scheme is administered by Government through the Ministry of Labour and
Social Welfare, and regulations are under constant scrutiny to improve and
protect the interests of employees.
A maximum benefit of up to R $160 per month may be paid to a workman whilst

temporarily disabled. Permanently disabled workmen may be paid pensions

based on previous earning capacity and the size of families. Should the wage-
earner become deceased as a result of injuries received during the course of his

employment, the family and widow are assisted by a pension. Generous Medical

Aid facilities are provided during the time an employee is disabled. Employees
are not required to contribute to the Workmen's Compensation Scheme.

factories and workshops

The safety of the worker and his health are of prime importance. Workshops
and factories are subject to frequent inspection. Legislation ensures that modem
safety standards are adhered to in ventilation, lighting, sanitation, cleanliness,

fire precautions, first aid, protective clothing and appliances, etc.

national employment services

An eflScient network of National Employment Exchanges operates in all main
centres in Rhodesia. Staff is available to assist both employers and employees.

The Exchanges take pride in placing work-seekers quickly in jobs best suited to

their qualifications, training and circumstances.

immigrants reception and settlement service

If notified in advance, Immigrant Settlement OflScers of the Department of

Immigration Promotion, Private Bag 7711, Causeway, Salisbury, will meet you
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on arrival in Salisbury and/or Bulawayo and, if necessary, arrange temporary
accommodation, and assist with any problems you may encounter during your
first few weeks. A voluntary body—The Welcome to Rhodesia Association, P.O.

Box 8634, Causeway, Salisbury (Telephone 23989)—will also assist in many
domestic settling-in problems, including assistance in finding accommodation.
Accommodation, particularly furnished accommodation, is often diflScult to obtain

at short notice in the main centres ; consequently the early advice of requirements
is essential.

ASSISTED PASSAGES

The Rhodesia Government offers two Assisted Passages Schemes, viz. : a Gen-
eral Scheme and a Family Scheme, to selected approved overseas migrants under
certain conditions. Full details of the two Schemes are contained in a separate
broadsheet, copies of which may be obtained from the Department of Immigration
Promotion. In general, one or other of the Schemes is available to approved
immigrants and their immediate families from overseas (but excluding Southern
Africa and territories adjacent to Rhodesia), who have been granted Residence
Permits and who are assured of employment in Rhodesia, and who meet the

specific requirements of either scheme. Under normal circumstances, applications

are required to be approved before departure from countries of residence, but for

valid reason may be considered after arrival, but not later than three months, or

from the date of Residence Permit, whichever period is the later.

MILITARY TRAINING

Rhodesian residents aged between 18 and 23, provided not granted deferment,

are subject to eight months initial training. Over the next 3^ years further spells

of weekend training, totalling 40 hours each year, are compulsory, plus a camp
period of 28 days once in every two years for attested men in the prescribed areas,

i.e. Salisbury, Bulawayo, Gwelo and Umtali, and 14 days for attested men in all

other areas. If training has been deferred, the individual may still be liable for

basic training until he is 30. All residents between the ages of 17 and 60 are

required to register for Xational Service in terms of the Defence Act. Newcomers
are not required to register under the Defence Act until they have resided in

Rhodesia for six months, but all newcomers to whom Residence Permits have
been granted are required to register in terms of the National Registration Act
within 30 days after arrival.

THE RHODESIAN WAY

As has been shown, the Rhodesian employee is well served by a wide network
of inter-related agencies, anxious to safeguard his interests within a field of

harmonious industrial relations. Rhodesia loses few immigrants and most new-
comers settle easily into the relaxed society. You will find Rhodesians a sturdy,

independent people, acutely aware of their historic role in the world community,
whose friendship radiates throughout all spheres of their lives—in their approach
to race relations, in their work and recreation, and, importantly, in the welcome
extended to new Rhodesians.
Few countries in the world today offer greater opportunities for initiative and

progress. Blessed with a wonderful climate and abundant natural resources,

Rhodesia offers a peaceful environment, a relaxed and sophisticated society.

There are few who come who ever wish to leave.

JOURNEYMAN GRADE AVERAGE WAGE RATES AS AT DEC. 31, 1969

[Wages per hour)

Industry
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FUTHEB ENQUIRES

If you have any further enquiries, please write to : Department of Immigration
Promotion, Private Bag 7711, Causeway, Salisbury, Rhodesia.

In the United States, this material is filed with the Department of Justice,

where the required registration statement, in terms of the Foreign Agents Regi-
stration Act, of the Rhodesian Information Office, 2852, McGill Terrace, Wash-
ington, D.C., as an agency of the Rhodesia Ministry of Information, is available
for inspection. Registration does not indicate approval by the United States
Government.

Published by Department of Immigration Promotion,
Private Bag 7711, Causeway,

Salisbury, Rhodesia,
Printed by the Government Printer, Salisbury.
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